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GENERAL PREFACE

A N Advertisement In the first volume has. In

some degree, explained the nature of the pre-

sent edition. This Preface shall give the his-

tory of those which have preceded it.

The earliest regular edition w^as in twelve

volumes, 8vo, 1755 (reprinted in 1767), un-

der the respectable name of the late Dr, John
HaWKESWORTH, who tlius lutroduccs them:

*^ The Works of Dr. Jonathan Swift were written

and published at very distant periods of his life, and

had passed through many editions before they were

collected into volumes, or distinguished from the

productions of cotemporavy wits, with whom he

was known to associate.

<' The Tale of a Tub, the Battle of the Books,

and the Fragment, were first published together in

1704; and the Apology, and the notes from Wotton,

were added in 1710 ; this edition the Dean revised a

short time before his understanding was impaired,

and his corrections * will be found in this im*

pression.

'^ Gulliver's Travels were first printed in the year

1726, with some alterations which had been made

* From a correcte4 copy then in the hands of the late Deane

Swiftj esq.

a 3 hy



VI GENERAL PREFACE.

by the person through whose hands they were con-

veyed to the press ; but the original passages were

restored to the subsequent editions.

^' Many other pieces, both in prose and verse,

which had been written between the years 1691 and

1727, were then collected and published by the

Dean, in conjunction with Mr. Pope,Dr. Arbuthnot,

and Mr. Gay, under the title of Miscellanies. Of all

these pieces, though they were intended to go down

to posterity together *, the Dean was not the author,

as appeared by the title pages : but tiiey continued

undistinguished till 1742; and then Mr. Pope,

having new-classed them, ascribed each performance

among the prose to its particular author in a table of

contents; but of the verses he distinguished only the

Dean's, by marking the rest with an asterisk.

'' In the year 1735, the pieces of which the

Dean was the author were selected from the Miscel-

lany, and, with Gulliver's Travels, "the Drapier's

Letters, and some other pieces which were written

upon particular occasions in Ireland, were published

by Mr. George Faulkner, at Dublin, in four vo-

lumes. To these he afterward added a fifth and a

sixth, containing the Examiners, Polite Conver-

sation, and some other tracts ; which were soon fol-

lowed bv a seventh volume of letters, and an eighth

of posthumous pieces.

" In this collection, although printed in Ireland,

the tracts relating to that country, and in particular

the Drapier's Letters, are thrown together in great

* ** At all adventures, yours and my name shall stand linked

friends to posterity both in verse and prose." Pope to Swift,

March 23, 1727-8.

confusion ;
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confusion ; and the Tale of a Tub, the Battle of the

Books, and the Fragn^ent, are not included.

^' In the edition which is now offered to the pub-

lick*, the Tale of a Tub, of which the Dean's cor-

rections sufficiently prove him to have been the au-

thor, the Battle of the Books, and the Fragment,

make the first volume; the second is Gulliver's

Travels ; the Miscellanies will be found in the third,

fourth, fifth, and sixth ; and the contents of the

other volumes are divided into two classes, as re-

lating to England or Ireland. As to the arrange-

ment of particular pieces in each class, there were

only three things that seemed to deserve attention,

or that could direct the choice ; that the verse and

prose should be kept separate ; that the posthumous

and doubtful pieces should not be mingled with

those which the Dean is known to have published

himself; and that those tracts which are parts of a

regular series, and illustrate each other, should be

ranged in succession, without the intervention of

other m.atter : such are the Drapier's Letters, and

some other papers published upon the same occasion,

which have not only in the Irish edition, but in

every other, been so mixed as to misrepresent some

facts and obscure others : such also are the tracts

on the Sacramental Test, which are now first put

together in regular order, as they should always be

read by those who would see their whole strength

and propriety.

*' As to the pieces which have no connexion with

each other, some have thought that the serious and

* This was Dr. Hawkesworth's arrangement ; Mr. Sheridan's

will be described hereafter.

a 4 th(8



Till GENERAL PREFACE.

the comick should have been put in separate classes*

but tliis is not the method which was taken by the

Dean himself, or by Mr. Pope, when they pubhshed

the Miscellany, in which the transition

' From grave to gay, from lively to severe,'

appears frequently to be the effect rather of choice

than accident *. However, as the reader will have

the whole in his possession, he may pursue either

the grave or the gay with very little trouble, and

without losing any pleasure or intelligence which he

would have gained from a different arrangement.

'' Among the Miscellanies is the history of John

Bull, a political allegory, which is now farther

opened by a short narrative of the facts upon which

it is founded, whether supposititious or true^ at the

foot of the page.

" I1:ie notes which have been published with for-

mer editions have for the most part been retained,

because they were supposed to have been written, if

not by the Dean, yet by some friend who knew his

particular view in the passage they were intended to

illustrate, or the truth of the fact which they as-

serted.

^' The notes which have been added to this edi-

tion contain, among other things, a history of the

author's work?, which would have made a conside-

rable part of his life ; but, as the occasion on which

particular pieces were written, and the events which

they produced, could not be related in a series,

without frequent references and quotations, it was

* " Our Miscellany is now quite printed. I am prodigiovisly

pleased with this joint volume, in which methinks we look like

friends side by side, serious and merry by turns—diverting others

just as we diverted ourselves." Pope to Swift;, March 8, 1 726-7.

thought
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thought more eligible to put them together; in the

text innumerable passages have been restored, which

were evidently corrupt in every other edition, whe--

ther printed in England or Ireland.

'' Among the notes Vv'ill be found som.e remarks

on those of another writer; for which no apology can

be thought necessary, if it be considered that the

same act is justice if the subject is a criminal, which

Would have been murder if executed on the in-

nocent
'' Lord Orrery has been so far from acting upon the

principle on which Mr. Pope framed this petition in

his Universal Prayer,

'* Teach me
** To hide the faults I see;*

that, where he has not found the appearance of a

fault, he has laboured hard to 7nake one.

" Lord Orrery has also supposed the Dean him-

self to have been the editor of at least six volumes of

the Irish edition of his works ; but the contrary will

incontestibly appear upon a comparison of that edi-

tion with this, as well by those passages which w^erc

altered under colour of correction, as by those in

which accidental imperfections were suffered to

remain.

'' The editor of the Irish edition has also taken

into his collection several spurious pieces in verse,

which the Dean zealously disavowed, and whicJi

therefore he would certainly have excluded from any

collection printed under his inspection and with his

consent. But there is evidence of another kind to

prove that the Dean never revised any edition of his

works for Faulkner to print ; and that on the con-

trary he was unwilling that Faulkner should print

them
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them at all. Faulkner, in an advertisement pub-

lished Oct. 15, 1754, calls himself the editor as vjcil

as publisher of the Dublin edition ; and the Dean

has often renounced the undertaking in express

terms. In his letter to Mr. Pope, dated May i,

1733, he says, that when the printer applied to him

for leave to print his works in Ireland, he told him

he would give 770 leave ; and when he printed them

without, he declared it was much to bis dtsconte'nt
;

the same sentiment is also more strongly expressed

in a letter now in the hands of tlie publisher*,

which was written by the Dean to the late Mr. Ben-

jamin Motte^ his bookseller in London."

In 1762, the thirteenth and fourteenth vo-

lumes were added by the late learned and ex-

cellent printer Mr. William Bowyer; whose

advertisement is worth preserving:

^^ The pleasure Dean Swift's Works have already

afforded will be a sufficient apology for communi-

cating to the reader, though somewdiat out of season,

these additional volumes ; who will be less dis-

pleased, that they have been so long suppressed,

than thankful that they are now at last published.

We have no occasion to apologize for the pieces

themselves ; for, as they have all the internal marks

of genuineness, so, by their farther opening the

author's private correspondence, they display the

goodness of his heart, no less than the neverrccasing

sallies of his wit. His answer to " The Rights of

the Christian Church" is a remarkable instance of

bodi ; which, though unfinished, and but the slight

* Se': this leUcr, dntcd Nov. 11, 1735, in vol. XVIIL

prolusions
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prolusions of his strength, show how sincere, how
able a champion he was of religion and the church.

So soon as these were printed in Dublin, in a new

edition of the Dean's works, it was a justice due to

them to select them thence, to complete the London

edition. Like the author, though they owe their

birth to Ireland, they will feel their maturity in

England ^
; and each nation will contend which

shall receive them with greater ardour.

'^ We have added, in the last volume, an Index

to all the Works ; wherein we have ranged the bons

mots scattered throughout them under the article

SwiFTiANA, by which their brightness is collected,

as it were, into a focus, and they are placed in such

open day, that they are secured, for the future,

from the petty larceny of meaner wits."

The fifteenth and sixteenth volumes were

published in 1765, under the Immediate di-

rection of Deane Swift, esq., with this

Preface :

'' It may appear somewhat strange to the world,

and especially to men of taste and learning, that so

many poetical, historical, and other miscellaneous

productions of Dr. Swift should have lain dormant
such a number of years, after the decease of an au-

thor so universally admired in all nations of the

globe, which have any share of politeness. How-
ever, not to be over and above particular on this

occasion ; were it of any consequence to relate by

what extraordinary means these several papers were

rescued from the injuries of time and accidents ; or,

* See this thought poetically expressed, vol. VJII. p. 238,

to
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to insist upon some otlier circumstances, which, at

present, we choose to pass over in silence ; it would,

perhaps, seem rather ftnore astonishing, that ever

indeed they should have had the good fortune to

make their appearance at all. It may suffice to ob-

serve, that, in order to gratify the curiosity of the

publick, we shall ascercain tl^iese writings to be ge-

nuine ; although to every man of taste and judg-

ment they carry their own marks of authenticity.

And therefore, as all the original manuscripts, not ta

mention two or three poems taken from the publick

prints, are in the doctor's own hand ; or, trans*

cribed by his amanuensis, have the sanction of his

indorsement ; som^e few copies, for which indeed we
Lave the lionour to be obliged to our friends, only

excepted ; we shall deposite them in the British

Museum, provided "-he governors will please to re-

ceive them into their collection."

Three volumes of Epistolary Correspondence

were thus prefaced by Dr. Hawj^esworth in

1166.

'' The letters here offered to the publick were a

present from the late Dr. Swift to Dr. Lyon, a cler-

gyman of Ireland, for whom he had a great regard ;

they were obtained of Dr. Lyon by Mr. Thomas
Wilkes, of Dublin, and of Mr. Wilkes by the

booksellers for whom they are published.

*' As many of them mention persons who have

been long dead, and allude to incidents not now ge«*

nerally known, they would have been too obscure

to afford general entertainment or information, if

they had not been elucidated by notes.

<* This
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•^ This necessary elucidation I have endeavoured

to supply, at the request of the proprietors, from

such knowledge of the Dean's connexions and

writings as I was able to acquire, when I revised

twelve volumes of his works, which were published

about ten years ago, with notes of the same kind,

and some account of his life.

** Many passages, however, occurred, which,

though they wanted explanation, I could not ex-*

plain : these I made the subject of queries; which

being shown to the late reverend Dr. Birch, he fur-

nished answers to most of them, which are distin-

guished from the other notes by inverted commas.

The favour cost him some trouble ; but he conferred

it with that readiness and pleasure, which has made

his character amiable upon many occasions of muck
greater importance.

" It has been thought best to print all the letters

in order of time, without regarding by whom they

are written ; for if all the letters of each person had

been classed together, the pleasure of the reader

would have been greatly lessened, by passing again

and again through the same series, as often as he

came to a new collection ; whereas the series is now

preserved regular and unbroken through the wiiolc

correspondence. Those vv^hich, being of uncertain

date, could not be brought into this series, arc

printed together in an appendix.

" Three letters from, the Dean to the late, earl of

Bath, general Pulteney was pleased to communicate

to the editor, by the favour of the reverend Dr.

Douglas ; two of these will be found in the ap-

pendix, the other had been already printed from a

copy in the Dean's hand-writlng. la the appendix

will
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will also be found some letters between the Dean

and Mrs. Esther Vanhomrigli, with a few others,

which did not come to the hands of the proprietor*

till the rest of the work was printed.

" Some letters of a private nature, and some that

relate to persons wlio are still living, have been sup-

pressed ; but the number is very small. Some are

inserted that persons still living have written ; but

they are such as would reflect no dishonour upon the

highest character.

" For the publication of letters, which certainly

were not written for the publick, I shall however

make no apology in my own name, because the pub-

lication of them is not my ovv^n act, nor at my own

option ; but the act of those to whom they had been

sold for that purpose, before I knew they were in

being.

^' It may, b.owever, be presum.ed, that though the

publication of letters has been censured by some, yet

that it is not condemned by the general voice, since

a numerous subscription, in which are many re-

spectable names, lias been lately obtaine.d, for print--

ing other parts of the Dean's epistolary correspon-.

dence, by a relation who professes the utmost vene-

ration for his memory ; and a noble lord ^ has per-

mitted Mr. Wilkes to place this under his pro-

tection.

" A recommendation of these volumes is yet less

necessary than an apology ; the letters are indispu-

tably genuine ; the originals, in the handwriting of

tlie parties, or copies indorsed by the Dean, being

deposited in the British Museum ; except of those

in the appendix, mentioned to have come to the

proprietors hands after the rest was printedj the ori-

* iviv-hard earl Temple.

ginals
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ginals of which are in the hands of a gentleman of

great eminence in the law in Ireland.

^' They are ail written by persons eminent for their

abihties, many of whom were also eminent for their

rank ; the greater part are the genuine effusions of

the heart, in the full confidence of the most intiiilate

friendship, without reserve, and without disguise.

Such in particular are the letters between the Dean

and Mrs. Johnson, and Mrs. Dingley, lord Boiing-

broke, and Dr. Arbuthnor, Mr. Lewis, Mr. Ford,

and Mr. Gay.
" They relate many particulars, that would not

otherwise have been known, relative to some of the

most interesting events that have happened in this^

century : they abound also with strains of humour^

turns of wit, and refined sentiment ; they are ail

strongly characteristick, and enable the reader * to

catch the manners living as they rise.' Those from

the Dean to Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Dingley are part

of the journal m.entioned in his life ; and from them

alone a better notion may be formed of his manner

and character than from all that has been written

about him.

•
'"^ But this collection must not be considered as

afFor-cling only entertainment to the idle, or specu-

lative knowledge to the curious ; it most forcibly im-

presses a sense of the vanity and brevity of life,

which the moralist and the divine have always

thought an important purpose, but which mere de-

clamation can seldom attain.

'* In a series of familiar letters between tlie same

friends for thirty years, their whole life, -as it were,

passes in review before us'; we live with them, w^e

bear them talk, v/e mark the vigour of life, the ar-

dour
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dour of expectation, the hurry of business, the jollity

of their social meetings, and the sport of their fancy

in the sweet intervals of leisure and retirement; we

see tiie scene gradually change; hope and expec-

tation are at an end ; they regret pleasures that are

past^ and friends that are dead ; they complain of

disappointment and infirmity ; they are conscious

that tlie sands of life which remain are few ; and

while we hear them regret the approach of the last,

it falls, and we lose them in the grave. Such as they

were, we feel ourselves to be ; we are conscious to

sentiments^ connexioos, and situations like theirs;

we find ourselves in the same path, urged forward

by the same necessity, and the parallel in what has

been is carried on with such force to what shall be,

that the future almost becomes present, and we won-

der at the new power of those truths, of which we

never doubted the reality and importance.

'^ These letters will therefore contribute to what-

ever good may be hoped from a just estimate of life;

and for that reason, if for no other, are by no means

unworthy the attention of the publick./*

Three similar volumes succeeded in 1767,

with the following epistle from Deane Swift,

esq.

To Mr. William Johnston.

"SIR, Worcester, July 25^ 1767.

*' Although I gave you my reasons, some time

ago, for not troubling either the publick or myself

with aay Preface to these volumes of Dr. Swift's

writings, you still press for some kind of Advertise -

ment, by way of ushering them into the world. But

what
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what occasion is there for such formality ? If the

letters now printed merit general regard, they will

have a chance to live as long as the rest of his

epistles : if they deserve contempt, their days will

be of short continuance. And as for the reigns of

William Rufus, Henry the First, and Stephen ; it

is supposed they will appear to be such a model of

English history, as v^'ill make all men of taste, and

especially foreigners, regret that he pursued his plan

no farther.

*' I can tell you a secret, which I was not apprised

of myself until about a year ago, and which perhaps

may give you pleasure. There are many of the

Doctor's writings, long since printed (don't be sur-

prised, for I am supported in what I say by the au-

thority of manuscripts now in my own study) which

are not to be met with in any collection of his works

:

so indifferent he was, and careless, whether they

lived or died. Yet even these, by one means or

other, as I know their titles, and conjecture where

they can be found, I hope I shall be able to recover,

and send down to posterity.

'* To the best of my recollection, when I talked

to you last November of a preface to these volumes,

I 'had some thoughts of opening a scene, v/hich

would have exposed to view several things which are

still involved in darkness. But, as I have neither vouth,

leisure, nor inclination, to engage in altercations of

any sort, I think it is better to postpone what I have

principally to say relating to these matters, and par-

ticularly to the subject of Dr. Swift's writings, until

a more convenient and proper season ; when per-

haps it would be thought early enough to inform the

curious, by what a strange variety of accidents the

Vol. IL b Doctor's
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t)octor's works have happened to make their appear-

jince in so disorderly, uncouth, and miserable a con-

dition (to say nothing of a thousand mistakes and

blunders committed by several editors, both in Eng-

land and Ireland) as they do at present.

^* I am, Sir, wishing you all success in your publi-

cation, your most sincere, and very humble servant,

Deane Swift.

In this state was the collection, when, in the

latter end of 1774, the present Editor, having

occasion to peruse with attention the fifteenth

and sixteenth volumes, was induced to read, in

a regular series, the whole of Dr. Swift's Cor-

jespondence. In this pursuit, he could not but

be astonished to perceive that many pieces,

which the Dean acknowledges as his own, were

not to be found in the most expensive editions

of his works. In truth, from the volumes having

been published at different periods, the smaller

editions may be said to have been complete,

while those in which exactness might well be

looked for have remained defective. To remedy

that inconvenience, he published in 1775 the

seventeenth volume; consisting of materials,

which, if not entirelynewto the world, were such

in the editions just mentioned. From the preface

to this volume a short extract shall be given.

^^ The several pieces now offered to the publick

are of too miscellaneous a nature to need any formal

apology. Many of them are admirable ; some of

them Indifferent ; and some, perhaps, rather below

medio-
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mediocnty. Yet there are few readers who would

not wish (as Swift has said of Sir William Temple)
* to see the first draught of any thing from this

author's hand *.' And the present editor hopes to

escape the imputation of reviving ' libels born to die,'

if he expresses a wish that the less valuable parts of

the whole collection were removed from the places

they now possess, and (by being classed in a separate

volume) consigned to whatever fate their respective

degrees of merit may deserve."

One very material part of the last-mentioned

volume consisted of Swift's *' History of the Four

last Years of Queen Anne
-f-

;" which having

been

* See vol. xvi, p. 356.

f The following note, written by bishop Warburton, was
printed with the letters of Dr. Swift, Mr. Pope, and others, con-
cerning this history :

'' These papers some years after were
brought ffiished by the Dean into England, Avith an intention to

publish them. Bat a friend on whose judgment he relied dis-

suaded him from that design. He told the Dean, there were
several facts he knew to be false, and that the whole was so

much in the spirit of party-writing, that though it might have
made a seasonable pamphlet in the time of their administration,

it was a dishonour to just history. The Dean would do nothino

againft his friend's judgment
3
yet it extremely chagrined him :

and he told a common friend, that lirice did not approve the

hiftory, he would cast it into the fire^ though it was the best

work he had ever written. However, it did not undergo this

fate, and is said to be yet in being." So fays the right reverend

annotator. And yet it is certain, that a friend of Dr. Swift's

took occasion (in some conversation with lord Bolingbroke at

Batterseain 1750) to ask his lordship about the facts mentioned

in the said work, alleging, that a great part of the materials was
furnished from his lordship's papers, when secretary of state 5

who replied, '' That indeed he did not recollect any thing he
might object to, as concerning the matters of fact^ but one j

b 2 which
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been adopted by Mr. Sheridan, will be found

in the fourth volume of this collection, mtro-

duced with some prefatory remarks by the pre-

sent editor.

Encouraged by the favourable attention of the

publick, the twenty-fourth volume * was brought

forward in 1116, with this apology:

** Additions to the works of an author already

esteemed too voluminous, it is acknowledged, should

be made with caution. The editor, however, with

confidence relies on the merit as well as authenticity

of jiis materials ; and, if any particular article which

has been admitted should appear liable to objection,

will rest his appeal on the real motive for entering

on a task not unattended with labour — a desire of

preserving those scattered materials without which

the works of Swift can never be completed : an

event the world has long had reason to expect from

the person in every respect best qualified for

which was about the suspension of arms being mentioned there as

a transaction of the queen's ministry. Whereas, said he, I do

assure you, I was utterly unacquainted with that measure j having

advised against it, until it vi^as fully agreed upon in concert with

Dr. Swift's hero (meaning lord Oxford), nor had I any other hand

in that matter more than to ask the queen in council, after the

written order for suspending all military operations was put mto

my hands, Aladam, is it you?' majesty's pleasure that this order he

sigjied?'' In a letter to Mr. Pope, Jan. lo, 1721, the Dean fays,

/' I had indeed written some memorials of the four laft years of

the queen's reign, with some other informations which I received,

as necessary materials to quality me for doing something in a

place then designed me; but, as it was at the disposal of a per-

son who had not the smallest share of steadiness or sincerity, I

disdained to accept it," The office here alluded to was in the gift

of Henry Grey duke of Kent.
•^- The six volumes oi Letters WTre numbered XVIII—XXIII.

such
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such an undertaking, ' Many of the Doctor's

writings' (says Mr. Deane Swift, the worthy guar-

dian of his kinsman's fame), ' long since printed,

are not to be met with in any collection of his

works =*^.' The pieces now presented to the reader

are exactly under this predicam.ent ; and some of

them, it is presumed, are part of what Mr. Swift

alludes to.

" In the state in which the Dean's writings now
stand, the editor flatters himself, he shall not be cen-

sured for what is added. He does not pretend to say,

that the whole ought to be adopted in a regular edition

:

yet, whenever such a work shall be actually under-

taken, he doubts not but the present volume will be

considered as an interesting part of it -j~ ; and at the

same time will be a proper appendage to all former

editions ; being strictly, what it professes to be, a

Collection of Miscellanies by Dr. Swift and his most

intimate friends.

*' The first part consists of several scarce tracts,

originally published in that memorable period the

four last years of the queen : some of which are

avowedly the Dean's, though hitherto they have

never appeared under his name ; and others are

^scribed to him, on his own authority, either as

having written a part of them, or at least as having

suggested the hints.

" As the sound politician and indefatigable cham-

pion of Ireland, our author already stands unrivalled.

But, when w^e consider him as the conjidenUal friend

* See before^ p. xvii.

f This was the case in Mr. Sheridan's edition of 1784.

b 3 of
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of an able ministry involved in perpetual disputes*,

in vain do we look among his works for the

writings which exalted him to such consequence.

The Examiners excepted, they are thinly scattered

through the collection, and far inferiour in num-

•X- << jviy letters will at least be a good history, to show you the

steps of this change," says Dr. Swift to Stella, on an interesting

event, Dec. 9, 1711.—And again, ''My letters would be good

memoirs, if I durst venture to say a thoufand things that pass."

March 14, 1712-13.

Mrs. Pilkington tells us, Swift cut out the leaves from a very

Jine looJi, c. ntaining a translation of Hpmce^s Epistles ; and gave

her two drawers full of letters to paste into the covers, with liberty

to read as she went on. The first which came to hand, she says,

** was a letter from lord Bolingbroke, dated six clock in the

mornivg. It begins with a remark, how differently that hour

appeared to him now rising cool, serene, and temperate, to con-

template the beauties of nature, to what it had done in some

former parts of his life, when he was either in the midst of ex-

cesses, or returning home sated with them. .He proceeded to

describe the numberless advantages with which temperance and

virtue bless their votaries, and the miseries which attend a con-

trary cause. The epistle was pretty long, and the mosc refined

piece of moral philofophy I ever met with, as indeed every one

of his were j and I had the unspeakable delight of reading several

of them. Nor can I be at all surprised that Mr. Pope should so

often celebrate a genius, who for sublimity of thought, and iel«-

gance of style, had few equals. The rest of the Dean's eorres-

pondcnts w^ere, the lady Masham, the earl of Oxford, bishop

Atterbury, bishop Burnet, lord Bathurst, Mr. Addison, arch-

deacon Parnell, Mr. Congreve, Mr. Pulteney, Mr. Pope, and

doctor Arbuthnot."—Mrs. Pilkington's story, however, in this

case, appears very questionable. The note in vol. I, p. 456,

shows her capable of forging any untruths ; and this circumstance

of the letters is connected with that falsehood there charged on her.

Besides, how came so much of Swift's correspondence to be found

not in this book ? and of the same period too ? And how m.any

letters could she have read through and pasted into a hook, before

dinner, talking to the Dean about them at the time, and called

off to take a walk wqth him in Naboth's Vineyard before she had

time even to get her paste ready ?

ber
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ber to what might naturally be expected from the

pen of so ready a writer. Like Virgil's mariners,

^ Apparent rari nantes in gurgite vasto /"

That he was not idle in that busy period, a slight

perusal of the Journal to Stella will demonstrate

;

and what is here collected may be considered as a

specimen of his labours.

*Mt is much to be lamented indeed that he did

not follow the advice given him in the year 1733 * •

* I have long had it at heart,' says his friend Mr.
Ford, ' to see your works collected, and pubhshed

with care. It is become absolutely necessary, since

that jumble with Pope, &c. in three volumes, which

put me in a rage whenever I meet with them. I

* In July, 1732, he gave to Mrs. Pilkington the following loose

assignment, the original of which is in the hands of the present

editor :
" Whereas several scattered papers, in prose and verse,

for three or four years last past, were printed in Dublin, by Mr.

George Faulkner, some of which were sent in manuscript to Mr.

William Bowyer, of London, printer ) which pieces' are supposed

to be written by me^ and are now, by the means of the Reverend

Matthew Pilkington, who delivered or sent them to the said

Faulkner and Bowyer, become the property of the said Faulkner

and Bowyer : I do here, witliout specifying the said papers, giv€

ap all manner of right, I may be thought to have in the said

papers, to Mr. Matthew Pilkington aforesaid, who informs me that

he intends to give up the said right to Mr. Bowyer aforesaid.

Witness my hand, July 22, 1732. Jonath, Swift.

From theDeanery-house in Dublin,the dayand year above-written."
*' Pursuant to an assignment, dated the 22d day of July, 1732,

granted to me by the Rev. Do6tor Swift, of several pieces in prose

and verse, supposed to be written by him, which pieces were

printed by Mr. Faulkner in Dublin, and Mr. Bowyer in London,

most of which pieces were conveyed to them by me ; I do hereby

give up all manner of right which is conveyed to me by the said

assignment to Mr. William Bowyer of London, printer, as em-
powered by the Rev. Doctor Swift aforesaid. In witness whereof,

I have set my hand, this 5th day of October, 1732.

" Matt. Pilkington."

b 4 know
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know no reason why, at this distance of time, the

Examiners, and other political papers written in the

queen's reign, might not be inserted. I doubt you

have been too neghgent in keeping copies ^ : but

I have them bound up, and most of them single besides,

1 lent Mr. Corbet -j- rhat paper to correct his Gulliver

by ; and it was from that I mended my own. There

is every single alteration from the original copy;

and the printed book abounds with all those errours

which should be avoided in the new edition.*

*^ Had Dr. Swift attended to this advice, the pre-

sent publication would undoubtedly have been su-

perseded ; or, could the editor have fortunately ob-

tained the collection so diligently made by Mr.

Ford,^ it would have been a collateral proof of au-

thenticity, and have probably increased the number

of the Dean's political pamphlets. Those which are

now pi-intcd are all which the editor has met with ;

and each of them is separately left to vouch for its

own excellence, and for the authority on which it has

been admitted into this volume.

^' The lighter prose parts of the collection have

been selected^ by various accidents, from different

* Mrs. Whiteway, in a letter to Mr. Pope, May i6, 1740,

says, ** A few years ago he burnt most of his, writings unprinted,

exeept afew loose papers which are in my possession, and which

I promise you (if I outlive him) shall never be made publick

without your approbation. There is one Treatise in his own

keeping, called Advice to Servants, very unfinished and in-

correct
3
yet what is done of it has so much humour, that it

may appear as a posthumous work. The History of the Four

Last Years of Queen Anne's Reign I suppose you have seen with

Dr. King, to whom he sent it some time ago, and, if I am

rightly informed, is the only piece of his (except Gulliver) which

he ever proposed waking money ly, and was given to Dr. Kin g

with that design."

f Dr. Swift's successor as dean of St, Patrick's,

sources.
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sources. For a few of them, the editor readily ac-

knowledges himself indebted to Mr. Faulkner ; to

whose diligence the reader is also obliged for the

additional letters; and for some entertaining anec-

dotes, particularly in matters relative to Ireland.

*' Many of the poetical essays are the Dean's, and

all of them such as are immediately connected with

his writings. Among these, the productions of Dr.

Delany are particularly distinguished.

'' Facts and circumstances of a temporary nature

are so soon forgotten, that little apology seems neces-

sary for the number and minuteness of the notes.

It has ever been the editor's opinion, that every book

should include an explanation of the obscure and

less known passages in it, without obliging the reader

to refer to other sources of information. When it

is considered that these helps are designed for the

use of such as are not general readers, it is presumed

those who are more informed will pardon the inser-

tion of some circumstances^ which to them may ap-

pear superfluous."

To these, in 1779, was added the twenty-fifth

volume ; from the preface to w^hich, a very

few lines shall be taken :

f' After what the editor of this volume has pre-

fixed to those he before introduced to the press, it

is needless to enlarge on the motives, or even on the

contents, of the present publication. The numerous

corrections in the ' Journal to Stella' are too material

to pass totally unnoticed. That part of it which was

published by Dr. Hawkesworth, appearing abun-

dantly more polished than the other given to the world

J)y Mr. Deane Swift ; it was natural to imagine that

5X)me
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^ome alteration had been made. On examining, I

find that in the originals, now in the British Mu-
seum, beside a few corrections which appear to

have been by the Dean at the time of writing them,

there are some obliterations, and many whole sen-

tences omitted. It is true, they relate principally to

private matters. But how far there is a propriety in

making such corrections, the reader v/ill best deter-

mine, on a perusal of the passages here restored ;

many of which he will plainly perceive to have arisen

from the carelessness of a transcriber, who frequently

omitted what he could not read.

" The characters extracted from the Dean's MS
* Notes on Macky ** are sufficiently authenticated ;

and the ' Biographical Anecdotes -j-* and 'Epistolary

Correspondence' cannot fail of being acceptable.

'^ It may perhaps be objected against some of the

articles which will be found throughout Swift's

works, that they are too trifling, and were never in-

tended by the author for the eye of the publick. But

it was thought it would be an agreeable entertainment

to the curious, to see how oddly a man of his great

wit and humour could now and then descend to amuse

himself with his particular friends. ' His bagatelles,'

lord Chesterfield tells us, ' are much more valuable

than other people's;' an observation which will

fully justify the publication of his ' Remarks on Dr.

Gibbs's Psalms :j:.'

'^ The editor returns thanks to those respectable

gentlemen who have so liberally honoured him with

* See these in vol. XVIII, p. 218.

f These formed a valuable article at the time j but are now in

a great measure superseded by Mr. Sheridan's life of the Dean.

X See vol. XVI, p. 359. ,

their
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their communications ; and particularly to the

friend * whose assistance has been of the most sin-

gular use to him in these researches. The titles of

such pieces as are known to have been written by the

Dean, not yet recovered, shall here be given :

1 . His Letter to the Bishop of Killaloe. '< Tooke
is going on with my Miscellany. I'd give a penny

the letter to the bishop of Killaloe was in it ; it

would do him honour : Could not you contrive to

say you hear they were printing my things together

;

and that you wish the bookseller had that letter

among the rest ? but don't say any thing of it as

from me. I forgot whether it was good or no ; but

only having heard it much commended, perhaps it

may deserve it." If this was ever printed, it must
have been in or before the year 1708,

2. A Tract, '' On Reading, and the Corruption

of Taste in Writing." This tract was written by

Swift, and sent to sir Andrew Fountaine. It never

was printed ; but is probably alluded to in the

Journal to Stella, Nov. 4, 1 7 1 o. 'I writ a pamph-
let when I was last in London, that you and a thou-

sand have seen, and never guessed it to be mine.*

Oct. 12, he saj^s, * They have fixed about fifty things

on me since I came; I have printed but three^

Q. What were they ?

3. '* A Ballad (full of Puns) on the Westminster

Election, 17 10." In the Journal to Stella, Oct. 17,

1 7 10, he says, * This morning Delaval came to see

me, and we went together to Kneller's, who was not

in town. In the way we met the electors for parlia-

* Isaac Reed, esq., of Staple Inn,

ment-
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ment-men : and the rabble came about our coach,

crying, ' A Colt, a Stanhope, &c/ We were
afraid of a dead cat, or our glasses broken ; and so

were always of their side.' Journal to Stella, Oct. 5,

1710.—' There is a Ballad full of Puns on the West-
minster Election, that cost me half an hour : it

runs, though it be good for nothing.' Ibid.

4. '* Dunkirk still in the Flands of the French,

being a plain and true Discovery of a most notorious

Falsehood, invented by Jacobites and Tories, that

the Town of Dunkirk was lately delivered to the

English. Price id." Advertised July 17.—This

and the three following are certainly part of the

seven penny papers Swift mentions to Stella, Aug. 7,

1712.

5. *^ A Hue and Cry after Dismal ; being a full

and true Account how a Whig Lord was taken at

Dunkirk in the Habit of a Chimney Sweeper, and

carried before General Hill. Price id."

6. *' It 's out at last, or French Correspondence

clear as the Sun. Price id."

7. " A Dialogue upon Dunkirk, between a Whig
and a Tory, on Sunday Morning the 6th. Instant.

Price id."

8. What means ** guessing is mine," in the Jour-

nal to Stella, Nov. 7, 17 10? and '' Goodmar>

Peasley and Isaac," Feb. 9, 1710-11 ?

9. When the Earl of Oxford was under prose-

cution. Swift saw a pamphlet called ' The Con-

duct of Lord Treasurer impartially considered;'

upon which he wrote observations ; but whether he

published them, does not appear.

10. He wrote in 1725 more papers against Wood
than are printed.

II. ^^MS.
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11.^^ MS. Scheme to Mr. Pulteney, about proper

Measures to be followed by the Court.'*

12. It appears by his letter to Mr. Windar in

vol. XIX, p. 2, dated Jan. 12, 1698, that several

of his very early sermons had been transcribed by

that gentleman.

13. The rev. Mr. Harte, author of the Life of

Gustavus Adolphus, &c. informed some of his

friends, that he had read eleven sermons of the

Dean's, which he had lent to Mr. Pope, who as-

sured Mr- Harte, they were the best he ever had

read; and Mr. Harte has said the same, who was

very circumstantial in telling, ' they were not only

stitched together, but in a black leather case ; that

they were among Mr. Pope's papers, when he died;

and that he believed that Dr. Warburton, who had

the revisal and publication of all Pope's writings

after his death, might have seen them.'

14. An original letter of the Dean's (nnprinted)

is in the possession of lord Dartrey *. IVIr. York of

Erthig \ has another, containing a criticism on

Pope's Homer. Three more to miss Waryng of

Belfast :|:, to whom Swift seriously paid his ad-

dresses, are existing.

In the same year, 1779, Dr. Swift's poetry,

as arranged by the present editor in the col-

lection then published under the superintendance

of Dr. Johnson, was thus noticed :

" The poetical writings of Swift have been long

obscured by the mode in which they are scattered

* See the nineteenth volume of this collection, at the end of

the year 1726.

. f From the information of a gentleman of distinction.

X Two letters to this lady are already in this collection,

vol. I, p. 278 5 and vol. XVIIIj p. 243.

through
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through his numerous writings. They are now col-

lected in a regular point of view, and arranged in a

chronological series. This is one of the advantages

for which the pubhck are indebted to the late ex-

cellent Supplement to Dean Swift's Works. It would

be endless to point out the many useful additions in

these volumes ; they mufl be seen, to show their

value *."

The Dedication and Preface of Mr. Sheridan

to the edition of 1784 shall be given at large:

*^ TO HENRY GRATTAN, ESQ.

FOUNDER OF THE LIBERTIES OF IRELAND

THIS NEW EDITION OF THE WORKS
OF HIS GREAT PRECURSOR,

THE IMMORTAL DRAPIER !

IN WHOSE FOOTSTEPS HE HAS TRODDEN,
AND WHOSE IDEAS REALIZED,

IS RESPECTFULLY INSCRIBED

BY HIS GRATEFUL COUNTRYMAN,
(now made PROUD OF THE NAME OF IRISHMAN)

THE EDIT'OR.

** Never did any writer show less solicitude about

the fate of his Works, than Swift. From the time

they were sent into the world, he seems not to have

had any farther concern about them. As soon as

his eaglets were fledged—
He whistled them off, and let them down the wind.

To prey at fortune. Shakspeare.

And ever after he was as careless about their fate, as

birds are with regard to their dispersed broods.

* The late Rev. John Duncombe^ in Gent. Mag. vol. XLIX.

p. 5S^' _,
For
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For a long time his several productions remained

in a detached state, without the name of any author;

rior could the general admiration they excited, pro-

vail on him to reveal himself, or claim them as his

own. In this respect, he seems to have been actu-

ated by the same principle which governed his whole

conduct in life, that of the most perfect disinterest-

edness ; and as he had laid it down for a maxim,

from the beginning, that he never would receive

any pecuniary gratification for his wu'itings, so he

used his best endeavours to avoid, as much as pos-

sible, even the reward of fame. Or if, in process

of time, the author of works bearing the stamp of

such uncommon genius, should be discovered, it

would be allowed that he courted not fame, but

fame followed him. The improvement of mankind

being the chief object he had in view in all his pub-

lications, he thought the extraordinary talent, be-

stowed on him, for this purpose, with so liberal a

hand, ought to be as liberally employed, without

any mean mixture of selfish motives *.

'^ The

* In a letter from Swift to Mr. Pulteney, dated May 12, 175^,

there is the following paragraph :
" I never got a farthing by

any thing I writ, except one about eight years ago, and that was
by Mr. Pope's prudent management for me." Here we have a

conlirmation of what I have advanced above, that he had laid it

down as a maxim not to accept of any pecuniary gratification for

his writings, by the positive assertion of the author, whose ve-

racity cannot be doubted. And that he swerved from it in this

single instance he imputes to Mr. Pope's prudent management for

him. ]^' which expression he seems to insinuate that it was not

altogether with his approbation.

On the other hand it has been asserted that Swift got a sum of

money for his first work. The Tale of a Tub -, and as a proof of

this, it is said^ there is still in being an txilYj inade in the books

of
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*' The first time that any of his straggling pieces

were collected together, with his own consent, was

so late as the year 1726, when he was far advanced

in life. These were published by Mr. Pope in some

volumes of Miscellanies, interspersed with works of

his own, preceded by a Preface to which both their

names were subscribed.

" Seven or eight years after this, the first col-

lection of his Works, unmixed with those of others,

of the first publisher of a certain sum paid for that work. But

this entry does not say to whom it was paid ; and I shall here

produce a certain proof that it was neither to Swift nor his order.

That the first edition was made without his privity or consent,

appears clearly from the following passages in the Apology pre-

fixed to his own edition in 1709, where Swift, speaking of him-

self, says,

—

" He was then a young gentleman much in the

world, and wrote to the taste of those who were like himself;

therefore, in order to allure them, he gave a liberty to his pen,

which might not suit with maturer years, or graver characters
j

.ind which he could easily have corrected, with a vtry few blots,

had he been master of his papers for a year or two lefore their

publication.— How the Author came to be without his papers, is

a story not proper to be told, and of very little use, being a pri-

vate fact : of which the reader would believe as little, or as much>

as he thought good. He had, however, a blotted copy by him,

which he intended to have written over with many alterations,

and this the publishers were well aware of, having put it into the

Bookseller's Preface, that they apprehended a surreptitious copy,

which was to be altered, &c. This, though not regarded by

readers, was a real truth, only the surreptitious copy was rather

that which was printed ; and they made all the haste they could,

which indeed was needless, the Author not being at all pre-

pared : but he has been told the hoohseUer was much in pain,

having given a good sum of money for the copy.''

From the above passage it is evident that the first edition was

printed, without the Author's privity, from a surreptitious copy,

and the money was paid to the possessor of that copy; who cer-

tainly, under such circumstances, must wish to be concealed,

and therefore no name is annexed to the entry in the Bookseller's

account book mentioned before.

was
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vvas made by George Faulkner, printer and book-

seller in Dublin, in four volumes octavo. This

was carried on, not only without the Dean's con-

sent, but much against his inclination, as may be

seen by several of his Letters written to different

persons about that time *. Yet Faulkner, in order

to stamp a credit on his edition, had the confidence

to assert (not indeed till after the Dean had lost his

senses) in some of the latter volumes, that the whole

was carried on under his inspection ; nay that he

even corrected the press, sheet by sheet : the false-

hood of which must appear to every one, who sees

what a number of absurd and stupid notes are to be

found there. But, indeed, he was so far from en-

couraging the Work, that he never could be pre-

vailed on to give the least information about any

other of his writings, not before publickly known to

be his, though frequently importuned on that head

by Dr. Sheridan, and many others of his friends,

who were inclined to serve Faulkner, and wished to

make the edition as complete as possible : on which

* Among many others, the following passages In two of hi^

letters to Mr. Pultenej, will clearly prove the point. *' You will

hear, perhaps, that one Faulkner has printed four volumes,

which are called my works. He has only prefixed the first

letters of my name. It was done utterly against my witl; for

there is no property in printers or booksellers here, and I v/as

iiot able to hinder it. 1 have never yet looked into them, nor I

lelieve ever shall.'' March 8, 1734. Again, May 12, 1735,

he says, " You are pleased to mention some volumes of what

are called my Works I have looked on them very little.—The
l>rinter applied to my friends, and got many things from Eng-

land. The man was civil and humble, but I had no dealings

with him, and therefore he consulted some frieiids, who were

readier to direct him than I desired they should."

Vol. II. c account
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account they could, at that time, farnish out only

four volumes *. There was but one point in which

he interfered ; that of not suffering his name to be

prefixed, but only the initial letters.

^' The avidity with which these works were de^

voured by the Publick, brought on a search for all

the other writings of the Author, not contained in

this collection, and several successive volumes were

published as they were found out. Out of these the

ingenious Dr. Hawkesworth formed an elegant edi-

tion enriched with notes, many of which are retained

in this.

^' When all that had hitherto been printed was ex-^

hausted, the curiosity was keener with regard to oiu

ginal pieces, and such manuscripts as had never seen

the light. Among these none have met with a more

favourable reception from the Publick, than the col-

lection of his Epistolary Correspondence ; for,

though it is evident that none of these letters (if we

except only Mr. Pope's) were intended for the press,

yet this very circumstance seems to have enhanced

their value, according to an observation of lord Bo-

lingbroke's in one of his Epistles to Swift, where he

says— * Pliny writ his letters for the publick ; so

did Seneca ; so did Balsac, Voiture, &c. Tully

did not, and therefore these give us more pleasure

than any which have come down to us from anti^

quity. When we read them, we pry into a secret

which was intended to be kept from us. That is 3,

pleasure. We see Cato, and Brutus, and Pompey,

and others, siich as they really were, and not such

as the gaping rtiultitude of their own age took theni

* The Dean's assignment of these papers to Mr, Pilkington

;s printed'in the present Preface, p, xxiii,

tQ
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to be, or as historians and poets have represented

them to ours. That is another pleasure.'

*' When we reflect that among his correspondents

are to be found the celebrated names of Bolinobroke

Pope, Addison, Gay, x\rbutlmot^ Prior, archbishop

King, Peterborow, Pulteney, Voltaire, &c. we need

not wonder that the curiosity of the present times

has been so highly gratified by their publication.

Nor is there any doubt but that their value will con-

tinue to increase with posterity, in proportion to the

distance of time, down to the latest period. And
even among those correspondents of an inferiour class,

the letters will perhaps be found the best patterns in

our language, whether of the easy, familiar, or ele-

gant style ; in which some of the ladies have distin-

guished themselves, particularly the duchess of

Queensberry and lady Betty Germain. But Swift's

own style, in his Epistles, as in every thing else,

will always remain unrivalled, until some great ori-

ginal genius like himself shall arise.

'' In this collection nothing is more valuable, or

has more highly gratified the curiosity of the publick,

than his Journal to Stella ; as it lets us more into

the real character of Swift than all his other writings

put together. In this Journal, daily addressed to

his bosom friend, every thought as it rises in his

mind, and every feeling of his heart, are laid open

in all the nakedness of truth. Throughout the whole

he is thinking aloud, as if he were conversing with

her tete a tete ; and out of this as true a portrait

may be made of the peculiar features and complexion

of his mind, as could be done of his external form,

by any artist, to whom he might sit for his picture;

c a '
. and
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and to this I have been chiefly indebted, for the

proofs produced in support of his character.

^^ The first thing to be done in this edition, was,

to disembroil these works from the chaos in which

they have hitherto appeared, and reduce them into

some regular order under proper heads.

«^ The first volume is wholly taken up with the

History of his Life.

<^ The second contains his Tale of a Tub, Battle of

the Books, being his earliest productions, and the

first of his Political Tracts written in Englapd.

*^ The third and fourth contain all his other Poli-

tical Tracts relative to English Affairs.

*^ The fifth, his Essays on various Subjects.

*^ The sixth, Gulliver's Travels.

*' The seventh and eighth, all his Poetical Works,

and Polite Conversation.

^^ The ninth, all his Political Tracts relative to

Ireland.

'^ The tenth, his sermons, and a variety of de^-

tached Pieces written in Ireland.

^* Tiie eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, and

fifteenth volumes contain the whole of his Epistolary

Correspondence. As the several parcels containing

these Letters had fallen into different hands, and

were published at different times, they were printed

xvithout any regard to order, insomuch that the an-

swers to numbers of the Letters were to be sought for

in different volumes. They are here digested in a

regular series according to their dates. The cor-

respondence between Mr. Pope and the Dean, not

in the former edition, is here added, as published

by Pope ; and the whole closed with his Journal to

Stella, in an uninterrupted series.

''In
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*' In the sixteenth volume are thrown together all

his Sketches and unfinished Pieces.

*' The seventeenth volume consists of Martinus

Scribleras, John Bull, and various other Pieces in

prose and verse, published in Pope's Miscellanies.

As these Pieces are admirable in themselves, and as

it is well known that Swift had a great share in som.e

of the most capital, though, according to his usual

practice, he never claimed any, but let his friends

Arbuthnot and Pope enjoy the whole reputation as

well as profit arising from them ; and as these have

always made a part of Swift's Works, where only

they are now to be found collected, it was thought

proper to add this volume to the rest.

'^ As Swift has been universally allowed to write

the purest and most correct English, of any of our

Authors, I thought it might be of publick benefit,

to point out all grammatical errours, solecisms, or

inaccuracies, that might occur in his style. For

—

Decipit exemplar vitiis i?nitabile.

This I have done throughout, as occasion offered,

in notes ; except in his more familiar letters, where,

some degree of negligence is allowable, and the use

of colloquial phrases, not consistent perhaps with

strict propriety, is permitted, as giving them a more

natural air. Nor have I taken notice of many inac-

curacies of a similar kind in his Gulliver's Travels

;

where he sometimes purposely makes use of phrases

and expressions nor strictly grammatical, in order

that the style might seem more in character, as

coming from a seafaring man. The not adverting

to this, has been the reason that several criticks, who

have taken upon them to point out Swift's inac-

c 3
curacies^
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'curacies, have produced almost all their instances

from Gulliver's Travels.

" But, beside the particular passages which I have

commented upon in the notes, there are some ge-

neral improprieties which run through the whole

body of the works, not only of our author, but of

all other English writers. These have been esta-

blished by long custom, and suffered to keep their

posts through an unpardonable neglect of studying

our own language. To point these out wherever

they occurred, would have been an endless task,

and occasioned a disgusting repetition ; I have there-

fore corrected them throughout ; and that the

reader may judge of the propriety of so doing, I

here subjoin a list of them.
*' As the living speech has never engaged our at-

tention, the whole being employed about the written

language, many barbarous words of uncouth sound

are still retained, notwithstanding there are others of

the same import, more pleasing to the ear. Such as

—

Whilst -N r While

amongst I
p^^ J

among
betwixt

J
^ between

amidst J Lamid

jso final sound can be more disagreeable than that of

St—as it is only the sudden stop of a hiss.

Downwards ^ rDownward
forwards > For < forward

towardJ J L toward

What occasion is there for continuing the final s m
those words ?

Further— farther—
Why is this anomaly suffered to remain, when w^e

have the regular decrees of comparison in—
Far,
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Par, farther, farthest ?

Beside— besides—
These two words being of similar sound, are very

improperly used promiscuously, the one for the other.

When employed as a preposition, the word beside

should always be used : when as an adverb, besides-^

The iirst sigmfies— over and above—The last, ?nore^

over. As in the following sentences. Beside (over

and above) what has been advanced upon this sub-

ject, it may lead us to inquire, ^c,
" Besides, (moreover) what has been advanced

upon this subject, may lead us to inquire, &c.
*' It is always an imperfection in a language to have

the same individual word belong to different parts

of speech ; but when there are two words differently

pronounced, and differently spelt, used promiscu-

ously for each other, both in point of meaning, and

in discharging the different offices of preposition

and adverb, it savours much of barbarism, as it is

so easy to allot their peculiar province to each.

When I said that the word beside— should be always

used as the preposition, and— besides— as the ad-

verb, the choice was not made at random. In its

prepositional state, it must be closely united to the

following word ; in its adverbial, it should always

have a pause after it. Now the word htside— not

loaded with the final j, is rendered more apt to run

glibly into the follov/ing word : and the word besi^^^j,

always preceding a pause, has, by the addition of the

Sy a stronger sound to rest upon.

Like— likely.

''These two words also, from asimilitude of sound,

though of such different meanings, are used promis-

c 4 cuously.
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cuously. Like— 5.houkl he confined to similitude, —
Likely— to proba!)ility.

No-ways— nowise—

'

'^ No-ways— is a vulgar corruption from nowise,

and yet has got into general use, even among our

best wi^iters. The terminating— wise —^-signifies

manner; as — Wkcwise — in like manner— other-

7vise— in a different manner. It should be always

written— nowise, in no manner.

Fro?n whence— whence.

*' The preposition

—

from— in the use of this phrase,

is for the most part redundant, as it is generally in-

cluded in the word whence. Thus

—

wbence comQ

you ? signifies— from what place come you ? IVhence

it follows— from which it follows.

No— not.

—

" The particle — 710— is often substituted in the

place of

—

not ; as — I care not whether. you believe

me or no — To show the absurdity of this, it will be

only necessary to add the words after— no— which

are understood — as thus— I care not whether you

believe me, or 710 believe me— instead of do ?zo/

believe me. The adverbs no and yes, are particles ex-

pressive of the simple dissent or assent of the speaker,

and can never be connected with any following word ;

and we might with as much propriety say— I care

not whether you do not believe me ox yes — as make
use of its oj^posite— 770— in that manner. This

vulgarism has taken its rise from the same cause

before-mentioned, the similarity of sound between

no and not.

Never so— ever so—
" This is a strange solecism in language. Never sb,

signifies- ;;(?/ ever so. Let us substitute the one for

the
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the Other, and the absurdity will be apparent. Thus,

when we say— I will do it, let him be never so

angry— how contrary to the intention would it ap-

pear, should the phrase be changed to — let him not

be ever so angry. Or if we use the same word in a

phrase of like import— 1 will do it however angry

he may be— how glaring would the absurdity appear^

should any one say— ho^never angry he may be !

— I had rather—
'' This phrase is strangely ungrammatical ; rather

— means— more willingly. Now let us substitute the

one in the place of the other— as— I had more wiU

iingly go, than stay— rather— is expressive of an

act of the will, and therefore should be joined to the

verb — to will— and not to the auxiliary — to have.

Instead of I had rather— it should be— I would

rather.

A— an—
'^ In the use of this article, it has been laid down as

a rule, that it should be written — a -— before a con-

sonant, and— an— before a vowel; but by not at-

tending to the exceptions to this rule, the article an

— has been very improperly placed before words of

a certain class, which ought to be preceded by the

vowel singly. All words beginning with w, when
the accent is on it, or when the vowel is sounded

separately from any other letter, should have a^ not

an,, before them. As, a unit, a (aniverse, a tiseful

project, cs'f. For the vowel ?/, in this case has not

a simple sound, but is pronounced exactly in the

same manner as the diphthongs commencing with j^,

as in you the pronoun, the individual sound given to

the name of the vowel u. Now, ^«, is never written

before
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before any words beginning with y ; n6r should it

be placed before words commencing with u, when
sounded exactly in the same manner ; if we write—
a youth ^ we should also write— a use.

*' In like manner—^w—never precedes words

commencing with w^ nor should it therefore the vowel

0^ when it forms the same sound. Thus the word,

one^ has the same sound as if written, won^ and yet

it has been the custom to write— such an one. In

both cases contrary to the usage of speech.

" When words begin with the letter h^ they are

preceded sometimes by j, sometimes by an ; and

this by an invariable rule in speaking. When the

h^ or aspirate, is sounded, the article a is used ; as

a house, a horse : when the h is mute, an is em-
ployed ; as, an hour, an honour ; pronounced as

if written an our, an onnur. And yet in all

books published of late years, the article an pre-

cedes all words beginning with h^ alike— as an

house, an horse, &c. Surely the printers ought

to reform this abuse, when they have such an ob-

vious rule to guide them. They have nothing to

do but to follow the established mode of speech,

whereof printing ought, as nearly as possible, to be

the transcript.

''I have also taken the liberty of changing through-

out an affected use of the third persons singular in

verbs, by employing the termination eth^ long since

become obsolete, as, loveth, readeth, writeth, instead

of—loves, reads, writes. This habit seems to have

been caught from his professional use of the Church

Service, the Bible, sermons, &c. for in the early

editions of his first publications^ it had not obtained

;

nor
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nor indeed in any of the otliers has It uniformly

prevailed, as not only in the same page, but even

the same sentence, the different modes are frequently

to be found ; and the terminating es^ is, out of all

proportion oftener used than that of eth ; which

would not have been the case, had it been the effect

of judgment, or of choice. Now, as this singu-

larity is not to be met with, in any of the polished

writers from the days of Charles the second to this

hour, I thought it should no longer have the sanc-

tion of so distinguished a name, by the casual use

of it here and there in his works ; especially as the

change was much for the better, and founded upon

good taste. ISione of the elements of speech ha~ve

a less agreeable sound to the ear, than that of etb ;

it is a dead obtuse sound, formed of the thickened

breath, without any mixture of the voice ; resem-

bling the noise made by an angry goose, from which

indeed it was borrowed ; and is more disagreeable

than the hissing j, which has at least more of sharp-

ness and spirit in it. On this account, as well as

some other causes arising from the genius of our

tongue, not necessary to be explained here, it has

been long disused by our best writers ; but as it yet

remains in the translation of the Bible, and in the

Common Prayerbook, it may be still employed,

even to advantage, in sermons, and works of divi-

nity ; as it borrows a kind of solemnity, and some-

what of a sanctified air, from being found only in

those sacred writings ; on which account, I have

suffered it to remain in such of Swift's Works as may
be classed under those heads.

" Those who are advocates for the change of s into

ith, assign ^3 a reason for it, that in so doing we

avoid
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avoid the frequent repetition of that hissing letter,

objected to our language as «in imperfection. But

in this, as in many other instances where sound is

concerned, they judge by the eye, not the ear: for

the letter j, after every consonant in our language,

except four, loses its own power, and assumes that

of z, one of our most pleasing sounds.

" In this edition I have given all the genuine

Writings of Swift hitherto published, of whatever

kind, and however trifling; as it was the general

opinion, that an edition which should omit any thing

of his, printed in a former one, would be considered

as imperfect. The eagerness with which every thing

has been sought after, which casually dropped from

his pen, confirms this opinion. His slightest

sketches, like those of some great painter, still show

a masterly hand ; and his most imperfect pieces,

however great may be the quantity "of alloy, sdll

contain some particles of gold worth extracting. If

the more fastidious criticks should object that there

is some trash to be found among them, I shall give

them the same answer that lord Chesterfield did to

one of that sort, ' It is true, there is some stuff to

be found there, but still it is Swift's stuff."

In 1783, some letters from Dr. Swift to Dr.

Atterbiiry were given to the publick, in the

'' Epistolary Correspondence" of the last men-

tioned very eminent Dignitary.

In 1789, a small volum.e of Dean Swift's

" Miscellanies in Prose and Verse*' was pub-

lished by Mr. Dilly ; which the anonymous

Editor thus modestly introduced ;

'' To
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^* To the Miscellanies now presented to the pub-

lick*' little preface is necessary. The productions of

Dean Swift will ever speak for themselves. The

publisher has only to lament that the death of a

literary friend, to whom he owes the communi-

cation of the greater part of this volume, has de-

prived him of that satisfactory elucidation the col-

lection would otherwise have 'received ; and to ac*

knowledge the assistance of another friend, from

whom he has had sovuq valuable additions.

'' Whenever a complete edition shall be formed

of Swift's Writin.o-s, it must be by an accurate com-

parison of the seventeen volumes published by Mr-

Sheridan, with the twenty-iive volumes in the

editions of Dr. Hawkesworth and Mr. Nichols-

When that is done, the present volume will form an

interesting part ; and till then it may be considered

either as an eighteenth volume of the one edition,

or as a twenty-sixth of the other.'*

In the same year, 1789, seven letters from

Dr. Swift, and nine from his housekeeper Mrs.

Whiteway, appeared in a valuable publication,

by the late George Monck Berkeley, esq. en-

titled, *' Literary Relicks ;" to which an In-

quiry into the Life of Dean Swift is prefixed,

which shall be duly noticed in the nineteenth

volume of this collection.

The Gentleman's Magazine for the laft twenty-

years has been an occasional storehouse, whence

* In this volume was inserted the Dean's " Ode to King

AVilliam on his Successes in Ireland," which the prefent Editor

had previously recovered, in 17 So, in his " Select Collection of

Poems,"

many
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many of the articles now first collected have

been carefully extracted.

The only publication which remains to be

mentioned is a collection of the Dean's Poetry,

in ** The Works of the British Poets, with

Prefaces Biographical and Critical, by Robert

Anderson, M.D. 1795;" to which the inge-

nious editor has prefixed a Life of Dr. Swift,

and some remarks on his character and writings.

These are very properly closed with that fur-

nished by Dr. Johnson ; which, though '^ less

favourable" than those of his preceding bi-

ographers, will *' by no means warrant the

severe recrimination of Mr. Sheridan *."

J.N.

* That the K^ader may judge for himself; Dr. Jchnfon's cha-

racter of Swift shall be given in vol. XIX.

A TALE
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ADVEPvTISEMENT.

The following Historical Particulars were originally

communicated to Mr. Nichols in 1777 by the

Rev. Samuel Salter, D. D. then Master of the

Charter-house.

THE Tale of a Tub was planned and composed

about 1692, by Jonathan Swift," afterwards D. D.

and Dean of St. Patrick's, Dublin ; but whether

by him. alone, or in concert and conjunction with

another of his family and name, is not quite so

clear ; as it is, that great part of it was designed in

favour and in honour of sir William Temple, on

whom the Swifts were dependent in some sort, and

under obligations to him. When the Tale, &c.

was first printed, Mr. Wotton speaks of it, as ge-

nerally believed to have been written, or published

however, by a brother of Jonathan's ; which bro-

ther, he adds, was preferred by lord Somers, at

sir W. Temple's request, to a very goovd benefice'^,

in one of the most delicious parts of one of the

* Puttenliam, near Guilford^ in Surrey. As this is a crown-

Ilving, Mr. Swilt's presentation to it seems another exception to

his relation Mr. Deane Swift's persuasion 5
'' that no solicitation

'' was ever made to the Crown by one of the name, from the Re-
** storation to this day, for any the least favour whatsoever^ that

*' was either worth the Crown's refusal^ or any of the family's

*' acceptance : except^ &c.*'

B 2 pleasantest
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pleasantest counties of England. This is invidiously

aggravated; because Mr. Wotton, conceived lord

Somers was indecentl3^ played upon, in the dedi-

cation addressed to him : and is besides false ; at

least in part : for Jonathan had no brother. His

first cousin, Thomas Swift, one year only senior to

him, though the son of a much elder brother, was

presented by lord Somers, and probably at sir

W. Temple's request, to a crown living; which he

held sixty years, and quitted but with life, in May
1732, in the eighty-seventh year of his age. The

same lord Somers recommended Jonathan to lord

Wharton ; but without success. Thomas preached

a sermon in November 17 10 (it is not specified

where) ; which he printed, and prefixed to it a de-

dication to Mr. Harley, chancellor of the exche-

quer, afterward earl of Oxford. It is on Is. xi.

13, 14. and is entitled, " Noah's Dove ; an ear-

*' nest Exhortation tp Peace ; set forth in a Sermon,
** preached on the 7th of November 17 10, a

*' Thanksgiving-day, by Thomas Swift, A. M. for-

'^ merly chaplain to sir William Temple, now
*' rector of Puttenham in Surrey. / will open my
^' mouth in parables^ Ps. Ixxviii. a. ^0 propius stesy

*' te capiet maois, Hor."—Mr. Deane Swift says :

*^ T. S. was a man of learning, and abilities; but

*' unfortunately bred up, like his father and grand-

*' father, with an abhorrence and contempt for all

''the Puritanical sectaries:" whence he seems to

infer, that he neither had, nor could well have, the

least hope of rising in the church. [What not in

sixty years ; between 1690 and 1750! How came

Atterbury, Sacheverell, and hundreds more, to

rise ?] In fact, this Sermon and its Dedication

(stand
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(stand as near as you please, or as you can) will not

he found to carry with them any marks of superior

parts : nor did T. S. attempt giving any other proof,

that I ever saw or heard of, to the world. So that,

although he certainly put in his claim to a share

here, it appears to have been little regarded : and

Jonathan has as certainly the whole credit.

In March 1766, a copy of the first edition of the

Tale of a Tub was sold (for ^s. 6d. only) at an.

auction of books, by S. Baker : this copy had, it

seems, belonged to Sheffield duke of Bucks ; with

whom dean Swift does not appear either to have had,

or to have wished for, any intimacy '^. In the first

blank leaf the duke (as is believed and there af-

firmed) had written these words :
*' What follows

^^ here written, is all by the hand of Mr. Thomas
^^ Swift :" or something of this tenour. In the next

page T. S. has given the following anecdotes ^- :

" The

* Consult on tins head the Journal to Stella, Dec. 19, lyioj

May 19, and Sept. 8, 171 1. Swift says himself, he never was

in the duke's company above once ; or twice at the most.—In a

Life of Mr. Pope, printed in 1769, it is observed) that Dr. Ar-

buthnot took Pope to task, for being so much acquainted with

John of Bucks: [which was the cant and familiar name his

Grace was called by.] " He has neitiier esteem nor love for

" you," said the Doctor 3
" and only wants to cheat you j" and

Pope soon found the truth of this 3 but, though he fell into the

snare, and bought an annuity of the duke, being over-persuaded

by him
3

yet in the end his Grace over-reached himself 3 for he

suppposed, from the delicacy of Mr. Pope's constitution, that he

w^ould live but a short time.

f These are, word for word^ the same as what appear in a

pamphlet printed for Curll in 17 10, with this title 3 '' A com-
" plete Key to the Tale of a Tub ; with some account of the

*' Authors, the occasion and design of writing it, and Mr. Wot-
" ton's Reinarks examined, London, printed for Edmund Curll,

B 3
*' &c.
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^' The preface of the Bookseller, before the Battle

of the Books, shows the cause and design of the

whole work: which was performed by a couple of

young Clergymen in the year 1697; who, having

been domestic chaplains to sir William Temple,

thought themselves obliged to take up his quarrel

;

in relation to the controversy then in dispute be-

tween him and Mr. Wotton, concerning Ancient

and Modern Learning.

'^ The one of them begana defence of sir William,

under the title of a Tale of a Tub ; under w^hich he

intended to couch the general history of Christia-

nity : showing the rise of all the remarkable errours

of the Roman church, in the same order they en-

tered ; and how the Reformation endeavoured to

root them out again: with the different temper of

Luther from Calvin (and those more violent spirits),

in the way of his reforming. Llis aim is to ridicule

the stubborn errours of the Romish church, and the

humours of the fanatic party ; and to show^ that their

superstition has som^ething very fantastical in it,

which is common to both of them ; notwithstand-

ing the abhorrence they seem to have for one ano-

ther.

'^ The author intended to have it very regular ;

and withal so particular, that he thought not to

*' ^'c. Price 6d. Where may be had^ A Meditation upon 3

** Broomstick, and somewhat beside, utile didci -, by one of the

" authors of the Talc of a Tub, Price 6d."—" I had lung a de-

" sign upon the ears of that Curll, v.hen I was in credit; but

'' the rogue would never allow me a fair stroke at them, although

" my pen-knife was drawn and sharp." Swift, Lett, to Pope,

Aug. 30, 1760.—"What gave this edge to the Dean's pen-

*' knife was, A Key to the Tale of a Tub, by Ralph Node.u,

" Esq." Curll, Annut. in loc.

3 P^sa
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pass by the rise of any one single errour, or its re-

formation. He designed at last to show the purity

of the Christian Church, in the primitive times;

and consequently, how weakly Mr. Wotton passed

his judgement, and how partially ; in preferring the

modern divinity before the ancient ; with a confu-

tation of whose book he intended to conclude. But

when he had not yet gone half-v/ay, his companion

borrowing the manuscript to peruse, carried it with

him to Ireland ; and, having kept it seven years, at

last published it imperfect : for indeed he was not

able to carry it on, after the intended method ; be-

cause Divinity, though it chanced to be his pro-

feflion, had been the least of his study. However,

he added to it the Battle of the Books ; wherein he

effectually pursues the main design, of lashing

Mr. Wotton : and having added a jocose epistle de-

dicatory to lord Somers, and another to Prince

Posterity, with a pleasant preface ; and interlarded

it with one digreffion concerning critics, and ano-

ther in the modern kind ; a third in praise of di-

greflions, and a fourth in praise of madness ; (with

which he was not unacquainted :) concludes the

book with a fragment, which the first author made,

and intended should have come in about the middle

of the Tale, as a preliminary to Jack's character.

" Having thus shown the reasons of the little order

observed in the book, and the imperfectness of the

Tale : it is so submitted to the reader's censure.

'^ Thomas Swift is grandson to sir William

Davenant ^
; Jonathan Swift is cousin-german to

Thomas ; both retainers to sir W. Temple."

Early

* The re-ebrated author of Gondibert. He was born in 1605,-

succeeded Ben Jonson as poet-laureat in 1637 J ^^^ knighted in

B 4 1645 i
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Early in 1710 a new edition of the Tale of a Tub
was in great forwardness. The Author's Apology,

dated June 3, 1709, had been some time in the

bookseller's possession ; and the cuts (then first

added) were delayed, for sir Andrew Fountaine's

approbation of the designs. In a letter to Ben Tookc

from Dublin, June 29, 17 10, Jonathan complains

much of the liberty taken with his character in the

Key ; talks of trying to obtain redress ; and adds,

—" I cannot but think, that little Parson Cousin

*' of mine is at the bottom of this ; for, having

*' lent him a copy of some parts of, &c. [N. B.]

*' and he showing it, after I was gone for Ireland,

'' and the thing abroad ; he affected to talk suspi-

" ciously, as if he had some share in it. If he

'' should happen to be in town, and you light on

*'him; 1 think you ought to tell him gravely;

*' that if he be the Author, he should set his name
^^ to the &c. and railly him a little upon it, and tell

*' him ; if he can explain some things, you will (if

" he pleases) set bh name to the next edition. I

" should be glad to see how far the foolish mpudence

^' of a Dunce could go. I shall, at the end, take

" a little contemptible notice of the thing you sent

^' me." This he performed ; in a single page of

Postscript to the Apology. To Dr. Swift's letter,

B. Tooke answered, July 10 ; " As to that Cousin

*^ of yours, which you speak of: I neitiier know

''him; nor ever heard of him, till the Key
'' mentioned him " Thus, we see, Thomas en-

1643; was, for his lo3^alty, imprisoned in The Tower in 1651,

and saved his life by the intercession of Milton and some others.

After the Restoration, he obtained a patent for a play-house y

and died April 17, 1668.

vied
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Tied his Cousin the reputation of this performance

;

and speaks of him contemptuously enough ; as

knowing little of his own profession. Divinity; and

as little better than mad : but Jonathan is even with

him. And the world seems to be oF Jonathan's

side ; and to know nothing of Thomas. Lord

Oxford, when he wanted to teaze or provoke Jo-

nathan, affected to call him Thomas. The latter

seems to have had no correspondence wicli the

former.

A N A-
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ANALYTICAL TABLE.

The Author's Apology.

THE Tale iipproved of by a great majority among

the men of taste. Some treatises written expressly

aoainst it; but not one syllable in its defence. The

greatest part of it finished in 1696; eight years before

it was published. The Author's intention, when he

began it. No irreligious or immoral opinion can

fairly be deduced from the book. The Clergy have

no reason to dislike it. The iVuthor's intention not

having met with a candid interpretation, he de-

clined engaging in a task he had proposed to him-

self; of examining some publications, that were

intended against all religion. Unfair to fix a

name upon an Author, who had so industriously

concealed himself. The Letter on Enthusiasm *

ascribed by several to the same iVuthor. If the abuses

in Law or Physic had been the subject of this

treatise ; the learned professors in either facuhy

would have been more liberal, than the Clergy.

* This celebrated Letter, which was generally supposed to

have been written by Dr. Swift 5 and by him, with as little

foundation, ascribed to his friend colonel Hunter; was the pro-

duction of the noble Author of the " Characteristics;"' in which

collection it holds the foremost rank. It bears date in September

1707; and was written with a view to the French Prophets,

whose enthusiastic extravagances were xhtn at the greatest

height.

The
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The passages, which appear most liable to ob-

jection, are parodies. The Author entirely inno-

cent of any intention of glancing at those tenets of

Religion, which he has by some prejudiced or ig-

norant readers been supposed to mean. This parti-

cularly the case in the passage about the three

wooden machines. An irony runs through the

wdiole book. Not necessary to take notice of trea-

tises written against it The usual fate of common
answerers to books of merit is to sink into waste

paper and oblivion. The case very different, when

a great genius exposes a foolish piece. Reflections

occasioned by Dr. King's Remarks on the Tale of a

Tub; others, by Mr. Wotton. The manner in

which the Tale was first published accounted for.

The Fragment not printed in the way the Author

intended ; being the ground-work of a much larger

discourse *. The oaths of Peter why introduced.

The severest strokes of satire in the treatise are

levelled against the custom of employing wit in

profaneness or immodesty. Wit the noblest and

most useful gift of human nature ; and Humour the

most agreeable. Those who have no share of

either, think the blow weak, because they are

themselves msensible.

P. S. The Author of the Key wrong, in all his

conjectures. The whole work entirely by one hand;

the Author defying any one to claim three lines in

the book.

* In several parts of the Apology, the Author dwells much

on the circumstances of the book having been published, while

his original papers were out cf his own possession. Three

editions were printed in the year 17043 a fourth^ corrected, in

The
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The Bookseller's Dedication to lord Somers

:

How he finds out that Lord to be the Patron in-

tended by his Author. Dedicators ridiculous, who
praise their Patrons for qualities that do not belong

to them.

The Bookseller to the Reader

:

Tells how long he has had these papers j when

they were written, and why he publishes them now.

The Dedication to Posterity :

The Author, apprehending that Time will soon

destroy alm.ost all the writings of this age ; com-

plains of his malice against modern Authors and

their productions, in hurrying them so quickly ofF

the scene ; and therefore addresses Posterity in favour

of his contemporaries ; assures him, they abound in

wit and learning, and books ; and for instance

mentions Dryden^ Tate, D'Urfey, Bentley, and

Wotton.

Preface.

The Occasion and Design of this Work.

Project for employing the beaux of the nation.

Of modern Prefaces. Modern Wit how delicate.

Method for penetrating into an Author's thoughts.

Complaints of every Writer against the multitude

of Writers, like the fat fellow's in a crowd. Our
Author insists on the common privilege of Writers ;

to be favourably explained, when not understood ;

and to praise himself in the modern way. This

treatise without satire : and why. Fame sooner

gotten by satire, than panegyrick ; the subject of

the latter being narrow, and that of the former

infinite.
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infinite. Difference between Athens and England,

as to general and particular satire. The Author

designs a panegyric on the world, and a modest

defence of the rabble.

Sect. I. The Introduction. Aphysico-mytho-

logical dissertation on the different sorts of oratorial

machines. Of the bar and the bench. The Author

fond of the number Three ;
promises a panegyrick

on it. Of pulpits ; which are the best. Of ladders;

on which the British orators surpass all others. Of

the stage itinerant ; the seminary of the two former.

A physical reason, why those machines are elevated.

Of the curious contrivance of modern theatres.

These three machines emblematically represent the

various sorts of Authors.

An apologetical dissertation for the Grub-street

Writers, against their revolted rivals of Gresham

and Will's. Superficial Readers cannot easily find

out Wisdom ; which is compared to several pretty

things. Comxmentaries promised on several wTitings

of Grub-street authors ; as Reynard the Fox, Tom
Thumb, Dr. Faustus, Whittington and his Cat,

the Hind and Panther, Tommy Pots, and The Wise-

Men of Gotiiam. The Author's pen and person

worn out in serving the state. Multiplicity of tides

and dedications.

Sect. II. Tale of a Tub. Of a Father and his

Three Sons. His wnll, and his legacies to them. Of

the young men's carriage at the beginning: and of

the genteel qualifications they acquired in town.

Description of a new sect, who adored their cre-

ator the taylor. Of their idol, and their system.

The three brothers follow the mode, against their

father's
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father's will ; and get shoulder-knots, by help of

distinctions ; gold-lace, by help of tradition ; flame-

coloured satin lining, by means of a supposed co-

dicil ; silver fringe, by virtue of critical interpre-

tation ; and embroidery of Indian figures, by

laying aside the plain literal meaning. The will at

last locked up. Peter got into a lord's house, and

after his death turned out his children, and took

in his own brothers in their stead.

Sect. III. A Digression concerning Criticks.

Three sorts of Criticks ; the tv;o first sorts now

extinct. The true sort of Criticks' genealogy;

office ; definition. Antiquity of their race proved

from Pausanias, who represents them by Asses

browzing on vines ; and Herodotus, by Asses with

horns ; and by an Ass, that frightened a Scythian

army ; and Diodorus, by a Poisonous Weed ; and

Ctesias, by Serpents that poison with their vomit

;

and Terence, by the name of Malevoli, The true

Critick compared to a Taylor ; and to a true Beggar,

Three characteristicks of a true modern Critick.

Sect. IV. Tale op a Tub continued. Peter

assumes grandeur and titles ; and, to support them,

turns projector. The Author's hopes of being

translated into foreign languages. Peter's first in-

vention, of Terra Aitstralis Incognita, The second

of a remedy for Worms. The third, a Whispering-

office. Fourth, an Insurance Office. Fifth, an Uni-

versal Pickle. Sixth, a set of Bulls with leaden htt.

Lastly, his pardons to malefactors. Peter's brains

turned ; he plays several tricks, and turns out his

brothers' wives. Gives his brothers bread for mutton

and for wine. Tells huge lies ; of a Cow's milk,

that
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that would fill 3000 churches; of a Sign-post, as

lar^e as a man of war ; of a House, that travelled

2000 leagues. The brothers steal a copy of the will

;

break open the cellar door ; and are both kicked out

of doors by Peter.

Sect. V. A Digression in the modern kind.

Our Author expatiates on his great pains to serve

the publick by instructing, and more by diverting.

The Moderns having so far excelled the Ancients,

the Author gives them a receipt for a complete

svstem of all arts and sciences, in a small pocket-

volume Several defects discovered in Homer ; and

his ignorance in modern invention, &c. Our Au-

thor's writings fit to supply all defects. He justifies

his praising his own writings, by modern examples^

S. CT. VI. Tale of a Tub continued. The
Two brothers ejected agree in a resolution to reform,

according to the will. They take different names;

and are found to be of different complexions. How
Martin began rudely, but proceeded more cau-

tiously, in reforming his coat. Jack, of a different

temper, and full of zeal, begins tearing all to pieces.

He endeavours to kindle up Martin to the same

pitch ; but not succeeding, they separate. Jack

runs mad, gets many names, and founds the sect of

^olists.

Sect. VII. A Digression in praise of Digressions.

Digressions suited to modern palates. A proof of

depraved appetites ; but necessary for modern writers.

Two ways now in use to be book-learned ; i. by

learning Titles; 2 by reading Indexes. Advantages

of this last : and of Abstracts. The mimber of

writers increasing above the quantity of matter, this

method
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method becolnes necessary and useful. The Reader
empowered to transplant this Digression.

Sect. VIII. Tale op a Tub continued. System

of the iEolists ; they hold wind^ or spirit, to be the

origin of all things, and to bear a great part in their

composition. Of the fourth and fifth animas attri-

buted by them to man." Of their belching, or

preaching. Their inspiration from IxotU. They
use barrels for pulpits. Female officers used for

inspiration ; and why. The notion opposite to that

of a Deity, fittest to form a Devil. Two Devils

dreaded by the iEolists. Their relation with a

Northern nation. The Author's respect for this sect.

Sect. IX. Dissertation on Madness. Great

conquerors of empires, and founders of sects in phi-

losophy and religion, have generally been persons

whose reason was disturbed. A small vapour,

mounting to the brain, may occasion great revo-

lutions. Examples ; of Henry IV, who made
great preparations for w^ar, because of his mistress's

absence; and of Louis XIV, Vvdiose great actions

concluded in a fistula. Extravagant notions of se-

veral great philosophers, how nice to distinguish

from madness. Mr. Wotton's fatal mistake, in

misapplying his peculiar talents. Madness the source

of conquests and systemiS. Advantages of fiction

and delusion over truth and reality. The outside of

things better than the inside. Madness, how use-

ful. A proposal for visiting Bedlam, and employ-

ing the divers members in a way useful to the

publick.

Sect. X. The Author's compliments to the

Readers. Great civilities practised between the Au-

thors and Readers ; and our Author's thanks to the

Vol. II. C whole
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whole nation. How well satisfied Authors and

Booksellers are. To what occasions we owe most of

the present writings. Of a paltry scribbler, our

Author is afraid of; and therefore desires Dr,

Bentley's protection. He gives here his whole store

at one meal. Usefulness of this treatise to different

sorts of Readers -, the superficial, the ignorant, and

the learned. Proposal for making some ample

Commentaries on this work ; and of the usefulness

of Commentaries for dark writers. Useful hints for

the Commentators of this Treatise.

Sect. XI. The Tale of a Tub continued.

The Author, not in haste to be at hom.e, shows the

difference between a traveller weary or in haste,

and another in good plight that takes his pleasure

and views every pleasant scene in his way. The

sequel of Jack's adventures ; his superstitious ve-

neration for the Holy Scripture, and the uses Ke

made of it. His flaming zeal, and blind submission

to the Decrees. His harangue for Predestination.

He covers roguish tricks with a show of devotion.

x\ffcct3 singularity in manners and speech. His

aversion to musick and painting. His discourses

provoke sleep. His groaning, and affecting to

suffer for the good cause. The great antipathy of

Peter and Jack made them both run into extremes,

where they often met.

The degenerate ears of this age cannot afford a

suflicient handle to hold men bv. The senses and

passions afford many handles. Curiosity is that by

which our Author has held hi» Readers so long.

The rest of this story lost, cffr.

< Thk
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Th£ Conclusion. Of the proper Seasons for

publishing books. Of profound Writers. Of the

ghost of Wit. Sleep and the Muses nearly related.

Apology for the Author's fits of dulness. Method
and Reason the lacquies of Invention. Our Au-
thor's great collection of Flowers of little use till

now.

A Discourse concerning the Mechanical
Operation op the Spirit.

The Author at a loss v/hat title to give this

piece, finds after much pains that of A Letter to a

Friend to be most in vogue. Of modern excuses

^r haste and negligence, ^c.

Sect. I. Mahomet's fancy of being carried to

Heaven by an Ass, followed by many Christians. A
great affinity between this creature and man. That

talent of bringing his rider to Heaven the subject of

this Discourse : but for Ass and Rider the Author

uses the synonymous terms of Enlightened Teacher

and Fanatic Hearer. A tincture of Enthusiasm runs

through all men and all sciences ; but prevails most

in Religion. Enthusiasm defined and distinguished^

That which is Mechanical and Artificial is treated of

by our Author. Though Art oftentimes changes

into Nature : examples in the Scythian Longheads

and English Roundheads. Sense and Reason must

be laid aside, to let this Spirit operate. The ob-

jections about the manner of the Spirit from above

descending upon the Apostles, make not against

this Spirit that arises within. The methods by
which the Assembly helps to work up this Spirit,

jointly with the Preacher.

c a Sect.
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Sect. II. How some worship a good Being, others

an evil. Most people confound the bounds of good

and eviL Vain mortals think the Divinity interested

in their meanest actions. 1'he scheme of spiritual

mechanism left out. Of the usefulness of quilted

night-caps, to keep in the heat, to give motion and

vigour to the little animals that compose the brain.

Sound of far greater use than sense in the operations

of the Spirit, as In Musick. Inward light consists

of theological monosyllables and mysterious texts.

Of the great force of one vowel in canting ; and of

blowing the nose, hawking, spitting, and belching.

The Author to publish an Essay on the Art of

Canting. Of speaking through the nose, or snuffling:

its origin from a disease occasioned by a conflict

betwixt the Flesh and the Spirit. Inspired vessels,

like lanterns, have a sorry sooty outside. Fana-

ticism deduced from the Ancients, in their Orgies,

Bacchanals, &c. Of their great lasciviousness on

those occasions. The Fanaticks of the first cen-

turies, and those of later times, generally agree in

the same principle, of improving spiritual into

carnal ejaculations, cfrV.

The Battle of the Books.

The Preface informs us, this piece was written

in 1697, on account of a famous dispute about An-

cient and Modern. Learning, between Sir William

Ternple and the earl of Orrery on the one side,

and Mr. Wotton and Bentley on the other.

- War and Invasions generally proceed from the

attacks of Want and Poverty upon Plenty and

Riches.
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Pviches. The Moderns quarrel with the Ancients,

about the possession of the highest top of Parnassus

;

and desire them to surrender it, or to let it be le-

velled. The answer of the Ancients not accepted.

A war ensues ; in which rivulets of ink are spilt

;

and both parties hang out their trophies, books of

controversy. These books haunted with disorderly

spirits ; though often bound to the peace in Li-

braries. The Author's advice in this case neglected;

which occasions a terrible fight in St. James's Li-

brary. Dr. Bentley, the Library-keeper, a great

enemy to the Ancients. The Moderns, finding

themselves 50,000 strong, give the Ancients ill

language. Temple, a favourite of the Ancients.

An incident of a quarrel between a Bee and a

Spider; with their arguments on both sides, ^sop ap-

plies them to the present dispute. The order of battle

of the Moderns, and names of their leaders. The

leaders of the Ancients. Jupiter calls a Council of

the Gods, and consults the books of Fate ; and

then sends his orders below. Momus brings the

news to Criticism; whose habitation and company

is described. She arrives; and sheds her influence

on her son Wotton. The battle described. Para-

celsus engages Galen; x^ristotle aims at Bacon,

and kills Descartes ; Homer overthrows Gondiberr,

kills Denham and¥/es]ey*, Perrault-j- and Fon-

* Samuel Wesley, rector of Qrmesby and Epworth^ in Lin-

colnshire. He died April 25, 1735*

f Chnrles Perrault, author of a poem entitled, ^' Le Sitele

" de Louis le Grand," in which the modern authors are exalted

i^bove the ancient ; and of several other curious works. He was

torn in 1626, and died in 1703. He had three bvothcrs ; who

^ere aii llliewise writers of eminence.

c 3 tenelle.
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tenelle *. Encounter of Virgil and Dryden ; of

Lucan and Blackmore ; of Creech and Horace

;

of Pindar and Cowley. The episode of Bentley

and Wotton. Bentley's armour. His speech to the

modern generals. Scaliger's answer. Bentley and

Wotton march together. Bentley attacks Phalaris

and ^sop. Wotton attacks Temple in vain.

Boyle pursues Wotton ; and, meeting Bentley in

his way, he pursues and kills them both.

* The celebrated author of '' The Plurality of Worlds j who

died in 1756, when he wanted only a few days of completing his

hundredth year.

THE
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THE A U T H O R'S

APOLOGY

1 F good and ill nature equally operated upon man-
kind, I might have saved myself the trouble of this

Apology ; for it is manifest by the reception the fol-

lowing discourse has met with, that those who ap-

prove it, are a great majority among the men of

taste : yet there have been two or three treatises

written expressly against it, beside many others that

have flirted at it occasionally, without one syllable

having been ever published in its defence, or even

quotation to its advantage, that I can remember,

except by the polite Author of a late Discourse be-

tween a Deist and a Socinian.

Therefore, since the book seems calculated to live,

at least as long as our language and our taste admit

no great alterations, I am content to convey some

Apology along with it.

I'he greatest part of that book was finished about

thirteen years since, 1696, which is eight years be-

fore it was published. The author was then young,

his invention at the height, and his reading fresh in

his head. By the assistance of some thinking, and

much conversation, he had endeavoured tp strip

himself of as many real prejudices as he could ; I

^'iiy real ones, because, under the notion of pre-

c 4 judices.
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judices, he knew to what dangerous heights, some

men have proceeded. Thus prepared, he thought

the numerous and gross corruptions in rehgion and

learning, might furnish matter for a satire, that

would be useful and diverting. He resolved to pro-

ceed in a manner that should be altogether new, the

world having been ah-eady too long nauseated, with

endless repetitions upon every subject. The abuses

in religion, he proposed to set forth in the allegory

of the coats, and the three brothers, which was to

rpake up the body of the disccurse : those in learn-

ing, he, chose to introduce by way of digressions.

He was then a young gentleman mjjch in the world,

and wrote to the taste of those who were like him-

self; therefore, in order to allure them, he gave a

liberty to his pen, which might not suit with maturer

years, or graver characters, and which he could

have easily corrected with a very fevv^ blots, had he

been master of his papers, for a year or two before

their publication.

Not that he would have governed his judgment

by the ill-placed cavils of the sour, the envious, the

stupid, and the tasteless, which he mentions with

disdain. He acknowledges there are several youth-

ful sallies, which from the grave and the wise may
deserve a rebuke. But he desires to be answerable

no farther than he is guilty, and that his faults may
not be multiplied by the ignorant, the unnatural,

and uncharitable applications of those, who have

neither candour to suppose good meanings, nor

palate to distinguish true ones. After which, he

will forfeit his life, if any one opii»;on can be fairly

deduced from that book, which is contrary to re-

ligion or morality.

Why
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Why should any clergyman of our church, be

angry to see the follies of fanaticism and superstition

exposed, though in the most ridiculous manner;

since that is perhaps the most probable way to cure

them, or at least to hinder them from farther spread-

ing ? Besides, though it was not intended for their

perusal, it rallies nothing but what they preach

against. It contains nothing to provoke them by the

least scurrihty upon their persons or their functions.

It celebrates the Church of England, as the most

perfect of all others, in discipline and doctrine; it

advances no opinion they reject, nor condemns any

they receive. If the clergy's resentment lay upon

their hands, in my hum^ble opinion, they might

have found more proper objects to employ them on ;

mndiim tihi defidt hostis ; I mean those heavy, ilh-

terate scribblers, prostitute in their reputations, vici-

ous in their lives, and ruined in their fortunes;

who, to the shame of good sense as well as piety,

are greedily read, merely upon the strength of bold,

false, im.pious assertions, mixed with unmannerly re-

flections upon the priesthood, and openly intended

against all religion : in short, full of such principles

as are kindly received, because they are levelled to

remove those terrours, that religion tells men Vv^ill be

the consequence of immoral lives. Nothing like

which is to be met v/ith in this discourse, thoup^h

some of them are pleased so freely to censure it. And
I wish there were no other instance of what I have

too frequently observed, that many of that reverend

body are not always very nice in distinguishing be-

tween their enemies and their friends.

Had the author's intentions m^et with a m^ore can-

did interpretation from some, whom out of respect

he
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he forbears to name, he might have been encouraged

to an exammation of books written by some of those

authors above described, whose errours, ignorance,

duhiess, and villainy he thinks he could have de-

tected and exposed in such a manner, that the per-

sons, who are most conceived to be affected by

them, would soon lay them aside and be ashamed

:

but he has now given over those thoughts ; since the

weightiest men, in the weightiest stations, are

pleased to think it a more dangerous paint, to laugh

at those corruptions in religion, which they them-

selves must disapprove, than to endeavour pulling up

those very foundations, v^herein all Christians have

agreed.

He thinks it no fair proceeding, that any person

should offer determinately to fix a name upon the

author of this discourse, who hath all along con-

cealed himself from most of his nearest friends : yet

several have gone a step farther, and pronounced ano^.

ther book to have been the work of the same hand

with this, which the author directly affirms to be a

thorough mistake ; he having yet never so much as

read that discourse : a plain instance how little truth

there often is in general surmises, or in conjectures

drawn from a similitude of style, or way of thinking.

Had the author written a book to expose the abuses

in law, or in physic, he believes the learned profes-

sors in either faculty would have been so far from re-

senting it, as to have given him thanks for his pains;

especially if he had made an honourable reservation

for the true practice of either science : but religion,

they tell us, ought not to be ridiculed ; and they

tell us truth : yet surely the corruptions in it may

;

for we are taught by the tritest m3,xim in the world.,

that;
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that religion being the best of things, its conniptions

are likely to be the worst.

There is one thing which the judicious reader can-

not but have observed, that some of those passages in

this discourse, which appear most liable to objection,

are what they call parodies, where the author perso-

nates the style and manner of other writers, whom he

has a mind to expose. I shall produce one instance

of a passage in which Dryden, L'Estrange, and some

others I shall not name, are levelled at, who having

spent their lives in faction, and apostacies, and all

manner of vice, pretended to be sufferers for loyalty

and religion. So Dryden tells us, in one of his pre-

faces, of his merits and sufferings, and thanks God that

he possesses his soul in patience ; in other places he

talks at the same rate ; and L'Estrange often uses the

like style; and I believe the reader may find more

persons to give that passage an application : but this

is enough to direct tfiose, who may have overlooked

the author's intention.

There are three or four other passages, which pre-

judiced or ignorant readers have drawn by great force

to hint at ill meanings ; as if they glanced at some

tenets in religion. In answer to all which, the au-

thor solemnly protests, he is entirely innocent ; and

never had it once in his thoughts, that any thing he

said would in the least be capable of such interpre-

tations, which he will engage to deduce full as fairly

from the most innocent book in the world. And it

will be obvious to every reader, that this was not

any part of his scheme or design, the abuses he notes

being such as ail Church-of-England men agree in ;

por was It proper for his subject to meddle with

other
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Other points, than such as ha:A'e been perpetually

controverted since the Reformation.

To instance only in that passage about the three

wooden machines, mentioned in the Introduction :

in the original manuscript there was a description of

a fourth, v/hich those, who had the papers in their

power, blotted out, as having somtrhing in it of

satire, that I suppose they thought was too particu-

lar ; and therefore they were forced to change it to

the number three, w'hence some have endeavoured

to squeeze out a dangerous meaning, that was never

thought on. And indeed the conceit was half spoil-

ed by changing the numbers ; that of four being

much more cabalistic, and therefore better exposing

the pretended virtue of numbers, a superstition there

intended to be ridiculed.

Another thing to be observed is, that there gene-

rally runs an irony through the thread of the whole

book, which the men of taste will observe and di-

stinguish ; and which will render some objections,

that have been made, very weak and insignificant.

This apology being chiefly intended for the satis-

faction of future readers, it may be thought unneces-

sary to take any notice of such treatises as have been

written against the ensuing discourse, which are al-

ready sunk into waste paper and oblivion, after the

usual fate of common answerers to books which are

allowed to have any merit : they are indeed like an-

nuals, that grow about a young tree, and seem to

vie with it for a summer, but fall and die with the

leaves in autumn, and are never heard of* more.

When Dr. Eachard writ his book about the con-

tempt of the clergy, numbers of these answerers im-

mediately
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liiediately started up, whose memory if he had not

kept alive by his replies, it would now be utterly

unknown, that he was ever answered at all. There

is indeed an exception, when any great genius thinks

it worth his while to expose a foolish piece ; so we

still read Marvell's answer to Parker*, with pleasure,

though the book it answers be sunk long ago ; so

the Earl of Orrery's remarks will be read with de-

light, when the dissertation he exposes will neither

be sought nor found •"}": but these are no enterprises

for common hands, nor to be hoped for nbove once

or twice in an age. Men would be more cautious of

losing their time in such an undertaking, if they did

but consider, that to answer a book effectually, re-

quires more pains and skill, more wit, learning, and

judgement, than were employed in the writing of it.

And the author assures those gentlemen, who have

given them.selves that trouble with him, that his-

discourse is the product of the study, the observa-

tion, and the invention of several years ; that he

often blotted out much more than he left, and if

his papers had not been a long lime out of his pos-

session, they must have still undergone more severe

corrections : and do they think such a building is to

be battered with dirt-pellets, however envenomed

the mouths may be that discharge them ? He has

seen the productions but of two answerers, one of

* Parker, afterwards bishop of Oxford, v*Tote many treatises

against the dissenters, with insolence and contempt, says Burnet,

tliat enraged them beyond measure j for which he was chastised

by Andrew Marvell, under-secretary to Milton, in a little book

called the Reheaisal transprosed.

f Boyle's remarks upon Bentley's dissertation on the epistles of

Phalaris,

which
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which It first appeared as from an unknown hand^

but since avowed by a person *, who, upon some

occasions, has discovered no ill vein of humour.

It is a pity any occasion should put him under a ne-

cessity of being so hasty in his productions, which,

otherwise, might be entertaining. But there were

other reasons obvious enough for his miscarriage in

this ; he writ against the conviction of his talent,

and entered upon one of the wrongest attempts in

nature, to turn into ridicule by a week's labour, a

work, which had cost so much time, and met with

so much success in ridiculing others : the manner

how he handled his subject I have now forgot, having

just looked it over, when it first came out, as others

did, merely for the sake of the title.

The other answer is from a person of a graver cha-

racter, and is made up of half invective, and half

annotation ^ ; in the latter of which he has gene-

rally succeeded well enough. And the project at

that time w^as not amiss to draw in readers to his

pamphlet, several having appeared desirous, that there

might be some explication of the m.ore difficult pas-

sages. Neither can he be altogether blamed for of-

fering at the invective part, because it is agreed on

* Supposed to be Dr. William King, the civilian, author of an

Account of Denmark, a Dissertation on Samplers and other pieces

of burlesque on the Royal Society, and the Art of Cookery in

imitation of Horace's Art of Poetry.

f Wotton's Defence of his Reflections upon Ancient and Mo-

dern Learmng: from the annotations are selected the notes signed

W. Wotton J thus Wotton appears busied to illustrate a work,

which he laboured to condemn, and adds force to a satire pointed

against himself; as captives were bound to the chariot-wheel of

the victor, and compelled to increase the pomp of his triumph,

\\-hom tliey had in vain attempted to defeat,

all
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all hands, tliat the author had given him sufficient

provocation. The great objection is against his man-

ner of treating it, very unsuitable to one of his func-

tion. It was determined by a fair majority, that

this answerer had, in a way not to be pardoned,

drawn his pen against a certain great man then ahve,

and universally reverenced for every good quality

that could possibly enter into the composition of the

most accomplished person ; it was observed, how he

was pleased, and affected to have that noble writer

called his adversary ; and it was a point of satire

well directed ; for I have been told Sir William

Temple was sufficiently mortified at the term. All

the men of wit and politeness were imm^ediately up
in arms through indignation, which prevailed over

their contempt by the consequences they appre-

hended from such an example ; and it grew Por-

senna's case; idem trecenti juravlmus. In short,

things were ripe for a general insurrection, till my
lord Orrery had a little laid the spirit, and settled

the ferment. But, his lordship being principally

engaged with another antagonist =^', it was thought

necessary, in order to quiet the minds of men, that

this opposer should receive a reprimand, which partly

occasioned that discourse of the Battle of the Books;

and the author was farther at the pains to insert one

or tvv^o remarks on him in the body of the book.

This answerer has been pleased to find fault with

about a dozen passages, which the author will not

be at the trouble of defending ; farther than by as-

suring the reader, that, for the greater part, the re-

ilecter is entirely mistaken, and forces interpreta-

* Bentley concerning Phalaris and ^Esop.

tions
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tions which never once entered Into the writer'?

head, nor will (he is sure) into that of any reader of

taste and candour ; he allows two or three at most,

there produced, to have been delivered unwarily

;

for which he desires to plead the excuse offered al-

ready, of his youth, and frankness of speech, and

his papers being out of his power at the time they

were published. ^

But this answerer insists, and says, what he chiefly

dislikes, is the design ; what that was, I have al-

ready told, and I believe there is not a person in Eng-

land who can understand that book, that ever ima-

gined it to be any thing else, but to expose the

abuses and corruptions, in learning and religion.

But it would be good to know what design this

reflecter was serving, when he concludes his pam-

phlet with a caution to the reader, to beware of

thinking the author's wit was entirely his own : surely^

this must have had some allay of personal animosity

at least, mixed with the design of serving the public,

by so useful a discovery ; and it indeed touches the

author in a tender point ; who insists upon it, that

tlirough the whole book he has not borrowed one-

single hint from any writer in the world ; and he

thought, of all criticisms, that would never have

been one. He conceived, it was never disputed to

be an original, whatever faults it might have. How-

ever, this answerer produces three instances to prove

this author's wit is not his own in many places. The

first is, that tlie names of Peter, Martin, and Jack,

are borrowed from a letter of the late Duke of

Euckino-ham *. Whatever wit is contained in those

three
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three names, the author is content to give it up,

and desires his readers will subtract as much as they

placed upon that account; at the same time pro-

testing solemnly, that he never once heard of that

letter, except in this passage of the answerer*: so

that the names were not borrowed, as he affirms,

though they should happen to be the,same ; wliich

however is odd enough, and what he hardly be-

lieves ; that of Jack being not quite so obvious as

the other two. The second instance to show the

author's wit is not his own, is Peter's banter (as he

calls it in his Alsatia phrase) upontransubstantiation,

which is taken from the same duke's conference with

an Irish priest, where a cork is turned into a horse.

This the author confesses to have seen about ten

years after his book was written, and a year or two

after it was published. Nay, the answerer over-

throws this himself; for he allows the Tale was

written in 1697 ; and 1 think that pamphlet was

not printed in many years after. It was necessary

that corruption should have somie allegory, as well

as the rest ; and the author invented the properest

he could, without inquiring what other people had

written ; and the commonest reader will find, there

is not the least resemblance between the two stories.

The third instance is in these words ; I have been

assured, that the battle in St. James's Library is,

mutatis ?niitandis, taken out of a French book^ en -

titled, Co?nbat des Livres, if I misremember not.

In which passage there are tv\'o clauses observable :

I have been assured ; and, if I misremember not.

I desire first to know whether, if that conjecture

proves an utter falsehood, those two clauses will be

a sufficient excuse for this worthy critic. The
Vol. II. D matter
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matter is a trifle ; but, would he venture to pro*

nounce at this rate upon one of greater moment ?

I know nothing more contemptible in a writer, than

the character of a plagiary ; which he here fixes at

a venture ; and this not for a passage, but a whole

discourse, taken out from another book, only mu^

talis mutandis^ The autlior is as much in the dark

about this, as the answerer ; and will imitate him

by an affirmation at random ; that if there be a word

of truth in this reflection, he is a paltry, imitating

pedant ; and the answerer is a person of wit, man-

ners, and truth. He takes his boldness, from never

having seen any such treatise in his life, nor heard

of it before ; and he is sure it is impossible for twa

writers, of different times and countries, to agree

in their thoughts after such a manner, that two

continued discourses shall be the same, only mutatis

Tnutandis, Neither will he insist upon the mistake

in the title ; but let the answerer and his friend pro-

duce any book they please, lie defies them to show

one single particular, where the judicious reader

W'ill aflirm he has been obliged for the smallest hint;

giving only allowance for the accidental encountering

of a single thought, which he knows may some-

times happen ; though he has n-ever yet found it in

that discourse, nor has heard it objected by any

body else. t
So that if ever any design was unfortunately exe-

cuted, it must be that of this answerer ; who, when

he would have it observed, that the author's wit is

none of his own^ is able to produce but three in-

stances, two of them mere trifles, and all three ma-

nifestly f^ilse. If this be the way these gendemen

deal wit^li the world in those criticisms, where we

have
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have not leisure to defeat them, their readers had

need be cautious how they rely upon their credit

;

and whether this proceeding can be reconciled to

humanity or truth, let those, who think it worth

their while, determine.

It is agreed, this answerer would have succeeded

much better, if he had stuck wholly to his business,

as a commentator upon the Tale of a Tub, wherein

it cannot be denied that he hath been of some service

to the Publick, and hath given very fair conjectures

towards clearing up some difficult passages ; but, it

is the frequent errour of those men (otherwise very

commendable for their labours) to make excursions

beyond their talent and their office, by pretending

to' point out the beauties and the faults ; which is

no part of their trade, which they always fail in,

which the world never expected from them, nor

gave them any thanks for endeavouring at. The part

of Minellius, or Farnaby *, would have falkn in with

his genius, and might have been serviceable to

many readers, who cannot enter into the abstruser

parts of that discourse ; but optat ephippia bos piger

:

the dull, unwieldy, ill-shaped ox, would needs put

on the furniture of a horse, not considering he was

born to labour, to plow the ground for the sake of

superiour beings, and that he has neither the shape,

mettle, nor speed of that noble ajiimal he would

affect to personate.

It is another pattern of this answerer's fair dealing,

to give us hints that the author Ts dead, and yet to

lay the suspicion upon somebody, I know not who,

in the country ; to Vrhich can only be returned, that

* Low commentators, who wrote notes upon classic authors

for the use of schoolboys.

Da he
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he is absolutely mistaken in all his conjectures; and

surely conjectures are, at best, too light a pretence

to allow a man to assign a name in publick. He
condemns a book, and consequently the author, of

whom he is utterly ignorant; yet at the same time

fixes, in print, what he thinks a disadvantageous

character upon those who never deserved it. A
man, who receives a buffet in the dark, may be al-

lowed to be vexed ; but it is an odd kind of revenge,

to go to cuffs in broad day, with the first he meets,

and lay the last night's injury at his door. And thus

much for this discreet, candid, pious, and ingenious

answerer.

How the author came to be without his papers, is

a story not proper to be told, and of very little use,

being a private fact ; of which the reader would be-

lieve as little, or as much, as he thought good. He
had however a blotted copy by him, which he in-

tended to have written over with many alterations,

and this the publishers were well aware of, having

put it into the bookseller's preface, that they appre-

hended a surreptitious copy, which was to be altered,

Sec. This, though not regarded by readers, was a

real truth, only the surreptitious copy was rather

that which was printed ; and they made all the haste

they could, which indeed was needless, the author

not being at all prepared : but he has been told, the

bookseller was in much pain, having given a good

sum' of money for the copy.

In the author's original copy, there were not so

many chasms as appear in the book ; and why some

of them were left, he knows not : had the publi-

cation been trusted to him, he would have made se-

veral corrections of passages, against which nothing;

I h^s
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lias been ever objected. He would likewise have

altered a few of those, that seem with any reason

to be excepted against ; but, to deal freely, the

greatest number he should have left untouched, as

never suspecting it possible any wrong interpretations

could be made of them.

The author observes, at the end of the ho(sk there

is a discourse, called a fragment ; which he more

wondered to see in print, than all the rest ; having

been a most imperfect sketch, with the addition of

a few loose hints, which he once lent a gentleman,

who had designed a discourse on somewhat the same

subject; he never thought of it afterwards; and it

was a sufficient surprize to see it pieced up together,

wholly out of the method and scheme he had in-

tended, for it was the ground-work of a much larger

discourse ; and he was sorry to observe the materials

so foolishly employed.

There is one farther objection made by those who
have answered this book, as well as by some others,

that Peter is frequently made to repeat oaths and

curses. Every reader observes, it was necessarv to

know that Peter did swear and curse. The oaths

are not printed out, but only supposed; and the idea

of an oath is not immoral, like the idea of a pro-

phane or immodest speech. A man may laugh at

the popish folly of cursing people to Hell, and ima-

gine them swearing, without any crime ; but lewd

words, or dangerous opinions, though printed by

lialves, fill the reader's mind with ill ideas •, and of

these the author cannot be accused. For the judi-

cious reader will lind, tliat the sev^erest strokes of

satire in his book, are levelled against the modern

custom of employing wit upon those topics, of v/hich

D 3 ther^
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there is a remarkable instance in the 156, 157th

pages, as well as in several others, though perhaps

once or twice expressed in too free a manner, ex-

cusable only for the reasons already alleged. Some

overtures have been made by a third hand to the

bookseller, for the author's altering those passages,

which Jie thought might require it : but it seems

the bookseller will not hear of any such thing, being

apprehensive it might spoil the sale of the book.

The author cannot conclude this apology without

making this one reflection ; that, as wit is the

noblest and most useful gift of human nature, so

humour is the most agreeable ; and where these two

enter far into the composition of any work, they will

render it always acceptable to the world. Now, the

great part of those who have no share or taste of ei~

ther, but by their pride, pedantry, and ill manners,

lay themselves bare to the lashes of both, think the

blow is weak, because they are insensible; and where

wit has any mixture of raillery, it is but calling it

banter, and the work is done. This polite word of

theirs was first borrowed from the bullies in White-

Friars ; then fell among the footmen ; and at last

retired to the pedants ; by whom it is applied as

properly to the production of wit, as if I should

apply it to Sir Isaac Newton's mathematicks : but, if

this bantering, as they call it, be so despiseable a

thing, whence comes it to pas's they have such a

perpetual itch toward it themselves ? To instance

only in the answerer already mentioned : it is grie-

vous to see him in som.e of his writings, at every turix

going out of his way to be waggish, to tell us of a

cow that pricked up her tail ; and in his answer to.

this discourse he says, it is all a farce and a ladle;

with
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with other passages equally shining. One may say

of these impedimenta literarum^ that wit owes them
a shame ; and they cannot take wiser counsel, than

to keep out of harrn's way, or at least not to come
till they are sure they are called.

To conclude ; with those allowances above re-

quired this book should be read; after which, the

author conceives, few things will remain which

may not be excused in a young writer. He wrote

only to the men of wit and taste ; and he thinks he

is not mistaken in his accounts, when he says thev

have been all of his side, enough to give him the

vanity of telHng his name ; wherein the world, with

all its wise conjectures, is yet very much in the dark;

which circumstance is no disagreeable amusement

either to the publick or himself.

Ths; author is informed, that the bookseller has

prevailed on several gentlemen to write some expla-

natory notes ; for the goodness of which he is not to

answer, having never seen any of them, nor intend-

ing it till they appear in print ; when it is not un-

likely he may have the pleasure to find twenty mean^

ings, which never entered into his imagination,

'

June 3, 1709.

D 4 POST-
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POSTSCRIPT.

SINCE the writing of this, which was about a

year ago, a prostitute bookseller has published a

foolish paper, under the name of Notes on the Tale

of a Tub, with some account of the author ; and

with an insolence, which I suppose is punishable by

law, has presumed to assign certain names. It will

be enough for the author to assure the world, that

the writer of that paper is utterly wrong in all his

conjectures upon that affair. The author farther

asserts, that the whole work is entirely of one hand,

which every reader ofjudgment will easily discover;

the gentleman, who gave the copy to the bookseller,

being a friend of the author, and using no other

liberties, beside that of expunging certain passages,

where now the chasms appear under the name of

desiderata. But, if any person will prove his claim

to three lines in the whole book, let him step fprth

and tell his name and titles ; upon which, the book-

seller shall have orders to prefix them to the next

edition, and the claimant shall from henceforward

be acknowledged the undisputed author.

treatises
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"Treatises written by the same author^ most of them

mentioned in the following discourses ; which will be

speedily published.

A Character of the present set of Wits in this

island.

A panegyrical essay upon the number Three.

A dissertation upon the principal productions of

Grub-street.

Lectures upon a dissection of Human Nature,

A panegyrick upon the World.

An analytical discourse upon Zeal^ histori-theo-

pbysi-logicallv considered.

A general history of Ears.

A modest defence of the proceedings of the Rabble

in all ages.

A description of the kingdom of Absurdities.

A voyage into England, by a person of quality in

terra austraUs incognita, translated from the orio^inal.

A critical essay upon the art of Canting, philoso-

phically, physically, and musically considered.

TO
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TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE

JOHN LORD SOMERS,

My Lord,

A LTHOUGH the author has written a large de-

dication, yet that being addressed to a prince, whon^

I am never likely to have the honour of being known

to ; a person besides, as far as I can observe, not

at all regarded^ or thought on by any of our pre-

sent writers; and being wholly free from that

slavery, which booksellers usually lie under, to the

caprices of authors ; I think it a wise piece of pre-

sumption to inscribe these papers to your lordship,

and to implore your lordship's protection of them.

God and your lordship know their faults, and their

merits; for, as to my own particular, I am altoge-

ther a stranger to the matter ; and though every

body else should be equally ignorant, I do not fear

the sale of the book, at all the worse, upon that

score. Your Lordship's name on the front in capital

letters will at any time get oft one edition : neither

would I desire any other help to grow an alderman,

than a patent for the sole privilege of dedicating to

your 1-ordship. ,

I should now, in right of a dedicator, give your

lordship a list of your own virtues, and at the same

time
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time be very unwilling to offend your modesty ; but

chiefly, I should celebrate your lilperality towards

men of great parts and small fortunes* and give you

broad hints, that I mean myself. And I was just

going on, in the usual method, to peruse a hundred

or two of dedications, and transcribe an absuract to

be applied to your lordship ; but I was diverted by a

certain accident : for, upon the covers of tliese pa-

pers, I cabually observed written in large letters the

two following words, DETUR DIGNISSIMO;
which, for aught I knew, might contain some im-

portant meaning. But it unluckily fell out, that

none of the authors I employ understood Latin ;

(though I have them often in pay to translate out of

that language) I was therefore compelled to have re»

course to the curate of our parish, who englished it

thus. Let it be given to the worthiest : and his com-

ment was, that the author meant his work should be

dedicated to the sublimest genius of the age for wit,

learning, judgment, eloquence, and v;isdom. I

called at a poet's chamber (who works for my shop)

in an alley hard by, showed him the translation, and

desired his opinion, who it was that the author could

mean : he told me, after some consideration, that

vanity was a thing he abhorred ; but, by the descrip-

tion, he thought himself to be the person aimed at;

and at the same time, he very kindly offered his

owri assistance gratis towards penning a dedication to

himself. I desired him however !»to give a second

guess ; why then, said he, it must be I, or my lord

Somers. From thence I went to several other wits

of my acquaintance, with no small hazard and wea-

riness to my person, from a prodigious number of

dark, winding stairs ; but found them all in the

same
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same story, both of your lordship and themselves.

Islovv your lordship is to understand, that this pro-

ceeding was n6t of my own invention ; for I have

somewhere heard, it is a maxim, that those, to whom
every body allows the second place, have an un-

doubted title to the first.

This infallii:)ly convinced me, that your lordship

was the person intended by the author. But, being *

very unacquainted in the style and form of dedica-

tions, I employed those wits aforesaid, to furnish me
with hints and materials, towards a panegyric upon

your lordship's virtues.

In two days, they brought me ten sheets of paper,

filled up on every side. They swore to me, that

they had ransacked whatever could be found in the

characters of Socrates, Aristides, Epaminondas, Cato,

TuUy, Atticus, and other hard names, /which I can-

not now recollect. However, I have reason to be-

lieve, they imposed upon my ignorance ; because,

when I came to read over their collections, there

was not a syllable there, but what 1 and every body

else knew as well as themselves : therefore I grie-

vously suspect a cheat ; and that these authors of

mine, stole and transcribed every word, from the

universal report of mankind. So that' I look upon

myself, as fifty shillings out of pocket, to no man-

ner of purpose.

If, by altering the title, I could make the same

materials serve for another dedication (as my betters

have done) it ivould help to make up my loss ; but,

I have made several persons dip here and there in

* Very unacquainted in, kc. is an impropriety of speech ; it

should bc^ very little aeqiiainted wiUi, &c.

those
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those papers, and before they read three lines, they

have all assured me plainly, that they cannot possibly

be applied to any person beside your lordship.

I expected, indeed, to have heard of your lord^

sliip's bravery at the head of an army ; of your un-

daunted courage in mounting a breach, or scaling a

wall ; or, to have had your pedigree traced in a lineal

descent from the house oi Auftriai or, of your won-

derful talent at dress and dancing ; or, your profound

knowledge in algebra ^ metaphysics^ and the oriental

tongues. But to ply the world with an old beaten

story of your wit, and eloquence, and learning, and

wisdom, and justice, and politeness, and candour,

and evenness of temper in all scenes of life ; of tliat

great discernment in discovering, and readiness in.

favouring deserving men ; with forty other common
topics ; I confess, 1 have neither conscience, nor

countenance to do it. Because there is no virtue,

either of a public or private life, which some cir-

cumstances of your own have not often produced

upon the stage of the world ; and those few, which,

for want of occasions to exert them, might other-

wise have passed unseen, or unobserved, by your

friends, your enemies "* have at length brought to

llght.^

It is true, I should be very loth, the bright exam-

ple of your lordship's virtues should be lost to after-

ages, both for their sake and your own ; but chiefly

because they will be so very necessary to adorn the

* In 1 701 lord Somers was impeached by the Commons, who
either tincing their proofs defective, or for other reasons, delayed

coming to a trial, and the lords thereupon proceeded to the trial

without them, and acquitted him.

history
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history of a late reign '^
; and that is another reason,

why I would forbear to make a recital of them here;

because 1 have been told by wise men, that, as de-

dications have run for some years past, a good his-

torian will not be apt to have recourse thither in

search of characters.

There is one point, wherein I think we dedi-

cators would do well to change our measures ; I

mean, instead of running on so far upon the praise

of our patron's liberality, to spend a word or two in

admiring their patience. I can put no greater com-

pliment on your lordship's, than by giving you so

ample an occasion to exercise it at present. Though

perhaps I shall not be apt to reckon much merit

to your lordship upon that score, who having been

formerly used to tedious harangues, and sometimes

to as little purpose, will be the readier to pardon

this; especially, when it is offered by one, who is

with all respect and veneration.

My Lord,

Your lordship's most obedient,

and most faithful servant.

The Bookseller.

- King William's 3 whose memoiy he defended in the House

of Lords against some invidious reflections of the earl of Noi-

tindiam.

The
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The bookseller to.the READER,

IT Is now SIX years since these papers came first

to my hand, which seems to have been about a

twelve-month after they were written : for, the au-

thor tells us in his preface to the first treatise, that he

has calculated it for the year 1697, and In several

passages of that discourse, as well as the second, it

appears, they were written about that time.

As to the author, I can give no manner of satis-

faction ; however, I am credibly informed that this

publication is without his knowledge ; for he con-

cludes the copy is lost, having lent it to a person,

since dead, and being never in possession of it after:

so that, whether the work received his last hand, or,

ivhether he intended to fill up the deix:ctive places,

is likely to remain a secret.

If I should go about to tell the reader, by what

accident I became master of these papers, it would

in this unbelieving age pass for little more than

the cant, or jargon of the trade. I therefore gladly

spare both him and myself so unnecessary a trouble.-

There yet remains a difficult question, why I pub-
lished them no sooner. I forbore upon two accounts

;

first, because I thought I had better work upon my
hands ; and secondly, because I w^as not without

some hope of hearing from the author, and receiving

Lis directions. But, I have been lately alarmed with

intelligence
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intelligence of a surreptitious copy *, which a cer-

tain great wit had new polished and refined, or as

our present writers express themselves, fitted to the

humour of the age ; as they have already done, with

great felicity, to Don Quixote, Boccalini, la Bruyere,

and other authors. However, I thought it fairer

dealing to offer the whole work in its naturals. If

any gentleman will please to furnish me with a key,

in order to explain the more difficult parts, I shall

very gratefully acknowledge the favour, and print it

by itself.

* See the Apology, p. 36.

THE
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" THE EPISTLE DEDICATORY,

TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS

PRINCE POSTERITY.

Sir,

1 HERE present your highness with the fruits of

a very few leisure hours, stolen from the short inter-

vals of a world of business, apd of an employment
quite alien from such amusements as this : the poor

production of that refuse of time, which has lain

heavy upon my hands, during a long prorogation of

parliament, a great dearth of foreign news, and a

tedious tit of rainy weather : for which, and other

reasons, it cannot choose extremely to deserve such

a patronage as that of your highness, whose num-
berless virtues, in so few years, make the world look

upon you as the future example to all princes : for al-

THE citation out of Irenaeus in tlie title-page^ which seems to

be all Gibberish, is a form of initiation used anciently by the

Marcosian heretics. W. Wotton.

IT is the usual style of decried writers to appeal to Posterity,

who is here represented as a prince in his nonage, and Time as

his governor ; and the author begins in a way very frequent with

him, by personating other writers, who sometimes offer such

reasons and excuses for publishing their works, as they ought

chiefly to conceal and be ashamed of.

Vol. II. E though
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though your highness is hardly got clear of infancy,

yet has the universal learned world already resolved

upon appealing to your future dictates, with the

lowest and most resigned submission; fate having

decreed you sole arbiter of the productions of human

wit, in this polite and most accomplished age. Me-
thinks, the number of appellants were enough to

shock and starde any judge, of a genius less* un-

limited than yours : but, in order to prevent such

glorious trials, the person, it seems, to whose care

the education of your highness is committed, has re-

solved (as I am told) to keep you in almost a uni-

versal ignorance of our studies, which it is your

inherent birthright to inspect.

It is amazing to me, that this person should have

the assurance, in the face of the sun, to go about

persuading your highness, that our age is almost

wholly illiterate, and has hardty produced one writer

upon any subject. I know very well, that when

your highness shall
-f-

come to riper years, and have

gone through the learning of antiquity, you will be

tpo curious, to neglect inquiring into- the authors

of the very age before you : and to think that this

insolent, in tlie account he is preparing for your

.view, designs to reduce them to a number so insig-

niwant as I am ashamed to mention ; it moves my
zeal and my spleen for the honour and interest of our

* There-is a solecism in this expression of—less unlimited

—

^_wto is boundless can admit of no degrees. It should be—lesSL

extensive. —— ^

f This is ungrammatical : it ought to have been written;,

* Shall have come to riper years, and gone through,' &:c. ' Or,

' shall come to riper years, and shall have gone through/ &c.

vast
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vast flourishing body, as well as of myself, for whom,
I know by long experience, he has professed, and
still continues, a peculiar malice.

It is not unlikely, that when your highness will

one day peruse what I am now writing, you may
.be ready to expostulate with your governor, upon

the credit of what I here.affirm, and command hin^

to show you som.e of our productions. To which

he will answer, (for I am well informed of his de-

signs) by asking your highness, where they are ?

.and what is become of them. ? and pretend it a de-

monstration that there never were any, because they

are not then to " be found. Not to be found ! who
has mislaid them? are they sunk in the abyss of

things ? it is certain, that in their own nature, they

Were light enough to swim upon the surface for all

eternity. Therefore the fault is in him, who tied

w^eights so heavy to their heels, as to depress them

to the centre. Ts their very essence destroyed ? who
has annihilated them ? were they drowned by purges,

or martyred by pipes? who administered them to

the posteriors of ? But that it may no longer be

a doubt with your highness, who is to be the author

of this universal ruin ; I beseech you to observe that

large and terrible sithe, which your governor afreets

to bear continually about him. Be pleased to re-

mark the length and strength, tlie sharpness and

hardness of his nails and teeth : consider his baneful,

abominable breath, enemy to life and matter, in-

fectious and corrupting : and then reflect, whether

it be possible, for any m.ortal ink and paper of this

generation, to make a suitable resistance. O !

that your highness would one day resolve to disarm

E 2 this
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this usurping maitre du palais *", of his furious en-

gines, and bring your empire hors de page
-f.

It were endless to recount the several methods of

tyranny and destruction, which your governor is

pleased to practise upon this occasion. His inveterate

malice is such to the writings of our age, that of se-

veral thousands produced yearly from this renowned

city, before the next revolution of the sun, there

is not one to be heard of: unhappy infants ! many
of them barbarously destroyed, before they have so

much as learnt their mother tongue to beg for pity.

Some he stifles in their cradles ; others he frights

into convulsions, whereof they suddenly die : some

he flays alive ; others he tears limb from limb.

Great numbers are offered to Moloch ; and the

rest, tainted by his breath, die of a languishing

consumption.

But the concern I have most at heart, is for our

corporation of poets ; from whom I am preparing

a petition to your highness, to be subscribed with

the names of one hundred thirty-six of the first rate;

but whose immortal productions are never likely to

reach your eyes, though each of them is now an

humble and an earnest appellant for the laurel, and

has large comely volumes ready to show, for a sup-

port to his pretensions. The never-dying works of

these illustrious persons, your governor, sir, has de-

* Comptroller. The khigdom of France had a race of kings,

which they call les roysfaineans (from their doing nothing) who

lived lazily in their apartments, while the kingdom was admi-

nistered by the vicn/or de palah, till Charles Martell the last

mayor put his master to death, and took the kingdom into his

own hand.

I Out of guardianship.

voted
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voted to unavoidable death ; and your highness is to

be made believe, that our age has never arrived at

the honour to produce one single poet.

We confess Immortality to be a great and power-

ful goddess ; but in vain we offer up to her our devo-

tions and our sacrifices, if your higliness's governor,

who has usurped the priesthood, must by an unpa-

ralleled ambition and avarice, wholly intercept and

devour them.

To affirm that our age is altogether unlearned,

and devoid of waiters in any kind, seems to be an

assertion so bold and so false, that I have been some

time thinking, the contrary may almost be proved by

uncontrollable demonstration. It is true, indeed, that

although their numbers be vast, and their produc-

tions numerous in proportion, yet are they hurried so

hastily off the scene, that they escape our memory,

and elude our sight. When I first thought of this

address, I had prepared a copious list of titles to

present your highness, as an undisputed argument

for what I afiirm. The originals were posted fresh

upon all gates and corners of streets ; but, returning

in a very few hours to take a review, they were all

torn down, and fresh ones in their places : I in-

quired after them among readers and booksellers, but

I inquired in vain, the memorial of them was lost

among men, their place was no more to be found :

and I was laughed to scorn for a clown and a pedant,

without all taste and refinement, little versed in the

course of present affairs, and that knew nothing of

what had passed in the best companies, of court

and town. So that I can only avow in general to

your highness, that we do abound in learning and

wit; but to fix upon particulars, is a task too slip-

E 3 pery
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pery for my slender abilities, , If I should venture

in a windy day to affirm to your highness, that there

'is a large cloud near the horizon, in the form of a

bear ; another in the zenith, with the head of an

ass ', a third to the westward, with claws like a dra-

gon ; and your highness should in a few minutes

think lit to examine the truth, it is certain, they

would all be changed in figure and position ; new

ones would arise, and all Vv^e could agree upon would

be, that clouds there were, but that I was grossly

mistaken in the zoography, and topography of them.

But your governor perhaps may still insist, and

put the question : What is then become of those

immense bales of paper, which must needs have

been employed in such numbers of books ? can

these also be wholly annihilate, and so of a sudden,

as I pretend ? What shall I say In return of so Invi-

dious an objection ? It ill befits the distance between

your highness and me, to send you for ocular con-

viction to a jakes, or an oven ; to the windows of a

bawdy-house, or to a sordid lantern. Books, like

men their authors, have no more than one way of

coming into the world, but there are ten thousand

to go out of it, and return no more.

I profess to your highness in the mtegrlty of my
heart, that what I am going to say Is literally true

this minute I am writing : what revolutions may
happen before It shall be ready for your perusal, I

-can by no m.eans warrant: however, I beg you to

accept It as a specimen of our learning, our polite-

ness, and our wit. I do therefore affirm upon the

word of a sincere man, that there is now actually In

being a certain poet, called John Dryden, whose

translation of Virgil was lately printed in a large

folio.
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folio, well bound, and if diligent search were made,

for aught I know, is yet to be seen. There is ano-

ther, called Nahum Tate, who is ready to make
oath, that he has caused many reams of verse to be

published, whereof both himself and his bookseller

(if lawfully required) can still produce authentic

copies, and therefore wonders why the world is

pleased to make such a secret of it. There is a third,

known by the name of Tom Durfey, a poet of a

vast comprehension, a universal genius, and most

profound learning. There are dso one Mr. Rymer,

and one Mr. Dennis, most profound critics. There

rs a person styled Dr. Bentley, who has written near

a thousand pages of immense erudition, giving a full

and true account of a certain squabble, of wonder-

ful importance, between himself and a bookseller* :

he is a writer of infinite wit and humour ; no m^an

rallies with a better grace, and in more sprightly

turns/ Farther I avow to your highness, that with

these eyes I have beheld the person of William Wot-
ton, B. D. who has written a good sizeable volume

against a friend of your governor
-i^

(from whom
alas he must therefore look for little favour) in a

most gentlemanly style, adorned with the utmost po-

liteness and civility ; replete with discoveries equally

valuable for their novelty and use ; and embellished

with traits of wit, so poignant and so apposite, that

he is a worthy yokemate to his forementioned

friend.

* Bentley, in his controversy with lord Orrery upon the ge-

nuineness of Phalaris's epistles, has given, in a preface, a long

account of his dialogues with a bookseller about the loan and

restitution of a MS.

f Sir William Temple. ^.

E 4 Why
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Why should I go upon farther particulars, which

might fill a volume with the just elogies of my
contemporary brethren ? I shall bequeath this piece

of justice to a larger work ; wherein I intend to

write a character of the present set of wits in our

nation: their persons I shall describe particularly

and at length, their genius and understandings in

miniature.

In the mean time, I do here make bold to pre-

sent your highness with a faithful abstract drawn from

the universal body of all arts and sciences, intended

Vv'hoUy for your service and instruction : nor do I

doubt in the least, but your highness will peruse it

as carefully, and make as considerable improvements,

as other young princes have already done, by the

many volumes of late years written for a help to their

studies =^.

That your highness may advance in- wisdom and

virtue, as well as years, and at last out-shine all your

royal ancestors, shall be the daily prayer of,

Sir,

Decemb. Your Highness's

^^91' Most devoted, &c.

* There were innumerable books printed for the use of the

Dauphin of France.

THE
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THE PREFACE.

1 HE wits of the present age being so very nu-

merous and penetrating, it seems the grandees of

church and state begin to fall under horrible appre-

hensions, lest these gentlemen, during the Intervals

of a long peace, should find leisure to pick holes in

the weak sides of religion and government. To pre-

vent which, there has been much thought employed

of late, upon certain projects for taking off the force

and edge of those formidable inquirers, from can-

vassing and reasoning upon such delicate points.

They have at length fixed upon one, which will re-

quire some time as w^ell as cost to perfect. Mean
while, the danger hourly increasing, by new levies

of wits, all appointed (as there is reason to fear)

with pen, ink, and paper, which may at an hour's

warning be drawn out into pamphlets, and other

offensive weapons, ready for immediate execution

;

it w^as judged of absolute necessity, that some pre-

sent expedient be thought on, till the main design

can be brought to maturity. To this end, at a

grand committee some days ago, this important dis-

covery was made by a certain curious and refined

observer ; that seamen have a custom, when they

meet a whale, to fling him out an empty tub by

way of amusement, to divert him from laying violent

hands upon the ship. This parable was immediately

mytlio-
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mythologised : the whale was interpreted to be

Hobbes's Leviathan, which tosses and plays with all

schemes of religion and government, whereof a great

many are hollow, and dry, and empt}', and noisy,

and wooden, and given to rotation: this is the

leviathan, whence the terrible wits of our age are

said to borrow their weapons. The ship in danger

is easily \inderstood to be its old antitype, the com-

monwealth. But how to analyse the tub, was a

matter of difficulty : when, after long inquiry and

debate, the literal meaning was preserved; and it

was decreed, that in order to prevent these levia-

thans from tossing and sporting with the common-

wealth, which of itself is too apt to fluctuate, they

should be diverted from that game by a Tale of a

Tub. And, my genius being conceived to lie not

unhappily that way, I had the honour done me to

be engaged in the performance.

This is the sole design in publishing the follow-

ing treatise, which I hope will serve for an interim

of some months to employ those unquiet spirits, till

the perfecting of that great work ; into the secret of

which, it is reasonable the courteous reader should

have some little light.

It is intended, that a large academy be erected,

capable of containing nine thousand seven hundred

forty ajid three persons : which, by modest com-

putation, is reckoned to be pretty near the current

number of wits, in this island. These are to be

disposed into the several schools of this academy,

and there pursue those studies, to which their ge-

nius most inclines them. The undertaker himself

will publish his proposals with all convenient speed

;

to which I shall refer the curious reader for a more

parti-
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particular account, mentioning at present only a few

of the principal schools. There is, first, a large

paederastic school, with French and Italian masters.

There is, also, the spelling school, a very spacious

building: the school of looking-glasses : the school

of swearing : the school of critics : the school of sali-

vation : the school of hobby-horses : the school of

poetry : the school of tops : the school of spleen :

the school of gaming : with many others, too tedi-

ous to recount. No person to be admitted member
into any of these schools, without an attestation

under two sufficient persons hands, certifying him

to be a wit.

But, to return : I am sufficiently instructed in the

principal duty of a preface, if my genius were capa-

ble of arriving at it. Thrice have I forced my ima-

gination to make the tour of my invention, and

thrice it has returned empty ; the latter having been

wholly drained by the following treatise. Not so,

my more successful brethren the moderns ; who will

by no means let slip a preface or dedication, without

some notable distinguishing stroke to surprise the

reader at the entry, and kindle a wonderful expecta-

tion of what is to ensue. Such was that of a most

ingenious poet, who, soliciting his brain for some-

thing new, compared him.self to the hangman, and

his patron to the patient : this was insigne, recens^

ind:ctum ore alio ^. When I went throu2:h that neces-

saryand noble course of study
-f-,

I had the happiness

to observe many such egregious touches, which I

shall not injure the authors by transplanting ; be-

* Horace. Something extraordinary^ new^ and never hit

upon before.

f Reading prefaces^ &:c.

cause
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cause I have remarked, that nothing is so ver)^ tender

as a modern piece of wit, and which is apt to suffer so

much in the carriage. Some things are extremely

witty to-day, or fasting, or in this place, or at

eight a clock, or over a bottle, or spoke by Mr.

What'd'y'call'm, or in a summer's morning : any of

the which, by the smallest transposal or misapplica-

tion, is utterly annihilate. Thus, wit has its walks

and purlieus, out of which it may not stray the

breadth of a hair, upon peril of being lost. The

moderns have artfully fixed this mercury, and re-

duced it to the circumstances of time, place, and

person. Such a jest there is, that will not pass out

of Covent-Garden ; and such a one, that is no where

intelligible but at Hyde-Park corner. Now, though

it sometimes tenderly affects me to consider, that all

the towardly passages I shall deliver in the following

treatise, will grow quite out of date and relish with

the first shifting of the present scene, yet I must

needs subscribe to the justice of this proceeding

:

because, I cannot imagine why we should be at ex-

pense to furnish wit for succeeding ages, when the

former have made no sort of provision for ours :

wherein I speak the sentiment of the very newest,

and consequently the most orthodox refiners, as well

as my own. However, being extremely solicitous,

that every accomplished person, who has got into

the taste of wit calculated for this present month of

August, 1697, should descend to the very bottom

of all the sublime, throughout this treatise ; I hold

fit to lay down this general maxim : whatever reader

desires to have a thorough comprehension of an

author's thoughts, cannot take a better method,

than by putting himself into the circumstances and

postures
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postures of life, that the writer was in upon every

important passage, as it flowed from his pen: for

this will introduce a parity, and strict correspondence

of ideas, between the reader and the author. Now,
to assist the diligent reader in so delicate an affair,

as far as brevity will permit, I have recollected,

that the shrewdest pieces of this treatise were con-

ceived in bed, in a garret ; at other times, for a

reason best known to myself, I thought fit to sharpen

my invention with hunger ; and in general, the

whole work was begun, continued, and ended,

under a long course of physick, and a great want of

money. Now, I do affirm, it will be absolutely

impossible for the candid peruser to go along with

me in a great many bright passages, unless, upon

the several difnculties emergent, he will please to

capacitate and prepare himself by these directions.

And this I lay down as my principal postulatum.

Because I have professed to be a most devoted ser-

vant of all modern forms, I apprehend some curious

wit may ol^ject against me, for proceeding thus far

in a preface, without declaiming, according to the

custom, against the multitude of writers, whereof

the whole multitude of writers most reasonably

complain. I am just come from perusing some hun-

dreds of prefaces, wherein the authors do, at the

very beginning, address the gentle reader concern-

ing this enormous grievance. Of these I have pre-

served a few examples, and shall set them down as

near as my memory has been able to retain them..

One begins thus

;

For a man to set up for a writer^ when the press

3warms with, ^c.

Another;
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Another

;

The tax upon paper does not lessen the number

of scribblers, who daily pester, ^V.

Another

;

When every little wouid-be-wit takes pen in hand,

'tis in vain to enter the lists, ^c.

Another

;

To observ^e what trash the press swarms with, C5*c.

Another

;

Sir, It is merely in obedience to your commands,

that I venture into the publick ; for who upon a less

consideration would be of a party with such a rabble

of scribblers, &c.

Now, I have two words in my own defence

against this objection. First, I am far from grant-

ing the number of writers a nuisance to our nation,

having strenuously maintained the contrary, in seve-

ral parts of the following discourse. Secondly, I do

not well understand the justice of tliis proceeding;

because I observe many of these polite prefaces to be

not only from the same hand, but from those, who

are most voluminous in their several productions.

Upon which, I shall tell the reader a short tale.

A mountebank, in Leicester-Fields, had drawn a

huge assembly about him. Among the rest, a fat

unwieldy fellow, half stilled in the press, would be

every fit crying out. Lord 1 what a filthy crowd is

here ! pray, good people, give way a litde. Bless

me ! what a devil has raked this rabble together

:

z—ds, what squeezing is this ! honest friend, re-

move your elbow. At last a weaver, that stood

next him, could hold no longer. A plague con-

found
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found you (said he) for an overgrown sloven; and

who, in the devil's name, I wonder, helps to make

up the crowd half so much as yourself? Don't you

consider, with a pox, that you take up more room

v/ith that carcase, than any live here r is not the

place as free for us as for you ? bring your own guts

to a reasonable compass, and be d—n'd, and then

ril engage we shall have room enough for us all.

There are certain common privileges of a writer,

the benefit whereof, I hope^ there will be no reason

to doubt ; particularly, that where I am not under^

stood, it shall be concluded, that something very-

useful and profound is couched underneath : and

again, that whatever word or sentence is printed in a

diiferent character, shall be judged to contain some-

thing extraordinary either of wit or sublime.

i\s for the liberty I have thought fit to take of

praising myself, upon some occasions or none; I am
sure it vn^II need no excuse, if a multitude of great

examples be allowed sufficient authority : for it is

here to be noted, that praise was originally a pension

paid by the world ; but the moderns, finding the

trouble and charge too great in collecting it, have

lately bought out the fee-simple ; since which time,

the right of presentation is wholly in ourselves. For

this reason it is, that when an author makes his own

elogy, he uses a certain form to declare and insist

upon his title, which is -commonly in these or the

like words, I speak without vanity; which I think

plainly shows it to be a matter of right and justice.

Now, I do here once for all declare, that in every

encounter of this nature through the following treatise,

the form aforesaid is implied; which I macntion, to

save the trouble of repeating it on so many occasions.

It
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It is a great ease to my conscience, that I have

written so elaborate and useful a discourse, without

one grain of satire intermixed ; which is the sole

point, wherein I have taken leave to dissent from

the famous originals of our age and country. I

have observed some satirists to use the publick much

at the rate, that pedants do a naughty boy, ready

horsed for discipline: first, expostulate the case, then

plead the necessity of the rod from great provoca-

tions, and conclude every period with a lash. Now,

if I know any thing of mankind, these gentlemen

might very well spare their reproof and correction :

for there is not, through all nature, another so cal-

lous and insensible a member, as the world's poste-

riors, whether you apply to it the toe or the birch.

Besides, most of our late satirists seem to lie under

a sort of mistake ; that because nettles have the pre-

rogative to sting, therefore all other weeds must do

so too. 1 make not this comparison out of the least

design to detract from these worthy writers ; for it

is well known among mythologists, that weeds have

the preeminence over all other vegetables ; and

therefore the first monarch of this island, whose taste

and judgment were so acute and refined, did very

wisely root out the roses from the collar of the or-

der, and plant the thistles in their stead, as the nobler

flower of the two. For which reason it is conjec-

tured by profounder antiquaries, that the satirical

itch, so prevalent in this part of our island, was first

brought among us from beyond the Tweed. Here

may it long flourish and abound : may it survive and

neglect the scorn of the world, with as much ease

and contempt, as the world is insensible to the lashes

of it. May their own dulness, or that of their

party.
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party, be no discouragement for the authors to pro-

ceed ; but let them remember, it is with wits as with

razors, which are never so apt to cut those they arc

employed on, as when they have lost their edge.

Besides, those, whose teeth are too rotten to bite,

* are best, of all others, qualified to revenge that

defect with their breath.

I am not like other men, to envy or undervalue

the talents I cannot reach ; for which reason I must

needs bear a true honour to this large eminent sect of

our British writers. And I hope, this little pane-

gyrick will not be offensive to their ears, since it has

the advantage of being only designed for themselves.

Indeed, nature herself has taken order, that fame

and honour should be purchased at a better penny-

worth by satire, than by any other productions of

the brain; the world being soonest provoked to

praise by lashes, as m-en are to love. There is a

problem in an ancient author, why dedications, and

other bundles of flattery, run all upon stale musty

topicks, without the smallest tincture of any thing

new ; not only to the torment and nauseating of the

christian reader, but, if not suddenly prevented, to

the universal spreading of that pestilent disease, the

lethargy, in this island : whereas there is very little

satire, which has not something in it untouched

before. The defects of the former, are usually im-

puted to the want of invention among those, who
are dealers in that kind ; but, I think, with a great

deal of injustice ; the solution being easy and natu-

* Are best, of all othevs, qualified, &:c. Here the disjunction

of the word best from the word qualified makes the sentence

uncouth 5 which would run better thus—Are, of all others, best

^qualified, &c.

Vol. II. F ralj
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ral; for, the materials of panegyrick, being very few

in number, have been long since exhausted. For,

as health is but one thing, and has been always the

same, whereas diseases are by thousands, beside new

and daily additions ; so, all the virtues that have been

ever in mankind, are to be counted upon a few fin-

gers ; but their follies and vices are innumerable, and

time adds hourly to the heap. Now the utmost a

poor poet can do, is to get by heart a hst of the

cardinal virtues, and deal them with his utmost li-

berality to his hero, or his patron : he may ring

the changes as far as it will go, and vary his phrase

till he has talked round: but the reader quickly

finds it is all pork, with a little variety of sauce.

For there is no inventing terms of art bej^ond our

ideas; and, when our ideas are exhausted, terms

of art must be so too.

But, though the matter for panegyrick were as

fruitful as the topicks of satire, yet would it not be

hard to find out a sufficient reason, why the latter

will be always better received, than the first. For,

this being bestowed only upon one, or a few per-

sons at a time, is sure to raise envy, and conse-

quently ill words from the rest, who have no share

in the blessing: but satire, being levelled at all, is

never resented for an offence by any, since every

individual person makes bold to understand it of

others, and very wisely removes his particular part

of the burden upon the shoulders of the world,

which are broad enough, and able to bear it. To

this purpose, I have sometimes reflected upon the

difference between Athens and England, with

respect to the point before us. In the Attick

com-*
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commonwealth, it was the privilege and birth-

right of every citizen and poet to rail aloud, and

in publick, or to expose upon the stage, by name,

any person they pleased, though of the greatest

figure, whether a Creon, an Hyperbolus, an Al-

cibiades, or a Demosthenes : but, on the other

side, the least reflecting. word let fall against the

people in general, was immediately caught up, and

revenged upon the authors, however considerable

for their quality or their merits. Whereas in Eng-

land it is just the reverse of all this. Here, you

may securely display your utmost rhetori-ck against

mankind, in the face of the world ; tell them,
" That all are gone astray ; that there is none that

'' doth good, no not one ; that we live in the very

^' dregs of time ; that knavery and atheism are

'' epidemick as the pox; that honesty is fled with

" Astraea ;" with any other common places, equally

new and eloquent, which are furnished by the

splendida bilis'^. And when you have done, the

whole audience, far from being offended, shall re-

turn you thanks, as a deliverer of precious and

useful truths. Nay farther ,• it is but to venture

your lungs, and you may preach in Covent-Garden

against foppery "and fornication, and something

else: against pride, and dissinmlation, and bribery,

at White-Hall : you may expose rapine and in-

justice in the inns of court chapel : and in a city

pulpit, be as fierce as you please against avarice,

hypocrisy, and extortion. Tis but a ball bandied

to and fro, and every man carries a racket about

him, to strike it from himself, among the rest of

* Horace. Spleen.

F 2 the
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the company. Bat, on the other side, whoever

should mistake the nature of things so far, as to

drop but a single hint in publick, how such a one

starved half the fleet, and half poisoned the rest

:

how such a one, from a true principle of love

and honour, pays no debts but for wenches and

play : how such a one has got a clap, and runs

out of his estate : how Paris, bribed by Juno and

Venus, loth to offend either party, slept out the

whole cause on the bench : or, how sucli an orator

makes long speeches in the senate with much
thought, little sense, and to no purpose ; whoever,

I say, should venture to be thus particular, must

expect to he imprisoned for scandalum magnatum\

to have challenges sent him ; to be sued for de-

famation ; and to be brought before the bar of

the house.

But 1 forget that I am expatiating on a subject,

wherein I have no concern, having neither a talent

nor an inclination for satire. On the other side, I

am so entirely satisfied with the whole present pro-

cedure of human things, that I have been some

years preparing materials towards A Panegyrick

upon the World ; to which I intended to add a se-

cond part, entitled, A modest Defence of the Pro-

ceedings of the Rabble in all Ages. Both these I

had thoughts to publish, by way of Appendix to

the following treatise ; but finding my common-place

book fill much slower than I had reason to expect,

I have chosen to defer them to another occasion.

Besides, I have been unhappily prevented in that

design by a certain domestick misfortune, in the

particulars whereof, though it would be very sea-

sonable,
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sonable, and much in the modern way, to inform

the gentle reader, and would also be of great as-

sistance towards extending this Preface into the size

now in vogue, which by rule ought to be large

in proportion as the subsequent volume is small

;

yet I shall now dismiss our impatient reader from

any farther attendance at the porch ; and, having

duly prepared his mind by a preliminary discourse,

shall gladly introduce him to the sublime mysteries,

that ensue.

^3 A TALE
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A TALE OF A TUB,

SECT. I.

THE INTRODUCTION.

Whoever has an ambition to be heard in a

crowd, must press, and squeeze, and thrust, and

climb, with indefatigable pains, till he has exalted

himself to a certain degree of altitude above them.

Now, in all assemblies, though you wedge them

ever so close, we may observe this peculiar property,

that over their heads there is room enough, but how
to reach it is the difficult point ; it being as hard to

get quit of number, as of hell

;

evadere ad auras

^

Hoc opus, hie labor est ^.

To this end, the philosopher's way in all ages,

has been by erecting certain edifices in the air : but,

whatever practice and reputation these kind of struc-

tures have formerly possessed, or may still continue

in, not excepting even that of Socrates, when he

was suspended in a basket to help contemplation

;

I think, with due submission, they seem to labour

under two inconveniences. First, That the foun-

dations being laid too high, they have been often

* But to return, and view the cheerful skies;

In this the task and mighty labour lies.

F 4 OU
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out of sight, and ever out of hearing. Secondly,

That the materials, being very transitory, have suf-

fered much from inclemencies of air, especially in

these north-west regions.

Therefore, towards the just performance of this

great work, there remain but three methods, that

i can think of; whereof the wisdom of our an-

cestors being highly sensible, has, to encourage all

aspiring adventurers, thought fit to erect three wooden

machines for the use of those orators, who desire to

talk much without interruption. These are, the

pulpit, the ladder, and the stage-itinerant. For, as

to the bar, though it be compounded of the same

matter, and designed for the same use, it cannot

however be well allowed the honour of a fourth, by
reason of its level or inferior situation exposing it to

perpetual interruption from collaterals. Neither can

the bench itself, though raised to a proper eminency,;

put in a better claim, whatever its advocates insist

on. For, if they please to look into the original

design of its erection, and the circumstances or ad-

juncts subservient ta that design, they will soon ac-

knowledge the present practice, exactly correspon-

dent to the primitive institution, and both ta answer

the etymology of the name, which in the Phcenician

tongue is a word of great signification, importing,

if literally interpreted, the place of sleep ; but in

common acceptation, a seat well bolstered and

cushioned, for the repose of old and gouty limbs

:

series tit in ctia twta recedant. Fortune being in-

debted to them this part of retaliation, that, as for-

merly they have long talked, while others slept ; so

now they may sleep as long^ while othexs talk.

But
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But If no other argument could occur, to exclude

the bench and the bar from the list of oratorial ma-
chines, it were sufficient, tha^ the admission of them
would overthrow a number, which I was resob-ed to

establish, whatever argument it might cost me ; in

imitation of that prudent method observed by many
other philosophers, and great clerks, whose chief

art in division, has been to grow fond of some pro-

per mystical number, which their imaginations have

rendered sacred, to a degree, that they force com-
mon reason to find room for it, in every part of na-

ture; reducing, including, and adjusting every

genus and species within that compass, by coupling

some against their wills, and banishing others at

any rate. Now, among all the rest, the profound

number THREE is that, which has most employed

my sublimest speculations, nor ever without won-

derful delight. There is now in the press, and

will be published next term, a panegyrical essay of

mine upon this number ; wherein I have, by most

convincing proofs, not only reduced the senses and

the elements under its banner, but brought over

several deserters fi'om its two great rivals, SEVEN
and NINE.
Now, the first of these oratorial machines in place,

as well as dignity, is the pulpit. Of pulpits there

are in this island several sorts ; but I esteem only

that made of tim^ber from the sylva Caledonia, which

agrees very wtII with our climate. If it be upon

its decay, it is the better both for conveyance of

sound, and for other reasons to be mentioned by and

by. The degree of perfection in shape and size, I

take to consist in being extremely narrow, with little

ornament; and best of all without a cover (for, by

ancient
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ancient nlle it ought to be the only uncovered vessel

in every assembly, where it is rightfully used) by

which means, from its near resemblance to a pillory,

it will ever have a mighty influence on human ears.

Of ladders I need say nothing : it is observed by

foreigners themselves, to the honour of our country,

that we excel all nations in our practice and under-

standing of this machine. The ascending orators do

not only oblige their audience in the agreeable deli-

very, but the whole world in the early publication of

their speeches ; which I look upon as the choicest

treasury of our British eloquence, and whereof^ I am
informed, that worthy citizen and bookseller, Mr.

John Dunton, has made a faithful and painful col-

lection, which he shortly designs to publish in twelve

volumes in folio, illustrated with copper-plates. A
work highly useful and curious, and altogether wor-

thy of such a hand.

The last engine of orators is the stage itinerant *,

erected with much sagacity, sub Jove pluvio^ in triviis

& quadriviis
-f.

It is the great seminary of the

two former, and its orators are sometimes preferred to

the one, and sometimes to the other, in proportion to

their deservings ; there being a strict and perpetual

intercourse betvv^een all three.

From this accurate deduction it is manifest, that

for obtaining attention in publick, there is of neces-

sity required a superiour position of place. But, al-

though this point be generally granted, yet the cause

is little agreed in ; and it seems to me, that very few

philosophers have f:dlen into a true, natural solution

* The mountebank's stage, whose orators tlie author deter-

mines eitlier to the gallows, or a conventicle.

f In the open air^ and in streets where the greatest resort is,

of
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of this phenomenon. The deepest account, and the

most fairly digested of any I have yet met with, is

this; that air being a heavy body, and therefore, ac-

cording to the system of Epiciirus *, continually de-

scending, must needs be more so, when loaden and

pressed down by words ; which are also bodies of

much weight and gravity, as it is manifest from

those deep impressions they make and leave upon us;

and therefore must be delivered from a due altitude,

or else they will neither carry a good aim, nor fall

down with a sufficient force.

Corpoream qiwqiie enim vocem constarefatendum est^

Et sonitum^ quoniam possunt impelkre sensus
-J*.

Lucr. Lib. 4.

And I am the readier to favour this conjecture,

from a common observation, that in the several as-

semblies of these orators, nature itself has instructed,

the hearers to stand with their mouths open^ and

erected parallel to the horizon, so as they may be,

intersected by a perpendicular line from, the zenith,

to the centre of the earth. In which position, if the

audience be well compact, every one carries home a.

share, and little or nothing is lost.

I confess there is something yet more refined, in

the contrivance and structure of our modern theatres.

For, first, the pit is sunk below the stage, wdth

due regard to the institution above- deduced ; that

whatever weighty matter shall be delivered thence,

whether it be lead or gold, may fall plumb into the

jaws of certain criticks, as I think they are called,

* Lucretius, Lib, 2.

t 'Tis certain then, that voice that thus can wound.
Is all material j body every sound.

which
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which stand ready opened to devour them. Then,

the boxes are built round, and raised to a level with

the scene, in deference to the ladies ; because, that

large portion of wit, laid out in raising pruriences

and protuberances, is observed to run much upon a

line, and ever in a circle. The whining passions,

and little starved conceits, are gently wafted up by

their own extreme levity, to the middle region, and

there fix and are frozen by the frigid understandings

of tlie inhabitants. Bombastry and bufFoonry, by

nature lofty and light, soar highest of all, and would

be lost in the roof, if the prudent architect had not,

with much foresight, contrived for them a fourth

place, called the twelve-penny gallery, and there

planted a suitable colony, who greedily intercept

them in their passage.

Now this physico-logical scheme of oratOrial re-

ceptacles or machines, contains a great mystery ;

being a type, a sign, an emblem, a shadow, a sym-

bol, bearing analogy to the spacious commonwealth

of writers, and to those methods, by which they

must exalt themselves to a certain eminency, above

the inferiour world. By the pulpit, are adumbrated

the writings of our modern saints in Great Britain,

as they have spiritualised and refined them, from the

dross and grossness of sense and human reason. The

matter, as we have said, is of rotten wood ; and that

upon two considerations ; because it is the quality of

rotten wood, to give light in the dark: and secondly,

because its cavities are full of worms ; which is

a type with a pair of handles "^^ having a respect to

* The two princip.il qualifications of a fanatick preacher are,

his inward light, and his head full of maggots j and the twQ

different fates of his writings are, to be burnt or worm-eaten.

the
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the two principal qualifications of the orator, and

the two different fates attending upon his works.

The ladder, is an adequate symbol of faction, and

of poetry, to both of which so noble a number of

authors are indebted for their fame. Of faction,

because -j* * * * * '^Hiatus in****** * MS,
# * * * * * Of poetry^

because its orators do perorare with a song ; and be-

cause climbing up by slow degrees, fate is sure to

turn them off, before they can reach within many

steps of the top : and because it is a preferment at-

tained by transferring of propriety, and a confound-

ing of meum and tmwu

Under the stage itinerant, are couched those pro-

ductions designed for the pleasure and dehght of mor-

tal man ; such as, six-penny-worth of wit, West-

minster drolleries, delightful tales, complete jesters,

and the like ; by which the writers of and for

GRUB-STREET, have in these latter ages so

nobly triumphed over time ; have clipped his wings,

pared his nails, filed his teeth, turned back his hour-

glass, blunted his sithe, and drawn the hobnails out

of his shoes. It is under this class, I have presumed

to list my present treatise, being just come from hav-

ing the honour conferred upon me, to be adopted a

member of that illustrious fraternity.

f Here is pretended a defect in the manuscript ; and this is

vtry frequent with our author, either v/hen he thinks he cannot

say any thing worth reading, or when he has no mind to enter on

the subject, or when it is a matter of little moment ; or perhaps

to amuse his reader, whereof he is frequently very fond ; or,

lastly, with some satirical intention.

Now,
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Now, I am not unaware, how the productions of

the Grub-street brotheriiood, have of late years fallen

under many prejudices, nor how it has been the per-

petual employment, of two junior start-up societies,

to ridicule them and their authors, as unworthy their

established post in the commonwealth of wit and

learning. Their own consciences will easily inform

tliem, whom I mean » nor has the world been so

neelioent a looker-on, as not to observe the continual

efforts made by the societies of Gresham ^, and of

Will's '1^, to edify a name and reputation upon the

ruin of OURS. And this is yet a more feeling

grief to us, upon the regards of tenderness as well as

of justice, Vv'hen we reflect on their proceedings not

only as unjust, but as ungrateful, undutiful, and

unnatural. For how can it be forgot by the world

or themselves, to say nothing of our own records,

which are full and clear in the point, that they both

are seminaries not only of our planting, but our

watering to ? I am informed, our two rivals have

ktely made an offer to enter into the lists with

united forces, and challenge us to a comparison of

books, both as to weight and number. In return

to which, with licence from our president, I hum-

bly offer two answers ; first, we say, the proposal is

like tiiat which Archimedes made upon a smaller

affair :|:, including an impossibility in the practice;

*" Gresham college was the place where the Royal Society then

met, iVom whence they removed to Crane-Court in Fleet-Street.

f Will's coffee-house in Covent-Garden was formerly the place

where the poets usually met, which, though it be yet fresh hi

memory, in some years may be forgotten, and want this ex-

planation.

^ r^%. About moving the earth.
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for, where can they find scales of capacity enough

for the first, cr an arithmetician of capacity enough

for the second. Secondly, we are ready to accept

the challenge ; but with this condition, that a third

indifferent person be assigned, to whose impartial

judgment it should be left to decide, which sncittj

each book, treatise, or pamphlet, do ni03t properly

belong to. This point, God knows, is very far from

being fixed at present : for, we are ready to produce

a catalogue of some thousands, which in all common
justice ought to be entitled to our fraternity, but by
the revolted new and new-fangled writers, most per-

fidiously ascribed to the others. Upon all which,

we think it very unbecoming our prudence, that

the determination should be remitted to the authors

themselves ; when our adversaries, by briguing and

caballing, have caused so universal a defection from

us, that the greatest part of our society has already

deserted to them, and our nearest friends begin to

stand aloof, as if they v^ere half ashamed to own us.

This is the utmost I am authorised to say upon so

ungrateful and melancholy a subject ; because we
are * extreme unwilling to inflame a controversy,

whose continuance may be so fatal to the interests of

us all, desiring much rather that things be amicably

composed ; and we shall so far advance on our side,

as to be ready to receive the two prodigals with open

arms, whenever they shall think lit to return from

their husks and their harlots ; which, I think, from

the present course of their studies ^ they most pro-

perly may be said to be engaged in ; and Hke an in-

* It should be, extremely unwilling, t^fc.

f Virtuoso experiments^ and modern comedies.

dulgent
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dulgent parent, continue to them our affection and

our blessing.

But the greatest maim given to that general re-

ception, which the writings of our society have for-

merly received (next to the transitory state of all

sublunary things) has been a superficial vein among

many readers of the present age, who will by no

means be persuaded to inspect beyond the surface

and the rind of things ; whereas, wisdom is a fox,

who, after long hunting, will at last cost you the

pains to dig out : it is a cheese, which, by how

much the richer, has the thicker, the homelier, and

the coarser coat; and whereof, to a judicious palate,

the maggots are the best: it is a sack-posset, wherein

the deeper you go, you will find it the sweeter.

Wisdom is a hen, whose cackling we must value

and consider, because it is attended with an egg

:

but then lastly, it is a nut, which, unless you choose

with judgment, may cost you a tooth, and pay you

with nothing but a worm. In consequence of these

momentous truths, the grubaean sages, have always

chosen to convey their precepts and their arts, shut

up within the vehicles of types and fables ; which

having been perhaps more careful and curious in

adorning, than was altogether necessary, it has fared

with these vehicles, after the usual fate of coaches

over finely painted and gilt, that the transitory gazers

have so dazzled their eyes, and filled their imagina-

tions with the outward lustre, as neither to regard

. cr consider the person, or the parts, of the owner

within. A misfortune we undergo with somewhat

less reluctancy, because it has been common to us

w^ith Pythagoras, ^lisop, Socrates, and other of our

predecessors.

However,
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However, that neither the world, nor ourselves,

may any longer suffer by such misunderstandings, I

have been prevailed on, after much importunity from
my friends, to travel in a complete and laborious dis-

sertation, upon the prime productions of our society;

which, beside their beautiful externals, for the gra-

tification of superficial readers, have darkly and

deeply couched under them, the most finished and

refined systems of all sciences and arts ; as I do not

doubt to lay open, by untwisting or unwinding, and

either to draw up by exantlation, or display by in-

cision.

This great work was entered upon some years ago,

by one of our most eminent members : he began with

the history of Reynard the fox '^, but neither lived to

publish his essay, nor to proceed farther in so useful

an attempt ; which is very much to be lamented,

because the discovery he made, and communicated

with his friends, is now universally received ; nor do

I think, any of the learned will dispute that famous

treatise to be a complete body of civil knowledge,

and the revelation, or rather the apocalypse of all

state arcana. But the progress I have made is much
greater, having already finished my annotations upon

several dozens ; from some of which, I shall im.part

a few hints to the candid reader, as far as will be -

necessary to the conclusion, at which I aim..

The first piece 1 have handled, is that of Tom
Thumb, whose author was a Pythagorean philoso-

pher. This dark treatise contains the whole scheme

* The author seems here to be mistaken^ for I have seen a

r.atin edition of Reynard the fox above a hundred years old,

which I take to be the original ; for the rest, it has been thought

bvmany peo))le to contain some satirical design in it.

'

Vol. II. G of
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of the Metempsychosis, deducing the progress of the

soul through all her stages.

The next is Dr. Faustus, penned by Artephius,

an author bona not^y and an adeptus ; he published

it in the nine-hundred-eighty-fourth year of his

age *
; this writer proceeds wholly by reincrudation,

or in the via humida : and the marriage between

Faustus and Helen, does most conspicuously diluci-

date the fermenting of the male and female dragon.

Whitrington and his Cat is the work of that mys-

terious rabbi, Jehuda Hannasi, containing a defence

of the gemara of the Jerusalem misna
'f-,

and its just

preference to that of Babylon^, contrary to the vulgar

opinion.

The Hind and Panther. This is the master-piece

of a famous writer now living:};, intended for a com-

plete abstract of sixteen thousand school-men, from

Scotus to Bellarmin.

Tommy Pots. Another piece supposed by the

same hand, by way of supplement to the former.

The Wise Men of Gotham, cwn appendices This

is a treatise of immense erudition, being the great

original and fountain of those arguments, bandied

about both in France and England, for a just de-

fence of the moderns learning and wit, against the

presumption, the pride, and ignorance of the an-

cients. This unknown author has so exhausted the

subject, that a penetrating reader will easily discover

* The chemists say of bhi: in thdr books, that he prolonged

his lite to a thousiind _years, and then died voluntarily.

t The gemara is the decision, explanation, or interpretation

of the Jewish rabbis : and the misna is properly the code or body

of the Jewish civil or common law.

X 1^1%. In the year 1697.

vvhatever
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whatever has been written since upon that dispute,

to be little more than repetition. An abstract of

this treatise has been lately published by a worthy

member of our society *.

These notices may serve to give the learned reader

an idea, as well as a taste, of what the whole work

is likely to produce ; wherein I have now altogether

circumscribed my thoughts and my studies ; and, if

I can bring it to a perfection before I die, shall reckon

1 have well employed the poor remains of an un*

fortunate life
-f-.

This indeed is more than T can

justly expect, from a quill worn to the pith in the

service of the state, in pros and cons upon popish

plots, and meal tubs ^, and exclusion bills, and

passive obedience, and addresses of lives and for-

tunes, and prerogative, and property, and liberty

of conscience, and letters to a friend : from an un-

derstanding and a conscience thread-bare and ragged

with perpetual turning ; from a head broken in a

hundred places by the malignants of the opposite

factions ; and from a body spent with poxes ill

cured, by trusting to bawds and surgeons, who,

as it afterwards appeared, were professed enemies to

me and the government, and revenged their party's

quarrel upon my nose and shins. Fourscore and

eleven pamphlets have I written under three reigns,

•* This I suppose to be understood of Mr. Wotton's discourse

of ancient and modern learning.

f Here the author seems to personate L'Estrange, Diyden, and

some others, who, after having passed their lives in vices^

faction, and falsehood, have the impudence to talk of merit, and
innocence, and sufferings.

X In king Charles the Second's time, there was an account of

a presbjterian plot, found in a tub, which then made much
noise.

Ct 2, and
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and for the service of six and thirty factions. Buf,

finding the state has no farther occasion for me and

my ink, I retire willingly to draw it out into specu-

lations more becoming a philosopher ; having, to

my unspeakable comfort, passed along life with a

conscience void of offence.

But to return. I am assured from the reader's can-

dour, that the brief specimen I have given, will

easily clear all the rest of our society's productions,

from an aspersion grown, as it is manifest, out of

envy and ignorance ; that they are of little farther

use or value to mankind, beyond the common en-

tertainments of their wit and their style ; for these I

am sure have never yet been disputed by our keenest

adversaries : in both which, as well as the more

profound and mystical part, I have, throughout this

treatise, closely followed the most applauded ori-

ginals. And to render all complete, I have, with

much thought and application of mind, so ordered,

that the chief title prefixed to it, I mean, that under

which I design it shall pass in the common conver-

sations of court and town, is modelled exactly after

the manner peculiar to our society.

I confess to have been somewhat liberal in tlie

business of titles ^, having observed the humour of

multiplying them, to bear great vogue among cer-

tain writers, whom I exceedingly reverence. And
indeed it seems not unreasonable, that books, the

children of the brain, should have the honour to be

christened with variety of names, as well as other

infants of quality. Our famous Dryden has ven-

* The title-page in the original was so torn, that it was

not possible to recover several titles^ which the author here

speaks of.

tured
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tured to proceed a point farther, endeavouring to in-

troduce also a multiplicity of god-fathers *
; which

is an improvement of much more advantage upon a

very obvious account. It is a pity this admirable

invention has not been better cultivated, so as to

grow by this time into general imitation, when such

an authority serves it for a precedent. Nor have my
endeavours been wanting to second so useful an ex-

ample : but it seems, there is an unhappy expense

usually annexed to the calling of a god-father, which

was clearly out of my head, as it is very reasonable

to believe. Where the pinch lay, I cannot certainly

affirm ; but having employed a world of thoughts

and pains to split my treatise into forty sections, and

having intreated forty lords of my acquaintance, that

they would do me the honour to stand, they all

made it a matter of conscience, and sent me their

^xcu^es.

SECT. II.

Once upon a time, there was a man who had
three sons by one wife -}-, and all at a birth, nei-

ther could the midwife tell certainly, which was

the eldest. Their father died while they were young

;

and upon his death-bed, calling the lads to him,

spoke thus :

* See Virgil translated, ^c. he dedicated the difFereat parts

of Virgil to different patrons.

t By these three sons, Peter, Martin, and Jack, Poper)^ the

Church of England, and our Protestant Dissenters, are designed.

W. Wotton.

G 3
*« Sons;
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*^ Sons ; because I have purchased no estate, nor

was born to any, I have long considered of some

good legacies to bequeath you ; and at last, with

much care as well as expense, have provided each of

you (here they are) a new coat*. Now, you are

to understand, that these coats have two virtues con-

tained in them : one is, that with good wearing,

they will last you fresh and sound as long as you

live : the other is, that they will grow in the same

proportion with your bodies, lengthening and widen-

ing of themselves, so as to be always fit. Here ;

let me see them on you before I die. So ; very well

;

pray children wear them clean, and brush them

often. You will find in my will-j^ (here it is) full

instructions in every particular concerning the wear-

ing and management of your coats ; wherein you

must be very exact, to avoid the penalties I have

appointed for every transgression or neglect, upon

which your future fortunes will intirely depend. I

have also commanded in my will, that you should

live together in one house like brethren and friends,

for then you will be sure to thrive, and not other-

wise."

Here the story says, this good father died, and

the three sons went all together to seek their for-

tunes.

I shall not trouble you with recounting what ad-

ventures they met for the first seven years, any far-

* By his coats, which he gave his sons, are meant the gar-

ment of the Israelites. W. Wotton.

An errour (with submission) of the learned commentator j for

by the coats are meant the doctrine and faith of Christianity, by

the wisdom of the divine founder fitted to all times, places^ and

circumstances. Lambin,

f The New Testament.

ther
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tlier than by taking notice, that they carefully ob-

served their father's will, and kept their coats in very

good order : that tlicy travelled through several

countries, encountered a reasonable quantity of

giants, and slew certain dragons.

Being now arrived at the proper age for producing

themselves, they came up to town, and fell In love

with the ladies, but especially three, who about that

time were in chief reputation: the duchess d'Argent,

madame de Grands Titres, and the countess d'Or-

gueil *. On their first appearance, our three ad-

venturers met with a very bad reception ; and soon,

with great sagacity, guessing out the reason, they

quickly began to improve in tiie good quahties of

the town : they wTit, and rallied, and rhymed, and

sung, and said, and said nothing : they drank, and

fought, and whored, and slept, and swore, and took

snufF: they went to new plays on the first night,

haunted the chocolate-houses, beat the watch, lay

on bulks, and got claps : they bilked hackney-

coachmen, ran in debt with shopkeepers, and lay

with their wives : they killed bailiffs, kicked fidlers

down stairs, eat at Locket's, loitered at Will's

:

they talked of the drawing-room, and never came
there : dined with lords they never saw : whispered

a duchess, and spoke never a word : exposed the

scrawls of their laundress for billetdoux of quality:

came ever just from court, and were never seen in

it : attended t'le levee sub dio : got a list of peers by

* Their mistresses are the duchess d'Argent, mademoiselle de

Grands Titres, and the countess d'Orgueil, i. e. covetousness,

ambition, and pride ; which were the three great vices that the

ancient fathers inveighed against^ as the lirst corruptions of

Christianity. W. Wotton.

G 4 heart
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heart in one company, and with great famiharity

retailed them in another. Above all, they constantly

attended those committees of senators, who are

silent in the house, and loud in the coffee-house
;

where they nightly adjourn to chew the cud of poli-

ticks, and are encompassed with a ring of disciples,

who lie in wait to catch up their droppings. The

three brothers had acquired forty other qualifications

of the like stamp, too tedious to recount, and by

consequence were justly reckoned the most accom-

plished persons in the town : but all would not suf-

fice, and the ladies aforesaid continued still inflexible.

To clear up which difficulty I must, with the read-

er's good leave and patience, have recourse to some

points of weight, which the authors of that age have

not sufficiently illustrated.

For, about this time it happened a sect arose "*,

wdiose tenets obtained and spread very far, espe-

cially in the grande monde^ and among every body

x:)f good fashion. They worshiped a sort of idol
-f-,

who, as their doctrine delivered, did daily create

men by a kind of manufactory operation. This

idol they placed in the highest part of the house,

on an altar erected about three foot : he was shown

in the posture of a Persian emperor, sitting on a

superficies, with his legs interwoven under Jiim.

This god had a goose for his ensign ; whence it is,

that some learned men pretend to deduce his origi-

nal from Jupiter Capitolinus. At his left hand,

beneath the altar, Hell seemed to open, and catch at

the animals the idol was creating; to prevent which,

* This is an occasional satire- upon dress and fashion in order

to introduce what follows.

-j" By this idol is meant a taylor.

certain
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certain of his priests hourly flung in pieces of the

uninformed mass, or substance, and sometimes whole

limbs already enlivened, which that horrid gulf in-

satiably swallowed, terrible to behold. The goose

was also held a subaltern divinity, or deus minorum

gentium^ before whose shrine was sacrificed that crea-

ture, whose hourly food is human gore, and who

is in so great renown abroad for being the delight

and favourite of the ^Egyptian Cercopithecus *\

Milhons of these animals were cruelly slaughtered

every day, to appease the hunger of that consuming

deity. The chief idol was also worshiped as the

inventor of the yard and needle ; whether as the god

of seamen, or on account of certain other mystical

attributes, has not been sufficiently cleared.

The worshipers of this deity had also a system

of their belief, which seemed to turn upon the fol-

lowing fundamentals. They held the universe to

be a large suit of clothes, which invests every thing:

that the earth is invested by the air ; the air is in-

vested by the stars ; and the stars are invested by the

frimum mobile. Look on this globe of earth, you

wdll find it to be a very complete and fashionable

dress. What is that which some call land, but a fine

coat faced with green ? or the sea, but a waistcoat of

water-tabby ? Proceed to the particular works of

the creation, you will find how curious journeyman

nature has been, to trim up the vegetable beaux

:

observe how sparkish a periwig adorns the head of a

beech, and what a fine doublet of white sattin is

worn by the birch. To conclude from all, what is

* The iEg}^ptIans worshiped a monkey, which animal is

very fond of eating lice^ styled here creatures that feed on hu-

man gorCj ^

man
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man himself but a micro-coat =^, or rather a com-
plete suit of clothes with all its trimmings ? as to

his body, there can be no dispute : but examine

even the acquirements of his mind, you will find

them all contribute in their order towards furnishing

out an exact dress : to instance no more ; is not re-

ligion a cloak ; honesty a pair of shoes worn out in

the dirt ; self-love a surtout ; vanity a shirt ; and

conscience a pair of breeches; which, though a

cover for lewdness as well as nastiness, is easily slipt

down for the service of both ^ ?

These postulata being admitted, it will follow in

due course of reasoning, that those beings, which

the world calls improperly suits of clothes, are in

reality the most refined species of animals ; or to

proceed higher, that they are rational creatures, or

men. For, is it not manifest, that they live, and

move, and talk, and perform all other offices of

human life ? are not beauty, and wit, and mien,

and breeding their inseparable proprieties ? in short

we see nothing but them, hear nothing but them.

Is it not they, who walk the streets, fill up parlia-

ment—, coffee—, play—, bawdy-houses ? It ia

true, indeed, that these animals, which are vulgarly

called suits of clothes, or dresses, do according to

certain compositions receive different appellations.

If one of them be trimmed up with a gold chain,

and a red gown, and a white rod, and a great horse,

it is called a lord-mayor : if certain ermines and furs

* Alluding to the word microcosm, or a little world, as man
has been called by philosophers.

. f This humourous and witty train of ideas was probably sug-

gested from the conscience of Oliver Cromwell, and the breeches

on his coin. Dodsley's Fugitive Pieces, vol. II. p, 17,

be
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be placed in a certain position, we style them a

judge ; and so an apt conjunction of lawn and black

sattin we entitle a bishop.

Others of these professors, though agreeing in the

main system, were yet more refined upon certain

branches of it; and held, that man was an animal

compounded of two dresses, the natural and celestial

suit, which were the body and the soul : that the

soul was the outward, and the body the inward

clothing ; that the latter was ex traduce ; but the

former of daily creation and circumfusion ; this last

they proved by Scripture, because^ in them we live,

and move, and have our being ; as likewise by phi-

losophy, because they are all in all, and all in every

part. Besides, said they, separate these two, and

you will find the body to be only a senseless unsa-

voury carcase. By all which it is manifest, that the

outward dress must needs be the souL

To this system of religion, were tagged several

subaltern doctrines, which were entertained with

great vogue ; as particularly, the facukies of the

mind were deduced by the learned among them in

this manner: embroidery, was sheer wit; gold

fringe, was agreeable conversation ; gold lace, was

repartee ; a huge long periwig, v;as humour ; and

a coat full of powder, was very good raillery : all

which required abundance o^ finesse Oindi delicatesse ta

manage with advantage, as well as a strict obscrv^ancc

after times and fashions.

I have, with much pains and reading, collected

out of ancient authors this short summary of a body

of philosophy and divinity, which seems to have been

composed by a vein and race of thinking, very dif-

ferent from any other systems either ancient or mo-
dern.
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dern. And it was not merely to entertain or satisfy

the reader's curiosity, but rather to give him hght

into several circumstances of the following story ;

that, knowing the state of dispositions and opinions

in an age so remote, he may better comprehend those

great events, which were the issue of them. I ad-

vise therefore the courteous reader to peruse with a

world of application, again and again, whatever I

have written upon this matter. And leaving these

broken ends, I carefully gather up the chief thread

of my story, and proceed.

These opinions therefore were so universal, as well

at the practices of them, among the refined part of

court and town, that our three brother-adventurers,

as their circumstances then stood, were strangely at a

loss. For, on the one side, the three ladles they

addressed themselves to, whom we have named al-

ready, were at the very top of the fashion, and ab-

horred all that were below it but the breadth of a

hair. On the other side, their father's will was very

precise, and it was the main precept In it, w^Ith the

greatest penalties annexed, not to add to, or dimi-

nish from their coats one thread, without a positive

command in the will. Now the coats their father

had left them, were, it is true, of very good cloth,

and besides, so neatly sown, you w^ould swear they

were all of a piece ; but at the same time very

plain, and with lltde or no ornament : and it hap-

pened, that before they w^ere a month in town,

great shoulder-knots came up^ : straight all the w^orld

was

* The first part of the Tale is the histoiy of Peter j thereby

poper)^ is exposed : every body knows the papists have made great

additions to Christianity, that indeed is the great exception which

the church of England makes against them 3 accordinglyjPeier-

begins
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was shoulder-knots ; no approaching the ladles riielks

without the quota of shoulder-knots. That fellow,

cries one, has no soul; where is his shoulder-knot?

Our three brethren soon discovered their want by sad

experience, meeting in their walks with forty mor-

tifications and indignities. If they went to the play-

house, the door-keeper showed them into the twelve-

penny gallery. If they called a boat, says a water-

man, I am first sculler. If they stepped to the Rose

to take a bottle, the drawer would cry, Friend, we

sell no ale. If they went to visit a lady, a footman

met them at the door, with. Pray send up your mes-

sage. In this unhappy case they went immediately

to consult their father's will, read it over and over,

but not a word of the shoulder-knot : what should

they do ? what temper should they find ? obedience

was absolutely necessary, and yet shoulder-knots ap-

peared extremely requisite. After much thought,

one of the brothers, who happened to be more book-

learned than the other two, said, he had found an

expedient. It is true, said he, there is nothing here

in this will, totideni veri^is, making mention of

shoulder-knots : but I dare conjecture, we may find

them inclusive, or, totidem syllabis. This distinction

begins his pranks with adding a shoulder-knot to liis coat.

W. Wotton.

His description of the cloth, of which the coat was made, has

a fartlier meaning than the words may seem to import ;
" The

" coats their father had left them, were of very good cloth, and
'' besides, so neatly sown, you would bwear they were all of a

" piece ; but at the same time very plain, with little or no or-

*' nament." This is the distinguishing character of the christian

religion : christiana religio alsoluta tS) simplex, was Ammianus
Marcellinus's description of it, who was himself a heathen.

W, Wotton.

was
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was immediately approved by all ; and so they fell

again to exammc ; but their evil star had so directed

the matter, that the first syllable was not to be found

in the whole writings. Upon which disappointment,

he, who found the former evasion, took heart,

and said, Brothers, there are yet hopes ; for though

we cannot find them totidem verbis, nor totidem

syllabis^ I dare engage we shall make them out tertio

modo, or totidem Uteris. This discovery w^as also

highly commended, upon which they fell once more

to the scrutiny, and picked out S,H,05U,L,D,E,R;

when the same planet, enemy to their repose, had

wonderfully contrived, that a K was not to be found.

Here was a weighty difhculty ! but the distinguish-

ing brother, for whom we shall hereafter find a

name, now his hand was in, proved by a very

good argument, that K was a modern illegitimate

letter, unknown to the learned ages, nor any where

to be found in ancient manuscripts. Calendae hath

in Q. V. C. ^ been sometimes written with a K,

but erroneously ; for in the best copies it has been

ever spelt with a C. And by consequence it was

a gross mistake in our language to spell knot with a

K ; but that from henceforward, he would take care

it should be written with a C. Upon this all farther

difficulty vanished ; shoulder-knots w^ere made clearly

out to be jure paterno ; and our three gentlemen

swaggered with as large and as flaunting ones as the

best. But, as human happiness is of a very short

duration, so in those days were human fashions,

upon which it intirely depends. Shoulder-knots

had their time, and we must now imagine them in

* Quibusdam veteribus ccdicibus ; some ancient manuscripts;

their
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their decline; for a certain lord came just from Paris

with fifty yards of gold-lace upon his coat, exactly

trimmed after the court-fashion of that month. In

two days all mankind appeared closed up in bars

of gold-lace '^
: whoever durst peep abroad without

his compliment of gold-lace, was as scandalous as

a— and as ill received among the women : what

should our three knights do in this mom.entous af-

fair ? they had sufficiently strained a point already

in the affair of shoulder-knots : upon recourse to

the will, nothing appeared there, but altum siien-

Hum, That of the shoulder-knots was a loose, flying,

circumstantial point ; but this of gold-lace seem.ed

too considerable an alteration without better warrant

;

it did aliquo modo essentia^ adh^rere, and therefore

required a positive precept. But about this time it

fell out, that the learned brother aforesaid had read

Aristoielis dialect'ica^ and especially that wonderful

piece de interpretations ^ which has the faculty of

teaching its readers toimd^qu_tjjTieaning_inL_every

thine but ijself; like commentators on the reve-

lations, who proceed prophets without' under-

standing a syllable of the text. Brothers, said lie,

you are to be informied, that of wills duo smii gene-

ra, nuncupatoryj'and scriptory ; that in the scrip-

tory will here before us, there is no precept or men-

tion about gold-lace, conceditur : but, si iddm ajjirme^

tur de mincupatorio, iiegatur. For, brothers, if you

remember, we heard a fellow say, when we were

" I cannot tcli wliether the author means any new innovation

by this word, or whetlier it be only to introduce the new me-
thods of forcing and perverting Scripture.

-[- By this is meant tradition, allowed by the papists to have

equal r-uthority with the Scrintu.rc or rather greater.

boys.
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boys, that he heard my father's man say, that Jfe

would advise his sons to get gold -lace on their

coats, as soon as ever they could procure money

to buy it. By G-^ that is very true,: cries the

other '^ ; I remember it perfectly Vv'cll, said ; the

third. And so without more ado they got -the

largest gold-lace in the, parish, and walked about

as fine as lords. ': •
'

. : :;. ,.:i

-A while after there came up all in fashion a pretty

sort of flame-coioured sattin
-f-

for linings ; and the

mercer brought a pattern of it immediately to our

three gentlemen : An please your worships, said

he, my lord C— and Sir J. W. had linings out

of this very piece last night ; it takes wonderfully^

and I shall not have a remnant left, enough to make

my wife a pin-cushion, by to-morrow m^orning at

ten a clock. Upon this they fell again to rum-

^^. When the papists cannot find anything which tl>ey want in

Scripture, they. go to oral tradition: thus Peter is introduced

dissatisfied with the tedious way7)f looking for all the letters of

any word, which he has occasion for in the will 3 when neither

the constituent syllables, nor much less the whole word^ were

there iw terminis. \V. Wotton.

f This is Pargator)', whereof he speaks more particularly

hereafter j but here, only to show how Scripture was perverted

to prove it, which was done, by giving equal authority with the

canon to Apocrypha, called here a codicil annexed.

.It is likely the autlior, in every one of these changes in the

brother's dresses, refers to some particular errour in the church of

Home, though it is not easy, I think, to apply them all : but by

this of flame-coloured sattin, is manifestly intended Purgatory:

by gold-lace may perhaps be understood, the lofty ornaments and

nlatc in the churches 3 the shoulder-knots and silver fringe are

not so obvious, at least to me 3 but the Indian figures of m.en,

women, and children, ph'.inly relate to the pictures in the Ro-

mish churches, of God like an old man, of the \'irgin Mar)-, and

our Saviour as a child.

mage
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mage the will, because the present case also required

a positive precept, the lining being held by onho-

dozs. writers to be of the essence of the coat. After
«

long search they could fix upon nothing to the mat-

ter in hand, except a short advice of their father in

the will, to take care of hre, and put out their

candles before they went to sleep *. This, though a

good deal for the purpose, and helping very far To-

wards self-conviction, yet not seeming who-ly of

force to establish a command
;

(being resolved to

avoid farther scruple^ as well as future occasion for

scandal) says he that was the scholar, I remember

to have read in wills of a codicil annexed, which is

indeed a part of the will, and what it contains has

equal authority with the rest. - Now, I have been

considering^ of this same will here before us, and I

cannot reckon it to be com.plete for want of such a

codicil : I will therefore fasten one in its proper

place very dextrously : I Iiave had it by me Sv>me

time; it was written by a dog-keeper of my grand-

father's 'J-, and talks a great deal, as prood luck

would have it, of this very flame-coloured sattin.

The project was immediately approved by the other

two; an old parchment scroll was tao;ged on ac-

cording to art, in the form of a codicil annexed, and

the sattin bought and worn.o
Next winter a player, hired for the purpose by

the corporation of fringe-mrikers, acted his part In a

new comedy ail covered with silver fringe ']:, :'.nd

' That is, to t:ike care of Hdi 3 and, in order to do that, to

subdue and extinguish their Iunis.

i I believe this refers to that part of the Apocryplia, where

inention h made of T(;bit a:id his dog.

i Th".- is crrtaiuly the farther iiUrcducing th.c pcn)p3 of habit

cud ornam en I.

Vol. II. li rc_ord-
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according to the laudable custom gave rise to that

fashion. Upon which the brothers consulting their

lather's will, to their great astonishment found these

words ; item, I charge and command my said three

sons to wear no sort of silver fringe upon or about

their said coats, &c. with a penalty, In case of dis-

obedience, too long here to insert. However, after

some pause, the brother so often mentioned for his

erudition, who was well skilled in criticisms, had

found in a certain author, which he said should be

nameless, that the same word, which in the will is

called fringe, does also signify a, broom-stick *

:

and doubtless ought to have the same interpretation

in this paragraph. This another of the brothers

disliked, because of that epithet silver, which could

notj be humbly conceived, in propriety of speech be

reasonably applied to a broom-stick : but it was re-

plied upon him, that this epithet was understood in

a mythological and allegorical sense. ' However, he

objected again, why their father should forbid them

to wear a broom-stick on their coats, a caution that

seemed unnatural and impertinent ; upon which he

was taken up short, as one that spoke irreverently of

a mystery, which doubtless was very useful and signi-

ficant, but ought not to be over-curiously pried into,

.

or nicely reasoned upon. And in short, their father'^

authority being now considerably sunk, this expe-

dient was allowed to serve as a lawful dispensation

for wearing their full proportion of silver fringe.

A while after was revived an old fashion, long

annquated, of embroidery with Indian jfigures of

* The next subject of our author':; wit, is the glosses and

Interpretations of^Scrip.ture ; very many absurd ones of vhlch

are a 1towed in the most authentic;; l*ooks of the church of Rome.

men,
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men, women, and children *=. Here they remem-

bered but too well, how their father had always

abhorred this fashion ; that he made several para-

graphs on purpose, importing his utter detestation of

it, and bestowing his everlasting curse to his sons,

whenever they should wear it. For all this, in a

few days they appeared higher in the fashion than

any body else in the town. But they solved the

matter by saying, that these figures were not at all

the same with those, that were formerly worn, and

were meant in the will. Besides, they did not wear

them in the sense, as forbidden by their father;

but as they were a commendable custom, and of

great use to the publick. That these rigorous clauses

in the will did therefore require some allowance, and

a favourable interpretation, and ought to be under-

stood cum grano salts.

But fashions perpetually altering in that age, the

scholastick brother grew weary of searching farther

evasions, and solving everlasting contradictions. Re-

solved therefore at all hazards to comply with the

modes of the world, they concerted matters toge-

ther, and agreed unanimously to lock up their fa-

ther's VvmII in a strong box ^, brought out of Greece

* The images of saints^, the blessed vh-gin, and our Saviour

an infant.

Hid. Images in the church of Rome give him but too fair a

handle, the brothers remembered, &c. The allegory here is

direct. W. Wotton.

f The papists formerly forbad the people the use of Scripture

in the vulgar tongue : Peter therefore locks up his father's will in

a strong box, brought out of Greece or Italy : these countries are

named, because the New Testament is written in Greek 3 and

the vulgar Latin, which is the authentick edition of the Bible in the

church of Rome, is in the language of old Italy. W. Wotton.

H 2 or
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or Italy, I have forgotten' whicli, and trouble them-

selves no farther to e^^amine ir, but only refer to its

authority whenever tliey thought fit. In conse-

quence whereof, . a -while- after it grew a general

mode to wear an infinite number of points, most of

them tagged with silver : upon wjiicii, the scholar

pronounced ex cathedra *, tliat points were abso-

lutely jure palerno^ as they might very well re-

member. It is true indeed, the fashion prescribed

somewhat more than were directly named in the •

will ; however, that they, as heirs-general of their

father, had powder to make and add certain clauses

for publick emolument, though not deducible, toti-

dem verbis, from the letter of the will, or else

fmilta absurda sequerentur. This was understood for

canonical, and therefore on the following Simday,

they came to church all covered with points.

The learned brother, so often mentioned, was

reckoned the best scholar in all that, or the next

street to it; insomuch as, having run something be-

hind-hand in the world, he obtained the favour of a

certain lord"^, to receive him into his. house, and to

teach his children. A while after tlie lord died, and

he, by long practice of hr^ father's will, found the

way of contriving a deed of conveyance of that house

* The popes, in their decretals and bulls, have given their

sanction to very many gainful doctrines, which are now received

in the church of Rome, that are not mentioned in Scripture, and

are unknown to the primitive church : Peter, accordingly, pro-

nounces ex cathedra, that points tagged with silver were abso-

lutely jwre paterROy and so they wore them in great numbers.

W. Wotton.

I This was Constantine the Great, from whom, the popes pre-

tend a donation of St. Peter's patrimony^ which they have never

been able to produce.

to
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to himself, and his heirs : upon which he took pos-

session, turned the young squires ojat, and received

his brotliers in their stead '^.

SECT. III.

A DIGRESSION CONCERNING CRITICKS 'K

Although Ihave been hitherto as cautious

as I could, upon all occasions, most nicely to fol-

low the rules and methods of writing laid down by
the example of our illustrious moderns ; yet has the

unhappy shortness of my memory led me Into an

errour, from which I must extricate myself, before

I can decendy pursue my principal subject. I con-

fess with shame, it was an unpardonable omission to

proceed so far as I have already done, before I had

performed the due discourses, expostulatory, sup-

plicatory, or deprecatory, with my good lords the

criticks. Towards some atonement for this grievous

neglect, I do here make humbly bold, to present

them with a short account of themselves, and their

art, by looking into the original and pedigree of

the word, as it is generally understood among us

;

* Rid. The bishops of Rome enjoyed their privileges iii

Rome at first, by the favour of emperois, whom at last they shut

out of their own capital city, and then forged a donation from

Constantine the Great, the better to justify what they did. In

imitation of this, Peter, having run something behind-hand in the

world, obtained leave of a certain lord, ^c. W. Wotton.

f The several digressions are written in ridTcule of bad criticks,

dull commentators, and tlie whole fraternity of Grub-street phi-

losophers. Orrtry,
^

n 3 and
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and very briefly considering the ancient and present

state thereof.

By the word critick, at this day so ifrequent in all

conversations, there have sometimes been distin-

guished three very different species of mortal men,

accordins: as I have read in ancient books and

pamphlets. For first, by this term was understood,

such persons as invented or drew up rules for them-

selves and the world, by observing Vv^hich, a careful

reader might be able to pronounce upon the pro-

ductions of the learned, form his taste to a true

relish of the sublime and the admirable, and divide

every beauty of matter, or of style, from the corr.

ruption that apes it : in their common perusal of

books, singling out the errours and defects, the

nauseous, the fulsome, the dull, and the imper-

tinent, with the caution of a man that walks through

Edinburgh streets in a morning, who is indeed as

careful as he can to watch diligently, and spy out

the filth in his way ; not that he is curious to observe

the colour and complexion of the ordure, or take

its dimensions, much less to be paddling in, or

tasting it; but only with a design to come out as

cleanly as he may. These may seem, though very

erroneously, to have understood the appellation of

critick in a literal sense ; tliat one principal part of

his office was to praise and acquit ; and that a cri-

tick, who sets up to read only for an occasion of

censure and reproof, is a creature as barbarous as a

judge, who should take up a resolution to hang all

men, that came before him upon a trial.

Again, by the word critick have been meant, the

restorers of ancient learning from the worms, and

graves, and dust of manuscripts.

Now
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Now the races of those two, have been for some

ages utterly extinct ; and besides, to discourse any

farther of them would not be at all to my purpose.

The third and noblest sort is that of the TRUE
CRITICK, whose original is the most ancient of

all. Every true critick is a hero born, descending in

a direct line from a celestial stem by Momus and

Hybris, who begat Zoilus, who begat Tigellius,

who begat Etcaetera the elder ; who begat Bentley,

and Rymer, and Wotton, and Perrault, and Dennis;

who begat Etcaetera the younger,

And these are the criticks, from whom the com-

monwealth of learning has in all ages received such

immense benefits, that the gratitude of their ad-

mirers placed their origin in Heaven, among those

of Hercules, Theseus, Perseus, and other great de-

servers of mankind. But heroick virtue itself, has

not been exempt from the obloquy of evil tongues.

For it has been objected, that those ancient heroes,

ftmous for their combating so many giants, and

dragons, and robbers, were in their own persons a

greater nuisance to mankind, than any of those

monsters they subdued ; and therefore to render their

obligations more complete, when all other vermin

were destroyed, should, in conscience, have con-

cluded with the same justice upon themselves. Her-

cules most generously did, and has upon that score

procured to himself more temples and votaries, than

the best of his fellows. For these reasons, I sup-

pose, it is, why some have conceived, it wovild be

very expedient for the publick good of learning, that

every true critick, as soon as he had finished his task

assigned, should immediately deliver himself up to

ratsbane^ or hemp, or leap from some convenient

H 4 altitude;
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altitude ; and that no man's pretensions to so illustri-

ous a character, should by any means be received,

before tliat operation were performed.

Now, from this heavenly descent of criticism, and

the close analogy it bears to heroick virtue, it is easy

to assign the proper employment of a true ancient

genuine critick ; which is, to travel through this vast

world of writings ; to pursue and hunt those mon-
strous faults bred within them ; to drag out the

lurking errours, like Cacus from his den ; to mul-

tiply them like Hydra's heads ; and rake them toge-

ther like Augeas's dnng: or else drive away a sort

of dangerous fowl, who have a perverse inclination

to plunder the best branches of the tree of know^-

ledge, like those stymphalian birds that eat up the

fruit.

These reasonings will furnish us with an adequate

definition of a true critick : that he is discoverer and

collector of writers faults ; which may be farther

put beyond dispute by the foUovving demonstration:

that whoever wmU examine the writings in ail kinds,

wherewith this ancient sect has honoured the w'orld,

shaU immediately find, from the whole thread and

tenour of them, that the ideas of the authors, have

been altogether conversant and taken up, with the

faults, and blemishes, and oversights, and mistakes

of other wTitcrs : and, let the subject treated on be

whatever it will, their imaginations are so intirely

possessed and replete with the defects of other pens,

that the very quintessence of what is bad, does of

necessity distil into their own ; by which means the

whole appears to be nothing else but an abstract of

the criticisms, themselves have made.

Having
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,Having thus briefly considered the original and
oflice of a cririck, as the word is understood in its

most noble and universal acceptation, J proceed to

refute the objections of those, who argue from the

silence and pretermission of authors -, by which they

pretend to prove, that the very art of criticism, as

now exercised, and by me explamed, is whoilv mo-
dern ; and consequently, that the criticks of Great

Britain and France, lave no title to an original so

ancient and illustrious, as I have deduced. Now,
if I can clearly make out, on the contrary, that the

ancient writers have particularly de^^cribcd both the

person and the office of a true critick, agreeable * to

the definition laid down by me ;• their ^land oi^jec-

tion, from the silence of authors, w^ili full to the

ground.

I confess to have, for a long time, born a part

in this general errour-j- ; from which I should never

have acquitted myself, but thn.-Ligh the assistance of

our nobJe m.oderns ; whose most edifying volumes,

I turn indefatigably o\er night and dav, for the im-

p'-Qve-ment of my mind, and the good of my coun-

try : these have, with unwearied pains, made many
useful searches into the 'veak sides of the ancients,

and given us a comprehensive li^t of them. Besides,

they have proved beyond contradiction, that the very

finest things delivered of old, hive been long since

invented, and f>rought to light bv much later pens;

and that the noblest discoveries those ancients ever

* Swift often uses the adjective instead of the adverb ; it should

have been ' agreeably to,' &c.

f This is ungramraatical ; the proper mode of expressing here,

would be, *I confess that I have^ for a long time, born a

* part^' &c. f .

made.
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made, of art or nature, have all been produced by

the transcending genius of the present age. Which

clearly show?, how little merit those ancientb can

justly pretend to ; and takes off that blind admiration,

paid them by men in a corner, who have the un-

happiness of conversing too little with present things.

Reflecting maturely upon all this, and taking in the

whole compass of human nature, I easily concluded,

that these ancients, highly sensible of their many

imperfections, must needs have endeavoured, from

some passages in their works, to obviate, soften, or

divert the censorious reader, by satire, or panegyrick

upon the criticks, in imitation of their masters, the

moderns. Now, in the common- places of both

these *, I w^as plentifully instructed, by along course

of useful study in prefaces and prologues ; and there-

fore immediately resoU^ed to try what I could disco-

ver of either, by a diligent perusal of .the most an*

cient writers, and especially those who treated of

the earliest times. Here, I found, to my great sur-

prize, that although they all entered, upon occasion,

into particular descriptions of the true critick, ac-

cording as they were governed by their fears or their

hopes ; yet whatever they touched of that kind,

was with abundance of caution, adventuring no far-

ther than mythology and hieroglypliick. This, I

suppose, gave ground to superficial readers for

urging the silence of authors against the antiquity of

the true critick, though the types are so apposite,

and the applications so necessary and natural, that

it is not easy to conceive, how any reader, of a mo-

dern eye and taste, could overlook them. I shall

* Satire, and panegyrick i^pon criticks.

venture
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Tenture from a great number to produce a few,

which, I am very confident, will put tiiis question

beyond dispute.

It well deserves consider-ing '^, that these ancient

writers, in treating enigmatically upon the subject,

have generally fixed upon the very same hieroglyph,

varying only the story, according to their affections,

or their wit. For first; Pausanias is of opinion,

that the perfection of writing correct-}- was intirely

owing to the institution of criticks ; and, that he can

possibly mean no other than the true critick, is, I

think, manifest enough from the following descrip-

tion. He says, they were a race of men, who de-

lighted to nibble at the superfluities, and excrescen-

cies of books ; which the learned at length observing,

took warning, of their own accord, to lop the luxu-

riant, the rotten, the dead, the sapless, and the

overgrown branches from their works. But now, all

this he cunnmgly shades under the following alle-

gory ; that the Nauplians in Argos learned the art

of pruning their vines, by observing, that when an

ASS had browsed upon one of them, it thrived

the better, and bore fairer fruit. But Herodotus,

holding the very same hieroglyph, speaks much
plainer, and almost in terminis. He has been so

bold as to tax the true criticks, of ignorance and ma-

lice; telling, us openly, for I think nothing can be

plainer, that in the western part of Lybia, there were

ASSES with horns : upon which relation Ctesias

yet refines, mentioning the very same animal about

India, adding, that whereas all other ASSES wanted

* This expression is faulty ; it should be. ' It well deserves

to be considered :' or, * it well deserves ccn^ideration/ &:c.

f Correct^ for correctly.

a gal].
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a gall, these horned ones were so redundant in that

part, that their flesh was not to be eaten, because of

its extreme bitterness.

Now, the reason why those ancient waiters treated

this subject only by types and figures, was, because

they durst not make open attacks against a party so

potent and terrible, as the criticks of those ages were;

whose very voice was so dreadful, that a legion of

authors would tremble, and drop their pens at the

sound ; for so Herodotus tells us expressly in another

place, how avast army of Scythians was put to flight

in a panick terrour, by the braying of an ASS. From

hence * it is conjectured by certain profound philolo-

gtirs, that the great awe and reverence paid to a true

criiick, by the writers of Britain, have been derived

to us from those our Scythian ancestors. In short,

this dread was so universal, that in process of time,

those authors, who had a mind to publish their sen-

timents more freely, in describing the true criticks

of their several ages, were forced to leave ofl:"'thc use

of the former hieroglyph, as too nearly approaching

the prototype, and invented other terms instead

thereof, that were more cautious and mystical : so,

Diodorus, speaking to the same purpose, ventures

no farther, than to say, that in the mountains of

Helicon, there grows a certain weed, which bears a

flower of so damned a scent, as to poison those wdio

offer to smell it. Lucretius gives exactly the same

relation ;

* From hence, frequently u;:ed by our author, as well as,

* from thence,' and ' from whence,' areuiiproper phrasco, as the

preposition from is included in each of those \vords. Hence,

signifying from this 3 thence, from that 3 and whence, from

which.

Est
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Est etiam in magnis Heliconis monlihu^ arhos^

Floris odore bominem tetro consueta neeare *.

Lib. 6.

But Ctesias, whom we lately quoted, has been a

great deal bolder; he had been used with much sc-

-verity by the true criticks of his own age, and there-

fore could not forbear to leave behind him, ar least

one deep mark of his vengeance against the whole

tribe. His meaning is so near the surface, that I

wonder how it possibly came to be overlooked by

those, who deny the antiquity of true criticks. For,

pretending to make a description of many strange

animals about India, he has set down these remark-

able words : among the rest, says he, there is a ser-

pent that wants teeth, and consequently cannot

bite ; but if its vomit, to which it is much ad-

dicted, happens to fall upon any thing, a certain

rottenness or corruption ensues : these serpents are

generally found among the mountains, where jewels

grow, and they frequently emit a poisonous juice ;

whereof whoever drinks, that person's brains fly out

of his nostrils.

There was also amono; the ancients a sort of cri-

ticks, not distinguished in species from the former,

but in growth or degree, who seem to have been

only the tyroes or junior scholars; yet, because of

their differing employments, they are frequently

mentioned as a sect by themselves. The usual ex-

ercise of these younger students, was, to attend con-

stantly at theatres, and learn to spy out the worst

parts of the play, whereof they were obliged care-

^ Near Helicon, and round the learned hill.

Grow trees, whose blossoms with their odour kill.

fully
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fully to take note, and render a rational account to

their tutors. Pleshed at these smaller sports, like

young wolves, they grew up in time to be nixf.ble

and strong enough, for hunting down large game.

For it has been observed, both among ancients and

moderns, that a true critick has one quality in com-

mon with a whore, and an alderman, never to change

]iis ti'le or his nature ; that a gray critick, has been

certainly a green one, the perfections and acquire-

ments of his age, being only the improved talents of

his youth ; like hemp, which some naturalists in-

form us is bad for suffocations, though taken but in

the seed. I esteem the invention, or at least the

refinement of prologues, to have been owing to

these younger proficients, of whom Terence makes

frequent and honourable mention, under the name

of nialevoli.

Now, it is certain, the institution of the true

criticks, was of absolute necessity to the common-

wealth of learning. For all human actions seem to

be divided, like Themistocles and his company

;

one man can fiddle, and another can make a small

town a great city ; and he, that cannot do either

one or the other, desarves to be kicked out of the

creation. The avoiding of which penalty, has

doubdess given the first birth to the nation of cri-

ticks ; and withal, an occasion for their secret de-

tractors to report, that a true critick is a sort of me-

chanick, set up with a stock and tools for his trade,

at as little expense as a taylor ; and that there is much

analogy betw'een tlie utensils, and abilities of both :

that the taylor's hell is the type of a critick's com-

mon-place book, and his wit and learning held forth

by the goose ; that it requires at least as many of

I tiiese
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these to the making up of one scholar, as of the

others to the composition of a m.an ; that the valour

of both is equal, and their weapons near =^ of a size.

Much may be said in answer to those invidious re-

flections ; and I can positively affirm the first to be

a falshood : for on the contrary, nothing is more

certain, than that it requires greater layings out, to

be free of the critick's company, than of any other

you can name. For, as to be a true beggar, it will

cost the richest candidate every groat he is worth;

so, before one can commence a true critick, it will

cost a man all the good qualities of his mind ; which,

perhaps for a less purchase, would be thought but

an indifferent bargain.

Having thus amply proved the antiquity of criti-

cism, and described the primitive state of it ; I shall

now examine the present condition of this empire,

and show how well it agrees with its ancient self.

A certain author ^, whose works have many ages

since been intirely lost, does, in his fifth book, and

eighth chapter, say of criticks, that their writings are

the mirrors of learning. This I understand in a

literal sense, and suppose our author must mean, that'

whoever designs to be a perfect writer, must inspect

into the books of criticks, and correct his invention

there, as in a mirror. Now, whoever considers,

tJiat the mirrors of the ancients were made of brass,

and si?2e mercurio^ may presently apply the two prin-

cipal quaUfications of a true modern critick, and con-

sequently must needs conclude, that these have al-

ways been, and must be for ever the same. For,

* Near, for nearly.

f A quotation after the manner of a great author. Vide

Bcntlev's dissertation, &c.

brass
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brass is an emblem of duration, and, when it is skil-

fully burnished, will cast reflections from its own

superficies, without any assistance of mercury from

behind. All the other talents of a critick, will not

require a particular mention, being included, or

easily reducible to these. However, I shall con-

clude with three maxims, which may serve both as

characteristicks to distinguish a true modern critick

from a pretender, and will be also of admirable use

to tliose worthy spirits, who engage in so useful and

honourable an art.

The lirst is, that criticism, contrary to all other

faculties of the intellect, is ever held the truest and

best, when it is the very first result of the critick's

mind : as fowlers reckon the first aim for the surest,

and seldom fail of missing the mark, if they stay for

a second.

Secondly, the true criticks are known, by their

talent of swarming about the noblest writers, to

which they are carried merely by instinct, as a rat

to the best cheese, or a wasp to the fairest fruit. So,

when the king is on horseback, he is sure to be the

dirtiest person of the company ; and they that make

their court best, are such as bespatter him most.

Lastly, a true critick, in the perusal of a book, is

like a dog at a feast, wdiose thoughts and stomach

are wholly set upon what the guests fling away, and

consequently is apt to snarl most, when there are

the fewest bones.

Thus much, I think, is sufiicient to serve by way

of address to my patrons, the true modern criticks;

and may very well atone for my past silence, as well

as that which I am like ^ to observe for the future,

,

* Like, for likely.

. I hope
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I hope I have deserved so well of their whole body,

as to meet with generous and tender usage from

their hands. Supported by which expectation, I go

on boldly to pursue those adventures, already ?o hap-

pily begun.

SECT. IV.

A TALE OF A TUB.

1 HAVE now, with much pains and study, con-

ducted the reader to a period, where he must expect

to hear of great revolutions. For no sooner had our

learned brother, so often mentioned, got a warm
house of his own over his head, than he began to

look big, and take mightily upon him ; insomuch,

that unless the gende reader, out of his great can-

dour, will please a little to exalt his idea, I am
afraid he will henceforth hardly know the hero of the

play, when he happens to meet him ; his part, his

dress, and his mien being so much altered.

He told his brothers, he would have them to

know that he was their elder, and consequently his

father's sole heir ; nay, a while after, he would not

allow them to call him brother, but Mr. PETER;
and then he must be styled father Peter ; and some-

times, my lord PETER. To support this gran-

deur, which he soon began to consider could not be

maintained without a better fonde, than what he

was born to ; after much thought, he cast about at

last to turn projector and virtuoso, wherein he so

w^ell succeeded, that many famous discoveries, pro-

Vol. II. I iects
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jects and machines, which bear great vogue and

practice at present in the world, are owing intirely

to lord PETER'S invention. I will deduce the

best account I have been able to collect of the chief

among them, without considering much the order

they came out in; because, I think, authors are not

well agreed as to that point.

I liope, when this treatise of mine shall be trans-

lated into foreign languages (as I may without vanity

affirm, that the labour of collecting, the faithfulness

in recounting, and the great usefulness of the mat-

ter to the publick, will amply deserve that justice)

that the worthy members of the several academies

abroad, especially those of France and Italy, will

favourably accept these humble offers, for the ad-

vancement of universal knowledge. I do also ad-

vertise the most reverend fathers, the Eastern mis-

sionaries, that I have, purely for their sakes, made

use of such words and phrases, as will best admit an

easy turn into any of the oriental languages, espe-

cially the Chinese. And so I proceed with great

content of mind, upon reflecting, how much emolu-

ment this whole globe of the earth, is likely to reap

by my labours.

The first undertaking of lord Peter, was, to pur-

chase a large continent*, lately said to have been dis-

covered in terra ausiralis inccgnifa. This tract of land

he bought at a very great penny-worth, from the dis-

coverers themselves, (though some pretended to doubt

whether they liad ever been there) and then retailed

it into several cantons to certain dealers, who carried

over colonies, but were all shipwrecked in the

voyage. Upon v/hich lord Peter sold the said con-

* That is Purgatory.

tinent
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tinent to other customers again, and again, and

again, and again, with the same success.

The second project I shall mention, was his so-

vereign remedy for the worms *, especially those in

the spleen. The patient was to eat nothing after

supper for three nights -j- : as soon as he went to bed,

he was carefully to lie on one side, and when he

grew weary, to turn upon^the ether : he must also

duly confine his two eyes to the same object : and

by no means break wind at^)oth ends together, with-

out manifest occasion. These prescriptions diligently

observed, the worms would void insensibly by per-

spiration, ascending through the brain.

A third invention was the erecting of a whispering-

office ;}:, for the publick good and ease of all such

as are hypochondriacal, or troubled with the colick

;

as midwives, sm.all politicians, friends fallen out,

repeating poets, lovers happy or in despair, bawds,

privy-counsellors, pages, parasites, and buffoons : in

short, of all such as are in danger of bursting with

too much wind. An ass's head was placed so con-

veniendy, that tlie party aifected, might easily with

his mouth accost either of the animal's ears ; to

which he was to apply close for a certain space, and

* Penance and absolution are played upon under the notion of

a sovereign remedy tor the worms, especially in the spleen, which

by observing Peter's prescription would void insensibly by per-

spiration, ascending through the brain, &c. W. Wotton.

f Here the autlior ridicules the penances of the church of

Rome, which may be made as easy to the sinner as he pleases,

provided he will pay for them accordingly.

+ By his whispering-office, for the relief of eves-droppers,

physidans, bawds, and privy-counsellors, he ridicules auricular

confession ; and the priest who takes it, is described by the ass's

head. W. Wolf on.

I 2 by
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by a fugitive faculty, peculiar to the ears of that

animal, receive immediate benefit, either by eructa-

tion, or expiration, or evomitation.

Another very beneficial project of lord Peter's

was, an office of insurance for tobacco-pipes *, mar-

tyrs of the modern zeal, volumes of poetry, sha-

dows, and rivers : that these, nor any

of these, shall receive damage by fire. Whence, our

friendly societies, may plainly find themselves to be

only transcribers from this original; though the one,

and the other, have been of great benefit to the

undertakers, as well as of equal to the publick.

Lord PETER was also held the original author

of puppets and raree-shows'}-; the great usefulness

whereof being so generally known, I shall not en-

large farther upon this particular.

But another discovery, for which he was much
renowned, was his famous universal pickle :j:. For

Iiaving remarked how your common pickle §, in

use among housewives, was of no farther benefit than

to preserve dead flesh, and certain kinds of vegeta-

bles ; Peter, with great cost as well as art, had con-

trived a pickle proper for houses, gardens, towns,

men, women, children, and cattle ; wherein he

could preserve them as sound as insects in amber.

Now this pickle to the taste, the smell, and the

* This I take to be the office of indulgences, the gross abuses

whereof first gave occasion for the reformation.

f I believe are the monkei^ies and ridiculous processions^ &-c.

among the papists.

i Holy vater, he calls a universal pickle, to preserve houses,

gardens, towns, men, women, children, and cattle, wherein

he could preserve them as sound as insects in amber. W.Wotton.

§ This is easily understood to be holy water, composed of the

same ingredients v/ith many other pickles.

2 sight.
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sight, appeared exactly the same with what is in

common service for beef, and butter, and herrings,

and has been often that way apphed with great suc-

cess, but, for its many sovereign virtues, was a quite

different thing. For Peter would put in a certain

quantity of his powder pimperlimpimp*, afcer which

it never failed of success. The operation was per-

formed by spargefaction -}-, in a proper time of the

moon. The patient, who was to be pickled, if it

were a house, would infallibly be preserved from all

spiders, rats, and weazels ; if the party affected were

a dog, he should be exempt from mange, and mad-

ness, and hunger. It also infallibly took away all

scabs, and lice, and scalled heads from children,

never hindering the patient from any duty, either at

bed or board.

But of all Peter's rarities, he most valued a cer-

tain set of bulls J, whose race was by great fortune

preserved in a lineal descent from those, that guarded

the golden fleece. Though some who pretended to

observe them curiously, doubted the breed had not

been kept intirely chaste •, because they had degene-

rated from their ancestors in some qualities, and

* And because holy water differs only in consecration from

common water, therefore he tells us that his pickle by the powder

of pimperlimpimp receives new virtues, tliongh it differs not in

sight nor smell from the common pickles, which preserve beef,

and butter, and herrings, W. Wotton.

f Sprinkling.

X The papal bulls are ridiculed by name, so that here we are

at no Joss for the author's meaning. W. Wotton.

Rid. Here the author has kept tl\" name, and means the

pope's bulls, or rather his fulminations, and excommunications of

heretical princes, all signed with lead and the seal of the fisher-

man, and therefore said to have leaden feet and fishes tails.

I 3 had
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had acquired others very extraordinary, by a foreign

mixture. The bulls of Colchis are recorded to have

brazen feet ; but whether it happened by ill pasture

and running, by an allay from intervention of other

parents, from stolen intrigues-, whether a weakness

in their progenitors liad impaired the seminal vir-

tue, or by a decline necessary through a long course

of time, the originals of nature being depraved in

these latter sinful ages of the world ; whatever was

the cause, it is certain, that lord Peter's bulls were

extremely vitiated by the rust of time in the metal of

their feet, which was now sunk into common lead.

However, the terrible roaring, peculiar to their li-

neage, was preserved ; as likewise that faculty of

breathing out fire from their nostrils *
; which not-

withstanding many of their detractors took to be a

feat of art ; to be nothing so terrible as it appeared

;

proceeding only from their usual course of diet,

which was of squibs and crackers
•f'.

However, they

had two peculiar marks, which extremely distin-

guished them from the bulls of Jason, and which I

have not met together in the description of any

other monster, beside that in Horace :

Varias inducere plumas ;

and

Atrum definit in p'lscem,

'^ These passages, and many ethers, no doubt, must be con-

strued as antichriatian, by the church of Rome. When the chief

minister and his minions are exposed, the keener the satire the

more hahle is it to be interpreted into high treason against the

king. Orrery.

t These are the fuhninatlons of the pope, threatening Hell and

damnation to those princes who offend him.

For
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For these had fishes tails, yet upon occasion could

out-fly any bird in the air. Peter put these bulls

upon several employs. Sometimes he would set

them a roaring to fright naughty boys*', and make
them quiet. Sometimes he would send them out

upon errands of great importance ; where, it is won-

derful to recount, (and perhaps the cautious reader

may think much to believe it) an appetitus sensibilis

deriving itself through the whole fam.ily from their

noble ancestors, guardians of the golden fleece, they

continued so extremely fond of gold, that if Peter

sent them abroad, though it were only upon a

compliment, they would roar, and spit, and belch,

and piss, and fart, and snivel out fire, and keep a

perpetual coil, till you fiung them a bit of gold ;

but then, puheris exi^ui jactu^ they would grow

calm and quiet as lambs. In short, w4iether by
secret connivance, or encouragement from their mas-

ter, or out of their own liquorish affection to gold,

or both ; it is certain they were no better than a sort

of sturdy, swaggering beggars ; and where they

could not prevail to get an alms, would make wo-

men miscarry, and children fall into fits, who to

this very day, usually call sprights and hobgoblins,

by the name of bull-beggars. They grew at last so

very troublesome to the neighbourhood, that some

gentlemen of the north-west got a parcel of right

English bull-dogs, and baited them so terribly, that

they felt it ever after.

I must needs mention one more of lord Peter's

projects, which w^as very extraordinary, and disco-

vered him to be master of a high reach, and pro-

found invention. Whenever it happened, that any

* That is, kings who incurred his displeasure.

I 4 rogue
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rogue of Newgate was condemned to be hanged,

Peter would offer him a pardon for a certain sum of

money ; which when the poor caitiff had made all

shifts to scrape up, and send, his lordship would

return a piece of paper in this form *.

^' TO all mayors, sheriffs, jailors, constables,

*^ bailiffs, hangmen, &c. Whereas we are in-

*' formed, that A. B. remains in the hands of you,
'' or some of you, under the sentence of death. We
'* will and command you upon sight hereof to let

*' the said prisoner depart to his own habitation,

'' whether he stands condemned for murder, sodo-

" my, rape, sacrilege, incest, treason, blasphemy,
*' &c. for which this shall be your sufficient war-

" rant : and if you fliil hereof, G— d—mn you and
'^ yours to all eternity. And so we bid you heartily

" farewel."

Your most humble

man's man,

emperor PETER.

The wretches, trusting to this, lost their lives and

money too.

I desire of those, whom tlie learned among pos-

terity will appoint for commentators upon this ela-

borate treatise, that they will proceed with great

caution upon certain dark points, wherein all, who

are not vere adepti^ may be in danger to form rash

and hasty conclusions, especially in some mysterious

paragraphs, where certain arcana are joined for bre-

vity sake, which in the operation must be divided.

* This is a copy of a general pardon, signed scrvus servorv))?.

Hid. Absolution in articulo mortis, and the tax cumercc

opostoliccc, are jested upon in emperor Peter's letter. W. Wotton.

And
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And I am certain, that future sons of art will return

large thanks to my memory, for so grateful, so useful

an innuendo.

It will be no difficult part to persuade the reader,

that so many worthy discoveries met with great

success in the world ; though I may justly assure him,

that I haA-e related much the smallest number ; my
design having been only to single out such as will be

of most benefit for publick imitation, or which best

served to give some idea of the reach and wit of the

inventor. And therefore it need not be wondered at,

if, by this time, lord Peter was become exceeding

rich : but, alas ! he had kept his brain so long and

so violently upon the rack, that at last it shook it-

self, and began to turn round for a little ease. In

short, what with pride, projects and knavery, poor

Peter was grown distracted, and conceived the

strangest imaginations in the world. In the height

of his fits, as it is usual with those v/ho run mad out

of pride, he would call himself God Almighty *,

and sometimes monarch of the universe. I have

seen him (says my author) take three old high-

crowned hats-f-, and clap them all on his head,

three story high, with a huge bunch of keys at his

girdle :}:, and an angling-rod in his hand. In which

* The pope is not allowed to be the vicar of Christ, but by se-

veral divines is called God upon earth, and other blasphemous

titles are given him.

f The triple crown.

X The keys of the church. The church is here taken for the

gate of Heaven ; for the keys of Heaven are assumed by the pope
in consequence of what our Lord said to Peter. I will give unto

thee the keys of the kingdom of Heaven.

Ibid. The popes universal monarchy, and his triple crown,

and fisher's rinsr. W. Wotton.o

gUlSCj
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guise, whoever went to take him by the hand in

tiie way of salutation, Peter with much grace, like

a well-educated spaniel, would present them with

his foot *
; and if they refused his civility, then he

would raise it as high as their chaps, and give them

a damned kick on the mouth, which has ever since

been called a salute. Whoever walked by without

paying him their compliments, having a wonderful

strong breath, he would blow their hats off into the

dirt. Mean time his affairs at home went upside

down, and his two brothers had a wretched time ;

where his first houtade •f was, to kick both their

wives one morning out of doors :|;, and his own too;

and in their stead, gave orders to pick up the first

three strollers that could be met with in the streets.

A while after he nailed up the cellar-door ; and

would not allow his brothers a drop of drink to their

victuals §. Dining one day at an alderman's in the

city, Peter observed him expatiating, after the

manner of his brethren, in the praises of his sirloin

of beef. Beef, said the sage magistrate, is the king

of meat ; beef comprehends in it the quintessence

of partridge, and quail, and venison, and pheasant,

and plumb-pudding, and custard. When Peter

came home, he would needs take the fancy of cook-

ing up this doctrine into use, and apply the precept,

* Neither does his arroc^ant way of requiring men to kiss his

slipper escape reflection. W. Wotton.

f This word properly signifies a sudden jerk, or lash of a

horse, when you do not expect it.

\ The celibacy of the Romish clergy is struck at in Peter's

beating his own and brothers wives out of doors. W. Wotton.

§ The pope's refusing the cup to the laity, persuading them

that the blood is contained in the breads and that the bread is the

real and intire body of Chritit.

in
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in default of a sirloin, to his brown loaf: Bread,

says he, dear brothers, is the staff of life ; in which

bread is contained, inclusive, the quintessence of

beef, mutton, veal, venison, partridge, plumb-

pudding, and custard : and to render all complete,

there is intermingled a due quantity of water, whose

crudities are also corrected by yeast or barm

;

through which means it becomes a wholesome fer-

mented liquor, diifused through the mass of the

bread. Upon the strength of these conclusions,

next day at dinner, was the brovv^n loaf served up

in all the formality of a city feast. Com.e brothers,

said Peter, fall to, and spare not ; here is excellent

good mutton =^
,• or hold, now my hand is in, I

will help you. At which word, in much ceremony,

with fork and knife he carves out two good slices of

a loaf, and presents each on a plate to his brothers.

The elder of the two, not suddenly entering into

lord Peter's conceit, began with very civil language

to examine the mystery. My lord, said he, I doubt

with, great submission, there may be some mistake.

What, says Peter, you are pleasant ; come then.

Jet us hear this jest your head is so big with. None
in the world, my lord ; but, unless I am very much
deceived, your lordship was pleased a while ago to

let fall a word about mutton, and I would be glad

to see it with ail my heart. How, said l^eter, ap-

pearing in great surprize, I do not comprehend this

at all. Upon which, the younger interposing to

set the business aright ; My lord, said he, my bro-

* Transiibstantiation, Peter turns his bread into mutton, and,

according to tlie popish doctrine of corscomitahts, his wine too,

which in his way he calls palming his damned crusts upon the

brothers for mutton. W. Wotton,

ther
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ther I suppose is hungry, and longs for the mutton

your lordship has promised us to dinner. Pray, said

Peter, take me along with you; either you are both

mad, or disposed to be merrier than I approve of;

if you there do not like your piece, I will carve you

another ; though I should take that to be the choice

bit of the whole shoulder. What then, my lord,

replied the first, it seems this is a shoulder of mut-

ton all this while. Pray, sir, says Peter, eat your

victuals, and leave off your impertinence, if you

please, for I am not disposed to relish it at present

:

but the other could not forbear, being over-pro-

voked at the affected seriousness of Peter's coun-

tenance : ByG— , my lord, said he, I can only

say, that to my eyes, and lingers, and teeth, and

nose, it seems to be nothing but a crust of bread.

Upon which the second put in his word : I never

saw a piece of mutton in my life so nearly re-

sembling a slice from a twelve-penny loaf. Look

ye, gentlemen, cries Peter in a rage, to convince

you, what a couple of blind, positive, ignorant,

wilful puppies you are, I will use but this plain ar-

gument ; by G— , it is true, good, natural mutton

as any in Leadenhall market ; and G— confound

you both eternally, if you offer to believe otherwise.

Such a thundering proof as this left no farther room

for objection ; the two unbelievers began to gath'^r

and pocket up their mistake, as hastily as they could.

Why, truly, said the lirsr, upon more mature con-

sideration.—Ay, says the other interrupting him,

now I have thought better on the thing, your lord-

ship seems to have a great deal of reason. Very

well, said Peter ; here, boy, fill me a beer-glass of

claret ; iiere's to you both with all my heart. The
' two
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tw^o brethren, much deliglited to see hirn so readily

appeased, returned their most humble thanks, and

said, they would be glad to pledge his lordship.

That you shall , said Peter ; I am not a person to

refuse you any thing that is reasonable : wine, mo-
derately taken, is a cordial ; here is a glass a piece

for you : it is true natural juice from the grape,

none of your damned vintners brewings. Having

spoke thus, he presented to each of them another

large dry crust, bidding them drink it off, and not

be bashful, for it would do them no hurt. The two

brothers, after having performed the usual office in

such delicate conjunctures, of staring a sufficient

period at lord Peter and each other, and finding how
matters were likely to go, resolved not to enter on a

new dispute, but let him carry the point as he

pleased : for he was now got into one of his mad fits,

and to argue or expostulate farther, would only serve

to render him a hundred times more untractable.

I have chosen to relate this v/orthy matter in all

its circumstances, because it gave a principal oc-

casion to that great and famous rupture ^, which

happened about the same time among these brethren,

and was never afterwards m^ade up. But of that 1

shall treat at large in another section.

However it is certain, that lord Peter, even in

his lucid intervals, was very lewdly given in his com-

mon conversation, extreme -f- wilful and positive, and

would at any time rather argue to the death, than

allow himself once to be in an errour. Besides, he

had an abominable faculty, of telling huge palpable

lies upon all occasions ; and not only swearing

* By this rupture is meant the reformation.

f Extreme, for extremely.

to
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to the truth, but cursing the whole company to

Hell, if they pretended to make the least scruple of

believing him. One time he swore he had a cow *

at home, which gave as much milk at a meal, as

would fill tJirce thousand churches ; and what was

yet more extraordinary, w^ould never turn sour.

Anotlier time he was telling of an old sign post -}-,

that belonged to his father, with nails and timber

enough in it to build sixteen large men of war.

Talking one day of Chinese waggons, which were

made so light as to sail over mountains : Z ds,

said Peter, where's the wonder of that } by G— , I

saw a large house of lime and stone :{:, travel over

sea and land, (granting that it stopped sometimes to

bait) above two thousand German leagues. And
that which was the good of it, he would swear

desperately all the while, that he never told a lie in

his life ; and at every word ; by G— , gentlemen,

I tell you nothing but the truth : and the D—1 broil

them eternally, that will not believe m^e.

In short, Peter grew so scandalous, that all the

neighbourhood began in plain words to say, he was

* The ridiculous multiplying of the Virgin Mary's milk among
the papists, under the allegory of a co-'a^, which gave as much
milk at a meal, as would lill three thousand churches. W. Wotton.

f By the sign-post is meant the cross of our Blessed Saviour

;

and, if all the wood, that is shown for parts of it, was collected,

the quantity would sufficiently justify this sarcasm.

X The chapel of Loretto. He falls here only upon the ridi-

culous inventions of popery : the church of Rome intended b}'

these things to gull silly, superstitious people, and rook them of

their money ; the world had been too long in slavery, our an-

cestors gloriously redeemed us from that yoke. Tlie church of

Rome therefore ought to be exposed, and he deserves well of

mankind that does expose it. W. Wotton.

Jl-id. The chapel of Lcrctto, which travelled from the H0I7

Land to Italy.

no
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no better than a knave. And his two brothers,

long weary of his ill usage, resolved at last to leave

him ; but iirst, they humbly desired a copy of their

father's will, which had now lain by neglected time

out of mind. Instead of granting tliis request, he

called them damned sens of whores, rogues, trai-

tors, and the rest of the vile names he could muster

up. However, while he" was abroad one day upon

his projects, the two youngsters watched their

opportunity, made a shift to come at the will '^-^

and took a copia vera, by which they presently saw

how grossly they had been abused ; their father hav-

ing left them equal heirs, and strictly commanded,

that whatever they got, should lie in common a-

mong them all. Pursuant to which, their next

enterprize was, to break open the cellar-door, and

get a little good drink -j-, to spirit and comfort their

hearts. In copying the will, they had met another

precept against whoring, divorce, and separate main-

tenance ; upon v/hich their next Vv^ork '^. was to dis-

card their concubines, and send for their wives.

While all this was in agitation, there enters a

solicitor from Newgate, desiring lord Peter would

please to procure a pardon for a thief, that was to

be hanged to-morrow. But the two brothers told

him, he was a coxcomb to seek pardons from a

fellow, who deserved to be hanged much better

than his client ; and discovered all the m.ethod of

that imposture, in the same form I delivered it a

while ago, advising the solicitor to put his friend

* Translated the Scriptures into the vulgar tongues.

t Administered the cup to the laity at the Communion.

I Allowed the marriages of priests.

upon
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upon obtaining a pardon from the king ^, In the

midst of all this clutter and revolution, in comes

Peter with a file of dragoons at his heels ^, and

gathering from all hands what was in the wind, he

and his gang, after several millions of scurrilities

and curses, not very important here to repeat ^, by

main force very fairly kicked them botli out of

doors §, and would never let them come under his

roof from that day to this.

SECT. V.

A DIGRESSION IN THE MODERN KIND.

We, whom the world is pleased to honour with

the title of modern authors, should never have been

able to compass our great design of an everlasting

remembrance, and never dying fame, if our endea-

vours had not been so highly serviceable to the ge-

neral good of mankind. This, O universe, is the

adventurous attempt of me thy secretary ;

^emvls preferre laborem

Suadet, & ijiducit nodes vigtlare serenas,

* Directed penitents not to trust to pardons and absolutions

procured for money, but sent them to implore the mercy of God^

from whence alone remission is to be obtained.

f By Peter's dragoons is meant the civil power, \vhich those

princes, who were bigotted to the Romish superstition, employed

asainst the reformers.

* It should be, ' here to be repeated.'

§ The Pope shuts all who dissent from him out of the church.

To
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Tq this end, I have some time since, with a

world of pains and art, dissected the carcase ofhuman
nature, and read many useful lectures upon the several

parts, both containing and contained ; till at last it

smelt so strong, I could preserve it no longer. Upon
which, I have been at a great expense to fit up all

the bones with exact contexture, and in due sym-

metry ; so that I am ready to show a complete ana-

tomy thereof, to all curious gentlemen and others.

But not to digress farther in the midst of a digression,

as I have known some authors enclose digressions in

one another, like a nest of boxes ; I do affirm, that

having carefully cut up human nature, I have found

a very strange, new, and important discovery ; that

the publick fgood of mankind is performed by two

ways, instruction, and diversion. And I have far-

ther proved in my said several readings, (which per-

haps the world may one day see, if I can prevail on

any friend to steal a copy, or on any certain gentle-

man of my admirers to be very importunate) that

as mankind is now disposed, he * receives much
greater advantage by being diverted than instructed;

his epidemical diseases being fastidiosity, amorphy,

and oscitation ; whereas in the present universal em-

pire of wit and learning, there seems but little mat-

ter left for instruction. However, in compliance

with a lesson of great age and authority, I have at-

tempted carrying the point in all its heights ; and

accordingly throughout this divine treatise, have

* Neither grammar nor custom will allow this mode of ex-

pression j the relative, * he/ can never agree with, ' mankind:'

it should either be, * as man is now disposed, he' ^c. or * as

' mankind are now disposed, they' tsfc.

Vol. II. K skilfully
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skilfully kneaded up both together, with a layer of

utile, and a layer oT duke.

When I consider how exceedingly our illustrious

moderns, have eclipsed the weak glimmering lights

of the ancients, and turned them out of the road of

all fashionable commerce, to a degree, that our

choice town-wits *, of most refined accomplish-

ments, are in grave dispute, whether there have been

ever any ancients or not : in which point, we are

likely to receive wonderful satisfaction, from the

most useful labours and lucubrations of that worthy

modern, Dr. Bentley : I say, when I consider all

this, I cannot but bewail, that no famous modern

has ever yet attempted a universal system, in a

small portable volume, of all things that are to be

known, or believed, or imagined, or practised in

life. I am however forced to acknowledge, that

such an enterprize was thought on some time ago

by a great philosopher of O. Brazile
-f-.

The me-

thod he proposed, was, by a certain curious receipt,

a nostrum, whicii after his untimely death I found

among his papers ; and do here, out of my great

affection to the modern learned, present them with

it, not doubting it may one day encourage some

worthy undertaker.

You take fair correct copies, \ve\\ bound in calf-

skin and lettered at the back, of all modern bodies

* The learned person, here me^iDt by our author, has been

endeavouring to annihilate so many ancient writers, that, until

he is pleased to step his hand, it will be dangerous to affirm,

whether there have been any anci;^nts in the world.

f This is an imaginary island, of kin to that, which is called

the Painters wives island, placed in some unknown part of tlie

o*.-can, merely at the fancy of the map makeir.

of
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of arts and sciences whatsoever, and in what language

you please. These you distil in balneo marine infusing

quintessence of poppy Q. S. together with three

pints of lethe^ to be had from the apothecaries.

You cleanse away carefully the sordes and caput mor-

turnip letting all that is volatile evaporate. Yoa
preserve only the first running, which is again to be

distilled seventeen times, till what remains will

amount to about two drams. This you keep in a

glass vial hermetically sealed, for one and twenty

days. Then you begin your catholick treatise,

taking every morning fasting, first shaking the vial,

three drops of this elixir, snuffing it strongly up
your nose. It will dilate itself about the brain

(where there is any) in fourteen minutes, and you

immediately perceive in your head an infinite num-
ber of abstracts, summaries, compendiurris, extracts,

collections, medullas, excerpta qud:da7us^ Jlonlegias,

and the like, all disposed into great order, and re-

ducible upon paper.

I must needs own, it v^^as by the assistance of this

arcanum, that T, though otherwise impar, have ad-

ventured upon so daring an attempt, never achieved

or undertaken before, but by a certain author called

Homer ; in whom, though otherwise a person not

without some abilities, and for an ancient, of a toler-

able genius, I have discovered many gross errours,

which are not to be forgiven his very ashes, if by

chance any of them are left. For whereas w^e arc

assured, he designed his work for a complete body

of all knowledge ^, human, divine, political, and

* Homerus omnes res humanas poematis complexus est.

Xeiwph. in comnv.

K 2 mechanick;
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mechanick ; it is manifest he has wholly neglected

some, and been very imperfect in the rest. For,

iirst of all, as eminent a cabalist as his disciples

would represent him, his account of the opus mag^

num is extremely poor and deficient ; he seems to

have read but very superficially either Sendivogus,

Behmen, or Anthroposophia Theomagica *, He
is also quite mistaken about the sphara pyr&plastica^

a neglect not to be atoned for j and, if the reader

will admit so severe a censure, vix crederem autorem

hunc unquam audivtsse ignis voce?ii. His failings are

not less prominent in several parts of the mechanicks.

For, having read his writings with the utmost ap-

plication, usual among modern wits, I could never

yet discover the least direction about the structure of

that useful instrument, a saveall. For want of

which, if the moderns had not lent their assistance,

we might yet have wandered in the dark. But I

have still behind a fault far more notorious to tax

the author with ; I mean, his gross ignorance in the

common laws of this realm, and in the doctrine, as

well as discipline of the church of England -j^. A
defect, indeed, for which both he, and all the an-

cients, stand most jusdy censured, by my worthy

and ingenious friend, Mr. Wotton, bachelor of

divinity, in his incoQ:iparable treatise of ancient and

* A treatise written about fifty years ago, by a Welsh gentle-

man of Cambridge. His name as I remember, Vaiighan, as ap-

pears by the answer to it written by the learned Dr. Henry More.

It is a piece of the most unintelligible fustian, that perhaps wai

ever published in any language.

I Mr. Wotton, (to whom our author never gives any quarter)

in his comparison of ancient and modern learning numbers divi-

nity, law, i^c. amorg those parts of knowledge, wherein wc

excel the ancients.

modern
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modern learning : a book, never to be sufficiently

valued, whether we consider the happy turns and

flowings of the author's wit, the great usefulness of

his subUme discoveries upon the subject of iiies and

spittle, or the laborious eloquence of his style.

And I cannot forbear doing that author the justice

of my pubhck acknowledgements, for the great helps

and liftings I had out of his incomparable piece,

white I was penning this treatise.

But, beside these omissions in Homer already

mentioned, the curious reader w^ill also observe seve-

ral defects in that author's writings, for which he

is not altogether so accountable. For whereas every

branch of knowledge has received such wonderful

acquirements since his age, especially w^ithin these

last three years, or thereabouts ; it is almost im-

possible, he could be so very perfect in modern dis-

coveries, as his advocates pretend. We freely ac-

knowledge him to be the inventor of the compass,

of gun-powder, and the circulation of the blood

:

bvit, I challenge any of his admirers to show me, in

all his writings, a complete account of the spleen ;

does he not also leave us wholly to seek in the art of

political wagering ? What can be more defective and

unsatisfactory, than his long dissertation upon tea ?

And as to his method of salivation without mer-

cury, so much celebrated of late, it is, to my own
knowledge and experience, a thing very little to be

relied on.

It was to supply such momentous defects, that I

have been prevailed on, after long solicitation, to

take pen in hand ; and I dare venture to promise,

the judicious reader shall find nothing neglected here,

that can be of use upon any emergency of life.

K 3 I am
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I am confident to have included and exhausted all,

that human imagination can rise or fall to. Parti-

cularly, I recomuicnd to the perusal of the learned,

certain discoveries, that arc v/holly untouched by
others; whereof I ;^hall only mention, amoBgagreat
many more, my new belp.for smattercrs, or the art

of being deep-learned, and shallow-read. A curious

invention about movise-tra^ps, A universal rule of

reason, or every man his own carver ; together with

a most useful engine for catching of owls. All

which, the judicious reader will fuid largely treated

on, in the several parts of this discourse.

I hold myself obliged to give as much light as is

possible, into the beauties and excellencies of what I

am writing : because it is become the fashion and

humour most applauded, among the first authors of

this polite and learned age, when they would cor-

rect the ill-nature of critical, or inform the igno-

rance of courteous readers. Besides, there have been

several famous pieces lately published, both iri verse

and prose, v/hereln, if the writers had not been

pleased, out of tlieir great humanity and affection

to the publick, to give us a nice detail of the sub-

lime and the admirable they contain, it is a thou-

sand to one, whether we should ever have dis-

covered or.c grain of either. For my own parti

^

cular, I cannot deny, that whatever I have said upon

this occasion, had been more proper in a preface,

and more agreeable to the mode, which usually

directs it thither. But I here think fit to lay hold

on that great and lionourable privilege, of being the

last writer ; I claim an absolute authority in right,

as the freshest modern, which gives me a despotick

power over all authors before me. In the strength

of
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of which title, I do utterly disapprove and declare

against that pernicious custom, of making the pre-

face a bill of fare to the book. For I have always

looked upon it as a high point of indiscretion in

monster-mongers, and other retailersof strange sights,

to hang out a fair large picture over the door, drawn

after the life, with a most eloquent description un-

derneath : this has saved me many a three-pence

;

for my curiosity was fully satisfied, and. I never of-

fered to go in, though often invited by the urging

and attending orator, with his last moving and

standing piece of rhetorick ; Sir, upon my word, wc

are just going to begin. Such is exactly the fate

at this time of prefaces, epistles, advertisements,

introductions, prolegomenas, apparatuses, to the

readers. This expedient was admirable at first ; our

great Dryden has long carried it as far as it would go,

and with incredible success. He has often said to

me in confidence, that the world would have never

suspected him to be so great a poet, if he had not

assured them so frequently in his prefaces, that it

was impossible they could either doubt, or forget it.

Perhaps it may be so ; however, I much fear, his

instructions have edified out of their place, and taught

men to grow wiser in certain points, where he never

intended they should ; for it is lamentable to behold,

with what a lazy scorn, many of the yawning readers

of our age, do nowadays twirl over forty or fifty

pages of preface and dedication (which is the usual

modern stint) as if it were so much Latin. Though

it must be also allowed on the oth^r hand, that a

very considerable number is ^ known to proceed

* It should be, ' are' known, to agree with the following;

plurals, criticks and wits.

K 4 criticks
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ctiticks and wits, by reading nothing else. 'Into

which two factions, I think, all present readers may
justly be divided. Now for myself, I profess to be

of the former sort ; and therefore having the modern

inclination, to expatiate upon the beauty of my
own productions, and display the bright parts of my
discourse, I thought best to do it in the body of the

work ; where, as it now lies, it makes a very consi-

derable addition to the bulk of the volume ; a cir-

cumstance by no means to be neglected by a skilful

writer.

Having thus paid my due deference and acknow-

ledgment, to an established custom of our newest

authors, by a long digression unsought for, and a

universal- censure unprovoked ; by forcing into the

light, with much pains and dexterity, my own ex«

cellencies, and other men's defaults, with great

justice to myself, and candour to them, .1 now hap-

pily resume my subject, to the infinite satisfaction

both of the reader and the author.

SECT. VI.

A TALE OF A TUB.

We left lord Peter in open rupture with his two

brethren *
; both, for ever discarded from his house,

and resigned to the wide world, with little or nothing

to trust to. Which are circumstances that render

them pio].er subjects for the charity of a writer's

* It should be either, ' with his two brothers/ or, 'with his

* brethren,' omitting the two.

pen
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pen to work on ; scenes of misery ever affording the

fairest han^est for great adventures. And in this,

the world may perceive the difference, between the

integrity of a generous author, and that of a com-

mon friend. The latter, is observed to adhere

close * in prosperity, but on the decline of fortune,

to drop suddenly off. Whereas, the generous au-

thor, just on the contrary, finds his hero on the

dunghill, from thence by gradual steps raises him

to a throne, and then immediately withdraws, ex-

pecting not so much as thanks for his pains : in

imitation of which example, I have placed lord Peter

in a noble house, given him a title to wear, and

money to spend. There I shall leave him for some

time ; returning where common charity directs me,

to the assistanceof histwo brothers, at theirlowest ebb.

However, I shall by no means forget my character

of an historian to follow the truth step by step, what-

ever happens, or where-ever it may lead me.

The two exiles, so nearly united in fortune and

interest, took a lodging together; where, at their

first leisure, they began to reflect on the numberless

misfortunes and vexations of their life past, and could

not tell on the sudden, to what failure in their con-

duct they ought to impute them ; when, after some

recollection, they called to mind the copy of their

father's will, which they had so happily recovered.

This was immediately produced, and a firm reso-

lution taken between them, to alter whatever was

already amiss, and reduce all their future measures,

to the strictest obedience prescribed therein. The
main body of the will, (as the reader cannot easily

* ' Close/ for closely.

haye
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liave forgot) con.^isted in certain admirable rules about

the wearing of their coats ; in the perusal whereof,

the two brothers, at every period, duly comparing

the doctrine with the practice, there was never seen

a wider difference between two things; horrible,

downright transgressions of every point. Upon which

they both resolved, without farther delay, to fall

immediately upon reducing the whole, exactly after

their father's model.

But, here it is good to stop the hasty reader, ever

impatient to see the end of an adventure, before we

writers can duly prepare him for it. I am to re-

cord, that these two brothers beg-an to be distin-

gui-shed at this time, by certain names. One of

them desired to be called MARTIN*, and the other

took the appellation of JACK -}". These two had

lived in much friendship and agreement, under the

tyranny of their brother Peter, as it is the talent of

fellow- sufferers to do; men in misfortune, being'

like men in the dark, to whom all colours are the

same : but when they came forward into the world,

and began to display themselves to each other, and

to the light, their complexions appeared extremely

different ; which the present posture of their affairs,

gave them sudden opportunity to discover.

But, here the severe reader may justly tax me as

a writer of short memory, a deficiency to which a

true modern, cannot but, of necessity, be a little

subject. Because, memory being an employment

of the mind upon things past, is a faculty, for which

the learned in our illustrious age, have no manner

of occasion, who deal entirely with invention, and

* Martin Luther. f John Cahin.

Strike
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Strike all things out of themselves, or at least by col-

lision from each other : upon which account, vvc

think it highly reasonable to produce our great for-

getfulness, as an argument unanswerable for our

great wit. I ought in m.ethod to have informed the

reader, about fifty pages ago, of a fancy lord Peter

took, and infused into his brothers, to wear on their

coats whatever trimmings came up in fashion ; never

pulling off any, as they went out of the mode, but

keeping on all together ; which amounted in time

to a medley the most antick, you can possibly con-

ceive ; and this to a degree, that upon the time of

their falling out, there was hardly a thread of the

original coat to be seen : but an infinite quantity of

lace and ribands, and fringe, and embroidery, and

points ; I mean only those tagged with silver *, for

the rest fell off. Now this material circumstance

having been forgot in due place, as good fortune

has ordered, comes in very properly here, when the

two brothers are just going to reform their vestures

into the primitive state, prescribed by their father's

will.

They both unanimously entered upon this great

w^ork, looking sometimes on their coats, and some-

times on the will. Martin laid the first hand -, at

one twitch brought off a large handful of points

;

and, with a second pull, stripped away ten dozen

yards of fringe. But when he had gone thus far,

he demurred a while : he knew very well, there yet

remained a great deal more to be done; however, the

first heat being over, his violence began to cool, and

* Points tagged with silver, are those doctrines that promote

the greatness and wealth of the church, which have been there-

fore woven deepest into the body of popery.

. he
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he resol^^ed to proceed more moderately in the rest

of the work ; having already narrowly escaped

swinging rent, in pulling ofFtlie points, which, be-

ing tagged with silver (as we have observed before)

the judicious workman had, with much sagacity,

double sown, to preserve them from falling. Re-

solving therefore to rid his coat of a huge quantity of

gold lace, he picked up the stitches v/ith much cau-

tion, and diligently gleaned out all the loose threads as

he went, which proved to be a work of time. Then
he fell about the embroidered Indian figures of men,

women, and children ; against which, as you have

heard in its due place, their father's testament was

extremely exact and severe : these, with much dex-

terity and application, were, after a while, quite era-

dicated, or utterly defaced. For the rest, where

he observed the embroidery to be worked so close,

as not to be got away without damaging the cloth, or

where it served to hide or strengthen any flaw in

the body of the coat, contracted by the perpetual

tampering of workmen upon it; he concluded, the

wisest course was to let it remain, resolving in no

case whatsoever, that the substance of the stuff should

suffer injury ; which he thought the best miCthod for

serving the true intent and meaning of his father's

will. And this is the nearest account I have been

able to collect, of Martin s proceedings upon this

great revolution.

But his brother Jack, whose adventures will be

so extraordinary, as to furnish a great part in the re-

mainder of this discourse, entered upon the matter

with other thoughts, and a quite different spirit.

For the memory of lord Peter's injuries, produced a

degree of hatred and spite, which had a much
greater
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greater share of inciting him, than any regards after

his father's commands ; since these appeared , at best,

only secondary and subservient to the other. How-

ever, for this medley of humour he made a shift to

find a very plausible name, honouring it with the

title of zeal ; which is perhaps the most significant

word, that has been ever yet produced in any lan-

guage ; as, I think, I have fully proved in my
excellent analytical discourse upon that subject

;

wherein I have deduced a histori-theo-physi-logical

account of zeal, showing how it first proceeded from

a notion into a word, and thence, in a hot summer,

ripened into a tangible substance. This work, con-

taining three large volumes in folio, I design very

shortly to publish by the modern way of subscription,

not doubting but the nobility and gentry of the

land will give me all possible encouragement ; hav-

ing had already such a taste of what I am able to

perform.

I record therefore, that brother Jack, brimful

of this miraculous compound, reflecting with indig-

nation upon Peter's tyranny, and farther provoked

by the despondency of Martin, prefaced his resolu-

tions to this purpose. What, said he, a rogue that

locked up his drink, turned away our wives, cheated

us of our fortunes ; palmed his damned crusts upon

us for mutton; and, at last, kicked us out of

doors ; must we be in his fashions, with a pox ! a

rascal, besides, that all the street cries out against.

Having thus kindled and inflam.ed him.self, as high

as possible, and by consequence in a delicate temper

for beginning a reformation, he set about the work

immediately ; and in three minutes made more dis-

patch, than Martin had done in as many hours.

3 ^or.»
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For, courteous reader, you are given to understand^

that zeal is never so highly obliged, as when you

set it a tearing ; and Jack, wlio doated on that quality

in himself, allowed it at this time its full swing*

Thus it happened, that stripping down a parcel of

gold lace a little too hastily, he rent the main body

of his coat from top to bottom; and whereas his

talent was not of the happiest in taking up a stitch,

he knew no better way, than to darn it again with

packthread and a skewer. But the matter was yet

infinitely worse (I record it wirli tears) when he pro-

ceeded to the embroidery; for, being clumsy by

nature, and of temper impatient; withal, beholding

millions of stitches that required the nicest hand,

and sedatest constitution, to extricate ; in a great

rage he tore off the whole piece, cloth and all, and

iiung it into the kennel, and furiously thus con-

tinued his career ; Ah, good brother Martin, said

he, do as I do, for the love of God ; strip, tear^

pull, rend, flay off ail, that we may appear as un-

like the rogue Peter as it is possible ; I would not,

for a hundred pounds, carry the least mark about

me, tJiat might give occasion to the neighbours of

suspecting that I was related to such a rascal. But

Man in, who at this time happened to be extremely

phlegmatick and sedate, begged his brother, of all love,

not to damage his coat by any means ; for he never

would get such another : desired him to consider,

that it was not their business to form their actions

by any reflection upon Peter, but by observing the

rules prescribed in their father's will. That he

should remember, Peter was still their brother,

whatever faults or injuries he had committed ; and

therefore they should, by all means, avoid such a

thought,
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thought, as that of taking measures for good and

evil iTOfti no other rule, than of opposition to him,

Tliat it was true, the testament of their good father,

was very exact in what related to the wearing of

their coats ; yet it was no less penal and strict, in

prescribing agreement, and friendship, and affection

between them. And therefore, if straining a point

were at all dispensable, it would certainly be so,

rather to the advance of unity, than increase of con-

tradiction.

MARTIN had still proceeded as gravely as he

began, and doubtless would have delivered an ad-

mirable lecture of morality, which might have ex-

ceedingly contributed to my reader's repose both of

body and mind, the true ultimate end of ethicks;

but Jack was already gone a flight-shot beyond his

patience. And as in scholastick disputes, nothing

serves to rouse the spleen of him that opposes so

much, as a kind of pedantick affected calmness In the

respondent ; disputants being for the most part like

unequal scales, where the gravity of one side ad-

vances the lightness of the other, and causes it to fly

up, and kick the beam : so It happened here, that

the weight of Martin's argument exalted Jack's

levity, and made him fly out and spurn against his

brother's moderation. In short, Martin's patience

put Jack in a rage ; but that which most afflicted

him, was, to observe his brother's coat so well re-

duced into the state of innocence ; while his own

was either wliolly rent to his shirt ; or those places,

which had escaped his cruel clutches, were still in

Peter's livery. So that he looked like a drunken

beau, half rifled by bullies ; or like a fresh tenant

of Newgate, when he has refused the payment of

garniih j
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garnish ; or like a discovered shoplifter, left to the

mercy of Exchange women ''*'

; or like a bawd in

her old velvet petticoat, resigned into the secular

hands of the mobile. Like any, or like all of these,

a medley of rags and lace, and rents, and fringes,

unfortunate Jack did now appear : he would have

been extremely glad to see his coat in the condition

of Martin s, but infinitely gladder to find that of

Martin in the same predicament with his. How-

ever, since neither of these was likely to come to

pass, he thought fit to lend the whole business ano-

ther turn, and to dress up necessity into a virtue.

Therefore, after as many of the fox s arguments
-f*

as he could muster up, for bringing Martin to rea-

son, as he called it ; or, as he meant it, into his

own ragged, bobtailed condition ; and observing he

said all to litde purpose ; what, alas ! was left for

the forlorn Jack to do, but after a million of scurri-

lities against his brother, to run mad with spleen,

and spite, and contradiction. To be short, here

began a mortal breach between these two. Jack

went immediately to new lodgings, and in a few

days it was for certain reported, that he had run out

* The galleries over the piazzas iu the Royal Exchange were

formerly filled with shops, kept chiefly hy women ; the same

use was made of a building called the New Exchange in th©

Strand ; this edifice has been pulled down ; the shopkeepers have

removed from the Royal Exchange into Cornhill, and the ad-

jacent streets ; and there are now no remains of Exchange

women, but in Exeter change, and they are no longer deemed

the first ministers of fashion.

f The fox in the foble, who having been caught in a trap and

lost his tail, used many arguments to persuade the rest to cut off

theirs ; that the singularity of his deformity might not expose him

to derision.

of
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of^lus wits. In a short time after he appeared abroad,

and confirmed the report by falling into the oddest

whimsies, that ever a sick brain conceived.

And now the little boys in the streets began to

salute him with several names. Sometimes they

would call him Jack the bald * ; sometimes. Jack

with a lantern
-f-

; sometimes, Dutch Jack ^ ; some-

times, French Hugh § ; sometimes, Tom the

Beggar
||

; and sometimes, Knocking Jack of the

north ^. And it was under one, or some, or all of

these appellations, which I leave the learned reader

to determine, that he has given rise to the most

illustrious and epidemick sect of yEolists ; who, with

honourable commemoration, do still acknowledge

the renowned JACK, for their author and founder.

Of whose original, as well as principles, I am now

advancing to gratify the world with a very particular

account.

Mellao contingens cuncta lepore*

* That is, Calvin, from calvus, bald,

f All those who pretend to inward light.

X Jack of Leyden, who gave rise to the Anabaptists.

§ The Hugonots.

II
The GueuseSj by which name some Protestants in Flanders

were called.

^ John Knox, the reformer of Scotland.

Vol. n. L SECT.
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SECT. VIL

A DIGRESSION IN PRAISE OP DIGRESSIONS.

1 HAVE sometimes heard of an iliacl in a nut-

shell ; but it has been my fortune to have much

oftener seen a nut- shell in an iliacl. There is no

doubt that human life has received most wonderful

advantages from both ; but to which of the two

the world is chiefly indebted, I shall leave among

the curious, as a problem worthy of their utmost

inquiry. For the invention of the latter, I think

the commonwealth of learning is chiefly obliged to

the great modern improvement of digressions : the

late refinements in knowledge, running parallel to

those of diet in our nation, which, aniong men of

a judicious taste, are dressed up in various com-

pounds, consisting in ^ soups and olios, fricassees,

and ragousts.

It is true, there is a sort of morose, detracting,

ill-bred people, who pretend utterly to disrelish thes2

polite innovations ; and as to the similitude from

diet, they allow the parallel, but are so bold f to

pronounce the example itself, a corruption and de-

generacy of taste. They tell us, that the fashion of

jumbling flftj* things together in a dish, was at first

introduced, in compliance :!: to a depraved and de-

•^ * Consisting in,' Is not an English phrase ; It should be,

* consisting of, tsfc*

t This is an inaccurate mode of speech frequently used by our

author, in omitting the ' as }' it should be, * so bold as to pro-

* nounce/ 'cs'c.

X In compliance to—better—* in compliance with/ cffc.

bauched
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bauched appetite, as well as to a crazy constitution

:

and to see a man hunting through an oho, after the

head and brains of a goose, a widgeon, or a wood-

cock, is a sign he wants a stomach and digestion for

more substantial victuals. Farther, they affirm, that

digressions in a book, are like foreign troops in a

state, which argue the nation to want a heart and

hands of its own, and often either subdue the natives,

or drive them into the most unfruitful corners.

But, after all that can be objected by these super-

cilious censors, it is manifest, the society of writers

would quickly be reduced to a very inconsiderable

number, if men were put upon making books, with

the fatal confinement of delivering nothing beyond

what is to the purpose. It is acknowledged, that

were the case the same among us, as with the Greeks

and Romans, when learning was in its cradle, to be

reared, and fed, and clothed by invention ; it would

be an easy task to fill up volumes upon partlcukr

occasions, without farther expatiating from the sub-

jects, than by moderate excursions, helping to ad-

vance or clear the main design. But with know-

ledge it has fared, as with a numerous army, en-

camped in a fruitful country j vdiich, for a few days,

maintains itself by the product of the soil it is on;

till, provisions being spent, they are sent to forage

many a mile, among friends or enemies, it matters

not. Mean-while the neighbouring fields, trampxed

and beaten down, become barren and dry, affording

no sustenance but clouds of dust.

The whole course of things being thus - entirely

changed between us and the ancients, and the mo-
derns wisely sensible of it ; we of this age have dis-

covered a shorter, and more prudent method, to be-

L 2 come
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come scholars and wits, without the fatigue of read-

ing or of thinking. The most accomphshed way

of using books at present, is twofold : either first,

to serve them as some men do lords, learn their

titles exactly, and then brag of their acquaintance.

Or secondly, which is indeed the choicer, the pro-

founder, and politer method, to get a tliorough in-

sight into the index, by which the whole book is

governed and turned, like fishes by the tail. For,

to enter the palace of learning at the great gate, re-

quires an expense of time and forms; therefore

men of much haste, and little ceremony, are con-

tent to get in by the back-door. For, the arts are

all in a flying march, and therefore more easily sub-

dued by attacking them in the rear. Thus physi-

cians discover the state of the whole body, by con-

sulting only v/hat comes from behind. Thus men

catch knowledge, by throwing their wit on the pos-

teriors of a book, as boys do sparrows with flinging

salt upon their tails. Thus human life is best un-

derstood, by the wise man's rule, of regarding the

end. Thus are the sciences found, like Hercules's

oxen, by tracing them backwards. Thus are old

sciences unravelled, like gld stockings, by begin-

ning at the foot.

Beside all this, the army of the sciences has been

of late, with a world of 'martial discipline, drawn

into its close order, so that a view or a muster may

be taken of it, with abundance of expedition. For

this great blessing we arc wholly indebted to systems

and abstracts, in which the modern fathers of learn-

ing, like prudent usurers, spent their sweat for tlie

case of us their children. For, labour is the seed

of
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of idleness, and it is the peculiar happiness of our

noble age, to gather the fruit.

Now the method of growing wdse, learned, and

sublime, having become so regular an affair, and sq

established, in all its forms ; the number of writers

must needs have increased accordingly, and to a pitch

that has made it of absolute necessity for them, to

interfere continually with each other. Besides, it is

reckoned, that there is not at this present, a suffi-

cient quantity of new matter left in nature, to

furnish and adorn any one particular subject, to tlie

extent of a volume. This I am told by a very

skilful computer, who has given a full demonstra-

tion of it from rules of arithmetick.

This perhaps may be objected against by those,

who n^aintain the infinity of matter, and therefore

will not allow, that any species of it can be ex-

hausted. For answer to which, let us examii^e the

noblest branch of modern wit or invention, planted

and cultivated by the present age, and which, of all

others, has born the most and the fairest fruit.

For, though some remains of it were left us by the an-

cients, yet have not any of those, as I remember,

been translated or compiled into systems for modern

use. Therefore we may affirm to our own honour,

that it has, in some sort, been both invented, and

brought to perfection by the same hands. What
I mean, is, that highly celebrated talent among the

modern wits, of deducing similitudes, allusions, and

?.pplications, very surprising, agreeable, and apposite

from the pudenda of either sex, together with their

proper uses. And truly, having observed how
little invention bears any vogue, beside what is de-

rived into these channels, 1 have sometimes had a

L 3 thaughty
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thought, that the happy genius of our age and

country, was prophetically held forth by that an-

'cieht typical description of the Indian pygmies *;

whose stature did not exceed above two foot ; sed

q-uorum pudenda crassa, et ad talos usque pertingentia.

Now, I have been very curious to inspect the late

productions, wherein the beauty of this kind have

most prominently appeared ; and although this vein

lias bled so freely, and all endeavours have been

used in tlie power of human breath to dilate, ex-

tend, and keep it open ; like the Scythians -j-, who
had a custom, and an instrument, to blow up the

privities of their mares, that they might yield the

more mxilk: yet I am under an apprehension, it is

near growing dry, and past all recovery ; and that

either some new /owJ^ of wit should, if possible, be

provided, cr else, that we must even be content witk

.repetition here, as well as upon all other' occasions.

This will stand as an incontestable argument, that

our m.odern wits are not to reckon upon the infinity

of matter, for a constant supply. What remains

therefore, but that our last recourse must be had to

large indexes, and little compendiums ? quotations

must be plentifully gathered, and booked in alpha-

bet ; to tliis end, though authors need be little con-

sulted, yet criticks, and comimentators, and lexicons

carefully must. But above all, those judicious col-

lectors of bright parts, and flowers, and observandas,

are to be nicely dwelt on, by some called the sieves

and boulters of learning ; though it is left undeter-

mined, whether they dealt in pearls or meal ; and

consequently, whether we are more to value that

which passed through, or what staid behind.

.

* Ctcsia-frapn, apud Photium. j Herodot. L. 4.

By
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By these methods, in a few weeks, there starts.

up many a writer, capable of managing the prp-

foundest, and most universal subjects. For, what

though his head be empty, provided his common-

place book be full j and if you will bate him but the,

circumstances of method, an.d.;style, and grammar,

and invention ; allow him but the. common privi-

leges of transcribing from others, and digressing frQll^

himself, as often as he shall, see occasion ; he. v^ill

desire no more ihgredients towards fitting up^a.tfpa-

tise, that shall make a very comely figure on a book-

seller's shelf; there to be preserved neat and clean

for a long etern'ty, adorned with the heraldry of its

title fairly inscribed on a label ; never to be thumbed

or greased by students, nor bound to everlasting

chains of darkness in a library : but, when the ful-

ness of time is come, shall happily undergo the trial

of Purgatory, in order to ascend the sky.

Without these allowances, how is it possible, we

modern wits should ever have an opportunity to

introduce our collections, listed under so many thou-

sand heads of a different nature ; for want of which^

the learned world would be deprived of infinite, de^-

Jight, as well as instruction, and we ourselves bu-

ried beyond redress, in an inglorious and undistin-

guished oblivion ?

From such elements as these, I am alivA to behold

the day, wherein the corporation of authors, can

outvie all its. brethren in the guild. A happiness

derived to us, with a great many otiiers, from our

Scythian ancestors ; among whom the number of

pens was so infinite, that the Grecian ''^ eloquence

had no other way of expressing it, than by saying,

* Herudot. L. 4.

L 4 that
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that in the regions, far to the north, it was hardly-

possible for a man to travel, the very air was so re-

plete with feathers.

The neccssiry of this digression, will easily ex-

cuse the length ; and I have chosen for it as proper

a place, as I could readily find. If the judicious

reader can assign a fitter, I do here ini power him to

remove it into any other corner he pleases. And so

I return with great alacrity to pursue a more im-

portant concern.

SECT. VIII.

A TALE OP A TUB.

1 HE learned ^olists ^ maintain the original

cause of all things to be wind, from which principle

this whole universe was at first produced, and into

which it must at last be resolved : that the same

breath, which had kindled, and blew up the flame

of nature, should one day blow it out

:

^od procul a nobis flectat fortuna gubernans.

This is what the adepti understand by their anima

tnundi ; that is to say, the spirit, or breath, or wind

of the world ; for, examine the whole system by
the particulars of nature, and you will find it not to

be disputed. For whether you please to call the

forma informans of man, by the name of spiritus,

animuSy afflatus^ or aniina ; what are all these but

* Ail pretenders to inspiration whatsoever.

several
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several appellations for wind, which is the ruling

element in every compound, and into which they ail

resolve upon their corruption ? farther, what is life

itself, but, as it is commonly called, the breath of

our nostrils ? whence it is very justly observed by

naturalists, that wind still continues of great emolu-

ment in certain mysteries not to be named, giving

occasion for those happy epithets of iurgidus, and hi-

fat us, applied either to the emittent ^ or recipient

organs.

By what I have gathered out of ancient records,

I find the compass of their doctrine took in two and

thirty points, wherein it would be tedious to be very

particular. However, a few of their most impor-

tant preceDts, deducible from it, are by no means

to be omitted ; among which the following maxim

was of much weight ; that since wind had the mas-

ter-s^h^jej as well as operation in every compound,

by consequence, those beings must be of chief ex-

cellence, wherein th3.i primordium appears most pro-

minently to abound ; and therefore man is in the

highest perfection of all created things, as having,

by the great bounty of philosophers, been endued

with three distinct animai or winds, to which the

sage ^olists, with much liberality, have added a

fourth of equal necessity, as well as ornament wdth

the other three ; by this quartum principiwu^ taking

in our four corners of the world; which gave oc-

casion to that renowned cabalist, Bumhastus ^, of

placing the body of a man in due position to the four

cardinal points.

* This is one of the names of Paracelsus ; he was called

Christophorus Theophrastus Taracdsus Bumbastus.

In
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In consequence of this, their next principle was,

that man brings with him into the world, a pecu-

liar portion or grain of wind, which may be called

a quinta essentia, extracted from the other four.

Tliis quintessence is of acatholick use upon all emer-

gencies of life, is improveable into all arts and

sciences, and may be wonderfully refined, as well

as enlarged bv certain methods in education. This,

when blown up to its perfection, ought not to be

covetously hoarded up, stifled, or hid under a

bushel, but freely communicated to mankind. Upon

these reasons, and otJiers of equal weight, the wise

j^olists affirm, the gift of BELCHING to be the

noblest act of a rational creature. To cultivate

which art, and render it more serviceable to man-

;kind, they made use of several methods. At cer-

tain seasons of the year, you might behold the priests

amxong them, in vast numbers, v^^ith their mouths *

gaping wide enough against a storm. At other

times were to be seen several hundreds linked toge-

ther in a circidar chain, with every man a pair of

bellows applied to liis neighbour's breech, by which

they blew up. each other to the shape and size of a

tun; and for that reason, with great propriety of

speech, did usually call their bodies, their vessels.

When by these, and the like performances, they

were grov/n sufficiently replete, they would imme-

diately depart, and disembogue, for the publick good,

a plentiful share of their acquirements, into their

disciples chaps. For we must here observe, that

all learning was esteemed among th.em, to be com-

pounded from the same principle. Because, first,

* This is meant of .those seditious preachers^ who blow u^^ tlie

seeds of rebel! ioiij {S\\

it
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it Is generally affirmed, or confessed, that learain^-r

puffeth men up : and secondly, tliey proved it by
the following syllogism ; words are but wind ; and
learning Is nothing but words; ergo, learning is no-

thing but wind. For this reason, the philosophers

among them, did, in their schools, deliver to their

pupils, all their doctrines and opirlibns, by eructation,

wherein they had acquired a wonderful eloquence,

and of incrediblevariety. But the great characteristick,

by which their chief sages were best distinguished,

was a certain position of countenance, which gave

undoubted intelligence, to what degree or propor-

tion, the spirit agitated the Inward mass. For,

after certain gripings, the wind and vapours Issuing

forth, having first by their turbulence and con-

vulsions within, caused an earthquake in man's lit-

tle world, distorted the mouth, bloated the cheeks,

and gave ^ the eyes a terrible kind of relievo; at

such junctures all their belches were received for

sacred, the sourer the better, and swallowed with

infinite consolation by their meager devotees. And,
to render these yet more complete, because the breath

of man's life is in his nostrils, therefore the choicest,

most edifying, and most enlivening belches, were

very wisely conveyed through that vehicle, to give

them a tincture as they passed.

Their gods were the four winds, whom they

worshiped, as the spirits that pervade and enliven

the universe, and as those fromvv^hom alone all in-

spiration can properly be said to proceed. How-
ever, the chief of these, to whom they performed

the adoration of latria-f^, was the almighty North ;

* It should be, given.

t Latria is that worship which is paid only to the supreme

Pelty.

an
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an ancient deity, whom the inhabitants of Megalo-

pohs in Greece, had likewise in the highest reve-

rence: oinnium deorum Boream inaxime celebrant '^^^

This god, though endued with ubiquity, was yet

supposed, by the profounder iEolists, to possess one

pecuhar habitation, or (to speak in form) a ccelum

cmpyraiim, wherein he was more intimately present.

This was situated in a certain region, well known

to the ancient Greeks, by them called, I^kotw^ or

the land of darkness. And although many contro-

versies have arisen upon that matter, yet so much is

imdisputed ; that from a region of the like denomi-

nation, the most refined iEolists have borrowed their

original ; whence, in every age, the zealous among

their priesthood have brought over their choicest in-

spiration, fetching it with their own hands from the

fountain-head in certain bladders, and disploding it

among the sectaries in all nations, who did, and do,

and ever will, daily gasp and pant after It.

Now, their mvsteries and rites were performed

in this manner. It is well known among the learned,

that the virtuosoes of former ages, had a contrivance

for carrying and preserving winds in casks or

barrels, which was of great assistance upon long sea

voyages : and the loss of so useful an art at present,

is very much to be lamented ; although, I know

not how, with great negligence omitted by Pan-

cirollus -f.
It was an invention ascribed to iEolus

himself, from whom this sect is denominated ; and

who, in honour of their founder's m.eniory, have

to this day preserv^ed great numbers of those barrels,

* PaiLsnn. L. 8.

f An author who writ De Artilus pcrditis, 3cc. of arts lost,

and of arts invented.

whereof
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whereof they fix one In each of their temples, first

beating out the top ; into this barrel, upon solemn

days, the priest enters ; where, having before duly

prepared himself by the methods already described,

a secret funnel is also conveyed from his posteriors

to the bottom of the barrel, which admits new sup-

plies of inspiration, from a northern chink or cranny.

"Whereupon, you behold him swell immediately to

the shape and size of his vessel. In this posture he

disembogues whole tempests upon his auditory, as

the spirit from beneath gives him utterance ; which,

issuing ex adytis et penetralibus^ is not performed

without much pain and gripings. And, the wind,

in breaking forth, deals with his face * as it does

with that of the sea, first blackening, then wrinkling,

and at last, bursting it into a foam. It is in this

guise, the sacred ^olist delivers his oracular belches

to his panting disciples ; of whom, some are greedily

gaping after the sanctified breath ; others are all the

while hymning out the praises of the winds ; and,

gently wafted to and fro by their own humming,

do thus represent the soft breezes of their deities

appeased.

It is from this custom of the priests, that some

authors maintain these ^olists to have been very

ancient in the world. Because the delivery of their

mysteries, which I have just now mentioned, ap-

pears exactly the same with that of other ancient

oracles, whose inspirations wxre owing to certain

subterraneous effluviums of wdnd, delivered with the

same pain to the priest, and much about the same

influence on the people. It is true indeed, that

* This is an exact description of the changes made in the face

by eniliUiiaatick preachers.

these
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these were frequently managed and directed by jTer

male officers, whose organs were understood to be

better disposed for the admission of those oracular

gusts, as entering and passing up through a recep-

tacle of greater capacity, and causing also a pruriency

by the way, such as, with due management, hatli

been refined from carnal into a spiritual extasy. And,

to strengthen this profound conjecture, it is farther

insisted, that this custom of female priests*, is kept

up still in certain refined colleges of our modern

j^olists, who are agreed to receive their inspiration

derived through the receptacle aforesaid, like their

ancestors, the sybils.

And whereas the mind of a man, when he gives

the spur and bridle to his thoughts, does never stop,

but naturally sallies out into both extremes, of high

and low, of good and evil ; his first flight of fancy,

comm.only transports him to ideas of what is most

perfect, finished, and exalted; till haviiig soared out

of his own reach and sight, not well perceiving

liow near -^j" the frontiers of height and depth bor-

der upon each other ; with the same course and

wiap", he falls down olumb into the lowest bottom

of things ; like one who travels the east into the

west ; or like a straight line drawn by its own length

into a circle. Whether a tincture of malice in our

natures, makes us fond of furnishing every bright

idea, with its reverse; or, whether reason, reflecting

upon the sum of things, can, like the sun, serve

only to enlighten one half of the globe, leaving the

other half by necessity under shade and darkness; or,

* Quakers, who suffer their women to preach and pray.

'j- Near, for nearly.

whether
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whether fancy, flying up to the imagination of what

is highest and best, becomes overshot, and spent,

and weary, and suddenly falls, like a dead bird of

paradise, to the ground ; or whether, after all these

metaphysical conjectures, I have not entirely missed

the true reason ; the proposition however, whicii

has stood me in so much circumstance, is alto-

gether true; that as the most uncivilized parts of

mankind, have some way or other climbed up into

the conception of a god, or supreme power; so they

have seldom forgot to provide their fears with cer-

tain ghastly notions, which, instead of better, have

served them pretty tolerably for a devil. And this

proceeding seems to be natural enough; for it is

with men, whose imaginations are lifted up very

high, after the same rate, as with those, whose

bodies are so ; that as they are delighted with the

advantage of a nearer contemplation upuards, so

they are equally terrified with the dismal prospect

of the precipice below. Thus, in the choice of a

devil, it has been the usual m.ethod of mankind, to.

single out some being, either in act, or in vision,

which was in most antipathy to the god they had

framed. Thus also the sect of ^Eolists possessed

themselves with a dread, and horrour, and hatred of

two malignant natures, betwixt whom, and the

deities they adored, perpetual enmity was establish-

ed. The first of these was the chameleon *, sworn

foe to inspiration, who in scorn devoured hirge

* I do not well understand what the author aims at here,

any more than by the terrible monster, mentioned in the follow-

ing lines, called Mouliii a vent, which is the French name for a

windmill.

influences
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influences of their god, without refunding the

smallest blast by eructation. The other was a huge

terrible monster, called Moulinavent, who, with

four strong arms, waged eternal battle with all their

divinities, dexterously turning to avoid their blows,

and repay them with interest.

Thus furnished, and set out with gods, as well

as devils, was the renowned sect of iEolists, which

makes at this day so illustrious a figure in the world,

and whereof, that polite nation of Laplanders are,

beyond all doubt, a most authentick branch; of

whom I therefore cannot, without injustice, here

omit to make honourable mention ; since they ap-

pear to be so closely allied in point of interest, as

well as inclinations, with their brother ^olists

among us, as not only to buy their winds by whole-

sale from the same merchants, but also to retail them

after the same rate and method, and to customers

much alike.

Now, whether the system here delivered was

wholly compiled by Jack ; or, as some writers

believe, rather copied from the original at Del-

phos, with certain additions and emendations,

suited to the times and circumstances ; I shall not

absolutely determine. This I may affirm, that

Jack gave it at least a new turn, and formed it

into the same dress and model, as it lies deduced

by me.

I have long sought after this opportunity of doing

justice to a society of men, for whom I have a pe-

culiar honour ; and whose opinions, as well as prac-

tices, have been extremely misrepresented, and tra-

duced, by the malice or ignorance of their adversa-

ries.
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ties. For, I think it one of the greatest, and best

of human actions, to remove prejudices, and place,

things in their truest and fairest light; which I

therefore boldly undertake, without any regards oi

my own, beside the conscience, the honour, and

the thanks.

SECT. IX.

A DIGRESSION CONCERNING THE ORIGINAL, THE
USE AND IMPROVEMENT OP MADNESS IN A
COMMONWEALTH.

JN OR shall It any ways detract from the just re-

putation of this famous sect, that its rise and insti-

tution are owing to such an author, as I have de-

scribed Jack to be; a person whose intellectuals were

overturned, and his brain shaken out of its natural

position ; which we commonly suppose to be a

distemper, and call by the name of madness or

phrensy. For, if we take a survey of the greatest

actions, that have been performed in the world,

under the influence of single men ; which are, the

establishment of new empires by conquest ; the ad-

vance and progress of new schemes in philosophy
;

and the contriving, as well as the propagating of

new religions ; we shall find the authors of them all,

to have been persons, whose natural reason had ad-

mitted great revolutions from their diet, their educa-

tion, the prevalency of some certain temper, together

with the particular influence of air and climate.

Vol. II. M Besides,
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Besides, there is something individual in human
minds, that easily kindles, at the accidental approach

and collision of certain circumstances, which, though

of paltry and mean appearance, do often flame out

into the greatest emergencies of life. For, great

turns are not always given by strong hands, but by

lucky adaption, and at proper seasons ; and it is of

no import, where the fire was kindled, if the vapour

has once got up into the brain. For, the upper

region of man, is furnished like the middle region

of the air ; tlie materials are formed from causes of

the widest difference, yet produce at last the same

substance and effect. Mists arise from the earth,

steams from dunghills, exhalations from the sea, and

smoke from fire ; yet all clouds are the same in com-

position, as well as consequences ; and the fumes

issuing from a jakes, will furnish as comely and use-

ful a vapour, as incense from an altar. Thus far, I

suppose, will easily be granted me; and then it

will follow, that as the face of nature never produces

rain, but when it is overcast and disturbed; so

hurhan understanding, seated in the brain, must be

troubled and overspread by vapours, ascending from

the lower faculties to water the invention, and ren-

der it fruitful. Now, although these vapours, (as

it has been already said) are of as various original,

as those of the skies ; yet the crops they produce,

differ both in kind and degree, merely according to

the soil. I will produce two instances, to prove and

explain what I am now advancing.

A certain great prince * raised a mighty army,

filled his coffers with infinite treasures, provided an

* This was Harry the Great of France,

iavincible
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invincible fleet, and all this, without giving the least

part of his design to his greatest ministers, or his

nearest favourites. Immediately the whole world

was alarmed ; the neighbouring crowns in trembUng

expectations, tow^ards what point the storm would

burst ; the small politicians every where forming

profound conjectures. Some beHeved, he had laid

a scheme for universal monarchy ; others, after much
insight, determined the matter to be a project for

pulling down the pope, and setting up the reformed

religion, which had once been his own. Some
again of a deeper sagacity, sent him into Asia to

subdue the Turk, and recover Palestine. In the

midst of all these projects and preparations, a certain

state-surgeon ^, gathering the nature of the disease

by these symptoms, attempted the cure, at one

blow performed the operation, broke the bag, and

out flew the vapour ; nor did any thing want to

render it a complete remedy, only, that the prince

unfortunately happened to die in the performance.

Now is the reader exceeding-^ curious to learn,

whence this vapour took its rise, which had so long-

set the nations at a gaze ; what secret wheel, what

hidden spring, could put into motion so wonderful

an engine. It was afterv/ards discovered, that the

movement of this whole machine had been directed

by an absent female, whose eyes had raised a protu-

berancy, and before emission she was removed into

an enemy's country. What should an unhappy

prince do in such ticklish circumstances as these ?

he tried in vain the poet's never-failing receipt of

corpora quaque ; for,

* Ravillac,. who stabbed Henry the Great in his coach,

f It should be^ exceedingly.
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Jdqtie petit corpus mens, unde est saucia amove:

JJndeferitury eo tendity gcstitque coire.

Lucr.

Having to no purpose used all peaceable endea-

vours, the collected part of the semen, raised and

inflamed, became adust, converted tocholer, turned

head upon the spinal duct, and ascended to the brain:

the very same principle, that influences a bully to

break the windows of a whore who has jilted him,

naturally stirs up a great prince, to raise mighty

armies, and dream of nothing but sieges^ battles,

and victories.

»— Teterrima belli

Causa

The other instance ^ Is what I have read some-

where in a very ancient author, of a mighty king,

who, for the space of above thirty years, amused

himself to take, and lose towns ; beat armJiCs, and

be beaten ; drive princes out of their dominions ;

fright children from their bread and butter ; burn,

lay waste, plunder, dragoon, massacre subject and

stranger, friend and foe, male and female. It is

recorded, that the philosophers of each country

were in grave dispute upon causes natural, moral,

and political, to find out where they should assign

an original solution of this phenomenon. At last,

the vapour or spirit, which animated the hero's

brain, being in perpetual circulation, seized upon

that region of the human body, so renowned for

* This is meant of the French king, Lewis XIV.

5 furnishing
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furnishing the zibeta Occidentalls =^, and gathering

there into a tumour, left the rest of the world for that

time in peace. Of such mighty consequence it is,

where those exhalations fix ; and of so little, from

whence they proceed. The same spirits, which, in

their superiour progress, would conquer a kingdom,

descending upon the anus, conclude in a fistula.

Let us next examine the great introducers of new
schemes in philosophy, and search till we can find,

from what faculty of the soul, the disposition arises

in mortal man, of taking it into his head to advance

new systems, with such an eager zeal, in things

agreed on all hands impossible to be known : from

what seeds this disposition springs, and to what

quality of human nature, these grand innovators

have been indebted, for their number of disciples.

Because it is plain, that several of the chief among
them, both ancient and modern, were usually mis-

taken by their adversaries, and indeed by all, except

their own followers, to have been persons crazed,

or out of their wits ; having generally proceeded, in

the common course of their words and actions, by

a method very different from the vulgar dictates of

unrefined reason ; agreeing for the most part in their

several models, with their present undoubted suc-

cessors in the academy of modern Bedlam ; whose

merits and principles I shall farther examine in due

place. Of this kind w^ere Epicurus, Diogenes,

* Paracelsus^ who was so famous for cliymlstjy, tried an ex-

periment upon human excrement, to make a perfume of it
5

which, when he had brought to perfection, he called ziheta

occidentalis, or western civet, the back parts of man (according

to his division mentioned by the author, page 153,) being the

fvest.

M 3 Apollonlvs,
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Apollonius, Lucretius, Paracelsus, Des Cartes, and

others; who, if they were now in the world, tied

fast, and separate from their followers, would, in

this our undistinguishing age, incur manifest danger

of phlebotomy, and whips, and chains, and dark

chambers, and straw. For, what man in the natu-

ral state or course of thinking, did ever conceive it

in his power, to reduce the notions of all man-

kind, exactly to the same length, and breadth, and

height of his own ? yet, this is the first humble

and civil design of all innovators in the empire of

reason. Epicurus modestly hoped, that one time

or other, a certain fortuitous concourse of all men's

opinions, after perpetual jusdings, the sharp with

the smooth, the light and the heavy, the round and

the square, would, by certain clinamina, unite in the

notions of atoms and void, as these did in the

originals of all things. Cartesius reckoned to see,

before he died, the sentiments of all philosophers, like

so many lesser stars in his romantick system, wrapped

and drawn within his own vortex. Now, I would

gladly be informed, how it is possible to account

for such imaginations as these in particular men,

without recourse to my phenomenon of vapours,

ascending from the lower faculties to overshadow

the brain, and there distilling into conceptions, for

which the narrowness of our mother-tongue has not

yet assigned any other name, beside that of madness

or phrensy. Let us therefore now conjecture how

it comes to pass, that none of these great prescribers,

do ever fail * providing themselves and their notions,

* This is ungrammatical. It should be. do ever fall to pro-

vide themselves, ^c. or if the participle be used^ it should be,

do ever fail of providing, ^'c.

with
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with a number of implicit disciples. And, I think,

the reason is easy to be assigned : for, there is a pe-

culiar string in the harmony of human understand^

ing, which in several individuals is exacdy of the

same tuning. This if you can dexterously screw

up to its right key, and then strike gendy upon it

;

whenever you have the good fortune to light among

those of the same pitch, they will, by a secret ne-

cessary sympathy, strike exactly at the same time.

And in this one circumstance lies all the skill or

luck of the matter; for if you chance to jar the

string among those, who are either above or below

your own height, instead of subscribing to your

doctrine, they will tie you fast, call you mad, and feed

you with bread and water. It is therefore a point of

the nicest conduct, to distinguish and adapt this

noble talent, with respect to the differences of per-

sons and of times. Cicero understood this very

well, when writing to a friend in England, with a

caution, among other matters, to beware of being

cheated by our hackney-coachmen (who, it seems,

in those days were as errant rascals as they are now)

has these remarkable w^ords : Est quod gaudeas te

in ista loca venisse^ ubi aliquid sapere viderere *. For,

to speak a bold truth, it is a fatal miscarriage so

ill to order affairs, as to pass for a fool in one

company, when in another you might be treated as

a philosopher. Which I desire some certain gen-

tlemen of my acquaintance to lay up in their hearts,

as a very seasonable innuendo.

This, indeed, was the fatal mistake of that

worthy gentleman, my most ingenious friend, Mr.

Wotton : a person, in appearance, ordained for

* Epist. ad Fam. Trebatio.

M 4 great
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great designs, as well as performances •, whether

you will consider his notions or his looks, surely no

man ever advanced into the publick, with fitter qua-

lifications of body and mind, for the propagation of

a new religion. O, had those happy talents,

misapplied to vain philosophy, been turned into

their proper channels of dreams and visions, where

distortion of mind and countenance are of such

sovereign use ; the base detracting w^orld would not

then have dared to report, that something is amiss,

that his brain has undergone an unlucky shake

;

which even his brother modernists themselves, like

ungrates, do whisper so loud, that it reaches up to

the very garret 1 am now waiting in !

Lastly, whosoever pleases to look into the foun-

tains of enthusiasm, from whence in all ages have

eternally proceeded such fattening streams, will find

the spring head, to have been as troubled and muddy,

as the current : of such great emolument is a tinc-

ture of this vapour, which the world calls mad-

ness, that without its help, the world would not

only be deprived of those two great blessings, con-

quests and systems, but even all mankind, would

unhappily be reduced to the same belief in things

invisible. Now, the former po'Aulatum being held,

that it is of no import from what originals this vapour

proceeds, but either in what angles it strikes and

spreads over the understanding, or upon what species

of brain it ascends; it will be a very delicate point

to cut the feather, and divide the several reasons to

a nice and curious reader, how this numerical differ-

ence in the brain, can produce effects of so vast a

difference from the same vapour, as to be the sole

point of individuation, between Alexander the Great,

Jack
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Jack of Leyden, and monsieur Des Cartes. The

present argument is the most abstracted, that ever I

engaged in ; it strains my faculties to their highest

stretch : and I desire the reader to attend with the

utmost perpensity ; for I now proceed to unravel this

knotty point.

There is in mankind a certain
-l^

* * *

# # ^ :^ ^ ^- ^ #

Hie multa * * * # * *

desiderantur, * # =«: * ^ *

* * * And this I take to be a clear

solution of the matter.

Having therefore so narrowly passed through this

intricate difficulty, the reader will, I am sure, agree

with me in the conclusion ; that if the moderns

mean by madness, only a disturbance or transpositioa

of the brain, by force of certain vapours issuing up

from the lower faculties; then has this madness

been the parent of all those mighty revolutions, that

have happened in empire, philosophy, and in

religion. For, the brain, in its natural position

and state of serenity, disposes its owner to pass his

life in the common forms, without any thoughts

of subduing multitudes to his own power, his rea-

sons, or his visions ; and the more he shapes his

understanding by the pattern of human learning,

the less he is inclined to form parties, after his parti-

cular notions ; because that instructs him in his

private infirmities, as well as in the stubborn igno-

rance of the people. But when a man's fancy

f Here is another defect in the manuscript ; but I think the

author did wisely, and that the matter, which thus strained

jliis faculties, was not worth a solution ; and it were well if all

jnetaphysical cobweb problems were no otherwise answered.

gets
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gets astride on his reason ; when imagination is at

cuffs with the senses ; and common understanding,

as well as common sense, is kicked out of doors

;

the first proselyte he makes, is himself; and when

that is once compassed, the difficulty is not so

great in bringing over others ; a strong delusion

always operating from without, as vigorously as

from within. For, cant and vision, are to the ear

and the eye, the same that tickling is to the touch.

Those entertainments and pleasures we most value

in life, are such as dupe and play the wag with

the senses. For, if we take an examination of what

is generally understood by happiness, as it has respect

either to the understanding or the senses, we shall

find all its properties and adjuncts, will herd under

this short definition ; that it is a perpetual possession

of being well deceived. And first, with relation to

the mind or understanding, it is manifest, what

mighty advantages fiction has over truth ; and the

reason is just at our elbow, because imagination

can build nobler scenes, and produce more wonder-

ful revolutions, than fortune or nature will be at

expense to furnish. Nor is mankind so much to

blame, in his choice* thus determining him, if

we consider that the debate merely lies between

things past, and things conceived : and so the ques-

tion is only this ; whether things, that have place

in the imagination, may not as properly be said to

exist, as those that are seated in the memory; which

may be jusdy held in the affirmative, and very much

* Here, as was observed on a similar occasion, his, is very

improperly put in agreement with, mankind} and what follows

is iingrammatical. It ought either to be, in his choice's thus de-

termining him 5 or, in being thus determined in his choice.

to
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to the advantage of the former, since this is acknow-

ledged to be the womb of things, and the other

allowed to be no more than the grave. Again, if

we take this definition of happiness, and examine it

with reference to the senses, it will be acknowledged

wonderfully adapt. How fading and insipid do all

objects accost us, that are not conveyed in the

vehicle of delusion ! how shrunk is every thing, as

it appears in the glass of nature ! so that if it were

not for the assistance of artificial mediums, fals^

lights, refracted angles, varnish and tinsel ; there

would be a mighty level in the felicity and enjoy-

ments of mortal men. If this were seriously con-

sidered by the world, as I have a certain reason to

suspect it hardly will, men would no longer reckon

among their high points of wisdom, the art of ex-

posing weak sides, and publishing infirmities ; an

employment, in my opinion, neither better nor

worse than that of unmasking, which, I think,

has never been allowed fair usage, either in the

world, or the play-house.

In the proportion that credulity is a more peace-

ful possession of the mind, than curiosity ; so far

preferable is that wisdom, which converses about

the surface, to that pretended philosophy, which

enters into the depth of things, and then comes

gravely back with informations and discoveries, that

in the inside they are good for nothing. The two

senses, to which all objects first address themselves^

are the sight and the touch ; these never examine

farther than the colour, the shape, the size, and

whatever other qualities dwell, or are drawn by
art upon the outward of bodies ; and then comes

reason officiously with tools for cutting, and open-

ings
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ing, and mangling, and piercing, offering to de-^

monstrate, that they are not of the same consistence

quite through. Now I take all this to be the last

degree of perverting nature ; one of whose eternal

laws it is, to put her best furniture forward. And
therefore, in order to save the charges of all such

expensive anatomy for the time to come, I do here

think fit to inform the reader, that in such con-

clusions as these, reason is certainly in the right

;

and that in most corporeal beings, which have fallen

under my cognizance, the outside has been infinitely

preferable to the in : whereof I have been farther

convinced from some late experiments. Last week

I saw a woman flayed, and yoa will hardly believe,

how much it altered her person for the worse.

Yesterday I ordered the carcase of a beau to be

stripped in my presence ; when we were all amazed

to find so many unsuspected faults under one suit

of clothes. Then I laid open his brain, his heart,

and his spleen : but I plainly perceived at every

operation, that the farther we proceeded, we found

the defects increase upon us in number and bulk :

from all which, I justly formed this conclusion to

myself; that whatever philosopher or projector, can

£nd out an art to solder and patch up the flaws and

imperfections of nature, will deserve much better

of mankind, and teach us a more useful science,,

than that so much in present esteem, of widening

jmd exposing them, like him, who held anatomy to

be the ultimate end of physick. And he, whose

fortunes and dispositions have placed him in a con-

venient station to enjoy the fruits of this noble art;

lie that can with Epicurus content his ideas with

the films and images, that fly off upon his senses

from
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from the superficies of things ; such a man, truly

wise, creams off nature, leaving the sour and the

dregs, for philosophy and reason to lap up. This

is tiie sublime and refined point of felicity, called

the possession of being well deceived ; the serene

peaceful state, of being a fool, among knaves.

But to return to madness. It is certain, that ac-

cording to the system 1 have above deduced, every

species thereof proceeds from a redundancy of va-

pours ; therefore, as some kinds of phrensy give

double strength to the sinews, so there are of other

species, which add vigour, and life, and spirit to the

brain : now, it usually happens, that these active

spirits, getting possession of the brain, resemble

those that haunt other waste and empty dwellings,

which, for want of business, either vanish, and carry

away a piece of the house, or else stay at home, and

iiing it all out of the windows. By which, are mys-

tically displayed the two principal branches of mad-

ness, and which, some philosophers, not consider-

ing so well as I, have mistaken to be different in

their causes, overhastily assigning the first to de-

ficiency, and the other to redundance.

I think it therefore manifest, from what I have

liere advanced, that the main point of skill and ad-

dress is, to furnish employment for this redundancy

of vapour, and prudently to adjust the season of it;

by which means, it may certainly become of cardi-

nal and catholick emolument, in a commonwealth.

Thus one man, choosing a proper juncture, leaps into

a gulf, thence proceeds a hero, and is called the

saver of his country : another, achieves the sarne

enterprize, but, unluckily timing it, has left the

brand of madness fixed as a reproach upon his me-

mory :
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mory : upon so nice a distinction, are we taught

to repeat the name of Curtius, with reverence and

love ; that of Empedocles, with hatred and con-

tempt. Thus also it is usually conceived, that the

elder Brutus only personated the fool and mad-man,

for the good of the publick ; but this was nothing

else, than a redundancy of the same vapour long

misapplied, called by the Latins, Ingenium far ne-

gotiis ; or, to translate it as nearly as I can, a sort

of phrensy, never in its right element, till you take

it up in the business of the state.

Upon all which, and many other reasons of equal

weight, though not equally curious, I do here gladly

embrace an opportunity I have long sought for, of

recommending it as a very noble undertaking to sir

Edward Seymour, sir Christopher Musgrave, sir

John Bowls, John How, esq. and other patriots

concerned, that they would move for- leave to bring

in a bill, for appointing commissioners to inspect

into Bedlam, and the parts adjacent ; who shall be

impowered to send for persons, papers, and records

;

to examine into the merits and qualifications of every

student and professor; to observe with utmost ex-

actness their several dispositions and behaviour ; by

which means, duly distinguishing and adapting their

talents, they might produce admirable instruments for

the several offices in a state, ^ ^ * =^ ^'-
-j-, civil, and

•piilitary ; proceeding in such methods as I shall

here humbly propose. And I hope the gentle

reader will give some allowance to my great soli-

citudes in this important affair, upon account of the

high esteem I have born that honourable society,

f Ecclesiastical.

whereof
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whereof I had some tune the happuiess to be an

vuiworthy member.

Is any student tearing his straw in piece-meal,

swearing and blaspheming, biting his grate, foamincr

at the mouth, and emptying his pisspot in the

spectators faces ? let the right worshipful the com-

missioners of inspection give him a regiment of dra-

goons, and send him into Flanders among the rest.

Is another eternally talking, sputtering, gaping,

bawling in a sound without period or article ? what

wonderful talents are here mislaid ! let him be fur-

nished immediately with a green bag and papers,

and three-pence in his pocket ^, and awa}- with

him to Westminster-HalL You will find a third

gravely taking the dimensions of his kennel ; a per-

son of foresight and insight^ though kept quite in

the dark ; for why, like Moses, ecce cornuta
-f-

erat

ejus fades. He walks duly in one pace, intreats

your penny with due gravity and ceremony ; talks

much of hard times, and taxes, and the whore of

Babylon ; bars up the wooden window of his cell

constantly at eight o'clock ; dreams of fire, and shop-

lifters, and court-customers, and privileged places.

Now, what a figure would all these acquirements

amount to, if the owner were sent into the city

among his brethren ! Behold a fourth, in much and

deep conversation with himself, biting his thumbs

at proper junctures ; his countenance checkered with

business and design ; sometimes walking very fast,

vi^ith his eyes nailed to a paper that he holds in his

* A lawyer's coach-birc, when four together, from any of the

inns of court to Westminster.

f Cornutus is either horned or shining, and by this term

Moses is described in tlie vulgar Latin of tlie Bible,

hands

:
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hands : a great saver of time, somewhat thick of

liearing, very short of sight, but more of memory:

a man ever in haste, a great hatcher and breeder

of business, and excellent at the famous art of whis-

pering nothing : a huge idolator of monosyllables

and procrastination ; so ready to give his word to

every body, that he never keeps it : one tlmf has

forgot the common meaning of words, but an ad-

mirable retainer of the sound : extremely subject to

the looseness, for his occasions are perpetually calling

him away. If you approach his grate in his fami-

liar intervals ; Sir, says he, give me a penny, and

I'll sing you a song : but give me the penny first.

(Hence comes the common saying, and commoner

practice, of parting with money for a song.) What
a complete system of court skill is here described

in every branch of it, and all utterly lost with wTong

application ! Accost the hole of another kennel (first

stopping your nose) you \wi\\ behold a surly, gloomy,

nasty, slovenly mortal, raking in his own dung, and

dabbling in his urine. The best part of his diet is

the reversion of his own ordure, which, expiring

into steams, whirls perpetually about, and at last

re-infunds. His complexion is of a dirty yellow,

with a thin scattered beard, exactly agreeable to that

of his diet upon its first declination ; like other in-

sects, who having their birth and education in an

excrement, from thence borrow their colour and

their smell. The student of this apartment is very

sparing of his words, but somewhat over-liberal of

his breath : he holds his hand out ready to receive

your penny, and immediately upon receipt with-

draws to his forn:ier occupations. Now, is it not
.

amazing to think, the" society of Warwick-lane

should
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should have no more concern for the recovery of

so useful a member ; who, if one may judge from

these appearances, wonld become the greatest orna-

ment to that illustrious body ? Another student struts

up fiercely to your teeth, puffing with his lips, half

squeezing out his eyes, and very graciously holds you

out his hand to kiss. The keeper desires you not

to be afraid of this professor, for he will do you

no hurt : to him alone is allowed the liberty of the

anti-chamber, and the orator of the place gives you

to understand, that this solemn person is a tailor

run mad with pride. This considerable student is

adorned with many other qualities, upon which at

present I shall not farther enlarge.—Hark in your

ear— I am strangely mistaken, if all his address, his

motions, and his airs, w^ould not then be very natu-

ral, and in their proper element.

I shall not descend so minutely, as to insist upon

the vast number of beaux, fidlers, poets, and poli-

ticians, that the world might recover by such a re-

formation ; but what is more material, beside the

clear gain redounding to the commonwealth, by so

large an acquisition of persons to employ ^, whose

talents and acquirements, if I may be so bold as to

affirm it, are now buried, or at least misapplied •, it

would be a mighty advantage accruing to the pub-

lick from this inquiry, that all these would very

much excel, and arrive at great perfection in their

several kinds ; wdiich, I think, is manifest from what

I have already si 1own, and shall enforce by this one

plain instance ; that even I myself, the author of

these momentous truths, am a person, whose ima-

ginations are hard-mouthed, and exceedingly dis^

* It should be^ ' of persons to be employed,'

Vol. IL N posed
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posed to run away with his reason, wlilch I have

observed from long experience, to be a very light

rider, and easily shaken off; upon which account,

my friends will never trust me alone, without a so-

lemn promise to vent my speculations in this, or the

like manner, for the universal benefit of human-

kind ; which perhaps the gentle, courteous, and

candid reader, brimful of that modern charity and

tenderness usually annexed to his office, will be very

hardly persuaded to believe.

SECT. X.

A FARTHER DIGRESSIOX.

J T is an unanswerable argument of a very refined

age ^, the wonderful civilities that have passed of

late years between the nation of authors, and that

of readers. There can hardly pop out a play, a

pamphlet, or a poem, without a preface full of ac-

knowledgement to the world for the general reception

and applause they have given it, wdiich the Lord

knows where, or when, or how, or from whom it re-

ceived. In due deference to so laudable a custom,

I do here return my humble thanks to his majesty,

and both houses of parliament ; to the lords of the

king's most honourable privy-council ; to the

reverend the judges ; to the clergy, and gentry, and

yeomanry of this land : but in a more especial man-

* This first sentence is wlioUy ungrammatical ; it may be thus

amended. It is an unanswerable argument of the age's being

very rerincd, that ^^ onderful civilities have passed, kS^c,

ner.
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ner, to my worthy brethren and friends at Will's

coffee-house, and Gresham-college, and Warwick-

lane, and Moorfieids, and Scodand-yard, and West-

minster-hall, and Guild-hall : in short, to all in-

habitants and retainers whatsoever, either in court,

or church, or camp, or city, or country ; for their

generous and universal acceptance of this divine

treatise. I accept their approbation and good opi-

nion with extreme gratitude, and, to the utmost of

my poor capacity, shall take hold of ail opportu-

nities to return the obligation. ' '

I am also happy, tliat fate has flung m.e into so

blessed an age, for the mutual felicity of booksellers

and authors, whom I may safely affirm to be at this

day the two only satisfied parties in England. Ask
an author how his last piece has succeeded ; why,

truly, he thanks his stars, the v^orld has been very

favourable, and he has not the least reason to com-

plain : and yet, by G— , he writ it in a week, at

bits and starts, when he could steal an hour from his

urgent affairs ; as it is a hundred to one, you may
see farther in the preface, to which he refers you ;

and for the rest, to the bookseller. There you go

as a customer, and make the same question : he

blesses his God the thing takes wonderfully, he is

just printing the second edition, and has but three

left in his shop. You beat down the price : Sir,

we shall not differ ; and in hopes of your custom

another time, lets you have it as reasonable as you

please ; and pray send as many of your acquaint-

ance as you willj I shall, upon your account, fur-

nish them all at the same rate.

Now, it is not w^U enough considered, to what

accidents and occasions the world is indebted^ for

N 2 the
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the greatest part of those noble writings, which

hourly start up to entertain it. If it were not for a

rainy day, a drunken vigil, a fit of the spleen, a

course of physick, a sleepy Sunday, an ill run at

dice, a long tailor's bill, a beggar's purse, a factious

head, a hot sun, costive diet, want of books, and

a just contempt of learning : but for these events,

I say, and some others too long to recite (especially

a prudent neglect of taking brimstone inwardly) I

doubt, the number of authors, and of writings,

would dwindle away to a degree most woful to be-

hold. To confirm this opinion, hear the words of

tlie famous Troglodyte philosopher : It is certain

(said he) some grains of folly are of course annexed,

as part of the composition of human nature, only

the choice is left us, whether we please to wear them

inlaid, or embossed : and we need not go very far

to seek how that is usually determined, wdien we

remember, it is with human faculties, as with

liquors, the lightest will be ever at the top.

There is in this famous island of Britain, a certain

paltry scribbler, very voluminous, whose character

the reader cannot wholly be a stranger to *. He
deals in a pernicious kind of writings, called second

parts ; and usually passes under the name of the

* Tbis mode of placing the preposition at the end of the

sentence, however sanctified by custom^ and frequently used by

our author, is yet very fnulty, and offensive to a cultivated ear.

It may easily be avoided by placing the preposition before the

word to which il properly belongs. Thus, in the above instance,

instead of saying, ' whose character the reader cannot wholly be

a stranger to,'—if we transpose the particle thus, * to whose

* character the reader cannot wholly be a stranger;^ the sentence

closes witli an important \\ ord, in a manner satisfactory to the

car.

author
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[author of the first. I easily foresee, that as soon as I

lay down my pen, this nimble operator will have

stolen it, and treat me as inhumanly as he has al-

ready done Dr. Blackmore, Lestrange, and many

others, who shall here be nameless ; I therefore fly

for justice and relief, into the hands of that great

rectifier of saddles ^, and lover of mankind, Dr.

Bentley; begging he will take this enormous griev-

ance into his most modern consideration : and if it

should so happen, that the furniture of an ass, in

the shape of a second part, must, for my sins, be

clapped by a mistake upon my back, that he will

immediately please, in the presence of the world,

to lighten me of the burden, and take it home to

his own house, till the true beast thinks fit to call

for it.

In the mean time I do here give this publick no-

tice, that my resolutions are, to circumscribe within

this discourse, the whole stock of matter, I have

been so many years providing. Since my vein is

once opened, I am content to exhaust it all at a

running, for the peculiar advantage of my dear

country, and for the universal benefit of mankind.

Therefore hospitably considering the number of my
guests, they shall have my whole entertainment at

a meal ; and "I scorn to set up the leavings in the

cupboard. What the guests cannot eat, may be

given to the poor ; and the dogs -j-^ under the table

may gnaw the bones. This I understand for a more

generous proceeding, than to turn the company's

* Alluding to the trite phrase^ ' place the saddle on the right

' horse.'

f By dogs, the author means common injudicious criticks, as

he explains it himself before in his Digression upon Criticks.

N 3 Stomach,
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Stomach, by inviting them again to-morrow, to a

scurvy meal of scraps.

If the reader fairly considers the strength of what

I have advanced in the foregoing section,' I am con-

vinced it. will produce a wonderful revolution in his

notions and opinions; and he will be abundantly bet-

ter prepared, to receive and to relish, the concluding

part of this miraculous treatise. Readers may be

divided into three classes, the superficial, the ig-

norant, and the learned : and 1 have, with much
felicity, fitted myj)en to the genijis and advantage

of each. The superficial reader, will be strangely

provoked to laughter ; which clears the breast and

the lungs, is sovereign against the spleen, and the

most innocent of all diureticks. The ignorant reader,

between whom and the former, the distinction is

extremely nice, will iind himself disposed to stare ;

which is an admirable remedy for ill eyes, serves to

raise and enliven the spirits, and wonderfully helps

perspiration. But the reader truly learned, chiefly

for whose benefit I wake when others sleep, and

sleep when others wake, will jiere find sufhcient

matter to employ his speculations, for the rest of his

life. It were much to be wished, and I do here

humbly propose for an experiment, that every prince

in Christendom will take seven of the deepest scho-

lars in his dominions, and shut them up close for

seven years, in seven chambers, with a command to

write seven ample commentaries, on this compre-

hensive discourse. I shall venture to afiirm, that

whatever difference may be found in their several

conjectures, they will be all, without the least dis-

tortion, manifestly deducible from the text. Mean
time, it is my earnest request, that so useful an im-

dertaking
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dertaking may be entered upon, if their majesties

please, with all convenient speed ; because I have

a strong inclination, before I leave the world, to

taste a blessing, which we mysterious writers can

seldom reach, till we have gotten into our graves

:

whether it is, that fame, being a fruit grafted on

the body, can hardly grow, and much less ripen,

till the stock is in the earth : or, whether she be a

bird of prey, and is lured, among the rest, to pur-

sue after the scent of a carcase : or whether she con-

ceives her trumpet sounds best and farthest, when
she stands on a romb, by the advantage of a rising

ground, and the echo of a hollow vault.

It is true, indeed, the republick of dark authors,

after they once found out this excellent expedient of

dying, have been peculiarly happy in the variety, as

well as extent of their reputation. For, night be-

ing the universal mother of things, wise philoso-

phers hold ail writings to be fruitful, in the pro-

portion * they are dark ; and therefore, the true

illuminated '}- (that is to say, the darkest of all) have

met with such numberless commentators, v^diose

scholastick m^idwifery has delivered them of mean-

ings, that the authors themselves perhaps never con-

ceived, and yet may very justly be allowed the law^-

ful parents of them ; the words of such writers be-

* It should be, ' in the proportion that they are dark :' or,

' in proportion as they are dark :' or, still better, * in proportion

' to their darkness.'

f A name of the Rosicrucians. These were Fanatick alche-

mists, who in search after the great secret had invented a means

altogether proportioned to their end : it was a kind of theological

philosophy, made np of almost equal mixtures of pagan pla-

tonism. Christian quietism, and the Jewish cabbala. AVar-

burton on the Rape of the Lock

.

N 4
'

ing
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ing like seed, which, however scattered at random,

when they light upon a fruitful ground, will multi-

ply far beyond either the hopes or imagination of

the sower.

And therefore in order to promote so useful a

work, I will here take leave to glance a few innu-

endoes, that may be of great assistance to those sub-

lime spirits, who shall be appointed to labour in a

universal comment, upon this wonderful discourse.

And first *, I have couched a yery profound mystery

in the number of Os multiplied by seven, and

divided by nine. Also, if a devout brother of the

rosy cross, will pray fervently for sixty-three morn-

ings, with a lively faith, and then transpose certain

letters and syllables, according to prescription in ^he

second and fifth section ; they will certainly reveal

into a full receipt of the cpits magnum. Lastly, who-

ever v/ill be at the pains to calculate the whole num-
ber of each letter in this treatise, and sum up the

difierence exactly between the several numbers, as-

signing the true natural cause for every such differ-

ence ; the discoveries in the product, will plentifully

reward his labour. But then he mu^t beware of

Bythus and Sige-f-, and be sure not to forget the

•* This is what the cabbalists among the Jews have done with

the Bible, and pretend to find wonderful mysteries by it

f I was told by an eminent divine, whom I consulted on this

point that tliese two barbarous words, with^tliat of Achamoth,

and its quahties, as here set down, are quoted from Irencxus.

This he discovered by searching that ancient writer for another

quotation of our author, which he has placed in the title-page,

and refers io the book and chapter ; the curious were very in-

quisitive, whether those barbarous words, lasynia cacalasa, tsfc,

are really in Irenaeus, and upon inquiry, it was found they were
a sort of cant or jargon of certain hcreticks, and therefore very

properly prefixed to such a book as this of our autlior,

qualities
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qualities of Acbamoth ; a cujus lacrymis humecta

ftrodit substantia, a rhu lucida, a tristitia srl'ida^ et a

timore mohilis; wherein Eugeniiis Philalethes * hath

committed an unpardonable mistake.

SECT. XI.

A TALE OF A TUB.

After so wide a compass as I have wandered,

I do now gladly overtake, and close in with my sub-

ject, and shall henceforth hold on with it an even

pace to the end of my journey, except some beau-

tiful prospect appears within sight of my way

;

whereof though at present I have neither warning

nor expectation, yet upon such an accident, come
when it will, I shall beg my reader's favour and
company, allowing me to conduct him through it

along with rayself. For, in wridng, it is, as in

travelling ; if a man is in haste to be at home,
(which I acknowledge to be none of my case, having

* f'^id, Anima rnagica alscondita.

To the treatise mentioned above, p. 132, called Anthroposophia

Theomagica, there is another annexed, called Aninm ma^ica
alscondita, written by the same author, Vaughan, under the

Dame of Eugenius Philalethes, but in neither of those treatises is

there any mention of Achamoth, or its qual-ties, so that this is

nothing but amusement, and a ridicule of dark, unintelligible

writers ; only the words, a cujus lacrymis, ^c. are, as we have
said, transcribed from Irenaeus, though I know not from what
part. I believe one of the author's designs was to set curious men
a hunting through indexes, and inquiring for books out of the

cciiimon road.

never
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never so little business as when I am there) and his

horse be tired with long riding, and ill ways, or be

naturally a jade, I advise him clearly to make the

straightest and the commonest road, be it ever so dirty

:

but then surely we must own such a man to be a

scurvy companion at best ; he spatters himself and

his fellow-travellers at every step : all their thoughts,

and wishes, and conversation, turn intirely upon the

subject of their journey's end; and at every splash

and plunge, and stumble, they heartily wish one

another -at the devil.

On the other side, when a traveller and his horse

are in heart and plight ; when his purse is full, and

the day before him ; he takes the road only w^here

it is clean and convenient; entertains; his company

there as agreeably as he can ; but, upon the first

occasion, carries them along with him to every de-

lightful scene in view, whether of art, "of nature, or

of both ; and if they chance to refuse, out of stupi-

dity or weariness, let them jog on by themselves

and be d n'd ; he'll overtake them at the next

town ; at which arriving, he rides furiously through;

the men, women, and children run out to gaze ; a

hundred * noisy curs run barking after him, of

which if he honours the boldest with a lasli of his

whip, it is rather out of sport than revenge: but

should some sourer mongrel dare too near an ap-

proach, he receives a salute on the chaps by an acci-

dental stroke from the courser's heels, nor is any

ground lost by the blow, which sends him yelping

and limping honie.

I now proceed to sum up the singular adventures

of my renowned Jack ; the state of whose disposi-

* By these are meant what the author calls, the true criticks.

tions
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tions^and fortunes the careful reader does, no doubt,

most exactly remember, as I last parted with them

in the conclusion of a former section. Therefore

liis next care mu,^r be, from two of the foregoing,

to extract a scheme of notions, that may best fit his

understandino- for a true relish of what is to ensue.

JACK had not only calculated the first revolution

of his brain so prudently, as to give rise to that

epidemick se^t of iEolists, but succeeding also into

a new and strange variety of conceptions, the fruitful-

ness of his imagination led him into certain notions,

which, although in appearance very unaccovir.table,

were not v^'ithout their mysteries and their meanings,

nor wanted followers to countenance and improve

them. I shall therefore be extremely careful and

exact in recounting such material passages of this

nature, as I have been able to collect, either from

undoubted tradition, or indefatigable reading; and

shall describe them as graphically as it is possible,

and as far as notions of that height and latitude,

can be brought within the compass of a pen. Nor

do I at all question, but they will furnish plenty of

noble matter for such, whose converting imagina-

tions dispose them to reduce all things into types ;

who can m.ake shadows, no thanks to the sun ; and

•then mould them into substances, no thanks to

philosophy ; whose peculiar talent lies in fixing

tropes and allegories to the letter, and refining what

is literal into figure and mystery.

JACK had provided a fair copy of his father's

will, engrossed in form upon a large skin of parch-

ment ; and resolving to act the part of a most duti-

ful son, he became the fondest creature of it ima-

ginable. For although, as I have often told the

reader.
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reader, it consisted wholly in certain plain, easy

directions, about the management and wearing their

coats, with legacies and penalties in case of obedience

or neglect ; yet he began to entertain a fancy that

the matter was deeper and darker, and therefore must

needs have a great deal more of mystery at the bot-

tom. Gentlemen, said he, I will prove this very

skin of parchment to be meat, drink, and cloth, to

be the philosopher's stone, and the universal medi-

cine. In consequence of which raptures, he re-

solved to make use of it in the most necessary, as

well as the most paltry occasions of life *\ He had a

way of working it into any shape he pleased ; so that

it served him for a night-cap when he went to bed,

and for an umbrella in rainy weather. He would

lap a piece of it about a sore toe, or, when he had

fits, burn two inches under his nose -, or, if any

thing lay heavy on his stomach, scrape off, and

swallow as much of the powder, as would lie on

a silver penny ; they were all infallible remedies.

With analogy to these refinements, his common
talk and conversation, ran wholly in the phrase of

his will-}-, and he circumscribed the utmost of his

eloquence within that compass, not daring to let

slip a syllable without authority from that. Once,

at a strange house, he was suddenly taken short upon

an urgent juncture, whereon it may not be allowed

* The author here hishes those pretenders to purity, who phice

so much merit in using scripture phrases on all occasions,

t The Protestant dissenters use scripture phrases in their se-

rious discourses and composures, more than the Church-of-Eng-

land men ; accordingly Jack is introduced, making his common
talk and conversation to run whoJly in the phrase of his WILL.
W. Wotton.

too
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too particularly to dilate ; and being not able to call

to mind, with that suddenness the occasion required,

an authentick phrase for demanding the way to the

back-side, he chose rather, as the most prudent

course, to incur the penalty in such cases usually

annexed. Neither was it possible for the united

rhetorick of mankind, to prevail with him to make

himself clean again ; because having consulted the

will upon this emergency, he met with a passage *

near the bottom (whether foisted in by the transcriber,

is not known) which seemed to forbid it.

He. made it a part of his religion, never to say-

grace to his meat
-f*

; nor could all the world persuade

him, as the common phrase is, to eat his victuals

like a Christian ;}:.

He bore a strange kind of appetite to snap-

dragon §, and to the livid snuffs of a burning candle,

* I cannot guess the author's meaning here, which I would
be very glad to know, because it seems to be of importance.

Ibid. Incurring the penalty in such cases usually annexed
wants no explanation. He would not make himself clean, be-

cause having consulted the will fi. e. the New Testament) he
met with a passage near the bottom, fi. e. in the irth verse of
the last Chapter of the Revelations:) ' He which is filthy, let

*' him be filthy still,' which seemed to forbid it. Whether foisted

in by the transcriber, is added ; because this paragraph is wantin<r

in the Alexandrian MS. the oldest and most authentick copy of

the New Testament.

f The slovenly way of receiving the Sacrament among the

fanaticks.

X This is a common phrase to express eating cleanly, and is

meant for an invective against that indecent manner among some
people in receiving the Sacrament j so in the lines before, which
is to be understood of the Dissenters refusing to kneel at the

Sacrament.

§ I cannot well find out the author's meaning here^ unless it be
tliehot, untimely, blind zeal of enthusiasts.

which
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which he would catch and swallow with an agility

wonderful to conceive ; and by this procedure main-

tained a perperaal flame in his belly, which issuing

in a glowiiig si earn from both his eyes, as well as

liis nosrrils, and his mouth, made his head appear

in a dark night, like the skull of an ass, wherein a

roguisli hoy had conveyed a farthing candle, to the

terrour of his majesty's liege subjects. Therefore he

made use of no other expedient to light himself

home, but was wont to say, that a wise man was

his own lantern.

He would shut his eves as he walked alonq; the

streets, and if he happened to bounce his head against

a post, or fall iiico a kennel, as he seldom missed

either to do one, or both, he would tell the gibing

apprentices, who looked on, that he submitted with

intire resignation, as to a trip, or a blow of fate,

with whom he found, by long experience, how^

vain it was either to wrestle or to cuff; and who-

ever durst undertake to do either, would be sure to

come Oi? with a swingeing fall, or a bloody nose.

It was ordained, said he, some few da^^s before the

creation, that my nose and this very post should have

a rencounter; and therefore, nature thought fit to send

us both into the world in the same age, and to make

us country-m.en, and fellow^-cirizens. Now, had my
eyes been open, it is very likely, the business might

have been a great deal w^orse ; for how many a con-

founded slip is daily got by a man, with all his fore-

sight about him ? besides, the eyes of the under-

standing see best, when those of the senses are out of

the way ; and therefore, blind men are observed to

tread their steps with much more caution, and con-

duct, and judgment, than those who rely with too

much
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much confidence upon the virtue of the visual nerve,

which every little accident shakes out of order, and a

drop, orafilm, canwhollydisconcert: like a lantern

among a pack of roaring bullies when they scour the

streets, exposing its owner, and itself, to outward

kicks and butFets, which both might have escaped,

if the vanity of appearing, would have suffered tiiem

to walk in the dark. But farther; if we examine

the conduct of these boasted lights, it will prove

yet a great deal worse than their fortune. It is

true, I have broke my nose against this post, be-

cause fortune either forgot, or did not think it con-

venient to twitch me by the elbow, and give mc
notice to avoid it. But, let not this encourage

either the present age, or posterisy, to trust their

noses Into the keeping of their eyes, which may

prove the fairest way of losing them -for good and

all. For, O ye eyes, ye blind guides ; miserable

guardians are ye of our frail noses ; ye, I say, who

fasten upon the first precipice in view, and then

tow our wretched willing bodies after you, to the

very brink of destruction : but, alas ! that brink is

rotten, our feet slip, and w^e tumble down prone

into a gulf, without one hospitable shrub in the

way to break the fall ; a fall, to which not any nose

of mortal make Is equal, except that of the giant

Laurcalco ^, who was lord of the silver bridge. Most

properly therefore, O eyes, and with great justice,

may you be compared to those foolish lights, which

conduct men through dirt and darkness, till they

fall into a deep pit, or a noisom.e bog.

* Fide Don Quixote.

This
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This I have produced, as a scandlng of Jack's

great eloquence, and the force of his reasoning upon

such abstruse matters.

He was, besides, a person of great design and

improvement in affairs of devotion, having intro-

duced a new deity, who has since met with a vast

number of worshipers; by som.e called Babel, by

others, Chaos ; who had an ancient temple of Gothick

structure upon Salisbury plain, famous for its shrine,

and celebration by pilgrims.

When he had some roguish trick to play*, he

would down with his knees, up with his eyes, and

fall to prayers, though in the midst of the kennel.

Then it was, that those who understood his pranks,

would be sure to get far enough out of his way

;

and whenever curiosity attracted strangers to laugh,

or to listen, he would, of a sudden, with one hand

out with his gear, and piss full in their eyes, and

with the other, all bespatter them with mud.

In winter he went always loose and unbuttoned "^,

and clad as thin as possible, to let in the ambient

heat ; and in summer lapped himself close and thick

to keep it out.

In all revolutions of government :{:, he would

make his court for the ofBce of hangman general :

and in the exercise of that dignity, wherein he was

very dexterous, would make use of no other vi-

zard §, than a lorig prayer.

* The villanies and cruelties, committed by enthusiasts and fa-

naticks among us, were all performed under tlie disguise of re-

ligion and long prayers.

f They affected differences in habit and behaviour.

+ They are severe persecutors, and all in a form of cant and

devotion.

§ Cromwell and liis confederates went, as they called it, to

seek the Lord, when they resolved to murder the king.

He
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He had a tongue so musculous and subtile, that

he could twist it up into his nose, and deliver a strange

kind of speech from thence. He was also the first

in these kingdoms, who began to improve the Spanish

accomplishment of braying ; and having large ears,

perpetually exposed and arrected, he carried his art to

such a perfection, that it was a point of great diffi-

culty to distinguish, either by the view or the sound,

between the original and the copy.

He was troubled with a disease, reverse to that

called the stinging of the tarantula-, and would run

dog-mad at the noise of musick ^, especially a pair

of bag-pipes. But he would cure himself again, by

taking two or three turns in Westminster-hall, or

Billingsgate, or in a boarding-school, or the Royal-

Exchange, or a State coffee-house.

He was a person that feared no colours, but

mortally hated all, and upon that account bore a

cruel aversion against painters -f ; insomuch that in

his paroxysms, as he walked the streets, he would

have his pockets loaden with stones to pelt at the

signs.

Having, from this manner of living, frequent

occasion to wash himself, he would often leap over

head and ears into water ^, though it were in the

midst of the winter, but was always observed to

come out again much dirtier, if possible, than he

went in.

* This is to expose our dissenters aversion against instrumental

musick in churches. W. Wotton.

t They quarrel at the most innocent decency and ornament, and

defaced the statues and paintings in all the churches in England.

X Baptism of adults by plunging.

Vol. II. O He
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He was the first, that ever found out the secret

of contriving a soporiferous mediciwe to be con-

veyed in at the ears* ; it was a compound of sulphur,

and balm of Gilead, with a little pilgrim's salve.

He wore a large plaster of artificial causticks on

his stomach, with the fervour of which he could set

himself a groaning, hke the famous board upon ap-

plication of a red-hot iron.

He would stand in the turning of a street, ajid

calling to those who passed by, would cry to one.

Worthy Sir, do me. the honour of a good slap in the

chaps -f . To another, Honest friend, pray favour me
with a handsome kick on the arse: Madam, shall

I intrcat a small box on the ear from your ladyship's

fair hands ? Noble captain, lend a reasonable thwack,

for the love of God, with that cane of yours over

these poor shoulders. And when he had, by such

earnest solicitations, made a shift to procure a bast-

ing sufficient to swell up his fancy and his sides^

he would return home extremely comforted, and full

of terrible accounts of what he had undergone for

the publick good. Observe this stroke (said he,

showing his bare shoulders) a plaguy janizary gave

it me this very morning at seven o'clock, as, with

much ado, I was driving off the great Turk. Neigh-

bours, mind, this broken head deserves a plaster;

had poor Jack been tender of his noddle, you would

have seen the pope and the French king, long be

* Fanatick preaching, composed either of Hell and damnation,

or a fulsome description of the joys of Heaven 5 both in such a

dirty, nauseous style, as to be well resembled to pilgriraV

salve.

f The fanaticks have always had a way of affecting to run

into persecution^ and count vast merit upon every little hardship

they suffer,

fore
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fore this time of day, among your wives and your

warehouses. Dear christians, the great mogul was

come as far as Whitechapel, and you may thank

these poor sides, that he hath not (God bless us) al-

ready swallowed up man, woman, and child.

It was highly worth observing the singular ef-

fects of that aversion *, or antipathy, which Jack and

his brother Peter seemed, even to an affectation,

to hear against each other. Peter had lately done

some rogueries, that forced him to abscond ; and

he seldom ventured to stir out before night, for

fear of bailiffs. Their lodgings were at the two

most distant parts of the town from each other;

and w^henever their occasions or humours called

them abroad, they would make choice of the oddest

unlikely times, and most uncouth rounds, they could

invent, that they might be sure to avoid one ano-

ther : yet, after all this, it was their perpetual for-

tune to meet. The reason of which is easy enough

to apprehend ; for, the phrensy and the spleen of

both having the same foundation, we may look upon

them as two pair of compasses, equally extended,

and the fixed foot of each remaining in the same

centre; which, though moving contrary w^ays at

first, will be sure to encounter somewhere or other

in the circumference. Besides, it was among the

* The papists and fanaticks, though they appear the most

averse against each other, yet bear a near resemblance in many
things, as hath been observed by learned men.

Ihid. The agreement of our dissenters and the papists, in that

which bishop Stillingfleet called, tiie fanaticism of the church of

Rome, is ludicrously described, for several pages together, by
Jack's likeness to Peter, and their being often mistaken for each

other, and their frequent meeting when they least intended it.

W. ^V^oLton.

o 2 great
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great misfortunes of Jack, to bear a huge personal

resemblance with his brother Peter. Their humour

and dispositions were not only the same, but there

was a close analogy in their shape and size, and

their mien. Insomuch, as nothing was more fre-

quent than for a bailiff to seize Jack by the shoulders,

and cry, Mr. Peter, you are the king's prisoner.

Or, at other times, for one of Peter's nearest friends

to accost Jack with open arms, Dear Peter, I am
glad to see thee ; pray send me one of your best

medicines for the worms. This, we may suppose,

was a mortifying return of those pains and proceed-

ings. Jack had laboured in so long ; and finding,

how directly opposite all his endea\ purs had answer-

ed to the sole end and intention, which he had pro-

posed to himself; how could it avoid having terri-

ble effects upon a head and heart so furnished as his?

however," the poor remainders of his coat bore all

the punishment ; the orient sun never entered upon

his diurnal progress, without missing a piece of it.

He hired a tailor to stitch up the collar so close, that

it was ready to choke him, and squeezed out his

eyes at such a rate, as one could see nothing but

the white. What little was left of the main sub-

stance of the coat, he rubbed every day for two

hours against a rough-cast wall, in order to grind

away the remnants of lace and embroidery; but at

the same time went on with so much violence, that

he proceeded a heathen philosopher. Yet after all

he could do of this kind, the success continued still

to disappoint his expectation. For, as it is the na-

ture of rags to bear a kind of mock resemblance to

finery ; there being a sort of fluttering appearance in

iDOth, which is not to be distinguished at a dis-

tance,
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tance, in the dark, or by short-sighted eyes : so, in

those junctures, it fared with Jack and his tatters,

that they offered to the first view a ridiculous flaunt-

ing ; which, assisting the resemblance in person and

air, thwarted all his projects of separation, and left

so near a similitude between them, as frequently

deceived the very disciples and followers of both.

* # *
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should we wonder at the greatest consequences, from

so many loppings and mutilations, to which the ears

of our fathers, and our own, have been of late so

much exposed ? It is true indeed, that while this

island of ours was under the dominion of grace,

many endeavours were made to improve the growth

of ears, once more among us. The proportion of

largeness, was not only looked upon as an ornament

of the outward man, but as a type of grace in the

inward. Besides, it is held by naturalists, that if

there be a protuberancy of parts, in the superiour

region of the body, as in the ears and nose, there

must be a parity also in the inferiour : and therefore,

in that truly pious age, the males in every assem-

bly, according as they were gifted, appeared very

forward in exposing their ears to view, and the re-

gions about them ; because Hippocrates tells us ^^,

that when the vein behind the ear happens to be

cut, a man becomes an eunuch : and the females

were nothing backwarder, in beholding and edify-

ing by them : wliereof those who had already used

tliQ means, looked about them with great concern,

in hopes of conceiving a suitable oifspring by such

a prospect : others, who stood candidates for bene-

volence, found there a plentiful choice, and were
sure to fix upon such as discovered the largest ears,

that the breed might not dwindle between thetn.

Lastly, the devouter sisters, who looked upon all ex-

traordinary dilatations of that member, as pro-

trusions of zeal, or spiritual excrescencies, were sure

to honour every head tfiey sat upon, as if they had

been marks of grace ; but especially, that of the

* Lib. de acre, locis & atjuis,

*-^^ -'-' preacher.
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preacher, whose ears were usually of the prime

magnitude ; which upon that account, he was very

frequent and exact in exposing with all advantages

to the people ; in his rhetorical paroxysms turning

sometimes to hold forth the one, and sometimes to

hold forth the other : from which custom, the

whole operation of preaching is to this very day,

among their professors, styled by the phrase of

holding forth.

Such was the progress of the saints for advancing

the size of that member ; and it is thought, the

success would have been every way ansvv^erable, if,

in process of time, a cruel king had not arisen ^,

who raised a bloody persecution against all ears above

a certain standard : upon which, some were glad to

hide their flourishing sprouts in a black border,

others crept wholly under a periwig ; some were

slit, others cropped, and a great number sliced oil

to the stumps. But of this more hereafter in my
general history of ears ; which I design very speedily

to bestow upon the publick.

From this brief survey of the falling state of ears

in the last age, and the small care had to advance

their ancient growth in the present, it is mxanifest,

how little reason we can have to rely upon a hold so

short, so weak, and so slippery ; and that whoever

desires to catch mankind fast, must have recourse to

some other methods. Now, he that will examine

human nature with circumspection enough, may
discover several handles, whereof the six -j- senses

* This v/as King Charles the Second, who, at his restau-

ration, turned out all the dissenting teachers tliat would nut

conform.

. f IncUiding Scaliger's,

o 4 afford
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afford one apiece, beside a great number that are

screwed to the passions, and some few rivetted to

the intellect. Among these last, curiosity is one,

and, of all others, affords the firmest grasp : curio-

sity, that spur in the side, that bridle in the mouth,

that ring in the nose, of a lazy and impatient, and

a grunting reader. By this handle it is, that an

author should seize upon his readers ; which as

soon as he has once compassed, all resistance and

struggling are in vain ; and they become his prisoners

as close as he pleases, till weariness or dulness force

him to let go his gripe.

And therefore, I, the author of this miraculous

treatise, having hitherto, beyond expectation, main-

tained by the aforesaid handle a firm hold upon

my gentle readers ; it is with great reluctance, that

I am at length compelled to remit my grasp

;

leaving them in the perusal of what, remains, to

that natural oscitancy inherent in the tribe. I can

only assure thee, courteous reader, for both our

comforts, that my concern is altogether equal to

thine, for my unhappiness in losing, or mislaying

among my papers, the remaining part of these me-

moirs; which consisted of accidents, turns, and ad-

ventures, both new, agreeable, and surprising; and

therefore calculated, in all due points, to the deli-

cate taste of this our noble age. But, alas ! with

my utmost endeavours, I have been able only to re-

tain a few of the heads. Under which, there was

a full account, how Peter got a protection out of

the King's-bench ; and of a reconcilement* between

Jack

* In the reign of king James the Second, the presbyterlans,

hy the king's invitation^ joined with the papists, against the

church
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Jack and him, upon a design they had, in a certain

rainy night, to trepan brother Martin into a spung-

ing-house, and there strip him to the skin. How*

Martin, with much ado, showed them both a fair

pair of heels. How a new warrant came out against

Peter; upon which, how Jack left him in the lurch,

stole his protection, and made use of it himself. How
Jack's tatters came into fashion in court and city

;

how he got upon a great horse ''^, and eat custard
-f-.

But the particulars of all these with several others,

which have now slid out of my memory, are lost

beyond all hopes of recovery. For which misfor-

tune, leaving my readers to condole with each other,

as far as they shall find it to agree with their several

constitutions ; but conjuring them by all the friend-

ship that has passed between us, from the title-page

to this, not to proceed so far as to injure their healths

for an accident past remedy ; I now go on to the

ceremonial part of an accomplished writer, and there-

fore, by a courtly modern, least of all others to be

omitted.

church of England, and addressed him for repeal of the penal

laws and test. The king, by his dispensing power, gave liberty

of conscience, which both papists and presbyterians made use of;

but, upon the revolution, the papists being down of course, the

presbyterians freely continued their assemblies, by virtue of king

James's indulgence, before they had a toleration by law. Tiiis

I believe the autlior means by Jack's stealing Peter's protection,

and making use of it himself.

* Sir Humphry Edwyn, a presbyterian, was some years ago

lord-mayor of London, and had the insolence to go in his forma-

lities to a conventicle, with the ensigns of his office.

t Custard is a famous dish at a lord-mayor's feast.

THB
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THE CONCLUSION.

Going too long, is a cause of abortion, as ef-

fectual, though not so frequent, as going too

short ; and holds true especially in the labours of

the brain. Well fare the heart of that noble Je-

suit *5 who first adventured to confess in print, that

books must be suited to their several seasons, like

dress, and diet, and diversions: and better fare our

noble nation, for refining upon this among other

French modes. I am living fast to see the time,

when a book that misses its tide, shall be neglected,

as the moon by day, or like mackarel a week after

the season. No man has more nicely observed our

climate, than the bookseller who bought the copy

of this work ; he knows to a tittle, what subjects

will best go off in a dry year, and which it is proper

to expose foremost, when the weather-glass is fallen

to much rain. When he had seen this treatise, and

consulted his almanack upon it, he gave me to under-

stand, that he had manifesdy considered the two

principal things, which were, the bulk, and the

subject ; and found, it would never take but after a

long vacation, and then only, in case it should happen

to be a hard year for turnips. Upon which I de-

sired to know, considering my urgent necessities,

what he thought might be acceptable this month.

He looked westward, and said, I doubt we shall

have a fit of bad weather ; however, if you could

prepare some pretty little banter (but not in verse)

or a small treatise upon the it would run like

* Pere d'Orieans,

wild-
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^v'ild-fire. But, if it hold up, I have already hired

an author to write something against Dr. Bentley,

which, I am 'sure, will turn to account*.

At length we agreed upon this expedient ; that

when a customer comes for one of these, and desires

in confidence to know the author; he will tell him
very privately, as a friend, naming whichever of the

wits shall happen to be that week in vogue ; and if

Durfey's last play should be in course, I would as

lieve, he may be the person as Congreve. This I

mention, because I am wonderfully well acquainted

with the present relish of courteous readers ; and

have often observed, wnth singular pleasure, that

a fiy, driven from a honey-pot, will immediately

with very good appetite alight, and finish his meal

on an excrement.

I have one word to say upon the subject of pro-

found writers, who are grown very numerous of

late; and I know very well, the judicious world is

resolved to list me in that number. I conceive

therefore, as to the business of being profound, that

it is with writers, as with wells; a person with good
eyes may see to the bottom of the deepest, provided

any water be there ; and often, when there is no-

thing in the world at the bottom, beside dryness and

dirt, though it be but a yard and half under ground,

it shall pass however for wondrous deep, upon no
wiser a reason, than because it is wondrous dark.

I am now trying an experiment very frequent

among modern authors ; which is to write upon

* When Dr. Prldeaux. brought the copy of his connexion of

the Old and New Testament to the bookseller, he told him, it

was a dry subject, and the printing could not safely be ventured

iinless he could enliven it with a little humour.

nothing

:
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nothing: when the subject is utterly exhausted, id

let the pen still move on ; by some called, the ghost

of wit, delighting to walk after the death of its

body. And to say the truth, there seems to be no"

part of knowledge in fewer hands, than that of dis-

cerning when to have done. By the time that an

author has written out a book, he and his readers

are become old acquaintance, and grow very loth

to part; so that I have sometimes known it to be

in writing, as in visiting, w^here the ceremony of

taking leave has employed more time, than the

whole conversation before. The conclusion of a

treatise, resembles the conclusion of human life,

which has sometimes been compared to the end of

a feast ; where few are satisfied to depart, ul plenus

vita conviva : for men will sit down after the fullest

meal, though it be only to doze, or to sleep out the

rest ofthe day. But, in this latter, I difler extremely

from other writers ; and shall be too proud, if, by

all my labours, I can have any ways ^^ contributed

to the repose of mankind, in times ^ so turbulent

and unquiet as these. Neither do I think such an

employment, so very alien from the office of a wit,

as some w^ould suppose. For, among a very polite

nation In Greece, there were the same temples built

and consecrated, to sleep and the muses ; betw^een

* This Is a corruption, introduced into writing from vulgar

speech. It should be, anywise, not any ways : wise, adver-

bially used, signifying mode, or manner : as, likewise, in like-

manner ; nowise, in no manner : often also written, no-ways,

f This was written before the peace of Ryswick, which was

signed in September, 1697.

which
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which two * deities they believed the strictest friend-

ship was established.

I have one concluding favour to request of n^y

reader ; that he will not expect to be equally diverted

and informed, by every line, or every page of this

discourse ; but give some allowance to the author's

spleen, and short fits or intervals of dulness, as well

as his own ; and lay it seriously to his conscience,

whether, if he were walking the streets in dirty wea-

ther, or a rainy day, he would allow it fair dealing,

in folks at their ease from a window to criticise his

gait, and ridicule his dress at such a juncture.

In my disposure of employments of the brain, I

have thought fit to make invention the master, and

to give method, and reason, the office of its lackeys.

The cause of this distribution was, from observing

it my peculiar case, to be often under a temptation

of being witty upon occasions, where I could be

neither wise, nor sound, nor any thing to the mat-

ter in hand. And I am too much a servant of the

modern way, to neglect any such opportunities, what-

ever pains or improprieties I may be at, to introduce

them. For I have observed, that from a laborious

collection of seven hundred thirty-eight flowers, and

shining hints of the best modern authors, digested

with great reading into my book of common-places,

I have not been able, after iive years, to draw,

hook, X)v force into common conversation, any more

than a dozen. Of which dozen, the one moiety

•^ The word two is improperly used here ; sleep is considered

las one deity, and the muses in a body, cannot, with any propri-

ety, be called another. The word two should therefore be

omitted, and tlie sentence run thus, * between v/hich deities/

failed
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failed of success, by being dropped among unsuitable

company ; and the other cost me so many strains,

and traps, and ambages to introduce, that I at length

resolved to give it over. Now, this disappointment

(to discover a secret) I must own, gave me the iirst

hint of setting up for an author ; and I have since

found among some particular friends, that it is be-

come a very general complaint, and has produced

the same effects upon many others. For, I have re-

marked many a tovvardly word to be wholly neg-

lected or despised in discourse, which has passed

very smoothly, with some consideration and esteem,

after its preferment and sanction in print. But

now, since by the liberty and encouragement of the

press, I am grown absolute master of the occasions

and opportunities, to expose the talents I have ac-

quired ; I already discover, that the issues of my
cbservanda^ begin to grow too large for the receipts.

Therefore, I shall here pause a while, till I find,

by feeling the world's pulse, and my own, that it

will be of absolute necessity for us both, to resume

my pen.

A FULL
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The bookseller to the READER.

1 HE follov/ing discourse, as it is unquestionably

of the same author, so it seems to have been written

about the same time with the former ; I mean, the

year 1697, when the famous dispute was on foot

about ancient and modern learning. The contro-

versy took its rise, from an essay of sir William

Temple's upon that subject ; which was answered

by W. Wotton, B: D. with an appendix by
Dr. Bentley, endeavouring to destroy the credit of

iEsop and Phalaris for authors, whom sir William

Temple had in the essay before-mentioned highly

tommended. In that appendix, the doctor falls

hard upon a new edition of Phalaris, put out by

the honourable Charles Boyle, now earl of Orrery,

to which Mr. Boyle replied at large with great

learning and wit ; and the doctor voluminously re-

joined. In this dispute, the town highly resented

to see a person of sir William Temple's character

and merits, roughly used by the two reverend gen-

tlemen aforesaid, and without any manner of pro-

vocation. At length, there appearing no end of the

quarrel, our anthor tells us, that the BOOKS in

St. James's library, looking upon themselves as parties

principally concerned, took up the controversy, and

came to a decisive battle ; but the manuscript, .by

the injury of fortune or weather, being in several

places imperfect, we cannot learn to which side the

Tictory fell.

Vol. II. P I must
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I must warn the reader to beware of applying to

persons, what is here meant only of books in the

most literal sense. So, when Virgil is mentioned,

we are not to understand the person of a famous

poet called by that name ; but only certain sheets of

paper, bound up in leather, containing in print the

works of the said poet : and so of the rest.

The preface of the AUTHOR.

OATIRE is a sort of glass, wherein beholders

do generally discover every body's face, but their

own ; which is the chief reason for that kind re-

ception it meets with in the world, and that so very

few are offended with it. But if it should happen

otherwise, the danger is not great ; and I have

learned, from long experience, never "to apprehend

mischief from those understandings, I have been

able to provoke : for, anger and fury, though they

add strength to the sinews of the body, yet are found

to relax those of the mind ; and to render all its ef-

forts, feeble and impotent.

There is a brain, that will endure but one scum-

ming : let the owner gather it with discretion, and

manage his little stock Vv'ith husbandry ; but, of all

things, let him beware of bringing it under the lash

of his betters ; because, that will make it all bubble

up into impertinence, and he will find no new sup-

ply. Wit, without knowledge, being a sort of

cream, which gathers in a night to the top, and by

a skilful hand may be soon whipped into froth ; but

once scunimcd away, what appears underneath, will

be fit for nothing, but to be thrown to the hogs.
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A FULL AND TRUE ACCOUNT, &cc.

Whoever examines, with due circumspec-

tion, into the annual records of time *, will find

it remarked, that war is the child of pride, and
pride the daughter of riches : the former of which
assertions, may be soon granted ; but one cannot

so easily subscribe to the latter : for pride, is

nearly related to beggary and want, either by father

or mother, and sometimes by bo*:h ; and, to soeak

naturally, it very seldom happens among m^en to

fall out -{-, when all have enough ; invasions usually

travelling from, north to south, that is to say, from
poverty to plenty. The most ancient and natural

grounds of quarrels, are, lust and avarice ; which,

though we may allow to be brethren, or collateral

branches of pride, are certainly the issues of want.

For, to speak in the phrase of writers upon^politicks,

we may observe in tl:e republick of dogs, which in

its original seems to be an institution of the many,
that the whole state is ever in the profoundest peace,

after a full m.eal; and that civil broils arise anions:

* Riches produce pride
;

pride is wars ground, ^c. Vid.

Ephem. de J^vlary Clarke 5 opt. edit.—now en i led Wing's Sheet

Almanack, and printed by j. Roberts for the Company of Sta-

tioners.

t This is ungrammatical^ it should be

—

' it very seldom hap-
' pens among men, that they fall out,' &c.

p 2 them.,
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them, when it happens for one great bone to be

seized on by some leading dog*", who either divides

it among the few, and then it falls to an oligarchy,

or keeps it to himself, and then it rims up to a

tyranny. The sam.e reasoning also holds place

among them, in those dissentions we behold, upon a

turgescency in any of their females. For, the right

of possession lying in common, (it being impossible

to establish a property in so delicate a case) jea-

lousies and suspicions do so abound, that the wdiole

commonwealth of that street, is reduced to a ma-

nifest state of war, of every citizen against every

citizen; till some one of more courage, conduct, or

fortune than the rest, seizes and enjoys the prize

:

upon which naturally arises plenty of heart-burn-

ing, and envy, and snarling against the happy dog.

Again, if we look upon any of these republicks en-

gaged in a foreign war either of invasion or defence,

we shall find, the same reasoning will serve, as to

the grounds and occasions of each ; and that po-

verty, or want, in some degree or other, (whether

real, or in opinion, which makes no alteration in

the case) has a great share, as well as pride, on the

part of the aggressor.

Now, whoever will please to take this scheme,

and either reduce or adapt it to an intellectual state,

or common-wealth of learning, will soon discover

the first ground of disagreement, between the two

great parties at this time in arms ; and may form

just conclusions, upon the merits of either cause.

* This mode of expression is bald, and not rcconcileable to-

grammar: it should be, ' when it happens that one great bone

* is seized on by sonic leading dog,' t^c.

But
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But the issue or events of this war, nre not so easy

to conjecture at -^
: for, the present quarrel is so in-

flamed by the warm heads of either faction, and the

pretensions somewhere or other so exorbitant, as not

to admit the least overtures of accommodation. This

quarrel first began, as I have heard it affirmed by an

old dweller in tlie neighbourhood, about a small spot

ofground, lying and being upon one of the two tops of

the hill Parnassus \ the highest and largest of which,

had, it seems, been, time out of mind, in quiet posses-

sion of certain tenants, called the ancients ; and the

other was held by the moderns. But these, disliking'

their present station, sent certain ambassadors to the

ancients, complaining of a great nuisance ; how the

height of that part of Parnassus, quite spoiled the

prospect of theirs, especially towards the east ; and

there/ore, to avoid a war, offered them the choice

of this alternative; either that the ancients, • would

please to remove themselves and their effects, down
to the lower summit, which the moderns would gra-

ciously surrender to themx, and advance in -j- their

place : or else the said ancients, will give leave to

the moderns, to come with shovels and m.attocks,

and level the said hill, as low as they shall think it

convenient. To which the ancients made answer

;

liow little they expected such a message as this, from

a colony, whom they had admitted, out of their

own free grace, to so near a neighbourhood. That,

as to their own seat, they were aborigines of it, and

* * Are not so easy to conjecture at'—Is a strange Impropriety

of speech :, the sentence would run much better thus. * But it is

' not so easy to conjecture what will be tiie issue or events of this

* war.*

f For ' in' read ' intj.'

p 3 therefore
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therefore to talk with them of a removal or surren-.

der, was a language they did not understand. Tliat,

if the height of the hill on their side, shortened

the prospect of the moderns, it was a disadvan-.

tage they could not help ; but.desired them to con-

sider, whether that injury (if it be any) were not

largely recompensed, by the shade and shelter it af-

forded them. That, as to the levelling or digging

down, it was either folly or ignorance to propose it,

if they did, or did not know, how that side of the

hill was an entire rock, wdiich would break their

tools and hearts, without any damage to itself. That

they w'ould therefore advise the moderns, rather to

raise their own side of the hill, than dream of pull-

ing down that of the ancients : to the former of

which, they would not only give license, but also

largely contribute. All this w^as rejected by the

moderns, with much indignation, who- still insisted

upon one of the two expedients ; and so this differ-,

ence broke out into a long and obstinate war, main-

tained on the one part, by resolution, and by the

courage of certain leaders and allies ; but on the

other, by the greatness of their number, upon all

defeats affording continual recruits. In this quarrel,

wdiole rivulets of ink have been exhausted, and the

virulence of both parties, enormously augmented.

Now, it must here be understood, that ink is the

great missive weapon in all battles of the learned,

which conveyed through a sort of engine, called a

quill, infinite numbers of these are darted at the

, enemy, by the valiant on each side, with equal skill

and violence, as if it were an engagement of porcU"

pines. This malignant liquor, was compounded by

the engineer who invented it, of two ingredients,

which
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which are, gall and copperas ; by its bitterness and

venom to suit in some degree, as well as to foment,

the genius of the combatants. And as the Grecians

after an engagement, when they could not agree about

the victory, were wont to set up tropliies on both

sides, the beaten party being content to be at the same

expense, to keep itself in countenance ; (a laudable

and ancient custom, happily revived of late, in the ait

of war) so the learned, after a sharp and bloody dis-

pute, do on both sides hang out their trophies too,

whichever comes by the worst. These trophies have

largely inscribed on them the m^erits of the cause ;

a full impartial account of such a battle, and how
the victory fell clearl^ao the party that set them up.

They are known to the world under several nam.es

;

as, disputes, arguments, rejoinders, brief considera-

tions, answers, replies, remarks, reflections, objec-

tions, confutations. For a very few days they are

fixed up in all publick places, either by themselves

or their representatives *, for passengers to gaze at;

whence the chiefest and largest are removed to cer-

tain magazines, they call libraries, there to remain

in a quarter purposely assigned them, and thence-

forth begin to be called books of controversy.

In these books, is wonderfully instilled and pre-

served, the spirit of each warrior, while he is alive;

and after his death, his soul transmigrates there '|-

to inform them, This, at least, is the more com-
mon opinion ; but I believe, it is with libraries, as

with other cemeteries ; where some ])hiJosopher3

affirm, that a certain spirit, which they call bruUi.n

* Their Title Pages.

t The v%-ord ^ there' is here improperly \ised 3 it should be
^ l^hilher.'

p 4 hom'mU^
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hominis, hovers over the monument, till the body is

corrupted, and turns to dust, or to worms, but then

vanishes or dissolves ; so, we may say, a restless

spirit haunts over every book, till dust or worms

have seized upon it; which tosomc may happen in

a few days, but to others later : and therefore books

of controversy, being, of all others, haunted by the

most disorderly spirits, have always been confined in a

separate lodge from the rest ; and for fear of a mutual

violence against each other, it was thought prudent

by our ancestors, to bind them to the peace, with

strong iron chains. Of which invention the origi-

nal occasion was this : when the works of Scotus

first came out, they were carried to a certain library,

and had lodgings appointed them ; but this author

was no sooner settled, than he went to visit his mas-

ter Aristotle ; and there both concerted together to

seize Plato by main force, and turn hi-m out from

his ancient station among the divines, where he had

peaceably dwelt near eight hundred years. The

attempt succeeded, and the two usurpers have

reigned ever since in his stead: but to maintain quiet

for the future, it was decreed that all polemicks of

the larger size, should be held fast with a chain.

By this expedient, the publick peace of libraries

might certainly have been preserved, if a ne\v species

of controversial books had not arose ^ of late years,

instinct with a more malignant spirit, from the war

above-mentioned between the learned, about the

higher summit of Parnassus,

When these books were first admitted into the

publick libraries, I remember to have said, upon oc-

* ' Arose^' improperly used here for ' arisen.'

casion.
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casion, to several persons concerned, how I was sure

they would create broils wherever they came, unless

a world of care were taken : and therefore I advised,

that the champions of each side should be co pled

together, or otherwise mixed, that, like the blend-

ing of contrary poisons, their malignity might be

employed among themselves. And it seems, I was

neither an ill prophet, nor an ill counsellor ; for it

was nothing else but the neglect of this caution,

which gave occasion to the terrible fight, that hap-

pened on Friday last, between the ancient and mo-
dern books, in the king's library. Now, because

the talk of this battle is so fresh in every body's

mouth, and the expectation of the town so great to

be informed in tlie. particulars ; I, being possessed of

all qualifications requisite in an historian, and retained

by neither party, have resolved to comply with the

urgent importunity of my friends, by writing down
a full impartial account hereof.

,

The guardian of the regal library, a person of

great valour, but chiefly renowned for his huma-
nity *, had been a fierce champion for the moderns;

and, in an engagement upon Parnassus, had vowed,

with his own hands, to knock down two of the

ancient chiefs, who guarded a small pass on the su-

periour rock : but, endeavouring to climb up, was
cruelly obstructed by his own unhappy weight, anu
tendency towards his centre ; a quality, to which
those of the modern party are extreme subject ; for

* The honourable Mr. Boyle, in the preface to his edition of
Phalaris, says, he was refused a manubcript by the library-keeper,

pro solita humanitate sua.

Ibid. Doctor Bentley was then library-keeper : the two an-

cients were Phalaris and iEsop.

being
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being light-headed, they have, in speculation, a won-
derful agiHty, and conceive nothing too high for

them to mount ; but, in reducing to practice, dis-

cover a mighty pressure about their posteriors, and

their heels. Having thus failed in his design, the

disappointed champion bore a cruel rancour to the

ancients ; which he resolved to gratify, by showing

all marks of his favour to the books of their adver-.

saries, and lodging them in the fairest apartments

;

when at the same time, whatever book had the bold-

ness to own itself for an advocate of the ancients,

was buried alive in some obscure corner, and

threatened, upon the least displeasure, to be turned

out of doors. Besides, it so happened, that about

this time there was a strange confusion of place,

among all the books in the library ; for which, seve-

ral reasons were assigned. Some imputed it to a

great heap of learned dust, which a perverse wind

blew off from a shelf of moderns, into the keeper's

eyes. Others affirmed, he had a humour to pick

the worms out of the schoolmen, and swallow them

fresh and fasting ; whereof some fell upon his spleen,

and some climbed up into his head, to the great

perturbation of both. And lastly, others main-

tained, that by walking much in the dark about the

library, he had quite lost the situation of it out of

his head ; and therefore, in replacing his books, he

was apt to mistake, and clap Des Cartes next to

Aristotle ; poor Plato had got between Hobbes and

the Seven wise masters, and Virgil was hemmed in

with Dryden on one side, and Withers on thq

other.

Mean while those books, that were advocates for

the moderns, chose out one from among them, to*

make
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make a progress through the whole library, examine

the number and strength of their party, and con^

cert their affairs. This messenger performed all

things very industriously, and brought back with

him a list of their forces in all fifty thousand, con-

sisting chiefiy of light-horse, heavy-armed foot, and

mercenaries: whereof the foot, were in general but

sorri'y armed, and worse clad : their * horses large,

but extremely out of case and heart ; however some

few, by trading among the ancients, had furnished

themselves tolerably enough.

While things were in this ferment, discord grew

extremely high; hot words passed on both sides, and

ill blood was plentifully bred. Here a solitary an-

cient, squeezed up among a whole shelf of moderns,

offered fairly to dispute the case, and to prove by

manifest reason, that the priority was d<ie to them,

from long possession ; and in regard of their pru-

dence, antiquity, and above all, their great merits

toward the moderns. But these denied the premisses,

and seemed very much to wonder, how the an-

cients could pretend to insist upon their ^tiquity,

when it was so plain (if they went to that) that

the m.oderns, were m.uch the more ancient
-f^

of the

two. As for any obligations they owed to the an-

cients, they renounced them all. It is true, said

they, we are informed, some few of our party have

been so mean to borrow their subsistence from you;

but the rest, infinitely the greater number (and

* There is an ambiguity in this expression from the arrange-

ment of the sentence, which might thus be removed :
* whereoj'

' the foot, were, in general, but sorrily armed;, and worse clad:

f the horses of the cavalry were large,' &-C.

-j- According to the modern paradox,

especially
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especially we French and English) were so far frorn

stooping to so base an example, that there never

passed, till this very hour, six words between us. For,

our horses were of our own breeding, our arms of

pur own forging, and our clothes of our own cut-

ting out and sewing. Plato was by chance up on the

next shelf, and observing those that spoke to be in the

ragged plight mentioned a while ago; their jades lean

and foundered, their weapons of rotten wood, their

armour rusty, and nothing but rags underneath; he

laughed loud and in his pleasant way swore, by —
he believed them.

Now, the moderns had not proceeded in their

late negotiation with secrecy enough, to escape the

notice of the enemy. For those advocates, who

had begun the quarrel, by setting first on foot the

dispute of precedency, talked so loud of coming to

a battle, that Tem.ple happened to overhear them,

and gave immediate intelligence to the ancients

;

who, thereupon, drew up their scattered troops to-

gether, resolving to act upon the defensive : upon

which, several of the moderns fled over to their

party, and among the rest. Temple himself. This,

Temple, having be^n educated and long conversed

among the ancients, was, of all the moderns, their

greatest favourite, and became their greatest cham-

pion.

Things were at this crisis, when a material ac-

cident fell out. For, upon the highest corner of a

large window, there dwelt a certain spider, swollen

up to the first magnitude by the destruction of infi-

nite numbers of flies, whose spoils lay scattered before

the gates of his palace, like human bones before the

cave of some giant. The avenues to his casde were

guarded
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guarded with turnpikes and palisadoes, all after the

modern way of fortification. After you had passed

several courts, you came to the centre, wherein

you might behold the constable himself in his own

lodgings, which had windows fronting to each

avenue, and ports to sally out, upon all occasions of

prey or defence. In this mansion he had for some

time dwelt in peace and plenty, witliout danger

to his person, by swallows from above, or to his

palace, by brooms from below : when it was the

pleasure of fortune to conduct thither a wandering

bee, to whose curiosity a broken pane in the glass

had discovered itself, and in he went ; where expa-

tiating a while, he at last happened to alight upori

one of the outward walls of the spider's citadel

;

which, yielding to the unequal weight, sunk down
to the very foundation. Thrice he endeavoured to

force his passage, and thrice the centre shook. The
spider within, feeling the terrible convulsion, sup-

posed at .first, that nature was approaching to her

final dissolution ; or else^ that Beelzebub, with all

his legions, w^as come to revenge the death of many
thousands of his subjects, whom his enemy had slain

and devoured. However, he at lengfh valiantly re-

solved to issue forth, and meet his fate. Mean while

the bee had acquitted himself of his toils, and posted

securely at some distance, was emplo^xd in cleansing

his wings, and disengaging them from the ragged

remnants of the cobweb. By this time the spider

was adventured out, when beholding the chasms,

the ruins, and dilapidations of };is fortress, he was-

very near at his wit's end ; he stormed and swore

like a mad-man, and swelled till he was ready to

burst. At length, casting his eye upon the bee, and

wisely
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wisely gathering causes from events, (for they knew

each other by sight) a plague split you, said he, fot

a giddy son of a whore ; is it vou, witli a vengeance,

that have made this litter here? could not you look

before you, and be d—n'd ? do you think I have

nothing else to do (in the devil's name) but to mend
and repair after your arse ? Good words, friend, said

the bee, (having now pruned himself, and being

disposed to droll) I'll give you my hand and word

to come near your kennel no more ; I was never in

such a confounded pickle since I was born. Sirrah,

replied the spider, if it were not for breaking an old

custom in our family, never to stir abroad against

an enemy, I should come and teach you better

manners. I pray have patience, said the bee, or

you'll spend your substance, and for aught I see, you

may stand in need of it all, toward the repair of

your house. Rogue, rogue, replied the spider, yet,

methinks you should have more respect to a person,

whom all the world allows to be so much your bet-

ters. By my troth, said the bee, the comparison

will amount to a very good jest ; and you will do

me a favour to let me know the reasons, that all the

world is pleased to use, in so hopeful a dispute.

At this the spider, having swelled himself into the

size and posture of a disputant, began his argument

in the true spirit of controversy, with resolution to

be heartily scurrilous and angry, to urge on his own

reasons, without the least regard to the answers or

objections of his opposite ; and fully predetermined

in his mind against all conviction.

fvlot to disparage myself, said he, by the com-

parison with such a rascal, what art thou but a va-

gabond without house or home, without stock or

inheritance >
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inheritance ? born to no possession of your own, but

a pair of a wings and a drone-pipe. Your livelihood

is a universal plunder upon nature ; a freebooter

over fields and gardens; and, for the sake of steal-

ing, will rob a nettle, as easily as a violet. Whereas

I am a domestick animal, furnished with a native

stock within myself. This large castle (to show my
improvements in the mathematicks) is all built with

my own hands, and tlie materials extracted altoge-

ther out of my own person.

I am glad, answered the bee, to hear you grant,

at least that I am come honestly by my wings and

my voice j for then, it seems, I am obliged to Hea-

ven alone for my flights and my musick ; and Pro-

vidence would never have bestowed on me two such

gifts, without designing them for the noblest ends.

I visit indeed all the flowers and blossoms of the

field and garden ; but whatever I collect thence,

enriches myself, without the least injury to their

beauty, their smell, or their taste. Now, for you

and your skill in architecture, and other m.athema-

ticks, I have little to say : in that building of yours

there might, for aught I know, have been labour

and method enough ; but by woeful experience for

us both, it is plain, the materials are naught; and

I hope you will henceforth take warning, and con-

sider duration and matter, as wtII as method and

art. You boast indeed of being obliged to no other

creature, but of drawing and spinning out all from

yourself; that is to say, if we mayjudge of the liquor

in the vessel, by what issues out, you possess a good

plentiful store of dirt and poison in your breast

;

and, though 1 would by no means lessen or dispa-

rage your genuine stock of either, yet, I doubt you

arq
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are somewhat obliged for an increase of both, to a.

little foreign assistance. Your inherent portion of

dirt, does not fail of acquisitions, by sweepings ex-

haled from below ; and one inSect, furnishes you

with a share ct' poison, to destroy another. So that,

in short, the question comes all to this ; whether

is the nobler being of the two '^, that, which by a

]azy contemplation of four inches round, by an over-

weening pride, feeding and engendering on itself,

turns all into excrement and venom, producing no-

thing at all, but fiybatle and a cobweb r or that,

which by a universal range, with long search, much
study, true judgement, and distinction of things,

brings home honey and wax.

This dispute was managed with such_ eagerness,

clamour, and warmth, that the two parties of books,

in arms below, stood silent awhile, waiting in sus-

pense what would be the issue ; which.was not long-

undetermined : for the bee, grown impatient at so

much loss of time, fled straight away to a bed of roses,

without looking for a reply; and left the spider, like

an orator collected in himself, and just prepared to"

burst out.

It happened upon this emergency, that ^sop
broke silence first. He had been of late most bar-

barously treated by a strange effect of the regent's'

humanity, who ^f- had torn off his title-page, sorely

defaced one half of his leaves, and chained him fast

among a slielf of moderns. Where soon discovering

how high the quarrel was likely to proceed, he tried

all his arts, and turned himself to a thousand forms.

At lengrh in the borrowed shape of an ass, the re-

* It ought to be

—

' which is the nobler being of the two/ ^.t,

f Eentley, who denied the antiquity of iEsop.

gent
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gent mistook hiai for a modern ; by which means

he had time and opportunity to escape to the anr

cients, just when the spider and the bee were en-

tering. into their contest; to which he gave his at-

tention with a world of pleasure ; and when it was

ended, swore in the loudest key, that in all his life

he had never known two cases so parallel, and adapt *

to each other, as that in the window, and this upon

the shelves. The disputants, said he, have admi-

rably managed the dispute between them, have taken

in the full strength of all that is to be said on both

sides, and exhausted the substance of every argu-

ment pro and con. It is but to adjust the reason-

ings of both to the present quarrel, then to com-

pare and apply the labours and fruits of each, as

the bee has learnedly deduced them ; and we shall

lind the conclusion fall plain and close, upon the

moderns and us. For, pray gentlemen, was ever

any thing so modern as the spider in his air, his

turns, and his paradoxes ? he argues in the behalf of

you his brethren, and himself, with many boastings

of his native stock, and great genius ; that he spins

and spits wholly from him.self, and scorns to own

anv obligation or assistance from without. Then

he displays to you his great skill in architecture, and

improvement in the mathematicks. To all this, the

bee, as an advocate retained by us the ancients, thinks

fit to answer ; that if one may judge of the great

genius or inventions of the moderns, by what they

Jiave produced, you will hardly have countenance

to bear you out, in boasting of either. Erect your

schemes with as much method and skill as you please;

^ There is no siich word in English as adapt, used adjectivelyj

it should be the participle, * adapted."

Vor. II. a vet:
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yet if the materials be nothing but dirt, spun out

of your own entrails (the guts of modern brains)

the edifice will conclude at last in a cobweb ; the

duration of which, like that of other spiders webs,

may be imputed to their being forgotten, or neg-

lected, or hid in a corner. For, any thing else of

genuine that the moderns may pretend to, I can-

not recollect; unless it be a large vein of wrangling

and satire, much of a nature and substance with the

spider's poison ; which, however they pretend to

spit wholly out of themselves, is improved by the

saaie arts, by feeding upon the insects and vermin

of the age. As for us the ancients, we are content,

with the bee, to pretend to nothing of our own,

beyond our wings and our voice : that is to say, our

flights and our language. For the rest, whatever

we have got, has been by infinite labour and search,

and ranging through every corner of nature ; the dif-

ference is, that instead of dirt and poison, we have

rather chosen to fill our hives wdth honey and wax;

thus furnishing mankind with the two noblest of

things, which are sweetness and light.

It is wonderful to conceive the tumult arisen

among the books, upon the close of this long des-

cant of JEsop: both parties took the hint, and

heio^htened their animosities so on a sudden, that

they resolved it should come to a battle. Immedi-

ately the two main bodies withdrew, under their

several ensigns, to the farther parts of the library,

and there entered into cabals, and consults upon the

present em.ergency. The moderns, were in very

warm debates upon the choice of their leaders ; and

nothing less than the fear impending from the ene-

mies, could have kept them from mutinies, upon

this
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this occasion. The difference was greatest among

the horse, where every private trooper pretended to

the chief command, from Tasso and Milton, to

Drydcn and Withers. The light-horse were com-

manded by Cowley and Despreaux *. There came

the bowmen under their valiant leaders, Des Cartes,

Gassendi, and Hobbes ; whose strength was such,

that they could shoot their arrows beyond tlie at-

mosphere, never to fall down again, but turn like

that of Evander into meteors, or like tlie cannon-

ball into stars. Paracelsus brought a squadron of

stink pot-flingers, from the snowy mountains of

Rhaetia. There came a vast body of dragoon:., of

different nations, under the leading of Harvey
-J-,

their great aga : part armed with sithes, the wea-

pons of death; part with lances and long knives,

all steeped in poison ; part shot bullets of a most

malignant nature, and used white powder, which

infallibly killed without report. There came several

bodies of heavy-armed foot, all mercenaries, under

the ensigns of Guicciardini, Davila, Polydore Virgil,

Buchanan, Tvlariana, Camden, and others. The
engineers were commanded by Regiomontanus, and

Wilkins. The rest were a confused multitude, kd
by Scotus, Aquinas, and Bellarmine ; of mighty

bulk and stature, but without either arms, courage,

or discipline. In the last place, came infinite swarms

of calonesj, a disorderly rout led by UEstrange

;

rogues,

* More commonly known by the name of Boileau.

t Doctor Harvey, who discovered the circulation of the blood,

a discovery much in^^lsted on by the advocates for the moderns,

and excepted against, as false, by sir William Temple.

X Calones. By calling this disorderly rout calones, the author

points both his satire and contempt against all sorts of mercenary

a % scribblers.
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rogues and mggamuffins, that follow the camp fof

nothing but the plunder ; all without coats * to

cover them.

The army of the ancients, was much fewer

in number; Homer led the horse, and Pindar the

light-horse ; Euclid was chief engineer : Plato and

Aristotle commanded the bowmen; Herodotus and

LIvy the foot ; Hippocrates the dragoons ; the

allies led by Vossius and Temple, brought up the

rear.

All things violently tending to a decisive battle,

Fame, who much frequented, and had a large

apartment formerly assigned her in the regal library,

fled up straight to Jupiter, to whom she delivered a

faithful accoimt of all that passed between the two

parties below ; for, among the Gods she always

tells truth. Jove, in great concern, convokes a

council in the milky way. The senate assembled,

he declares the occasion of convening them ; a

bloody battle just impendent between two mighty

armies of ancient and modern creatures, called

books, wherein the celestial interest was but too

deeply concerned. Momus, the patron of the mo-

derns, made an excellent speech in their favour,

which was answered by Pallas, the protectress of the

ancients. The assembly was divided in their affec-

tions ; when Jupiter commanded the book of fate

to be laid before him. Immediately were brought

scribblers, who write as they are commanded by the leaders and

patrons of sedition, faction, corruption, and every e\il workj

they are styled calones because they are thiC meanest and most

despicable of aJl writers ; as the calones, whether belonging to

the army, or private families, were die meanest of all slaves or

servants whatsoever.

* These are pamphlets, which are not bound or covered.

by
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by Mercury three large volumes in folio, contain-

ing memoirs of all things past, present, and to

come. The clasps were of silver double gilt ; the

covers of celestial turkey-leather; and the paper

such as here on earth might pass almost for vellum.

Jupiter, having silently read the decree, would com-

municate the import to none, but presently shut up

the book.

Without the doors of this assembly, there at-

tended a vast number of light, nimble gods, menial

servants to Jupiter : these are his ministering instru-

ments in all affairs below. They travel in a cara-

van, more or less together, and are fastened to each

other, like a link of galley-slaves, by a light

chain, which passes from them to Jupiter*s great

toe : and yet. In receiving or delivering a message,

they may never approach above the lowest step of

his throne, where he and they whisper to eacli

other, through a large hollow trunk. These deities

are called by mortal men, accidents or events ; but

the gods call them, second causes. Jupiter having

delivered his message to a certain number of these

divinities, they flew immediately down to the pin-

nacle of the regal library, and consulting a few

minutes, entered unseen, and disposed the parties

according to their orders.

Mean while Momus, fearing the worst, and call-

ing to mind an ancient prophecy, which bore no

very good face to his children the moderns, bent his

flight to the region of a malignant deity, called Cri-

ticism. She dwelt on the top of a snowy moun-

tain In Nova Zembla ; there Momus found her ex-

tended In her den, upon the spoils of numberless

volumes, half devoured. At her right-hand, sat

a 3 Ignorance,
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Ignorance, her father and husband, blind with age •

at her left, Pride, her mother, dressing her up in

the scraps of paper herself had torn. There was

Opinion, her sister, light of foot, hood-winked,

and head-strong, yet giddy, and perpetually turn-

ing. About her played her children. Noise and

Impudence, Dulness and Vanity, Positiveness, Pe-

dantry, and Ill-manners. The goddess herself had

claws like a car ; her head, and ears, and voice re-

sembled those of an ass: her teeth fallen out be-

fore, her eyes turned inward, as if she looked only

upon herself; her diet was the overflowing of her

own gall ; her spleen was so large, as to stand pro-

minent, like a dug of the first rate, nor wanted ex-

crescencies in form of teats, at Vx'hich a crew of

ugly monsters were greedily sucking ; and, what is

wonderful to conceive, the bulk of spleen increased

faster, than the sucking could diminish it. God-

dess, said Momus, can you sit idly here, while our

devout worshipers the moderns, are this minute en-

tering into a cruel battle, and perhaps now lying

under the swords of their enemies ; who then here-

after will ever sacrifice, or build altars to our divi-

nities ? haste therefore to the British' ifle, and if

possible, prevent their destruction ; while I make

factions among the gods, and gain them over to our

party.

Momus, having thus delivered himself, staid not

for an answer, but left the goddess to her own re-.

sentment. Up she rose in a lage, and, as it is the

form upon such occasions, began a soliloquy : It is

I (said she) who give wisdom to infants and idiots ;

by me, children grow wiser than their parents ; by

me, beaux become politicians, and school-boys
tt>'jri;.T. judges,
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judges of philosophy ; by me, sophisters debate, and

conclude upon the depths of knowledge ; and cof-

fee-house wits, instinct by me, can correct an au-

thor's style, and display his mmutest errours, without

understanding a syllable of his matter, or his lan-

guage ; by me, striplings spend their judgment, as

they do their estate, before it comes into their

hands. It is I, who have deposed wit and know-

ledge from their empire over poetry, and advanced

myself in their stead. And shall a few upstart an-

cients dare oppose me ?—but come, my aged pa-

rent, and you my children dear, and thou, my
beauteous sister ; let us ascend my chariot, and haste

to assist our devout moderns, w^ho are now sacri-

ficing to us a hecatomb, as I perceiv^e by that

grateful smell, which from thence reaches my
nostrils.

The goddess, and her train, having mounted

the chariot, which was drawn by tame geese, fiew

over infinite regions, shedding her influence in due

places, till at length she arrived at her beloved island

of Britain ; but in hovering over its metropolis,

what blessings did she not let fall, upon her semi-

naries of Gresham and Covent-Garden ? xVnd now,

she reached the fatal plain of St. James's library, at

what time the two armies Were upon the point to

engage ; w^here, entering with all her caravan un-

seen, and landing upon a case of shelves, now de-

sert, but once inhabited by a col'ony of virtuosoes,

she staid a while to observe the posture of both

armies.

But here the tender cares of a mother be^an to

fill her thoughts, and move in her breast : for, at

the head of a troop of modern bowmen, she cast

Q 4 her
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her eyes upon her son Wotton ; to whom the fates

had assigned a very short thread. Wotton, a young

hero, whom an unknown father of mortal race,

begot by stolen embraces with this goddess. He
was the darling oF his mother above all her children,

and she resolved to go and comfort him. But first,

according; to the frood old custom of deities, she cast

about to change her shape, for fear the divinity of her

countenance, might dazzle his mortal sight, and

ovcrchar2:e the rest of his senses. She therefore

gathered up her person, into an octavo compass

:

her body grew white and arid, and spHt in pieces

with dryness ; the thick, turned into paste-board,

and the thin, into paper; upon whicli, her parents

and children artfully strewed a black juice, or de-

coction of gall and soot, in form of letters : her

head, and voice, and spleen, kept their primitive

form ; and that, which before w^as a cover of skin,

did still continue so. In this guise she marched on

towards the moderns, undistinguishable in shape

and dress from the divine Bentley, Wotton's dearest

friend. Brave Wotton, said the goddess, why do

our troops stand idle here, to spend their present vi-

gour, and opportunity of this day ? away, let us

haste to the generals, and advise to give the onset

immediately. Having spoke thus, she took the

ugliest of her monsters, full glutted from her spleen,

and flung it invisibly into his mouth, which, flying

straight up into his head, squeezed out his eye-balls,

gave him a distorted look, and half overturned his

brain. Then she privately ordered two of her be-

I loved children, Dulness and Ill-Manners, closely to

attend his person in all encounters. Having thus

accoutred
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accoutred him, she vanished in a mist, and the

hero perceived it was the goddess his mother.

The destined hour of fate being now arrived, the

iight began ; whereof before I dare adventure to

make a particular description, I must, after the ex-

ample of other authors, petition for a hundred

tongues, and mouths, and hands, and pens ; which

would all be too little, to perform £0 immense a

work. Say goddess, that presidest over history,

who it was that first advanced in tlie held of battle.

Paracelsus, at the head of his dragoons, observing

Galen in the adverse wing, darted his javelin with a

mighty force, which the brave ancient received upon

his shield, the point breaking in the second fold. ^

# # ^ # # ^- ^<
j^jj^ pauca

* :H- # ^ * # ^ Jesujit.

They bore the wounded aga ^ on their shields to

his chariot * * * # * *

Desunt * # ^ # # # #

nonnulla, * # =^- # =^ * ^

^ ^ ^P 'fr TV^ ^ ^

Then Aristotle, observing Bacon advance with a

furious mien, drew his bow to the head, and let

liy his arrow, which missed the valiant modern, and

went whizzing over his head ; but Des Cartes it hit

;

the steel point quickly found a defect in his head-

piece ; it pierced the leather and the paste- board,

and went in at his right-eye. The torture of the

pain whirled the valiant bow^man round, till death,

* Doctor Harvey. It was not thought proper to name, his an-

tagonist, but only to intimate, that he was wounded 3 other

inoderns are spared by the hiatus diat follows^ probably for

simihu" reasons.
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]ike a star of superlour influence, drew him into his

own vortex. **#***
Ligens hiatus * *****
bic in iV15. ****** *

when Homer appeared at the head

of the cavalry, mounted on a furious horse, with

difficulty managed by the rider himself, but which

no other mortal durst approach ; he rode among the

enemies ranks, and bore down all before him. Say,

goddess, whom he slew first, and whom he slew last.

First, Gondibert * advanced against him, clad in

heav}^ armour, and mounted on a staid sober gelding,

not so famed for his speed, as his docility in kneel-

ing, whenever his rider would mount or alight.

He had made a vow to Pallas, that he would never

leave the field, till he had spoiled Homer of his

armour : madman, who had never once seen the

wearer, nor understood his strength ! Him Homer
overthrew horse and man to the ground, there to be

trampled and choked in the dirt. Then, with a

long spear, he slew Denham, a stout modern, who

from his father's ^ side derived his lineage from

Apollo, but his mother was of mortal race. He
fell, and bit the earth. The celestial part, Apollo

took, and made it a star ; but the terrestrial, lay

wallowing upon the ground. Then Homer slew

Wesley J, with a kick of his horse's heel; he took

* An licroick poem by sir William Davenapt, in stanzas of

four lines.

I Sir John Dcnham's poems are very unequal, extremely

good, and veiy indifferent ; so that his detractors said, he was not

the real author of Cooper's Hill. See *' Session of the Poets,"

in Dryden's Miscellanies.

X Mr. Wesley, who wrote the life of Christ, ia verse, ^c.

Perrault
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Perrault by mightv force out of his saddle, then

hurled him at Fontenelle, with the same blow

dashing out both their brains.

On the left wing of the horse, Virgil appeared

in shining armour, completely fitted to his body :

he was mounted on a dapple- gray steed, the slowness

oF whose pace, was an effect of the highest mettle

and vigour. He cast his eye on the adverse wing,

with a desire to find an object worthy of his valour,

when behold, upon a sorrel gelding of a monstrous

size, appeared a foe, issuing from among the thick-

est of the enemy's squadrons ; but his speed, was

less than his noise; for his horse, old and lean,

spent the dregs of his strength in a high trot, which,

though it made slow advances, yet caused a loud

clashing of his armour, terrible to hear. The two

cavaliers had now approached within the throw of a

lance, when the stranger desired a parley, and lift-

ing up the vizor of his helmet, a face hardly ap-

peared from within, which, after a pause, was

known for that of the renowned Dryden. The i

brave ancient suddenly started, as one possessed with

surprize and disappointment together : for the hel-

met was nine times too large for the head, which

appeared situate far in the hinder part, even like the

lady in a lobster, or like a mouse under a canopy

of state, or like a shrivelled beau, from within the

pent-house of a modern periwig : and the voice was

suited to the visage, sounding weak and remote.

Dryden, in a long harangue, soothed up the good

ancient, called him father ; and by a large deduc-

tion of genealogies, made it plainly appear, that

they were nearly related. Then he humbly pro-

posed an exchange of armour, as a lasting mark of

hospitality
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hospitality between them. Virgil consented (for

the goddess Diffidence came unseen, and cast a

mist before his eyes) though his was of gold *

and cost a hundred beeves, the other's but of rusty

iron. However, this glittering armour, became
the modern yet worse than his own. Then they

agreed to exchange horses ; but, when it came to

the trial Dryden was afraid, and utterly unable to

mount. * * '* '* ^' # *

* « * * :K= * "^

* * =^ * * *

* # * * ^ *

Jlter hiatus

111 MS.
* =i^ •* # * * *

Lucan appeared upon a fiery horse of admirable

shape, but head-strong, bearing the rider where he

hst over the field; he made a mighty slaughter

among the enemy's horse; which destruction to stop,

Blackmore, a famous modern (but one pf tlie mer-

cenaries) strenuously opposed himself, and darted

his javelin with a strong hand, which, falling short

of its mark, struck deep in the earth. Then Lucan

threw a lance; but iEsculapius came unseen, and

turned off the point. Brave modern, said Lucan,

I perceive some god protects you-^, for never did

my arm so deceive me before : but what mortal can

contend with a god ? therefore, let us fight no

longer, hut present gifts to each other. Lucan then

bestowed the modern a pair of spurs, and Blackmore

gave Lucan a bridle. * * * * *

Paiica de- ^ '^ * * * * *

j2^;,^, # * V^ * * * *

* * ^- ^ ilr * *

. * Vid. Homer. ',

'

•j- His skill as a physician afoiiecl forlii? dulness ^s^^'poct. •

Creech

;
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Creech : but the goddess Dulness took a cloiid, forrni

ed into the shape of Horace, armed and mounted,

-and placed in a flying posture before him. Glad

was the cavalier to begin a combat with a flyirvg foe,

and pursued the image, threatening loud ; till at last

it led him to the peaceful bower of his father

Ogleby, by whom he was disarmed, and assigned

to liis repose.

• Then Pindar slew— , and— , and Oldham, and—

,

andAfra* the Amazon, light of foot; never ad-

vancing in a direct line, but wheeling with incre-

dible agility and force, he made a terrible slaughter

am.ong the enemies light-horse. Him when Cowley

observed, his generous heart burnt within him, and

he advanced against the fierce ancient, imitating his

address, his pace, and career, as w^ell as the vigour

of his horse, and his own skill would allow. When
the two cavaliers had approached within the length

of three javelins, first, Cowley threw a lance, which

missed Pindar, and passing into the enemy's ranks,

fell ineffectual to the ground. Then Pindar darted

a javelin so large and weighty, that scarce a dozen

cavaliers, as cavaliers are in our degenerate days,

could raise it from the ground : yet he threw it with

ease, and it went by an unerring hand, singing

through the air; nor could the modern have avoid-

ed present death, if he had not luckily opposed the

shield, that had been given him by Venus
-f-.

And
now, both heroes drew their s\vords, but the mo-
dern was so aghast and disordered, that he knew
not where he w^as ; his shield dropped from his

hands; thrice he fled, and thrice he could not escape

;

* Mrs. Afra Behn, author of many plays, iiovels, and poems.

f His poem called the Mistress,

at
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at last he turned, and lifting up his hand in tire

posture of a suppliant : Godlike Pindar, said he,

spare my life^ and possess my horse with these arms,

beside the ransom, which my friends will give, when
they hear I am alive, and your prisoner. Dog, said

Pindar, let your ransom stay with your friends; but

your carcase shall be left for the fowls of the air, and

the beasts of the field. With that, he raised his

sword, and with a mighty stroke cleft the wretched

modern in twain, the sword pursuing the blow; and

one half, lay panting on the ground to be trod in

pieces by the horses feet; the other half, was born

by the frighted steed through the field. This Ve-

nus ^ took, w^ashed it seven times in ambrosia, then

struck it thrice w^th a sprig of amaranth; upon

which, the leather grew round and soft, and the

leaves turned into feathers, and being gilded before,

continued gilded still; so it became a dove, and she

harnessed it to her chariot. *

"^^ *" * * "^ * Hiatus valde de-

* * ^ * * * fendus in MS.

THE EPISODE OF BE:VTLEY AND WOTTON
*f'.

Day being far spent, and the numerous forces of

the moderns half inclining to a retreat, there issued

* I do not approve the author s judgment in this, for I think

Cowley's Pindaricks are n.mch preferable to his Mistress,

It may however be coMsidered, that Cowley's Pindaricks were

but copies, of whitih Vindar was the original; before Pindar

therefore his Pindaric.j:s might fail 3 and his Mistress be pre-

served as properly his own.

f As the account of the Battle of the Books, is an allegorical

representation of si j- William Temple's essay, in which the an-

cients are opposed . to the moderns, the account of Bentley and

Wotton is called ^i\ episode, and their intrusion represented as

an under action.

,

^

forth
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forth from a squadron of their heavy-armed foot,

a captain, whose name was Bentley, the most de-

formed of all the moderns ; tall, but without shape or

comeliness ; large, but without strength or propor-

tion. His armour was patched up of a thousand in-

coherent pieces; and the sound of it, as he marched,

was loud and dry, like that made by the fall of a

sheet of lead, which an.etesian wind blows suddenly

down, from the roof of some steeple. His helmet

was of old rusty iron, but the vizor was brass, which,

tainted by his breath, corrupted into copperas, nor

wanted gall from the same fountain ; so that, when-

ever provoked by anger or labour, an atramentous

quality of most malignant nature, was seen to distil

from his lips. In his right hand he grasped a flail,

and (that he might never be unprovided ofan offensive

weapon) a vessel full of ordure in his left *. Thus
completely armed, he advanced with a slow and

heavy pace, where the modern chiefs w^ere holding

a consult upon the sum of things; who, as he came

onwards, laughed to behold his crooked leg, and

hump shoulder, which his boot and armour vainly

endeavouring to hide, were forced to comply with,

,and expose. The generals made use of him for his

talent of railing; which, kept within government,

proved frequently of great service to their cause, but

at other times did more mischief than good ; for

at the least touch of offence, and often without any

at all, he would, like a wounded elephant, convert

it against his leaders. Such at this juncture was

the disposition of Bentley, grieved to see the enemy

* The person, here spoken of, is famous for letting fly at

every body without distinction, and using mean ^nd foul

scurrilities.

prevail.
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prevail^ and dissatislied with every body's conduct^

but his own. He humbly gave the modern gene-

rals to understand, that he conceived, with great

submission, they were all a pack of rogues, and

fools, and sons of whores, and d—n'd cowards, and

confounded loggerheads, and illiterate whelps, and

nonsensical scoundrels; that if himself had been con-

stituted general, those presumptuous dogs *, the an-

cients, would long before this have been beaten out of

the lield. You, said he, sit here idle; but when I, or

any other valiant modern, kill an enemy, you are sure

to seize the spoih But I will not march one foot

against the foe, till you all swear to me, that whom-
ever I take or kill, his arms I shall quietly possess.

Bentley having spoken thus, Scaliger bestowing him

a sour look; Miscreant prater, said he, eloquent only

in thine own eyes, thou railest without wit, or truth,

or discretion. The malignity of thy temper per-

verteth nature, thy learning makes thee more bar-

barous, thy study of humanity more inhuman ; thy

converse among poets more groveling, miry, and

dull. All arts of civilizing others, render thee rude

and untractable ; courts have taught thee ill man-

ners, and polite conversation has finished thee a

pedant. Besides, a greater coward burdeneth not

the army. But never despond ; I p?.ss my word,

whatever spoil thou takest, shall certainly be thy

own ; though, I hope, that vile carcase will first

l;ccome a prey to kites and worms.

Bentley durst not reply; but, half choked with

spleen and rage, withdrew in full resolution of per-

forming some great achievement. With him, for

-' fid. Ilomtr. de Tli(n-.site.

his
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his aid and companion, he took his beloved Wotton

;

resolving, by policy or surprise, to attempt some

neglected quarter of the ancients army. They be-

gan their march over carcasses of their slaughtered

friends ; then to the right of their own forces; then

wheeled northward, till they came to Aldrovandus's

tomb, which they passed on the side of the declin-

ing sun. And now they arrived with fear toward

the enemy's out-guards ; looking about, if haply

they might spy the quarters of the wounded, or

some straggling sleepers, unarmed, and remote from

the rest. As when two mongrel curs, whom native

greediness, and domestick want, provoke and join

in partnership, though fearful, nightly to invade the

folds of some rich grazier ; they, with tails de-

pressed, and lolling tongues, creep soft and slow

:

meanwhile the conscious moon, now in her zenith,

on their guilty heads darts perpendicular rays ; nor

dare they bark, though much provoked at her re-

fulgent visage, whether seen in puddle by reflec-

tion, or in sphere direct ; but one surveys the re-

gion round, while the other, scouts the plain, if

haply to discover, at distance from the flock, some
carcase half devoured, the refuse of gorged wolves,

or ominous ravens. So marched this lovely, loving

pair of friends, nor with less fear and circumspec-

tion ;• wlien, at distance, they might perceive two

shining suits of armour, hanging upon an oak, and

the owners not far off in a profound sleep. The
two friends drew lots, and the pursuing of this ad-

venture fell to Bendey ; on he v/ent, and in his

van, Confusion and Amaze ; while Horrour and Af-

fright, brought up the rear. As he came near, be-

hold two heroes of tlie ancients armiy, Phalaris and

Vol. II. R v^sop.
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^sop, lay fast asleep : Bentley would fain have dis-

patched them both, and, stealing close, aimed his

Hail at Phalaris's breast. But then the goddess

Affright interposing, caught the modirn in her icy

•arms, and dragged him from the danger she fore-

saw ; both the dormant heroes happened to turn at

the same instant, though soundly sleeping, and busy

in a dream. For Phalaris * was just that minute

dreaming, how a most vile poetaster had lampooned

him, and how he had got him roaring in his bull.

And JEsop dreamed, that, as he and the ancient chiefs

were lying on the ground, a wild ass broke loose, ran

about trampling and kicking and dunging in their

faces. Bentley, leaving the two heroes asleep, seized

on both their armours, and withdrew in quest of his

darling Wotton.

He in the mean time had wandered long in

search of some enterprise, till at length he arrived

at a small rivulet, that issued from a fountain hard

by, called in the language of mortal men Helicon.

Here he stopped, and parched with thirst, resolved

to allay it in this limpid stream. Thrice with pro-

fane hands he essayed to raise the water to his lips,

and thrice it slipped all through his fingers. Then

he stooped prone on his breast, but, ere his mouth

had kissed the liquid crystal, Apollo came, and in

the channel held his shield betwixt the modern and

the fountain, so that he drew up nothing but mud.

For, although no fountain on earth can compare

with the clearness of Helicon, yet there lies at

bottom a thick sediment of slime and mud ; for so

Apollo begged of Jupiter, as a punishment to those,

* This is according to Homer, who tells the dreams of those,

who were killed in their sleep,

w^ho
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who durst attempt to taste It with unhallowed lips,

and for a lesson to all, not to draw too deep, or far

from the spring.

At the fountain-head Wotton discerned two he-

roes ; the one he could not distinguish, but the other

was soon known for Temple, general of the allies

to tlie ancients. His back was turned, and he was

employed in drinking large draughts in his helmet

from the fountain, v/here he had withdrawn himself

to rest from the toils of the war. Wotton observ-

ing him, with quaking knees and trembling hands

spoke thus to himself: O, that I could kill this

destroyer of our army ; what renown should I pur-

chase among the chiefs ? but to issue out against

him, man against man, shield against shield, and

lance against lance *, what modern of us dare ? for he

fights like a god, and Pallas, or Apollo, are ever at

his elbow. But, O, mother ! if what fame reports

be true, that I am the son of so great a goddess,

grant me to hit Temple with this lance, that the

stroke may send him to Hell, and that I may return

in safety and triumph, laden with his spoils. The

first part of this prayer, the gods granted at the in-

tercession of his mother, and of Momus ; but the

rest, by a perverse wind sent from fate, was scat-

tered in the air. Then Wotton grasped his lance,

and brandishing it thrice over his head, darted it

with all his might, tlie goddess his mother, at the

same time, adding strength to his arm. Away the

lance went hizzlng, and reached even to the belt

of the averted ancient, upon which lightly grazing

it fell to the ground. Temple neither felt the wea~

" l^id. Homer.

R a pon
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pon touch h'mi, nor heard it fall ; and Wotton
might have escaped to his army, with the honour

of having remitted his lance against so great a

leader, unrevenged ; but Apollo enraged, that a

javelin, flung by tlie assistance of so foul a

goddess, should pollute his fountain, put on the

shape of , and softly came to young Boyle,

who then accompanied Temple : he pointed first to

the lance, then to the distant modern that flung it,

and commanded the young hero to take immediate

revenge. Boyle, clad in a suit of armour which

had been given him by all the gods *, immediately

advanced against the trembling foe, who now fled

before him. As a young lion in the Lybian plains,

or Araby desert, sent by his aged sire to hunt for

prey, or health, or exercise ; he scours along, wish-

ing to meet some tiger from the mountains, or a

furious boar ; if chance a wild ass, wnth brayings

importune, affronts his ear, the generous beast,

though loathing: to distain his claws with blood so

vile, yet much provoked at the offensive noise,

which Echo, foolish nymph, like her ill-judging

sex, repeats much louder and with more delight

than Philomela's song ; he vindicates the honour of

the forest, and hunts the noisy long-ear'd animal.

So Wotton fled, so Boyle pursued. But Wotton

heavy-armed, and slow of foot, began to slack Iiis

course; when his lover Bentley appeared, returning

laden with the spoils of the two sleeping ancients.

Boyle observed him well, and soon discovering the

* Boyle was assisted in this dispute by dean Aldrich, Dr.

Atterbury, afterwards bishop of Rochester, and other persons at

Oxford, celebrated for their genius and their learning, then

called the Christ-Churcii witi,

helmet
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helmet and shield of Phalaris, his friend, both

which he had lately with his own- hands nevy po-

lished and gilt ; rage sparkled in his eyes, and leav-

ing his pursuit after Wotton, he furiously rushed on

against this new approacher. Fain would he be re-

venged on both ; but both now fled different ways :

and, as a woman in a little house, that gets a pain-

ful livelihood by spinning ^'
; if chance her geese

be scattered o'er the common, she courses round the

plain from side to side, compelling here and there

the stragglers to the flock ; they cackle loud, and

flutter o'er the champaign. So Boyle pursued, so

fled this pair of friends : finding at length their

flight was vain, they bravely joined and drew them-

selves in phalanx. First Bentley threw a spear with

all his force, hoping to pierce the enemy's breast

;

but Pallas came unseen, and in the air took off the

point, and clapped on one of lead, which, after a

dead bang against the enemy's shield, fell blunted to

the ground. Then Boyle, observing well his time,

took up a lance of wondrous length and sharpness

;

and as this pair of friends compacted stood close side

to side, he wheeled him to the right, and with un-

usual force, darted the weapon. Bentley saw his

fate approach, and flanking down his arms close to

his ribs, hoping to save his body ; in went the point,

passing through arm and side, nor stopped, or spent

its force, till it had also pierced the valiant Wotton,

who, going to sustain his dying friend, shared his

fate. As when a skilful cook has trussed a brace of

* This is also after the manner of Homer : the woman's

getting a painful livelihood by spinning, has nothing to do with

the similitude, nor would be excusable without such an au-

thority.

R 3 woodcocks.
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woodcocks, he, with iron skewer, pierces the ten-

der sides of both, their legs and wings close pinioned

to the ribs : so was this pair of friends transfixed,

till down they fell, joined in their lives, joined in

their deaths; so closely joined, that Charon would

mistake tbem both for one, and waft them over Styx

for half his f:a"e. Farewel, beloved, loving pair;

few equals have you left behind : and happy and

immortal shall you be, if all my wit and eloquence

can make you.

And, now ^ :ie- :»(:#*#
* # * :^ *: #

* '^ *= * Defunt catera.

FINIS,

A DIS-
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THE

BOOKSELLER'S ADVERTISEMENT.

1 HE following discourse came into my hands

perfect and intire : but there being several things

in it, which the present -age would not very well

bear, I kept it by me some years, resolving it

should never see the light. At length, by the ad--

vice and assistance of a judicious friend, I retrenched

those parts that might give most offence, and have

now ventured to publish the remainder. Con-

cerning the author I am wholly ignorant ; neither

can I conjecture, whether it be the same with that

of the two foregoing pieces, the original having been

sent me at a different tirpe, and in a different hand.

The learned reader will better determine, to whose

judgment I entirely submit it.

A DIS-
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A DISCOURSE, &c.

For T. H. Esquire'*, at his Chambers in the Aca-

demy of the Beaux Esprits in New-England.

Sir,

1 T is now a good while, since I have had in my
head something, not only very material, but ab-

solutely necessary to my healthy, that the world

should be informed in : for, to tell you a secret, I

am able to contain it no longer. However I have

been perplexed for some time to resolve, what would'

be the most proper form to send it abroad in. To
which end, I have been three days coursing throuc^h

Westminster-hall, and St. Paul's Church-yard, and

Fleet-street, to peruse titles; and I do not find

any, which holds so general a vogue, as that of a

letter to a friend : nothing is more common than to

meet with long epistles, addressed to persons and

places, where, at first thinking, one would be apt

* Supposed to be Col. Hunter, author of tlie Letter of En-
thusiasm, mentioned in the apology for the Tale of a Tub.

This discourse is not altogether equal to the former, the best

parts of it being omitted ; whether the bookseller's account be
true, that he durst not print the rest, 1 know not ; nor, indeed,

is it easy to determine, v/hether he may be relied on, in any
thing he says of this, or the former treatises, only as to the time
they were writ in j which, however, appears more from the

discourses themselves, than his relation.

to
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to imagine it not altogether so necessary, or conve-

nient : such as, a neighbour at next door, a mortal

enemy, a perfect stranger, or a person of quality in

the clouds; and these upon subjects, in appearance,

the least proper for conveyance by ,the post ; as long

schemes in philosophy ; da^rk and wonderful mys-

teries of state ; laborious dissertations in criticism

and philosophy; advice to parliaments, and the like.

Now, Sir, to proceed after tfae method in present

wear : for, let me say what I will to the contrary,

1 arn afraid you will publish this letter, as soon as

ever it comes to your hand. I desire you will be

iny.,witness to the world, how careless and sudden a

scribble it has been; that it was but yesterday, when

you and I began accidentally to fall into discourse on

this matter ; that I was not very well when we

parted ; that the post is in such haste, I have had

no manner of time to digest it into order, or correct

the style ; and if any otiier modern excuses for haste

and negligence, shall occur to you in reading, I beg

you to insert them, faithfully promising they shall

be thankfully acknowledged.

Pray, Sir, in your next letter to the Iroquois virtu-

osi, do me the favour to present my humble service

to that illustrious body, and assure them, I shall

send an account of those phenomena, as soon as we

can determine them at Gresham.

I have not had a line from the literati of Topi-

nambou, these three last ordinaries.

;'!And now, Sir, having dispatched what I had

tp say of form, or of business, let me intreat you

will sutfer me to proceed upon my subject; and to

pardon me, if I make no farther use of the episto-

lary style, till I come to conclude.

SECTION
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SECTION I.

1 T is recorded of Mahomet, that upon a visit he

was going to pay in Paradise, he had an offer of

several vehicles to conduct him upwards ; as fiery

chariots, winged horses, and celestial sedans ; but he

refused them all, and would be born to Heaven

upon nothing but his ass. Now this inclination of

Mahomet, .as singular as it seems, has been since

taken up by a great number of devout Christians ;

and doubtless with very good reason. For, since

that Arabian is known to have borrowed a moiety

of his religious system, from the Christian faith, it

is but just he should pay reprisals, to such as would

challenge them ; wherein the good people of Eng-

land, to do them all right, have not been backward.

For, though there is nor any other nation in the

world, so plentifully provided with carnages for

that journey, either as to safety, or ease
; yet there

are abundance of us, who will not be satisfied with

any other machine, beside this of Mahomet.
For my own part, I must confess to bear* a

very singular respect to this animal, by whom I take

human nature to be most admirably held forth, in

all its qualities, as well as operations : and there-

fore, whatever in my small reading occurs, concern-

ing this our fellow-creature, I do never fail to set

it down by way of common-place ; and when I

have occasion to write upon human reason, politicks,

* This 13 a very singular mode of expression, it should be,

* I must confess that I bear/ &e.

eloquence.
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eloquence, or knowledge, I lay my memorandums

before me, and insert them with a wonderful faci-

lity of applications. However, among all the qua-

lifications ascribed to this distinguished brute, by

ancient or modern authors, I cannot remember this

talent of bearing liis rider to Heaven, has been re-

corded for a part of his character, except in the two

examples mentioned already ; therefore, I conceive

the methods of this art, to be a point of useful

knowledge in very few hands, and wdiich tlie learned

world would gladly be better informed in : this is

what I have undertaken to perform in the following

discourse. For, towards the operation already men-

tioned, many peculiar properties are required, both

in the rider, and the ass ; which I shall endeavour to

set in as clear a light as I can.

But, because 1 am resolved, by all means, to

avoid giving offence to any party whatever, I will

leave off discoursing so closely to the letter, as I

have hitherto done, and go on for the future by way

of allegory; though in such a manner, that the ju-

dicious reader may, without much straining, make

his applications, as often as he shall think fit.

Therefore, if you please, from henceforward in-

stead of the term, ass, we shall make use of gifted, or

enlightened teacher : and the word, rider, we will

exchange for that of fanatick auditory, or any other

denomination of the like import. Having settled

thisw^eighty point, the great subject of inquiry before

us, is, to examine by what methods, this teacher

arrives at his gifts, or spirit, or light ; and by what

intercourse between him and his assembly, it is cul-

tivated and supported.

In
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In all my writings, I have had constant regard

to this great end, not to suit and apply them to par-

ticular occasions and circumstances oftime, of place,

or of person ; but to calculate them for universal

nature, and mankind in general. And ofsuch catho-

lick use I esteem this present disquisition*; for I do

not remember any other temper of body, or quality

of mind, wherein all nations and ages of the world,

have so unanimously agreed, as that of a fanatick

strain, or tincture of enthusiasm; which, improved

by certain persons or societies of men, and by them

practised upon the rest, has been able to produce re-

volutions of the greatest figure in history ; as will

soon appear to those, who know anything of Arabia,

Persia, India, or China, of Morocco and Peru. Far-

ther, it has possessed as great a power, in the king-

dom of knowledge ; where it is hard to assign one art

or science, which has not annexed to it some fanatick

branch : such are, the philosopher's stone ; the

grand elixir ^ ; the planetary worlds ; the squaring

of the circle; the fummiwi botium; Utopian comm.on-

wealths ; with some others of less or subordinate

note : which all serve for nothing else, but to em-
ploy or amuse this grain of enthusiasm, dealt into

every composition.

But, if this plant has found a root, in the fields

ofempire and ofknowledge, it has fixed deeper, and

spread yet farther, upon holy ground. Wherein,

though it has passed under the general name of en-

thusiasm, and perhaps arisen from the same original,

* This sentence is defective, for want of the words, *; to be,'

at the end of it : as thus, * and of such catholick use I esteem

this present disquisition to be.'

f Some writers hold them for the same, others not,

vet
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yet has it produced certain l^ranches of a very dif-

ferent nature, however often mistaken for each other.

The word, in its universal acceptation, may be de-

fined, a lifting up of the soul, or its faculties,

above matter. This description will hold good in

general ; but I am only to iinderstan3 it, as applied

to religion ; wherein there are three general ways

of eiaculating the soul, or transporting it beyond

the sphere of matter. The first, is the immediate

act of God, and is called prophecy or inspiration.

The second, is the immediate act of the Devil, and

is termed possession. The third, is the product of

natural causes, tlie eifect of strong imagination,

spleen, violent anger, fear, grief, pain, and the like.

These three have been abundantly treated on by

authors, and therefore shall not em^ploy my inquiry.

But, the fourth method of religious enthusiasm, or

launching out of the soul, as it is purely an eftect

of artifice, and mechanick operation, "has been spar-

ingly handled, or not at all, by any writer; because,

though it is an art of great antiquity, yet having

been confined to few persons, it long w^anted those

advancements and refinements, which it afterwards

met with, since it is grown so epidemick, and fallen

into so many cultivating hands.

It is therefore upon this mechanical operation of

the spirit, , that I mean to treat, as it is at present

performed by our British workmen. I shall deliver

to the reader, the result of many judicious obser-

vations upon the matter; tracing, as nta, as I can,

the whole course and miCthod of this u-aJe, pro-

ducing parallel instances, and relating certain disco-

veries^ that have luckily fallen in my way.

I have
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I have said, that there is one branch of religious

enthusiasm, which is purely an effect of nature ;

whereas, the part I mean to handle, is wholly an

effect of art, which, however, is inclined to work

upon certain natures and constitutions, more than

others. Besides, there is many an operation, which,

in its original, was purely an artifice, but through

a long succession of ages, has grown to be natural.

Hippocrates tells us, that am.ong our ancestors, the

Scythians, there was a nation called Long-heads;

which at first began *, by a custom among midwives

and nurses, of moulding, and squeezing, and bracing

up the heads of infants ; by which means, nature,

shut out at one passage, was forced to seek another,

and, fmding room above, shot upwards in the form

of a sugar-loaf: and being diverted tliat way for

some generations, at last found it out of herself, need-

ing no assistance from the nurse's hand. This was

the original of the Scythian long- heads, and thus

did custom, from being a second nature, proceed to

be a first. To all Vvhich, thiere is something very

analogous among us of this nation, v;ho are the un-

doubted posterity of that refined people. For, in

the age of our fathers, there arose a generation of

men in this island, called round-heads -j-^
; whose

* Which af. hrst began, ^c. as, * which/ refers here to the

word, ' nation/ in the preceding part of the sentence, this does

not make sense: it should be thus—'there was a nation called

* Long-heads , which name took its rise from a custoai among
* midwives/ i^c.

f The fanatick-: in the time of Charles I, ignorantly applying

the text, ' Ye know that it is a sharae for men to have long hair/

cut their's very short. It is said, that the queen once seeing Pym,

a celebrated patriot, thus cropped, inquired who that round'-

headed man was, and that from this incident the distinction be-

came general, and the party were calied round-heads.
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race is now spread over three kingdoms ; yet, In its

beginning, was merely an operation of art, pro-

duced by a pair of scissars, a squeeze of the face,

and a black cap. These heads, thus formed into

a perfect sphere in all assemblies, were most exposed

to the view of the female sort, which did influence

their conceptions so effectually, that nature at last

took the hint, and did it of herself; so that a round-

head, has been ever since as familiar a sight among

us, as a long-head among the Scythians.

Upon these examples, and others easy to pro-

duce, I desire the curious reader to distinguish, first,

between an effect grown from art into nature, and

one that is natural from its beginning : secondly,

between an effect wholly natural, and one which

has only a natural foundation, but where the super-

structure is entirely artificial. For, the first, and

the last of these, I understand to come within the

districts of my subject. And having' obtained these

allowances, they will serve to remove any objections,

that may be raised hereafter, against what I shall

advance.

The practitioners of this famous art, proceed, in

general, upon the following fundamental : that, the

corruption of the senses, is the generation of the

spirit : because the senses in men, are so many ave-

nues to the fort of reason, which, in this opera-

tion, is wholly blocked up. All endeavours must

be therefore used, either to divert, bind up, stupify,

iiuster, and amuse the senses, or else, to justle them

out of their stations ; and while they are either ab-

.sent, or otherwise employed, or engaged in a civil

war against each other, the spirit enters and performs

its part.
^

Now^
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Now, the usual methods of managing the senses,

upon such conjunctures, are, what 1 shall be very

particular in delivering, as far as it is lawful for m«
to do ; but having had the honour to be initiated

into the mysteries of every society, I desire to be

excused from divulging any rites, wherein the pro-

fane must have no part.

But here, before I .can proceed farther, a very

dangerous objection must, if possible, be removed.

For, it is positively denied by certain criticks, that

the spirit can, by any means, be introduced into an

assembly of modern saints ; the disparity being so

great, in many material circumstances, between the

primitive way of inspiration, and that which is prac-

tised in the present age. This they pretend to prove^

from jthe secQnd chapter of the Acts, where, com-
paring both it appears; First, that the Apostles were

gathered together with one accord, in one place; by

which is meant a universal agreement in opinion, and

form of worship ; a harmony, say they, so far from

being found between any two conventicles among
us, that it is in vain to expect it, between a^y two

heads in the same. Secondly, the spirit instructed

the Apostles, in the gift ofspeaking several languages;

a knowledge so remote from our dealers in this art,

that they neither understand propriety of words, or

phrases, in their own. Lastly, say these objectors,

the modern artists do utterly exclude all approaches

of the spirit, and bar up its ancient way of entering,

by covering themselves so close, and so industriously

a-top. For, they \m\\ needs have it as a point clearly

gained, that the cloven tongues riever sat upon the

Apostles heads, while their hats wexe on.

Vol. II. S Now,
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Now, the force of these objections, seems to con-

sist in the different acceptation of the word, spirit

;

which *, if it be understood for a supernatural as-

sistance, approaching from without, the objectors

have reason, and their assertions may be allowed;

but the spirit we treat of here, proceeding entirely

from within, the argument of these adversaries is

wholly eluded. And upon the same account, our

modern artificers, hnd it an expedient of absolute

necessity, to cover their heads as close as they can,

in order to prevent perspiration ; than which, nothing

•is observed to be a greater spender of mechanick

light, as we may perhaps farther show in a conve-

nient place.

To proceed therefore upon the phenomenon of

spiritual mechanism, it is here to be noted, that in

forming and working up the spirit, the assembly has

a considerable share, as well as the preacher. The

method of this arcanum is as follows.; they vio-

lently strain their eye-balls inward, half closing the

lids ; then, as they sit, they are in a perpetual mo-

tion of seesaw, making long hums at proper pe-

riods, and continuing the sound at equal height,

choosing their time in those intermissions, while the

preacher is at ebb. Neither is this practice, in any

part of it, so singular and improbable, as not to be

traced in distant regions, from reading and obser-

vation. For, first, the Jauguis-}-, or enlightened

saints of India, see all their visions, by help of an

acquired straining and pressure of the eyes. Secondly,

* This is wholly ungrammatical ; the nominative *^ which' has

no verb in the sentence afterwards to which it refers, and ma/

be omitted without prejudice to the sense.

' t Bernier, Mem. de Mcgol,

the
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the art of seesaw on a beam, and swinging by ses-

sion upon a cord, in order to raise artificial extasies,

has been derived to us from our Scythian * ances-

tors, where it is practised at this day, among the

women. Lastly, the whole proceeding, as I have

here related it, is performed by the natives of Ire-

land, with a considerable improvement ; and it is

granted, that this noble nation, has, of all others,

admitted fewer corruptions, and degenerated least

from the purity of the old Tartars. Now, it is

usual for a knot of Irish men and women, to ab-

stract themselves from matter, bind up all their

senses, grow visionary and spiritual, by influence of

a short pipe of tobacco, handed round the company;

each preserving the smoke in his mouth, till it

comes again to his turn to take in fresh : at the

same time, there is a concert of a continued gentle

hum, repeated and renewed by instinct, as occa-

sion requires ; and they move their bodies up and

down, to a degree, that sometimes their heads and

points lie parallel to the horizon. Mean while, you

may observe their eyes turned up, in the posture of

one who endeavours to keep himself awake ; by
which, and many other symptoms among them, it

manifestly appears, that the reasoning faculties are

all suspended and superseded, that imagination has

usurped the seat, scattering a thousand deliriums over

the brain. Returning from this digression, I shall

describe the methods, by which the spirit ap-

proaches. The eyes being disposed according to

art, at first you can see nothing ; but, after a short

pause, a small glimmering light begins to appear,

* Guagnini Hist. Sarmat,

s 2 and
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and dance before you. Then, by frequently mov-
ing your body up and down, you perceive the va-

pours to ascend very fast, till you are perfectly dosed

and flustered, like one who drinks too much in a

morning. Mean while the preacher is also at work;

he begins a loud hum, whicli pierces you quite

through ; this is immediately returned by the audi-

ence, and you find yourself prompted to imitate

them by a meer spontaneous impulse, without know-

ing what you do. The interstitia are duly filled

up by the preacher, to prevent too long a pause,

under which, the spirit would soon faint, and grow

languid.

This is all I am allowed to discover, about the

progress of the spirit with relation to that part, which

is born by the assembly ; but in the methods of the

preaclier, to which I now proceed, I shall be more

large and particular.

SECTION II.

You W' ill read it very gravely remarked, in the

books of those illustrious and right eloquent penmen,

the' modern travellers ; that the fundamental dif-

ference, in point of religion, between the wild

Indians and us, lies in this : that we worship God,

'and they worship the devil. But, there are certain

criticks, who will by no means admit of this dis-

tinction ; rather believing, that all nations what-

soever adore the true God, because they seem to

intend
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intend their devotions to some invisible power, of

greatest goodness and ability to help them ; which,

perhaps, will take in the brightest attributes, as-

cribed to the divinity. Others again inform us,

that those idolaters adore two principles; the prin-

ciple of good, and that of evil : which, indeed, I

am apt to look upon, as the most universal notion,

that mankind, by the meer liglit of nature, ever

entertained of things invisible. How this idea has

been managed by the Indians, and us, and with

what advantage to the understandings of either,

may well deserve to be examined. To me, the

difference appears little more than this, that they,

are put oftener upon their knees by their fears, and

we, by our desires ; that the former, set them a pray-

ing, and us, a cursing. What I applaud them for,

is, their discretion in limiting their devotions and

their deities, to their several districts, nor ever suf-

fering the liturgy of the white Gcd, to cross or to

interfere with that of the black. Not so with us,

who, pretending by the lines and measures of our

reason, to extend thedominion ofone invisiblepower,

and contract that of the other, have discovered a gross

ignorance in the natures of good and evil, and most

horribly confounded the frontiers of both. After

men have lifted up the throne of their divinity to

the co^lum empyrau?n, adorned with all such qualities

and accomxplishments, as themselves seem most to

value and possess : after they have sunk their prin-

ciple of evil to the lowest centre, bound him with

chains, loaded him with curses, furnished him with

viler dispositions than any rake-hell of the town, ac-

coutred him with tail, and horns, and huge claws,

and saucer eyesj I laugh aloud to see these rea-

s 3 soners.
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soners, at the same time, engaged in wise dispute

about certain walks and purlieus, whether they are

in the verge of God, or the Devil ; seriously de-

bating, v>'hether such and such influences, come

into men's minds from above, or below ; whether

certain passions and affections, are guided by the

evil spirit, or the good :

Dumfas atque nefas exiguofine libidinum

Discerniint avidi—
Thus do men establish a fellowship of Christ with

Belial, and such is the analogy they make, between

cloven tongues, and cloven feet. Of the like na-

ture is the disquisition before us : it has continued

these hundred years an even debate, whether the

deportment and the cant of our English enthu-

siastick preachers, were possession, or inspiration

;

and a world of argument has been drained on either

side, perhaps to little purpose. For I think, it is

in life, as in tragedy, where it is held a convic-

tion of great defect, both in order and invention, to

-interpose the assistance of preternatural power, with-

out an absolute and last necessity. However, it is

a sketch of human vanity, for every individual to

imagine, the whole universe is interested in his

meanest concern. If he has got cleanly over a

kennel, some angel unseen descended on purpose,

to help him by the hand ; if he has knocked his

head against a post, it was the Devil, for his sins,

let loose from Hell on purpose to buffet him. Who,
that sees a little paltry mortal, droning, and dream-

ing, and drivelling to a multitude, can think it

agreeable to common good sense, that either Heaven

or Hell, should be put to the trouble of influence or

inspection.
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iaspection, upon what he is about ? therefore, I am
resolved immediately to weed this errour out of man-

kind, by making it clear, that this mystery of vend-

ing spiritual gifts, is nothing but a trade, acquired

by as much instruction, and mastered by equal prac-

tice and application, as others are. This will best

appear, by describing and deducting the whole pro-

cess of the operation, as variously, as it hath fallen

under my knowledge or experience.

Here the whole scheme

of spiritual mechanism v/as

deduced and explained, with

an appearance of great read-

ing and observation ; but it

w^as thought neither safe nor

*
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leviathan, or like bees in perpendicular swarm upon

a tree, or like a carrion corrupted into vermin, still

preserving the shape and figure of the mother ani-

mal : tliat all invention is formed by the morsure of

two or more of these animals, upon certain capil-

lary nerves, whicli proceed from thence, whereof

three branches spread into the tongue, and two

into the right hand. They hold also, that these

anhnals are of a constitution extremely cold ; that

their food is the air we attract, their excrement

phlegm ; and that what we vulgarly call rheums,

and colds, and distillations, is nothing else but an

epidemical looseness, to which that little common-

wealth is very subject, from the climate it lies un-

der. Farther, that nothing less than a violent heat,

can disentangle these creatures from their hamated

station of life^, or give them vigour and humour,

to imprint the marks of their litde teeth. That, if

the morsur^be hexagonal, it produces poetry ; the

circular, gives eloquence : if the bite hath been

conical, the person, whose nerve is so affected, shall

be disposed to write upon politicks ; and so of the

rest.

I shall now discourse briefly, by what kind of

practices the voice is best governed, toward the

composition and improvement of the spirit; for,

without a competent skill in tuning and toning each

word, and syllable, and letter, to their due cadence,

the whole operation is incomplete, misses entirely

of its effect on the hearers, and puts the iN^orkman

himself to continual pains for new supplies, with-

out success. For, it is to be understood, that. in

the Lnguage of the spirit, cant and droning, supply

the place of sense and reason; in the language of

4 men:
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men : because, in spiritual harangues, the disposi-

tion of the words according to the art of grammar,

has not the least use, but the skill and inilisence

wholly lie in the choice and cadence of the sylla-

bles ; even as a discreet composer, who, in setting a

song, changes the words and order so often, that

he is forced to make it nonsense, before he can

make it musick. For this reason it has been held

by some, that the art of canting is ever in greatest

perfection, when managed by Ignorance; which

is thought to be enigmatically meant by Plutarch,

when he tells us, that the best musical instru-

ments, were made from the bones of an ass. And
the profounder criticks upon that passage^, are of

opinion, the word in its genuine signification, means

no other than a jaw-bone ; though some rather

think it to have been the gs sacrum ; but in so nice

a case I shall not take upon me to decide ; the cu-

rious are at liberty to pick from it whatever they

please.

The first ingredient toward the art of canting,

is, a competent share of inward light ; that is to

say, a large memory, plentifully fraught with theo-

logical polysyllables, and mysterious texts from holy

writ, applied and digested, by those methods and

mechanical operations, already related : the bearers

of this light, resembling lanterns com.pact of leaves

from old Geneva bibles; which invention, sir

Humphrey Edwin, during his mayoralty, of happy

memory, highly approved and advanced ; affirm-

ing the Scripture to be now fulfilled, where it says,

thy word is a lantern to my feet, and a light to my
paths.

Now,
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Now, the art of canting, consists in skilfully

ad:ipting the voice, to whatever words the spirit de-

livers, that each may strike the ears of the audience,

with its most significant cadence. The force or

energy of this eloquence, is not to be found, as a-

mong ancient orators, in the disposition of words to

a sentence, or the turning of long periods ; but,

agreeable "^ to the modern refinements in musick, is

taken up wholly, in dwelling and dilating upon

syllables and letters. Thus, it is frequent for a

single vowel, to draw sighs from a multitude ; and

for a whole assembly of saints, to sob to the musick

of one solitary liquid. But these are trifles ; when

even sounds inarticulate, are observed to produce as

forcible efiects. A master workman, shall blow his

nose so powerfully, as to pierce the hearts of his

people, who were disposed to receive the excre-

ments of his brain, with the same reverence as the^

issue of it. Hawking, spitting, and belching, the

defects of other men's rhetorick, are the flowers, and

figures, and ornaments of his. For, the spirit be-

ing the same in all, it is of no import, through

what vehicle it is conveyed.

It is a point of too much diiTiculty, to draw the

principles of this famous art, within the compass of

certain adequate rules. However, perhaps I may

one day oblige the world, with my critical essay

upon the art of canting; philosophically, physically,

and mubica'ly considered.

But, among all improvements of the spirit,

wherein the voice has born a part, there is none

to be compared with that of conveying the sound

* Agreeable^ for agreeably.

through
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through the nose, which under the denomination

of snuffling =*, has passed with so great applause

in the world. The originals of this institution,

are very dark : but having been initiated into the

mystery of it, and leave being given me to publish

it to the world, I shall deliver as direct a relation as

I can.

This art, like many other famous inventions,

owed its birth, or, at least, improvement and per-

fection, to an effect of chance ; but was established

upon solid reasons, and has flourished in this island

ever since, with great lustre. All agree, that it

first appeared upon the decay and discouragement of

bagpipes, which having long suffered under the

mortal hatred of the brethren, tottered for a time,

and at last fell with monarchy. The story is thus

related.

As yet snuffling was not ; when the following

adventure happened to a Banbury saint. Upon a

certain day, while he w^as far engaged among the

tabernacles of the wicked, he felt the outward man
put into odd commotions, and strangely pricked

forward by the inward ; an effect very usual among

the modern inspired. For, some think, that the

spirit is apt to feed on the flesh, like hungry wines

upon raw beef. Others, rather believe there is a

perpetual game at leap-frog between both ; and

sometimes the flesh is uppermost, and sometimes the

spirit i adding that the former, while it is in the

state of a rider, wears huge Rippon spurs ; and,

when it comes to the turn of being bearer, is won-

* The snuffling of men, who have lost their noses by lewd

courses, is said to have given rise to that tone, which our dis-

senters did too much affect. W. Wotton.

derfully
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derfully head-strong and hard-mouthed. However,

It came about, the saint felt his vessel full extended

in everv part (a ver}^ natural eifect of strong inspi-

ration ;) and the place and time falling out so un-

luckily, that he could not have the convenience of

evacuating upwards, by repetition, prayer, or lecture

;

he was forced to open an inferiour vent. In short,

he wrestled with the flesh so long, that he at length

subdued it, coming off with honourable wounds,

all before. The surgeon had now cured the parts

primarily affected ; but the disease, driven from its

post. Hew up into his head ; and, as a skilful gene-

ral, valiantly attacked in his trenches, and beaten

from the field, by flying marches withdraws to the

capital city, breaking down the bridges to prevent

pursuit; so the disease, repelled from its first station,

iied before the rod of Hermes, to the upper region^

there fortifying itself; but, finding the. foe making at-

tacks at the nose, broke down the bridge, and retired

to the head- quarters. Now, the naturalists observe,

that there is in human noses an idiosyncracy, by

virtue of which, the more the passage is obstructed,

the more our speech delights to go through, as the

music of a fiagellet is made by the stops. By this

method, the twang of the nose becomes perfectly

to resemble the snuffle of a bag-pipe, and is found

to be equally attractive of British ears; whereof the

saint had sudden experience, by practising his new

faculty, with wonderful success, in the operation of

the spirit : for, in a short time, no doctrine passed

for sound and orthodox, unless it were delivered

through the nose. Straight, every pastor copied

after this original ; and those, who could not other-

wise arrive to a perfection, spirited by a noble zeal,

made
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made use of the same experiment to acquire it ; so

that, I think, it may be truly affirmed, the saints

owe their empire, to the snuffling of one animal, as

Darius did his, to the neighing of another ; and

both stratagems were performed by the same art

;

for wc read, how the Persian beast, acquired his

faculty, by covering a mare the day before ^,

I should now have done, if I were not convinced,

that whatever I have yet advanced upon this subject

is liable to great exception. For, allowing all I

have said to be true, it may still be justly objected,

that there is, in the common-wealth of artificial en-

thusiasm, some real foundation for art to work

upon, in the temper and complexion of individuals,

which other mortals seem to want. Observe but the

gesture, the motion, and the countenance, of some

choice professors^ though in their most familiar ac-

tions, you will find them of a diiferent race, from

the rest of human creatures. Remark your com-
monest pretender to a light within, how dark, and

dirty^ anrl gloomy he is without : as lanterns, which
the more light they bear in their bodies, cast out so

much the more soot, and smoke, and fuliginous

matter, to adhere to the sides. Listen but to their

ordinary talk, and look on the mouth that delivers

it ; you will imagine you are hearing some^^ncient

oracle, and your understanding will be equally in-

formed. Upon these, and the like reasons, certain

objectors pretend to put it beyond all doubt, that

there must be a sort of preternatural spirit, posses-

sing the heads of the modern saints ; and some will

have it to be the heat of zeal, working upon the

* Herodot.

dregs
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dregs of ignorance, as other spirits are produced

from lees, by the force of fire. Some again think,

that when our earthly tabernacles are disordered

and desolate, shaken and out of repair, the spirit

delights to dwell within them ; as houses are said

to be haunted, when they are forsaken and gone to

decay.

To set this matter in as fair a light as possible, I

shall here very briefly deduce the history of fana-

ticism^^ from the most early ages, to the present.

And if we are able to fix upon any one material or

fundamental point, wherein the chief professors have

universally agreed, I think we m.ay reasonably lay

hold on that, and assign it for the great seed or prin-

ciple of the spirit.

The most early traces we meet with of fanaticks

in ancient story, arc among the Egyptians, who in-

stituted those rites, known in Greece by the names

of Orgia, Panegyres, and Dionysia ; whether intro-

duced there by Orpheus, or Melampus, we shall

not dispute at present, nor in all likelihood at any

time for the future *. These feasts were celebrated

to the honour of Osiris, whom the Grecians called

Dionysius, and is the same with Bacchus : which

has betrayed some superficial readers to imagine,

that the whole business was nothing more than a

set of roaring, scouring companions, overcharged

with wine ; but this is a scandalous mistake, foisted

on the world by a sort of modern authors, who

have too literal an understanding ; and, because an-

tiquity is to be traced backwards, do therefore, like

Jews, begin their books at the wrong end, as if

* Diod. Sic. L. i. Plut. delside & Osiride.

learning
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learning were a sort of conjuring. These are the

men, who pretend to understand a book by scouring

through the index ; as if a traveller should go about

to describe a palace, when he had seen nothing but

,^the privy ; or like certain fortune-tellers in northern

"'America, who have a way of reading a man's des-

tiny, by peeping into his breech. For, at the

time of instituting these mysteries, there was not

one vine in all iEgypt'-, the natives drinking nothing

but ale ; which liquor seems to have been far more
iincient than wine, and has the honour of owing
its invention and progress, not only to the yEgyp-
tian Osiris-}-, but to the Grecian Bacchus; who, in

their famous expedition, carried the receipt of it

along with them, and gave it to the nations they

visited, or subdued. Besides, Bacchus h'lmsdf was

very seldom, or never drunk : for, it is recorded of

him, that he was the first inventor of the mitre ^;
which he w^ore continually on his head, (as the

whole company of bacchanals did) to prevent va-

pours and the head-ach after hard drinking. And
for this reason, say some, the scarlet whore, when
she makes the kings of the earth drunk with her

cup of abomination, is always sober herself, though,

she never balks the glass in her turn, being, it

seems, kept upon her legs, by the virtue of her

triple mitre. Now, these feasts were instituted, in

imitation of thefamous expedition Osiris made through

the world, and of the company that attended him,

whereof the bacchanalian ceremonies w^ere so many
types and symbols. From which account § it is

manifest^ that the fanatick rites of these bacchanals,

* Herod. L. 2. f Diod. Sic. L. i and 3.

J Id. L. 4. § See the particulars in Diod. Sic. L. i and j,
'

cannot
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cannot be imputed to intoxications by wine, but

must needs have had a deeper foundation. What
this was, we may gather large hints, from certain

circumstances in the course of their mysteries For,

in the lirst place, there was, in their processions, an

intire mixture and confusion of sexes; they affected

to ramble about hills and deserts : their garland

were of ivy and vine, emblems of cleaving and

clinging; or of fir, the parent of turpentine. It

is added, that they imitated satires, were attended by

goats, and rode upon asses, all, companions of great

skill and practice, in affairs of gallantry. They

bare for their ensigns certain curious figures, perched

upon long poles, made into the shape and size of

the vir^^a genitalis^ with its appurtenances ; which

were so many shadows and emblems of the whole

mystery, as well as trophies set up by the female

conquerors. Lastly, in a certain town of Attica,

the whole solemnity, stripped of. all its types*,

was performed in puris naturalibiis, the votaries not

flying in covies, but sorted into couples. The same

may be fartlier conjectured from the death of Or-

pheus, one of the institutors of these mysteries, who

was torn in pieces by women, because he refused to

communicate his orgies to them --j- ; which others

explained, by telling us, he had castrated himself

upon grief for the loss of his wife.

Omitting many others of less note, the next fana-

ticks we meet with of any eminence, were the

numerous sects of hereticks, appearing in the five

.first centuries of the Christian era, from Simon Ma-
gus and his followers, to those of Eutyches. I have

* Dionysia Brauronia.

,^ t Vid. Pliotium inexcerptis e Conone.

,: collected
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collected their systems from infinite reading, and,

comparing them with those of their successdrs, in

the several ages since, I find there are certain bounds

set even to the irregularity of human tiiou-^hr, and

those a great deal narrower than is commonly appre-

hended. For, as they all frequently interfere,

even in their wildest ravings; so there is one

fundamental point, wherein they are sure to meet,

as lines in a centre, and that is, the commi'j-

nity of women. Great were their solicitudes in

this matter, and they never failed of certain ar-

ticles in their schemes of worship, on purpose to

establish it.

The last fanaticks of note, were those which started

up in Germ.any, a little after the reformation of

Luther ; springing, as mushrooms do at the end of a

harvest: such were John of Leyden, David George,

Adam Neuster, and m.any others ; v/hose visions

and revelations, always terminated in leading about

half a dozen sisters apiece, and making that

practice, a fundamental part of their system. For,

human life is a continual navigation, and, if we

expect our vessels to pass with safety, through

the waves and tempests of this fluctuating world,

it is necessary to miake a good provision of the

flesh, as seamen lay in store of beef for a long

voyage.

Now, from this brief survey of some principal

sects among the fanaticks In all ages, (having omitted

the Mahometans and others, who might also help

4:0 confirm the argument I am about) to Vv^hich I

might add several among ourselves, such as the fa-

mily of love, sweet singers of Israel, and the like :

Vol. U. T and
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and from reflecting upon tjiat fundamental point in

their doctrines about women, wherein they have so

unanimously agreed; I am apt to imagine, that the

seed or principle, which has ever put men upon

visions in things invisible, is of a corporeal nature;

for, the profounder cliymrsts inform us, that the

strongest spirits may be extracted from human flesh.

Besides, the spinal marrow, being nothing else but

a continuation of the brain, must needs create a very

free communication, between the superiour faculties,

and those below: and tims, the thorn in the flesh,

serves for a spur to tlie spirit. I think, it is agreed

an:ong physicians, that nothing affects the head so

.much, 'as a tentiginous humour, repelled and elated

to the upper region, found by daily practice to run

fi'equently up into madness. A very eminent mem-
ber of the faculty assured me, that when the quakers

iirst appeared, he seldom was without someTemale

patients among them for th^ furor— persons of a

i^isionary devotion, either men or women, are,, in

thjeir complexion, of all others the most amorous

:

for,', izeal is frequently kindled from the same spark

,wi;^i other flres^ and, from inflaming brotherly

JioMf^^/, will proceed to raise that of a gallant. If we

inspect into the usual process of modern courtship,

we ^sh.alL find it to consist in a devout turn of the

eyes, called ogling ; an artificial form of canting

and whining by rote, every interval, for want of

other matter, made up with a shrug, or a immmt
a sJLg;h or a groan ; the style comp.ict of insignificant

words, hicoherences, and repetition. These 1 take

to be' the most accomplished rules of address to a

unstress ; and v;here are these performed with more

dexterity.
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"dexterity, than by the saints ? Nay, to bring this

argument yet closer, I have been informed by cer-

tain sanguine brethren of the first class, that in the

height and orgasmus of their spiritual exercise, it

has been frequent with them * * * * * *; imme-
diately after which, they found the spirit to relax

and flag of a sudden with the nerves, and they were

forced to hasten to a conclusion. This may be far-

ther strengthened, by observing, with wonder, how
unaccountably all females are attracted, by visionary

or enthusiastick preachers, though ever so contemp-

tible in their outward mien ; which is usually sup-

posed to be done upon considerations purely spiritual,

without any carnal regards at all. But, I have rea-

son to think, the sex has certain characteristicks, by
which they form a truer judgment of human abi-

lities and performings, than w^e ourselves c?n pos-

sibly do of each other. Let that be as i^ will, thus

much is certain, that, however spiritual intrigues

begin, they generally conclude like all others; they

may branch upward toward Heaven, but the root

is in the earth. Too intense a contemplation, is

not the business of flesh and blood ; it rr.ust, by

the necessary course of things, in a little time let

go its hold, and fall into matter. Lovers for the

sake of celestial converse, are but another sort of'

platonicks, who pretend to see stars and Heavei^

in ladies eyes, and to look or think no lower ; but:;

the same pit is provided for both : and they seem

a perfect moral to the story of that- philosopher, who,

while his thoughts and eyes weie f'XQd upor. the

constellations, found himself seduced by his lower

parts into a ditch.

T a I hacj
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I had somewhat more to say upon this part of the

subject ; but the post is just going, which forces me
in great haste to conclude.

Pray lurn this Letter as soon

as it comes to your Hands.

Sir,

Yours, &c.

#J?9fe^^

THE
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THE

HISTORY OF MARTIN;

Giving an Account of his Departure from Jack, and

their setting up for themselves, on which Account

they were obhged to travel and meet many Dis-

asters, finding no Shelter near Peter's Habitation:

Martin succeeds in the North ; Peter thunders

against Martin for the Loss of the large Revenue

he used to receive from thence. Harry HufFsent

Martin a Challenge to fight, which he received

;

Peter rewards Harry for the pretended Victory,

which encouraged Harry to huff* Peter also.

With many other extraordinary Adventures of

the said Martin in several Places with many con-

siderable Persons.

With a Digression concerning the Nature, Useful-

ness, and Necessity of Wars and Quarrels ^.

JliOW Jack and Martin, being parted, set up

each for himself. How they travelled over hills and

dales, met many disasters, suffered much from the

f This History was inserted in the former editions of the Tale

of a Tub, under the title of * What follows after Sect. IX. in the

* Manuscript j' but in subsequent editions was omitted, by the

dean's direction, in order to remove the censure of those who
put a construction on it foreign to his design. As in these cooler

tii'ies tlie whole allegory has been justly esteemed, the reader

will doubtless be pie^ised at our having preserved this part of it

from oblivion.

T 3 good
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good cause, and struggled with difficulties and wants,

not having where to lay their head ; by all which

they afterwards proved themselves to be right fa-

ther's sons, and Peter to be spurious. Finding no

shelter near Peter's habitation, Martin travelled

northwards, and finding the Thuringians and neigh-

bouring people disposed to change, he set up his

stage lirst among them ; where, making it his

business to cry down Peter's powders, plasters, salves,

and drugs, which he had sold a long time at a dear

rate, allowing Martin none of the profit, though he

had been often employed in recommending and

putting them off ; the good people, willing to save

their pence, began to hearken to Martin's speeches.

How several p-rtat lords took the hint, and on the

same accouPxt declared for Martin ; particularly one,

who, not having enough of one wife, wanted to

marry a second; and knowing Peier .used not to

grant such licences but at a swinging price, he struck

up a bargain with Martin, whom he found more

tractable, and who assured him he had the same

power to allow such things. How most of the

other northern lords, for their ovv-n private ends,

withdrew themselves and their dependants from Peter's

authority, and closed in with Martin. How Peter,

enraged at the loss of such large territories, and con-

sequently of so much revenue, tliundered against

Martin, and sent out the strongest and most terrible

of his bulls to devour him ; but, this having no

effect, and Martin defending himself boldly and

dextrously, Peter at last put forth proclamations, de-

claring Martin, and all his adherents, rebels and

traitors, or(]aining and requiring all his loving

subjects to take up arms, and to kill, burn, and

deatfoy
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destroy all and every one of them, promising large

rewards, &c, upon which ensued bloody wars and

desolation.

How Harry Huff, lord of Albion, one of the

greatest bullies of those days, sent a cartel to Mar-

tin, to fight him on a stage, at cudgels, quarter-

staff, back-sword, &c. Hence the origin of that

genteel custom of prize-fighting, so well known and

practised to this day among those polite islanders,

though unknown every v^'here else. How Martin,

being a bold blustering fellow, accepted the chal-

lenge ; how they met and fought, to the great di-

version of the spectators ; and after giving one ano-

ther broken heads, and many bloody wounds and

bruises, how they both drew otf victorious ; in which

their example has been frequently imitated by great

clerks and others, since that tiiue. How Martin's

friends applauded his victory ; and how lord Harry's

friends complimented him on the same score ; and

particularly lord Peter, v/ho sent him a fine fcither

for his cap, to be v>'orn by him and his successors,

as a perpetual mark for his bold defence of lord Pe-

ter's cause. How Harry, fiushed with his pretended

victory over Martin, began to hufr Peter also, and at

last downright quarrelled with him about a wench.

How sopxie of lord Harry's tenants, ever fond of

changes, began to talk kindly of ivlartin, for whicli

he m.auled them soundly ; as he did also those that

adliered to Peter, How he turned somie out of house

and hold, others he hanged or burn^, &c.

How Harry Huif, after a deal of blustering,

wenching, and bullying, died, and was succeeded

by a good-natured boy, who, giving way to the

general bent of his tenants, allowed Martin's notions

T 4 to
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to Spread every where, and take deep root in Al-

bion. How, after his death, the farm fell into the

liands of a lady, who was violently in love with lord

Peter. How she purged the whole country with

fire and sword, resolved not to leave the name or

remembrance of Marthi. How Peter triumphed,

and set up shops again, for selling his owm powders,

plasters, and salves, v;hich were now called the only

true ones, Martin's being all declared counterfeit.

How great numbers of Martin's friends left the

country, and, travelling up and dow^n in foreign

parts, grcw^ acquainted with many of Jack's follow-

ers, and took a liking to many of their notions and

ways, which they afterw^ards brought back into Al-

bion, now under another landlady, more moderate

and more cunnino- than the former. Plow she en-

deavoured to keep friendship both with Peter and

Martin, and trimmed for some time between the

two, not without countenancing and assisting at the

vSame time many of Jack's followers; but, finding

no possibility of reconciling all the tliree brothers,

because each would be master, and allow no other

salves, powders, or plasters, to be used but his own,

slic discarded all three, and set up a shop for those

of her own farm, v;cll furnished with powders,

plasters, sal^'es, and all otlier drugs necessary, all

right and tnx, composed according to receipts made

bv plivsiclans and apothecaries of her own crcatino-

whicli they extracted out of Peter's, and Martin's,

and Jack's receipt-books; and of this medley or

liodgepodge made up a dispensatory of tlieir own ;

;trlctly forbidding any other to be wed, and parti-

cularly Petei's, from which the greatest part of tliis

new dispensatory was stolen. Plow the lady, far-

ther
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ther to confirm this change, wisely imitating her

father, degraded Peter from the rank he pretended as

eldest brother ; and set up herself in his place, as

head of the family, and ever after wore her father's

old cap, with the fine feather he had got from

Peter for standing his friend : which has likewise

been worn, with no small ostentation, to this day^^

by all her successors, though declared enemies to

Peter. How lady Bess and her physicians, being

told of many defects and im.perfections in their new
medley dispensatory, resolve on a farther alteration,

and to purge it from a great deal of Peter's trash,

that still remained in it ; but were prevented by her

death. Plow she was succeeded by a north-coun-

try farmer, who pretended great skill in the ma-

naging of farms, though he could never govern his

own poor little form, nor yet this large new one after

he got it. How this new landlord, to show his

valour and dexterity, fought against enchanters,

weeds, giants, and wind-mills, and claimed great

honour for his victories, though he oft-times b-sh-t

himself when there was no danger. How his suc^

cesser, no wiser than he, occasioned great disorders

by the new methods he took to manage his farms.

How he attempted to establish in his northern farm,

the same dispensatory used in the southern, but mis-

carried, because Jack's povv^ders, pills, salves, and

plasters, were there in great vogue.

How the Author finds himself embarrassed for

having introduced into his History a new sect, dif-

ferent from the three he had undertaken to treat

of; and how his inviolable respect to the sacred

number three, obliges him to reduce these four, as

he
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he intends to do all other things, to that number*;

and for that end to drop the former Martin, and

to substitute in his place lady Bess's institution,

which is to pass under the name of Martin in the

sequel of this true History. This weighty point

being cleared, the Author goes on, and describes

mighty quarrels and squabbles between Jack and

Martin ; how sometimes the one had the better,

and sometimes the other, to the great desolation of

both farms, till at last both sides concur to hang up

the landlord, who pretended to die a martyr for

Martin, though he had been true to neither side,

and was suspected by many to have a great affection

for Peter.

A DIGRESSION, ON THE NATURE, USEFULNESS,

AND NECESSITY OF WARS AND QUARRELS.

1 HIS being a m.atter of great consequence, the

Author intends to treat it methodically, and at large,

in a treatise apart, and here to give only some

hints of what his large treatise contains. The state

of war, natural to all creatures. War is an attempt

to take by violence from others, a part of what

they have, and v.'e want. Every man, fully sen^

sible of his own merit, and finding it not duly re-

garded by others, has a natural right to take from

them all that he thinks due to himself; and every

* ' A panegyrlcnl Essay upon the number Three' is among
the treatises advertised at the beginning of The Tale of a Tub.

creature.
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creature, finding its own wants more than those of

others, has the same right to take every thing its

nature requires. Brutes, much more modest in their

pretensions this way, than men ; and mean men
more than great ones. The higher one raises his

pretensions this way, the more bustle he makes

about tliem ; and the more success he has, the

greater hero. Thus greater souls, in proportion to

their superionr merit, claim a greater right to take

every thing from meaner folks. This the true foun-

dation of prandeir and heroism, and of the dlstinc-

tion of degrees among men. War therefore neces-

sary to establish suDordi nation, and to found cities,

kingdomiS, feV. as also to purge bodies politick of

gross humours. Wise princes find it necessary to

have wars abroad, to keep peace at home. War,

famine, and pestilence, the usual cures for corrup-

tions in bodies politick. A comparison of these three.

The Author is to write a panegyrick on each of

them. The greatest part of mankind loves war

more than peace. Tliey are but few and Lr.e:;n-

spirited that live in peace with all men. Ife
modest and meek of all kinds, always a prey to those

of more noble or stronger appetites. The inclina •

tion to war universal : Those that cannot, or dare

not make v,-ar in person, employ others to do it for

them. This maintains bullies, bravoes, cut-throats,

lawyers, soldiers, feV. Most professions would be

useless if all were peaceable. Hence brutes want

neither smiths nor lawyers, miagistrates nor joiners,

soldiers nor surgeons. Brutes, having but narrow-

appetites, are incapable of carrying on, or perpe-

tuating w^ar against their own species, or of being

Jed out in troops and multitudes to destroy one

another.
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another. These prerogatives proper to man alone.

The excellency of human nature demonstrated, by

the vast train of appetites, passions, wants, ^f.

that attend it. This matter to be more fully treated

in the Author's Panegyrick on Mankind.

"THE HISTORY OF MARTIN.

How Jack, having got rid of the old landlord,

set up another to his mind, quarrelled with Martin,

and tiirned him out of doors. How he pillaged all

his shops, and abolished the whole dispensatory.

Hov/ the new landlord laid about him, mauled

Peter, worried Martin, and made the v;hole neigh-

bourhood tremble. How Jack's friends fell out

nmonsi; themselves, split into a thousand parties,

turned all things topsyturvy, till every body grew

weary of them ; and at last, the blustering land-

lord dying. Jack was kicked out of doors, anew

landlord brought in, and Martin reestablished.

How this new landlord let Martin do what he

pleased, and Martin agreed to every thing his

pious landlord desired, provided Jack might be

kept low. Of several efforts Jack made to raise

up his head, but all in vain ; till at last the land-

lord died, and was succeeded by one who was a great

friend to Peter, who, to humble Martin, gave Jack

some liberty. How Martin grew enraged at tJiis,

called in a foreigner, and turned out the landlord

;

in which Jack concurred with Martin, because tiiis

landlord was entirely devoted to Peter, into whose

arms he threw himself, and left his country. How
the
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the new landlord secured Martin in the full possession

of his former rights, but would not allow him to

destroy Jack, who had always been his friend. How
Jack got up his head in the North, and put himself

in possession of a whole canton, to the great discon-

tent of Martin, who, finding also that some of

Jack's friends were allowed to live and get their bread

in the South parts of the country, grew highly dis-

content with the new landlord he had called in to

his assistance. How this landlord kept Martin in

order, upon which he fell into a raging fever, and

swore he would hang himself, or join in with Peter,

unless Jack's children were all turned out to starve.

f several attempts made to cure Martin, and make

peace between him and Jack, that they m.ight unite

against Peter ; but all made ineffectual by the great

address of a number of Peter's friends, that herded

among Martin's, and appeared the most zealous for

his interest. How Martin, getting abroad in this

mad fit, looked so like Peter in his air and dress,

and talked so like him, that many of the neighbours

could not distinguish the one from the other ; espe-

cially when Martin went up and down strutting in

Peter's armour, which he had borrowed to fight

Jack. What remedies were used to cure Martin's

clistemper, #«*#**
Plere the Author being seized with a fit of dulness

fto which he is very subject) after having read a poeti-

cal Episde addressed to ^^^ it entirely composed his

senses, so that he has not writ a line since.

N. B. Some things that follow after this are not

in the MS. but seem to have been written since, to

fill up the place of what was not thought convenient

tlien to print.

A PRO.
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A PROJECT,

FOR THE UNIVERSAL BENEFIT OF MANKIND,

The Author, having laboured so long and done

so much to serve and instruct the publick, without

anj^ advantage to himself, has at last thought of a

project, which will tend to the great benefit of all

mankind, and produce a handsome revenue to the

author. He intends to print by subscription, in 96

large volumes in folio , an exact description of Terra

Auitrails incognita, collected v/ith great care and

pains from 999 learned and pious authors, of un-

doubted veracity. The whole work, illustrated with

maps and cuts agreeable to the subject, and done

by the best masters, will cost but one guinea each

volume to subscribers, one guinea to be paid in

advance, and afterwards a guinea on receiving each

volume, except the last. This work will be of

great use for all men, and necessary for all families,

because it contains exact accounts of all the pro-

vinces, colonies, and mansions, of that spacious

country, where, by a general doom, all transgressors

of the law are to be transported : and every one

having this work may choose out the fittest and best

place for himself^ there being enough for all, so as

every one shall be fully satisfied.

The author supposes tliat one copy of this work

will be bought at the publick charge, or out of the

parish-
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parish-rates, for every parish-church in the three

kingdoms, and in all the dominions thereunto be-

longing. And that every family that can command
ten pounds per annum, even though retrenched

from less necessary expenses, will subscribe for one.

He does not think of giving out above nine vo-

lumes yearly; and, considering the number requisite,

he intends to print at least 100,000 for the first edi-

tion. He is to print Proposals against next Term,
with a specimen, and a curious map of the capital

city, with its twelve gates, from a known author,

who took an exact survey of it in a dream. Consi-

dering the great care and pains of the author,

and the usefulness of the work, he hopes every one

w^ill be ready, for their own good as w^ell as his, to

contribute cheerfully to it, and not grudge him the

profit he may have by it, especially if it comes to a

third or fourth edition, as he expects it will very

soon.

He doubts not but it will be translated into fo-

reign languages, by m.ost nations of Europe, as well

as of Asia and Africa, being of as great use to all

those nations as to his own ; for this reason he de-

signs to procure patents and privileges, for securing

the whole benefit to himself, from all those differ-

ent princes and states ; and hopes to see many miU
lions of this great v/ork printed, in those different

countries and languages, before his death.

After this business is pretty well established, he
has promised to put a friend on another project al-

most as good as this; by establishing Insurance of-

fices every where, for securing people from ship-

wreck, and several other accidents in their voyage to

this country: and these ofl^ices shall furnish, at a

certain
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certain rate, pilots well versed in the route, and that

know all the rocks, shelves^ quicksands, ^c. that

such pilgrims and travellers may be exposed to. Of
these he knows a great number ready instructed in

most countries : but the whole scheme of this mat-

ter he is to draw up at large, and communicate to

•his friend.

Here ends the manuscript.

A DIS
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Si tihi vera videtur, .: o3

Dede manus, feJ* sifalsa est, accingere contra. LucR.b

First printed for J. Nutt in the Year 170I.
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THE following dihcour^e is a kind of remonstrance in behalf

of king William and his friends, against the proceedings of the

House of Commons ; and was publi^^hed during the recess of par-

liament in thp summer of 1701, Math a view to engage them in

milder measures, when they should meet again.

At this time Lewis XIV. was making large strides toward uni-

versal monarchy, plots were carrying on at St. Germains ; the

Dutch had acknowledged the duke of Anjou as king of Spain ,

and king William was made extremely uneasy by the violence

with which many of his ministers and chief favourites were pur-

sued by the Commons. The king, to appease their resentment,

had made several changes in his ministry, and removed some of

his most faithful servants from places of the highest trust and

dignity : this expedient, however, had proved ineffectual, and

the Commons persisted in their opposition. They began by im-

peaching William Bentinck, earl of Portland, groom of tlie

stole ; and proceeded to the impeachment of John Somers, baron

Somers of Evesham, first lord-keeper, afterwards lord chan-

cellor
J
Edward Kussel, earl of Orford, lord treasurer of the

navy, and one of the lords commissioners of the Admiralty;

and Charles Mountague, earl of Halifax, one of the com-

missioners of the Treasurv, and afterward chancellor of the

Exchequer. Its general purport is to damp the warmth of the

Commons, by showing that the measures they pursued had a

direct tendency to bring on the tyranny, which they professed

to oppose ; and the particular cases of the impeached lords are

paralleled in Athenian characters.

—

Hawkesworth.
The whole treatise is full of historical kno\\ledge, and ex-

cellent reflections. It is not mixed with any improper sallies of

wit, or any light aim at humour j and, in point of style and

learning;, is equal, if not superiour, to any of Swift's political

Work 5 .—O R Pv ER V
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A DISCOURSE, kc,

CHAP. L

1 T is agreed, that in all government there is an

absolute unlimited power, which naturally and ori-

ginally seems to be placed in the whole body, where-

ever the executive part of it lies. This holds in the

body natural ; for wherever we place the beginning

of motion, whether from the head, or the heart, or

tlie animal spirits in general, the body moves and acts

by a consent of all its parts. This unlimited power,

placed fundamentally in the body of a people, is

what the best legislators of all ages have endeavour-

ed, in their several schem_es or institutions of go-

vernment, to deposite in such hands as would pre-

serve the people from rapine and oppression within,

as well as violence from without. Most of them
seem to agree in this, that it was a trust too great

to be committed to any one man or assembly, and

therefore they left the right still in the wliole body ;

but the administration or executive part, in the

hands of the one, the fe^v, or the many; into

which three powers all independent bodies of men
seem naturally to divide : for, by all I have read of

those innumerable and petty commonwealths in

Italy, Greece, and Sicily, as well as the great ones

of Carthage and Rome, it seems to me, that a free

u 2 people
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people met together, whether by compact, or fa-

mily-government, as soon as they fall Into any acts

of civil society, do of themselves divide into three

powers. The first, is tliat of some one eminent

spirit, who, having signalized his valour and fortune

in defence of his country, or by the practice of po-

pular arts at home, comes to have great infiuenceon

the people, to grow their leader in warlike expedi-

tions, and to preside, after a sort. In their civil as-

semblies ; and this is grounded upon the principles

of nature and common reason, which in all diffi-

culties or dangers, where prudence or courage is re-

quired, rather incite us to fly for counsel or assistance

to a single person, than a multitude. The second

natural division of power is, of such men, who have

acquired large possessions, and consequently depen-

dencies, or descend from ancestors who have left

them great inheritances, together with an hereditary

authority. These easily uniting in tihoughts and

opinions, and acting in concert, begin to enter

upon measures for securing their properties, which

are best upheld by preparing against invasions

from abroad, and maintaining peace at home ; this

coinmences a great council, or senate of nobles,

£oT the weighty affairs of the nation. The last divi-

sion is, of the mass or body of the people, whose part

of power is great and indisput.ible, whenever rhey

can unite either collectively, or by deputation, to

exert it. Now the three forms of government, so

generally known in the schools, differ only by the

civil administration being placed "^ in the hands of

one, or sometimes two, (as in Sparta) who were

•* It should be, ' by the civil administration's being placed,'

called
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called kings ; or in a senate, who were called the

nobles ; or in the people collective or representative,

who may be called the commons. Each of these

had frequently the executive power in Greece, and

sometimes in Rome : but the power in the last re-

sort, was always meant by legislators, to be held in

balance among all three. And it will be an eternal

rule in politicks among ev^ery free people, that there

is a balance of pov/er to be carefully held by every

state within itself, as well as among several states

with each other.

The true meaning of a balance of power, either

without or within a state, is best conceived by con-

sidering, what the nature of a balance is. It sup-

poses three things ; First, the part which is held,

together with the hand that holds it ; and then the

two scales, with whatever is weighed therein. Now
consider several states in a neighbourhood ; in order

to preserve peace between these states, it is necessary

they should be formed into a balance, whereof one

or more are to be directors, who are to divide the

rest into equal scales, and upon occasion remove from

one into the other, or else fall with their own weight

into the lightest : so in a state within itself, the ba-

lance must be held by a third hand, who is to deal

the remaining power with the utmost exactness into

the several scales. Now it is not necessary that the

power should be equally divided between these three;

for the balance may be held by the weakest, w^ho,

by his address and conduct, removing from either

scale, and adding of his own, may keep the scales

duly poised. Such was that of the two kings of

Sparta, the consular power in Rome, that of the

kings of Media before the reign of Cyrus, as repre-

u 3 sented
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sented by Xenophon : and that of the several limited

states in theGothick institution.

When the balance is broken, whether by the

negligence, folly, or weakness of the hand that

held it, or by miglity weights fallen into either scale,

tlie power will never continue long in equal division

between the two remaining parties, but, till the ba-

lance is iixed anew, will run entirely into one.

This gives the truest account of what is understood

in the most ancient and approved Greek authors, by

the word Tyranny ; which is not meant for the

seizing of the uncontrolled or absolute power into

the hands of a single person, (as many superficial

men have grossly mistaken) but for the breaking of

the balance by whatever hand, and leaving the power

wholly in one scale : For, tyranny and usurpation in

a state are by no means confined to any number,

as might easily appear from examples enough ; and

because the point is material, I shall cite a few to

prove it.

The Romans *, having sent to Athens, and the

Greek cities of Italy, for the copies of the best laws,

chose ten legislators to put them into form, and

during the exercise of their ofHce, suspended the

consular power, leaving the administration of affliirs

in their hands. These very men, though chosen

for such a work, as the digesting a body of laws for

the government of a free state, did immediately

usurp arbitrary power, ran into all the forms of it,

had their guards and spies after the practice of the

tyrants of those ages, affected kingly state, destroyed

the nobles, and oppressed the people ; one of them

* Dionys. II.il. lib. iq,

proceeding
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proceeding so far, as to endeavour to force a lady of

great virtue : the very crime which gave occasion

to the expulsion of the regal power but sixty

years before, as this attempt did to that of the

Decemviri.

The Ephori in Sparta, were at first only certain

persons deputed by the kings to judge in civil

matters, while they were employed in the wars.

These men, at several times, usurped the abso-

lute authority, and were as cruel tyrants, as any

in their age.

Soon after the unfortunate expedition into Si-

cily *, the Athenians chose four hundred men for

administration of affairs, who became a body of

tyrants, and were called, in the language of those

ages, an oligarchy, or tyranny of the few ; under

which hateful denomination they were soon after de-

posed in great rage by the people.

When Athens was subdued by Lysander-J*, lie

appointed thirty men for the administration of that

city, who immediately fell into the rankest tyr

ranny : but this was not all; for, conceiving their

power not founded on a basis large enough, they

admitted three thousand into a share of the govern-

ment ; and thus fortified, became the cruellest ty-

ranny upon record. They murdered in cold blood

great numbers of the best men, without any provo-

cation, from the mere lust of cruelty, like Nero or

Caligula. This was such a number of tyrants toge-

ther, as amounted to near a third part of the whole

city; for Xenophon tells us :}:, that the city con-

tained about ten thousand houses ; and allowing one

* Thucyd. lib. 8. f Xenoph. de Rebus Graec. 1. 2.

J:
Mcmorab. lib. 3.

u 4 man
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man to every house, who could have any share in

the government, (the rest consisting of women,
children, and servants) and making other obvious

abatements, these tyrants, if they had been careful

to adhere together, might have been a majority even

of the people collective.

In the time of the second Punick war*, the balance

of power in Carthage was got on the side of the peo-

ple • and this to a degree, that some authors reckon

the government to have been then among them a

dominatio pUbis^ or tyranny of the commons ; which

it seems they were at all times apt to fall into, and

was at last among the causes, that ruined their state:

and the frequent murders of their generals, which

Diodorus -^ tells us was grown to an established

custom among them, may be another instance, that

tyranny is not confined to numbers.

I shall mention but one example more among a

great number, that might be produced ; it is re-

lated by the author last cited %. The orators of the

people at Argos (whether you will style them in mo-

dern phrase, great speakers of the house ; or only,

in general, representatives of the people collective)

stirred up the commons against the nobles, of whom
1600 were murdered at once ; and at last, the ora-

tors themselves, because they left off their accusa-

tions, or, to speak intelligibly, because they with-

drew their impeachments ; having, it seems, raised

a spirit they were not able to lay. And this last

circumstance, as cases have lately stood, may per-

haps be worth noting.

* Polyb. Frag. lib. 6. f Lib. 20.

X Lib. IS.

From
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From what has been already advanced, several

conclusions may be drawn :

First, That a mixed government, partaking of the

known forms received in the schools, is by no means

of Gothick invention, but has place in nature and

reason, seems very well to agree with the senti-

ments of most legislators, and to have been follow-

ed in most states, whether they have appeared un-

der the name of monarchies, aristocracies, or demo-

cracies : for, not to mention the several republicks

of this composition in Gaul and Germany, described

by Caesar and Tacitus, Folybius tells us, the bestgo-

Tcrnment is that, which consists of three forms,

regis ^ optimathim^ & populi imperio *, which may be

fairly translated, the king, lords, and commons.

Such was that of Sparta, in its primitive institution

by Lycurgus ; who, observing the corruptions and

depravations to which every of these was subject,

compounded his scheme out of all ; so that it was

made up of reges^ seniores^ & populus. Such also was

the state of Rome under its consuls : and the author

tells us, that the Romans fell upon this model purely

by chance, (v/hich I take to have been nature and

common reason) but the Spartans, by thought and

design. And such at Carthage was the rawma I'ei-

fub!ic<^-*f, or power in the last resort; for they had

their kings called svffeies^ and a senate wliich had

the power of nobles, and the people had a sliare

established too.

Secondly, It will follow, That those reasoners,

who em.ploy so much of their zeal, their wit, and

their leisure for the upholding the balance of power

* Fragm. lib. 6. f Id. ib.

- iri
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in Christendom, at the same time that by their prac-

tices they are endeavouring to destroy it at home,

are not such mighty patriots, or so much in the

true interest of their country, as they would aifect

to be thought ; but seem to be employed Hke a man,

who pulls down with his right hand, what he has

been building with his left.

Thirdly, This makes appear the errour of those,

who think it an uncontrollable maxim, that power

is always safer lodged in many hands, than in one :

for, if these many hands be made up only from one

of the three divisions before-mentioned, it is plain

from those examples already produced, and easy to

be paralleled in other ages and countries, that they

are capable of enslaving the nation, and of acting all

manner of tyranny and oppression, as it is possible

for a single person to be, though we should suppose

their numiber not only to be of four or five hundred,

but above three thousand.

Again, It is manifest from what has been said,

that in order to preserve the balance in a mixed state,

the limits of power deposited with each party ought

to be ascertained, and generally known. The de-

fect of this, is the cause that introduces those strug-

giings in a state about prerogative and liberty, about

encroachments of the few upon the rights of the

many, and of the many upon the privileges of the

few, which ever did, and ever will conclude in a

tyranny ; first, either of the few, or the many; but

at last, infallibly of a shiglc person : for, whichever

of the three divisions in a state is upon the scramble

for more power than its own, (as one or other of

them generally is) unless due care be taken by the

other two, upon every new question that arises, they

will
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will be sure to decide in favour of themselves, talk

much of inherent right ; they will nourish up a dor-

mant power, and reserve privileges in petto, to

exert upon occasions, to serve expedients^ and to

urge upon necessities; they will make large demands,

and scanty concessions., ever coming off considerable

gainers : thus at length the balance is broke, and

tyranny let in ; from which door of the three it

matters not.

To pretend to a declarative right upon any occa-

sion whatsoever, is little less than to make use of

the whole power; that is, to declare an opinion

to be law, which has always been contested, or per-

haps never started at all before such an incident

brought it on the stage. Not to consent to the

enacting of such a law, which has no view beside

the general good, unless another law shall at the

same time pass, with no other view but that of ad-

vancing the power of one party alone ; what is this

but to claim a positive voice, as well as a negative*?

To pretend that great changes and alienations of

property have created new and great dependencies,

and consequently new additions of power, as som.e

reasoners have done, is a mo&t dangerous tenet. If

dominion must follow property, let it follow in the

same pace ; for, change in property through the bulk

of a nation makes slow marches, and its due power

always attends It. To conclude that whatever at-

* This seems to allude to a practice of the House of Commons
called Tacking -, when they suspected that a fivourite bill would

be rejected, they tacked it to a money-bill ; and as it ^\ as not

possible to proceed without the supply, and as it became ne-

cessary to reject or receive both the bills thus tacked together^

this expedient perfectly answered its purpose.

tempt
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tempt is begun by an assembly, ought to be pur-

sued to the end, without regard to the greatest in-

cidents tliat may happen to alter the case ; to cour^t

it mean, and below the dignity of a house, to quit

a prosecution ; to resolve upon a conclusion before

it is possible to be apprised of the premises ; to act

tlius, I say, is to affect not only absolute power,

but infallibility too. Yet such unaccountable pro-

ceedings as these liave popular assemblies engaged in,

forwant of fixing the due limitsofpower and privilege.

Great changes may indeed be made in a govern-

ment, yet the form continue, and the balance be

held : but large intervals of time must pass between

every such innovation, enough to melt down and

make it of a piece with the constitution. Such, we

are told, were the proceedings of Solon, when he

modelled anew the Athenian commonwealth ; and

what convulsions in our own, as well as other states,

have been bred by a neglect of this rule, is fresh

and notorious enough : it is too soon in all con-

science to repeat this errour again.

Having shown, that there is a natural balance of

power in all free states, and how it has been di-

vided, sometimes by the people themselves, as in

Rome ; at others by the institutions of the legisla-

tors, as in the several states of Greece and Sicily ;

the next thing is, to examine what methods have

been taken to break or overthrow this balance,

which every one of the three parties has continually

endeavoured, as opportunities have served "^
; as

* ' As oppoitanities have served ; as might appear/ ^c.

The repetition of the particle, as, at the beginning of two mem-
bers of a sentence so near each other, has a bad effect. The for-

mer might be changed to ' whenever'

—

' whenever opportu-

* nities oitered ; as might appear,' ^c,

midit
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might appear from the stories of most ages and

countries : for, absolute power in a particular state, is

of the same nature with universal monarchy in seve-

ral states adjoining to each other. So endless and

exorbitant are the desires of men, whether considered

in their persons or their states, that they will grasp

at all, and can form no scheme of perfect happiness

with less. Ever since men have been united into

governments, the hopes and endeavours after uni-

versal monarchy have been bandied among them,

from the reign of Ninus, to this of the most christian

king ; in which pursuits, commonwealths have had

their share, as well as monarchs : so the Athenians,

the Spartans, the Thebans, and the Achaians, did

several timesaim at the universal monarchy of Greece:

so the commonwealths of Carthage and Rome, af-

fected the universal monarchy of the then known

world. In like manner has absolute power been

pursued by the several parties of each particular

state ; wherein single persons have met with most

success, though the endeavours of the few and the

many hav^e been frequent enough : yet, being nei-

ther so uniform in their designs, nor so direct in

their views, they neither could manage nor main-

tain the power they had got; but were ever de-

ceived by the popularity and ambition of some

single person. So that it will be always a wrong

step in policy, for the nobles or comimons to carry

their endeavours after power so far, as to overthrow

the balance: and it would be enough to damp their

warmth in such pursuits, if they could once reflect,

that in such a course they will be sure to run upon

t-he very rock, that they meant to avoid ; which, I

suppose
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suppose they would have us think is the tyranny,

of a single person.

Many examples might be produced of the en-

d-eavours of each of these three rivals after absolute

power ; but I shall suit my discourse to the time I

am writing in, and relate only such dissenrions in

Greece and Rome, between the nobles and com-

mons, with the consequences of them, wherein the

latter were the aggressors.

I shall begin with Greece, where m.y observation

shall be confined to Athens, though several instances

Tnight be brought from other states thereof.

CHAP. IL

OF THE DISSENSIONS IN ATHENS, BETW'EEN THE
FEW AND THE MANY.

1 HESEUS is the first, who is recorded, with

any appearance of truth, to have brought the

Grecians from a barbarous manner of life, among
scattered villages, into cities; and to have established

the popular state in Athens, assigning to himself the

guardianship of the laws, and chief command in

w^ar. lie was forced, after some time, to leave the

Athenians to their own measures, upon account of

their seditious temper, which ever continued with

them, till the final dissolution of their government

by tlie Romans. It seems, the country about Attica

was the most barren of any in Greece ; through

which means it happened, that the natives were

never

3
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never expelled by the fury of invaders, (who thought

it not worth a conquest) but continued always abori-

gines; and therefore retained, through all revolutions,

a tincture of that turbulent spirit, wherewith their

government began. This institution of Theseus ap-

pears to have been rather a sort of mixed monarchy,

than a popular state ; and for aught we know, might

continue so during the series of kings, till the death

of Codrus. From this last prince Solon was said

to be descended ; who, finding the people engaged

in two violent factions of the poor and the rich, and

in great confusion thereupon ; refusing the mo-

narchy, which w^as offered him, chose rather to cast

the government after another model, wherein he

made provisions for settling the balance of power,

choosing a senate of four hundred, and disposing the

magistracies and offices according to men's estates

;

leaving to the muldtude their votes in electing, and

the power of judging certain processes by appeal.

This council of four hundred was chosen, one hun-

dred out of each tribe, and seems to have been a

body representative of the people : though the peo-

pie collective reserved a share of power to themselves.

It is a point of history perplexed enough ; but thus

much is certain, that the balance of power was pro-

vided for ; else Pisistratus, called by authors the

tyrant of Athens, could never have governed so

peaceably as he did, without changing any of

Solon's laws ^. These several powers, together with

that of the archon or chief magistrate, made up the

form of government in Athens, at what time it began

to appear upon tlie scene of action and story.

* Herodot. lib. r.

The
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The first great man bred up under this institution,

was Miltiades, who lived about ninety years after

Solon, and is reckoned to have been the first great

captain, not only of Athens, but of all Greece.

From the time of Miltiades to that of Pliocion, who
is looked upon as the last famous general of Athens,

are about 130 years: after which, they were subdued

and insulted by Alexander's captains, and continued

imder several revolutions a small truckling state, of

no name or reputation, till they fell, with the rest

of Greece, under the power of the Romans.

During this period from Miltiades to Phocion, I

shall trace the conduct of the Athenians with rela-

tion to their dissentions between the people and some

of their generals; who, at that time, by their power

and credit in the army, in a warlike commonwealth,

and often supported by each other, were, with the

magistrates and other civil officers, a sort of coun-

terpoise to the power of the people ; who, since the

death of Solon, had already made great encroach-

ments. What these dissensions were, how founded,

and what the consequences of them, I shall briefly

and impartially relate.

I must here premise, that the nobles in Athens

were not at this time a corporate assembly, that I can

gather* ; therefore the resentments of the commons

were usually turned against particular persons, and

by way of articles of impeachment. Whereas the

commons in Rome, and some other states, as will

appear in a proper place, though they followed this

metliod upon occasion, yet generally pursued the en-

largement of their power by more set quarrels of one

entire asscmblv ao^ainst another. However, the cus-

* It would be«bctter expressed, ' as far as I can gather/

torn
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torn of particular impeachments being not limited

to former ages, any more than that of general strug-

gles and dissensions between iixed assemblies of no-

bles and commons, and the ruin of Greece having

been owing to the former, as that of Rome was to

the latter, I shall treat on both expressly ; that those

states who are concerned in either (if at least there

be any such now in the world) may, by observing

the means and issues of former dissensions, learn

whether the causes are alike in theirs ; and if they

find them to be so, may consider whether they ought

not justly to apprehend the same effects.

To speak of every particular person impeached

by the commons of Athens, within the compass de-

signed, would introduce the history of almost every

great man they had among them : I shall there-

fore take notice only of six, who, living in that period

of time when Athens was at the height of its glory,

as indeed it could not be otherwise while such hands

were at the helm, though impeached for high crimes

and misdemeanours, such as bribery, arbitrary pro-

ceedings, misapplying or embezzling publick funds,

JU conduct at sea, and the like, were honoured and

lamented by their country, as the preservers of it,

and have had the veneration of all ages since paid

justly to their memories.

Miltiades was one of the Athenian generals against

the Persian power, and the famous victory at Mara-

thon, was chiefly owing to his valour and conduct*

Being sent some time after to reduce the island ofParos,

he mistook a great fire at a distance, for the fleet ; and

being no ways a match for them, set sail for Athens ;

at his arrival he was impeached by the commons tor

Vol. II. X treachery.
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treachery, though not able to appear by reason of his

wounds, fined 30000 crowns, and died in prison-.

Though the consequences of this proceeding upon

the affairs of Athens, were no other than the un-

timely loss of so great and good a man, yet I could

not forbear relating it.

Their next great man was Aristides. Beside the

mighty service he had done his country in the wars,

he was a person of the strictest justice, and best ac-

quainted with the laws as well as forms of their go-

\"ernment, so that he was in a manner chancellor of

Athens. This man, upon a slight and false accu-

sation of favouring arbitrary power,- was banished by

ostracism ; which, rendered into modern English,

would signify, that they voted he should be removed

from their presence and council for ever. But how-

ever, they had the wit to recall him, and to that ac-

tion owed the preservation of their state by his future

services. For, it must be still confessed in behalf of

the Athenian people, that they never conceived

themselves perfectly infallible, nor arrived to the

heights of modern assemblies, to make obstinacy

confirm, what sudden heat and temerity began.

They thought it not below the dignity of an assem-

bly to endeavour at correcting an ill step ; at least lo

repent, though it often fell out too late.

Themistocles was at first a commoner himself: it,

was he, that raised the Athenians to their greatness

at sea, which he thought to be the true and constant

interest of that commonwealth ; and the famous na-

val victory over the Persians at Salamis, was owing

to his conduct. It seems the people observed some-

what of haughtiness in his temper and behaviour,

4 and
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and therefore banished him for five years ; but find-

ing some slight matter of accusation against him,

they sent to seize his person, and he hardly escaped

to the Persian court ; from whence, if the love of

his country had not surmounted its base ingratitude

to him, he had many invitations to return at the

head of the Persian fleet, and take a terrible revenge

:

but he rather chose a voluntary death.

The people of Athens impeached Pericles for mis-

applying the publick revenues to his own private use*

He had been a person of great deservings from the

republick, was an admirable speaker, and very popu-

lar. His accounts were confused, and he could not

then give them up ; therefore merely to divert that

difficulty, and the consequences of it, he was forced

to engage his country in the Peloponnesian war, the

longest that ever was known in Greece, and which

ended in the utter ruin of Athens.

The same people having resolved to subdue Sicily,

sent a mighty fleet under the command of Nicias,

Lamachus, and Alcibiades : the two former, per-

sons of age and experience ; the last, a young man
of noble birth, excellent education, and a plentiful

fortune. A litde before the fleet set sail, it seems

one night the stone-images of Mercury, placed in

several parts of the city, were all pared in the face :

this action the Athenians interpreted for a design of

destroying the popular state; and Alcibiades, having

been formerly noted for the like frolicks and excur-

sions, was immediately accused of this. He, whe-

ther conscious of his innocence, or assured of the

secrecy, offered to come to his trial before he went

to his command ; this the Athenians refused. But

X a as
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as soon as he was got to Sicily, they sent for liim

back, designing to take the advantage, and prose-

cute him in the absence of his friends, and of the

army, where he was very powerful* It seems lie

understood the resentments of a popular assembly

too well to trust them ; and therefore, instead of re-

turning, escaped to Sparta ; where his desires of re-

venge prevailing over his love to his country, he be-

came its greatest enemy. Mean while the Athenians

before Sicily, by the death of one commander, and

the superstition, weakness, and perfect ill conduct

of the other, were utterly destroyed, the whole

iieet taken, and a miserable slaughter made of the

army, whereof hardly one ever returned. Some

time after this Alcibiades was recalled upon his own

conditions by the necessities of the people, and

made chief commander at sea and land ; but his

lieutenant engaging against his positive orders, and

being beaten by Lysander, Alcibiades was again,

disgraced, and banished. However, the Athenians

having lost all strength and heart since their misfor-

tune at Sicily, and now depriv'ed of the only person

that was able to recover their losses, repent of their

rashness, and endeavour in vain for his restoration;

the Persian lieutenant, to whose protection he fled,

making him a sacrifice to the resentments of Ly-

sander the general of the Lacedemonians, who now

reduces all the dominions of the Athenians, takes

the city, razes their walls, ruins their works, and

changes the form of their government ; which though

again restored for sometime by Thrasybulus (as their

walls were rebuilt by Conon) yet here we must date

the full of the Athenian greatness; the dominion and

chief power in Greece from that period to the time

of
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of Alexander the Great, which was about fifty years,

being divided between the Spartans and Thebans.

Though Philip, Alexander's father (the most chris-

tian king of that age) had indeed some time before

begun to break in upon the republick of Greece by
conquest or bribery

;
particularly deahng large mo-

ney among some popular orators, by which he brought

many of them, as the term of art was then, to

Philippize.

Jn the time of Alexander and his captains, the

Athenians were offered an opportunity of recovering

their liberty, and being restored to their former state;

but the wise turn they thought to give the matter,

w^as by an impeachment and sacrifice of the author,

to hinder the success. For, after the destruction of

Thebes by Alexander, this prince designing the

conquest of Athens was prevented by Phocion the

Athenian general, then ambassador from that state

;

who, by his great wisdom and skill at negotiations,

diverted Alexander from his design, and restored the

Athenians to his favour. The very same success he

had with Antipater after Alexander's death, at which

time the government was new regulated by Solon's

laws : But Polyperchon, in hatred to Phocion, hav-

ing by order of the young king, whose governor he

was, restored those whom Phocion had banished, the

plot succeeded. Phocion was accused by popular

orators, and put to death.

Thus was the most powerful commonwealth of all

Greece, after great degeneracies from the institution

of Solon, utterly destroyed by that rash, jealous,

and inconstant humour of the people, which was

never satisfied to see a general either victorious, or

unfortunate ; such ill judges, as well as rewarders,

X 3 have
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Jiave popular assemblies been, of those who best de-

served from them.

Now, the circumstance which makes these ex-

amples of more importance, is, that this very power

of the people in Athens, claimed so confidently for

an inherent right, and insisted on as the undoubted

privilege of an Athenian born, was the rankest en-

croachment imaginable, and the grossest degeneracy

from the form that Solon left them. In short, their

government was grown into a dominatio plebis^ or ty-

ranny of the people, who by degrees had broke and

overthrown the balance, v;hich that legislator had

very well fixed and provided for. This appears not

only from what has been already said of that law-

giver, but more manifestly from a passage in Diodo-

rus *
; who tells us, that Antipater, one of Alex-

ander's captains, abrogated the popular government

in Athens, and restored the power of suffrages and

magistracy to such only, as were worth two thou-

sand drachmas ; by which m.cans, says he, that re-

publick came to be again administered by the laws

of Solon. By this quotation it is manifest that

great author looked upon Solon's institution, and a

popular government, to be two difierent things.

And as for this restoration by Antipater, it had

jieither consequence nor continuance worth ob-

serving.

I might easily produce many more exam^ples, but

these are sufficient : and it may be worth the reader's

time to reflect a little on the merits of the cause,

as well as of the men, who had been thus dealt

with by their country. I shall direct him no far-

ther than by repeating, that Aristides was the most

* Lib, 18.

renowned
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renowned by the people themselves for his exact

justice and knowledge in the law ; that Themis-
tocles was a most fortunate admiral, and had got a

mighty victory over the great king of Persia's fleet;

that Pericles was an able minister of state, an ex-

cellent orator, and a man of letters ; and lastly,

that Phocion, beside the success of his arms, was

also renowned for his negotiations abroad, havine

in an embassy brought the greatest m.onarch of the

world at that time, to the terms of an honourable

peace, by which his country was preserved.

I shall conclude my remarks upon Athens with

the character given us of that people by Polybius.

About this time, says he, the Athenians Vv'ere go-

verned by two men ; quite sunk in their affairs ; had
little or no commerce with the rest of Greece, and
were become great reverencers of crowned heads.

For, from the time of ^Alexander's captains till

Greece was subdued by the Romans, to the latter

part of which this description of Polybius falls in,

Athens never produced one famous man either for

counsels or arms, or hardly for learning. And in-

deed it was a dark insipid period through all Greece:

for, except the Achaian league under Aratus and

Philopoemen ; and the endeavours of i\gis and

Cleomenes to restore ^the state of Sparta, so fre-

quently harrassed by tyrannies occasioned by the

popular practises of the ephori, there was very little

worth recording. All which consequences may
perhaps be jusdy imputed to this degeneracy of

Athens.

X 4. CHAP.
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CHAP. IIL

OF THE DISSENSIONS BETWEEN THE PATRICIANS

AND PLEBEIANS IN ROME, WITH THE CONSE-

aUEiNCES THEY HAD UPON THAT STATE.

Xl AVING in the foregoing chapter confined my-

self to the proceedings of the commons only, by the

method of impeachments against particular persons,

with the fatal effects they had upon the state of

Athens ; I shall now treat of the dissensions at Rome,

between the people and the collective body of the

patricians or nobles. It is a large subject, but I shall

draw it into as narrow a compass as I can.

As Greece, from the most ancient, accounts we

have of it, was divided into several kingdoms, so

was most part of Italy "^ into several petty common-

wealths. And as those kings in Greece are said to

have been deposed by their people upon the score

'

of their arbitrary proceedings, so, on the contrary,

the commonwealths of Italy were all swallowed up,

and concluded in the tyranny of the Roman em-

perors. However, the differences between those

Grecian monarchies, and Italian republicks, were

not very great : for, by the account Homer gives

us of those Grecian princes who came to the siege

of Troy, as well as by several passages in the

Odyssey, it is manifest, that the power of these

princes in their several states was much of a size

* Dionys. Halicar.

with
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with that of the kings in Sparta; the archon at

Athens, the sufFetes at Carthage, and the consuls in

Rome : so that a limited and divided power seems

to have been the most ancient and inherent princi-

ple of both those people in matters of government.

And such did that of Rome continue from the time

of Romulus, though with some interruptions to

Julius Caesar, when it ended in the tyranny of a

single person. During which period (not many-

years longer than from the Norman conquest to our

age) the commons were growing by degrees into

power and property, gaining ground upon the pa-

tricians, as it were, inch by inch, till at last they

quite overturned the balance, leaving all doors open

to the practices of popular and ambitious men, who
destroyed the wisest republick, and enslaved the

noblest people that ever entered upon the stage of

the world. By what steps and degrees this was

brought to pass, shall be the subject of my present

inquiry.

While Rome was governed by kings, the mo-
narchy was altogether elective. Romulus himself,

when he had built the city, w^as declared king by

the universal consent of the people, and by augury,

which was there understood for divine appointment.

Among other divisions he made of the people, one

was into patricians and plebeians : the former were

like the barons of England some time after the con-

quest ; and the latter are also described to be alm^ost

exactly what our commons were then. For they

were dependants upon the patricians, whom they

chose for their patrons and protectors, to answer for

their appearance, and defend them in any process

:

they also supplied their patrons with money in ex-

change
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change for their protection. This custom of patro-

nage, it seems, was very ancient, and long practised

among the Greeks.

Out of these patricians Romulus chose a hundred

to be a senate, or grand council, for advice and as-

sistance to him in the administration. The senate

therefore originally consisted all of nobles, and were

of themselves a standing council, the people being

only convoked upon such occasions, as by this insti-

tution of Romulus fell into their cognizance : those

were, to constitute magistrates, to give their votes

for making laws, and to advise upon entering on a

war. But the tv/o former of these popular privileges

were to be confirmed by authority of the senate ;

and the last was only permitted at the king's pleasure.

This was the utmost extent of power pretended to

by the commons in the time of Romulus ; all the

rest being divided between the king and the senate ;

the whole agreeing very nearly with the consti-

tution of England for some centuries after the con-

quest.

After a year's interregnum from the death of

Rom.ulus, the senate of their own authority chose a

successor, and a stranger, merely upon the fam.e of

his virtue, without asking the consent of the com-

mons ; which custom they likewise observed in the

two following kings. But in the election of Tar-

quinius Priscus, the fifth king, we first hear men-

tioned, that it was done populi impetratd venid

;

which indeed was but very reasonable for a free

people to expect ; though I cannot remember, in

my little reading, by what incidents they were

brought to advance so great a step. However it

were, this prince, in gratitude to the people, by

whose
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whose consent he was chosen, elected a hundred se-

nators out of the commons, whose number, ivith

former additions, was now amounted to three hun-

dred.

The people having once discovered their ovv^n

strength, did soon take occasion to exert it, and that

by very great degrees. For at this king's death,

who was murdered by the sons of a former, being

at a loss for a successor, Servius Tullius, a stranger,

and of mean extraction, v/as chosen protector of

the kingdom by the people, without the consent of

the senate ; at which the nobles being displeased, he

wholly applied himself to gratify the commons, and

was by them declared and confirmed no longer pro-

tector, but king.

This prince first introduced the custom of giving

freedom to servants, so as to become citizens of

equal privileges with the rest, which very much con-

tributed to increase the power of the people.

Thus in a very few years the commons proceeded

so far, as to wrest even the power of choosing a king-

entirely out of the hands of the nobles ; which was

so great a leap, and caused such a convulsion and

struggle in the state, that the constitution could not

bear it ; but civil dissensions arose, which im.me-

diately were followed by the tyranny of a single

person, as this was, by the utter subversion of the

regal government, and by a settlement upon a new

foundation. For, the nobles, spited at this indig-

nity done them by the commons, firmly united in a

body, deposed this prince by plain force, and chose

Tarquin the Proud ; who, running into all the forms

and methods of tyranny, after a cruel reign, was

expelled by a universal concurrence of nobles and

people.
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people, whom the miseries of his reign had re-

conciled.

When the consular government began, the ba-

lance of power between the nobles and plebeians

was fixed anew : the two first consuls were nomi-

nated by the nobles, and confirmed by the commons;

and a law was enacted, That no person sliould bear

any magistracy in Rome, injussu popuU, that is,

without consent of the commons.

In such turbulent times as these, many of the

poorer citizens had contracted numerous debts, ei-

ther to the richer sort among themselves, or to se-

nators and other nobles : and the case of debtors in

3^ome for the first four centuries =^, was, after the

set time for payment, that they had no choice but

either to pay or be the creditor's slave. In this

juncture, the commons leave the city in mutiny

and discontent, and will not return but upon con-

dition to be acquitted of all their debts ; and m.ore-

over, that certain magistrates be chosen yearly,

whose business it shall be to defend the commons

from injuries. These are called tribunes of the

people, their persons are held sacred and inviolable,

and the people bind themselves by oath never to

abrogate the office. By these tribunes, in process

of time, the people were grossly imposed on to

serve the turns and occasions of revengeful or am-

bitious men, and to commit such exorbitances, as

could not end but in the dissolution of the govern-

ment.

These tribunes, a year or two after their institu-

tion, kindled great dissensions between the nobles

* Ab urbe condita 3 from the building of the city.

and
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and the commons on the account of Coriolanus ; a

nobleman, whom the latter had impeached, and the

consequences of whose impeachment (if I had not

confined myself to Grecian examples for that part

of my subject) had like to have been so fatal to their

state. And from this time, the tribunes began a

custom of accusing to the people whatever nobles

they pleased, several of whom were banished or put

to death in every age.

At this time the Romans were very much engaged

in wars with their neighbouring states ; but upon

the least intervals of peace, the quarrels between

the nobles and the plebeians would revive ; and

one of the most frequent subjects of their differences

w^as the conquered lands, which the commons
would fain have divided among the publick ; but

the senate could not be brought to give their con-

sent. For, several of the wisest among the no-

bles began to apprehend the growing power of

the people ; and therefore knowing what an ac-

cession thereof w^ould accrue to them by such an

addition of property, used all means to pievent it

:

for this the Appian family w^as most noted, and

thereupon most hated by the commons. One of

them having made a speech against this division of

lands, was impeached by the people of high treason,

and a day appointed for his trial : but disdaining to

make his defence, he chose rather the usual Roman
remedy of killing himself: after whose death the

commons prevailed, and the lands were divided

among them.

This point was no sooner gained, but new dis-

sensions began : for the plebeians would fain have

a law enacted to lay all mens rights and privileges

upon
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Upon the same level : and to enlarge the power of

every magistrate within his own jurisdiction, as much

as that of the consuls. The tribunes also obtained

to have their numbers doubled, which before was

five : and the author tells us, that their insolence

and power increased with their number, and the

seditions were also doubled with it ^.

By the beginning of the fourth century from the

building of Rome, the tribunes proceeded so far in

the name of the commons, as to accuse and fine the

consuls themselves, who represented the kingly power.

And the senate observing, how in all contentions

they w^ere forced to yield to the tribunes and peo-

ple, thought it their wisest course to give way also

to time ; therefore a decree was made to send am-

bassadors to Athens, and to the other Grecian com-

monwealths planted in that part of Italy called

Graecia Major, to make a collection of the best

laws; out of which, and some of their own, a new

complete body of law was formed, afterward known

by the name of the laws of the twelve tables.

To digest these laws into order, ten men 'were

chosen, and the administration of all affairs left in

their hands ; what use they made of it has been

.already shown. It was certainly a great revolution,

produced entirely by the many unjust encroachments

of the people ; and might have wholly changed the

fate of Rome, if the folly and vice of those, who

were chiefly concerned, could have suffered it to

take root.

A few years after, the commons made farther ad-

vances on the pov^er of the nobles; demanding

* Dionys. Halicar,

among
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among the rest that the consulship, which hitherto

had only been disposed to the former, should now
lie in common to the pretensions of any Roman
whatsoever. This, though it failed at present, yet

afterward obtained, and was a mighty step to the

ruin of the commonwealth.

What I have hitherto said of Rome, has been

chiefly collected out of that exact and diligent writer

Dionysius Halicarnasseus, whose history, through

the injury of tim.e, reaches no farther than to the

beginning of the fourth century after the building

of Rome. The rest I shall supply from other au-

thors ; though I do not think it necessary to deduce

this matter any farther so very particularly, as I

have hitherto done.

To point at what time the balance of power was

most equally held between the lords and commons
in Rome, would perhaps admit a controversy.

Polybius tells us '^, that in the second Punick war

the Carthaginians were declining, because the ba-

lance was got too much on the side of the people

;

whereas the Romans were in their greatest vigour by

the power remaining in the senate : yet this was

between two and three hundred years after the pe-

riod Dionysius ends with ; in which time the com-
mons had made several farther acquisitions. This

however must be granted, that (till about the mid-

dle of the fourth century) when the senate appeared

resolute at any time upon exerting their autho-

rity, and adhered closely together, they did often

carry their point. Besides, it is observed by the

best authors 'j-, that in all the quarrels and tumults

* Fragm. lib. 6. f DIonys, Hal. Plutarch, ^c.

Sit
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at Rome, from the expulsion of the kings, though

the people frequently proceeded to rude contumeli-

ous language, and sometimes so far as to pull and

hale one another about the forum, yet no blood was

ever drawn in any popular commotions, till the

time of the Gracchi : however, I am of opinion,

that the balance had begun many years before to

lean to the popular side. But this default was cor-

rected, partly by the principle just mentioned, of

never drawing blood in a tumult ; partly by the

warlike genius of the people, which in those ages

was almost perpetually employed ; and partly by

their great com.manders, who, by the credit they

had in their armies, fell into the scales as a farther

counterpoise to the growing povv^er of the people.

Besides, Polybius, who lived in the time of Scipio

Africanus the younger, had the same apprehensions

of the continual encroachments made by the com-

mons ; and being a person of as great abilities, and

as much sagacity, as any of his age, from observ-

ing the corruptions, which, he says, had already

entered into the Roman constitution, did very nearly

foretel what would be the issue of them. His words

are very remarkable, and with little addition may-

be rendered to this purpose. * '^ That those abuses

" and corruptions, which in time destroy a govern-

" ment, are sown along with the very seeds of it, and

*' both grow up together; and that rust eats away

" iron, and worms devour Vv^ood, and both are a

" sort of plagues born and bred along with the sub-

" stance they destroy; so with everyform and scheme

'' of government that man can invent, some vice or

'' corruption creeps in with thevery institution, which

Lib.
s.

^^ grows
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*^ grows up along with, and at last destroys it."

The same author *, in another place, ventures so far

as to guess at the particular fate, which would at-

tend the Roman government. He says, its ruin

would arise from the popular tumults, which would

'introduce 2i do?mnai to pkMs, or tyranny of the peo-

ple ; wherein it is certain he had reason, and there-

fore might have adventured to pursue his conjec-

tures so far, as to the consequences of a popular

tyranny, which, as perpetual experience teaches,

never fails to be followed by the arbitrary govern-

ment of a single person.

About the middle of the fourth century from the

building of Rome, it was declared lawful for

nobles and plebeians to intermarry ; which custom,

among many other states, has proved the most

effectual means to ruin the former, and raise the

latter.

And now the greatest employments in the state,

were, one after another, by laws forcibly enacted by

the commons, made free to the people ; the consul-

ship itself, the office of censor, that of the quaestors

or commissioners of the treasury, the office of praa-

tor or chief-justice, the priesthood, and even that

of dictator : the senate, after long opposition, yield-

ing merely for present quiet to the continual urging

clamours of the commons, and of the tribunes their

advocates. A law was likewise enacted, thot the

pkbiscita^ or a vote of the house of commons, should

be of universal obligation ; nay, m time the method

of enacting laws was wholly inverted ; for, whereas

the senate used of old to confirm the pkhiscita^ the

* Fragm. lib. 6.

Vol. II. Y people
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people did at last, as they pleased, confirni or dk-*

annul tlie senatuucnsulta *.

Appius Chad 1 us brought in a custom of ad-

mitting to the senate the sons of freedmen, or of

such wlio had once been slaves; by which, and suc-

ceeding alterations of the like nature, that great

council degenerated into a most corrupt and factious

body of men, divided against itself; and its autho-

rity became despised.

The century and half following, to the end of

the third Punick war by the destruction of Carthage,

was a very busy period at Rome ; the intervals be-

tween every war being so short, that the tribunes

and people had hardly leisure or breath to engage

in domestick dissensions : however, the little time

they could spare, was generally employed the same

w^ay. So, Terentius Leo, a tribune, is recorded

to have basely prostituted the privileges of a Roman
citizen, in perfect spite to the nobles. So, the

great African Scipio and his brother, after all their

mighty services, were impeached by an ungrateful

commons.

However, the warlike genius of the people, and

continual employment they had for it, served to

divert this humour from running into a head, till

the age of the Gracchi.

These persons entering the scene in the time of

a full peace, fell violently upon advancing the power

of the people, by reducing into practice all those en-

.croachments, which they had been so many years

gaining. There were at that time certain con-

quered lands to be divided, beside a great private

* Dionys. lib. a,

estate
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estate hft by a king : these, the tribunes, by pro-

curement of the elder Gracchus, declared by their

legislative authority, were not to be disposed of by

the nobles, but by the commons only. The younger

brother pursued the same design ; and besides, ob-

tained a law, that all Italians should vote at elec-

tions, as well as the citizens of Rome : in shorty

the whole endeavours of them both perpetually turned

upon retrenching the nobles authority in all things,

but especially in .the matter of judicature. And
though they both lost their lives in those pursuits,

yet they traced out such ways, as were afterward

followed by Mar i us, Sylla, Pompcy and Caesar, to

the ruin of the Roman freedom and greatness.

For in the time of Marius, Saturninus a tribune

procured a law, that the senate should be bound by

oath to agree to whatever the people would enact

:

and Marius himself, while he was in that office of

tribune, is recorded to have with great industry used

all endeavours for depressing the nobles, and raising

the people, particularly for cramping the former in

their power of judicature, which was their most an-

cient inherent tight.

Sylla, by the same measures, became absolute ty-

rant of Rome : he added three hundred commons to

the senate, which perplexed the power of the whole

-order, and rendered it ineffectual ; then flinging off

the mask, he abolished the office of tribune, as be-

ing only a scaffold to tyranny, whereof he had no

farther use.

As to Pompey and Csesar, Plutarch tells us, that

their union for pulling down the nobles (by their

credit with the people) was the cause of the civil

war, which ended in the tyranny of the latter ; both

Y 2 of
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of them in their consulships having used all endea-

vours and occasions for sinking the authority of the

patricians, and giving way to all encroachments of

the people, wherein they expected best to find their

own account.

From this deduction of popular encroachments

in Rome, the reader will easily judge, how much the

balance was fallen upon that side. Indeed by this

time the very foundation was removed, and it was

a moral impossibility that the republick could sub-

sist any longer : for the commons having usurped

the offices of state-, and trampled on the senate,

there was no government left but a dominatio plebis.

Let us therefore examine how they proceeded in this

conjuncture.

I think it is a universal truth, that the people

are much more dexterous at pulling down and set-

ting up, than at preserving what is fixed ; and they

are not fonder of seizing more than their own, than

they are of delivering it up again to the worst bid-

der, with their own into the bargain. For, although

in their corrupt notions of divine worship, they are

apt to multiply their gods ; yet their earthly devo-

tion is seldom paid to above one idol at a time of

their own creation, whose oar they pull with less

murmuring and much more skill, than when they

share the lading, or even hold the helm.

The several provinces of the Roman empire were

now governed by the great men of their state ; those

vipon the frontiers, with powerful armies, either for

conquest or defence. These governors, upon any

designs of revenge or ambition, were sure to meet

wnth a divided power at home, and therefore bent all

tlieir thoughts and applications to close in with the

people.
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people, who were now by many degrees the stronger

party. Two of the greatest spirits, that Rome ever

produced, happened to live at the same tmie, and

to be engaged in the same pursuit ; and this at a

conjuncture the most dangerous for such a contest;

these were Pompey and Caesar, two stars of such a

magnitude, that their conjunction was as likely to

be fatal, as their opposition.

The tribunes and people, having now subdued

all competitors, began the last game of a prevalent

populace, which is that of choosing themselves a

master ; while the nobles foresaw, and used all en-

deavours left them to prevent it. The people at first

made Pompey their admiral with full power over all

the Mediterranean, soon after captain-general of all

the Roman forces, and governor of Asia. Pompey,

on the other side, restored the office of tribune,

which Sylla had put down ; and in his consulship

procured a law for examining into the miscarriages of

men in office or command for twenty years past.

M^ny other examples of Pompey 's popularity are

left us on record, who was a perfect favourite of the

people, and designed to be more ; but his preten-

sions grew stale for want of a timely opportunity of

introducing them upon the stage. For Caesar, with

his legions in Gaul, was a perpetual check upon

his designs; and in the arts of pleasing the people

did soon after get many lengths beyond him. For

he tells us himself, that the senate, by a bold effi^rt,

having made some severe decrees against his pro-

ceedings, and against the tribunes, these all left the

city, and went over to his party, and consequently

along' with them the affections and interests of the

people ; which is farther manifest from the accounts

Y 3 he
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he gives us of the citizens in several towns mutiny,

ing against their commanders, and delivering both

to his devotion. Besides, Cxsar's publick and

avowed pretensions for beginning the civil war, were,

to restore the tribunes and the people oppressed (as

he pretended) by the nobles.

This forced Pompey, against his inclinations, up-

on the necessity of changing sides, for fear of being

forsaken by both ; and of closing in with the senate

and chief magistrates, by whom he was chosen ge-

neral against Caesar.

Thus at length the senate (at least the primitive

part of them, the nobles) under Pompey, and the

commons under Caesar, came to a final decision

of the long quarrels between them. For, I think,

the ambition of private men did by no means begin

or occasion this war ; though civil dissensions never

fail of introducing and spiriting the ambition of pri-

vate men : who thus become indeed the great in-

struments for deciding such quarrels, and at last are

sure to seize on the prize. But no man, that sees a

flock^of vultures ijovering bver two armies ready to

engage, can justly charge the blood drawn in the

battle to them, though the carcasses fall to their

share. For, while the balance of power is equally

held, the ambition of private men, whether orators

or great commanders, gives neither danger nor fear,

nor can possibly enslave their country ; but that

once broken, the divided parties are forced to unite

each to its head, under whose conduct or fortune

one side is at first victorious, and at last both are

slaves. And to put it past dispute, that this entire

subversion of the Roman liberty and constitution

was altogether owing to those measures, which

had
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^Jiad broke the balance between the patricians and

v^ plebeians, whereof the ambition of particular men
was bat an effect and consequence, we need only

consider, that when the uncorrupted part of the

senate had, by the death of Caesar, made one great

effort to restore the former state and liberty, the

success did not answer their hopes ; but that whole

assembly was so sunk in its authority, that those

patriots v.^rc forced to fiy, and give way to the

madness of the people, who by their own disposi-

tions, stirred up with the harangues of their orators,

were now wholly bent upon single and despotick

slavery. Else, how could such a profligate as An-
tony, or a boy of eighteen, like Octavius, ever dare

to dream of giving the law to such an empire and

people ? wherein the latter succeeded, and entailed

the vilest tyranny, that Heaven in its anger ever in-

flicted on a corrupt and poisoned people. And this,

with so little appearance at Cesar's death, that when

Cicero wrote to Brutus, how he had prevailed by

his credit with Octavius to promise him (Brutus)

pardon and security for his person, that great

.Roman received the notice with the utmost indig-

nity, and returned Cicero an answer, yet upon re-

cord, full of the highest resentment and contempt

for such an offer, and from such a hand.

Here ended all show or shadow of liberty in

Rome. Here was the repository of all the wise

contentions and struggles for power between the

nobles and commons, lapped^ up safely in the bo-

som of a Nero and a Caligula, a Tiberius and a

Domitian.

Let us now see from this deduction of particular

impeachments, and general dissensions in Greece

y 4 and
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and Rome, what, conclusions may naturally be

formed for instruction of any other state, that may

haply upon many points labour under the like cir-

cumstances.

CHAP. IV.

TjPON the subject of impeachments we may ob-

serve, that the custom of accusing the nobles to

the people, either by themselves, or their orators,

(now styled an impeachment in the name of the

commons) has been very ancient both in Greece

and Rome, as well as Carthage ; and therefore may

seem to be the inherent right of a free people, nay,

perhaps it is really so : but then it is to be con-

sidered, first, that this custom was peculiar to re-

publicks, or such states where the administration

lay principally in the hands of the commons, and

ever raged more or less, according to their encroach-

ments upon absolute power ; having been always

looked upon by the wisest men and best authors of*

those times, as an effect of licentiousness, and not

of liberty ; a distinction, which no multitude, either

represented or collective, has been at any time very

nice in observing. However, perhaps this custom

in a popular state of impeaching particular men, may

seem to be nothing else, but the people's choosing

upon occasion to exercise their own jurisdiction in

person ; as if a king of England should sit as chief

justice in his court of king's bench ; which, they

say, in former times
^
he sometimes did. But in

Sparta,
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Sparta, which was called a kingly government^

though the people were perfectly free, yet because

the administration was in the two kings and the

ephori, with the assistance of the senate, we read of

no impeachments by the people ; nor was the pro-

cess against great men, either upon account of am-
bition or ill conduct, though it reached sometimes

to kings themselves, ever formed that way, as I can

recollect, but only passed through those hands,

where the administration lay. So likewise, during

the regal government in Rome, though it was insti-

tuted a mixed monarchy, and the people made great

advances in power, yet I do not remember to Jia\'^

read of one impeachment from the commons against

a patrician, until the consular state began, and the

people had made great encroachments upon the

administration.

Another thing to be considered is, that allowing

this right of impeachment to be as inherent as they

please, yet, if the commons have been perpetually

mistaken in the merits of the causes and the per-

sons, as VvTell as in the consequences of such im-

peachments upon the peace of the state, we cannot

conclude less, than that the commons in Greece and

Rome (whatever they may be in other states) were

by no means qualified either as prosecutors or judges

in such matters ; and therefore, that it would have

been prudent, to have reserved these privileges dor-

mant, never to be produced but upon very great and

urging occasions, where the state is in apparent dan-

ger, the universal body of the people in clamours

against the administration, and no other remedy in

view. But for a few popular orators or tribunes,

upon the score of personal piques ; or to employ the

pride
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pride they conceive in seeing themselves at the head

of a party ; or as a method for advancement ; or

moved by certain powerful arguments that could

make Demosthenes PhiHppize : for such men, I

say, when the state would of itself gladly be quiet,

and has, besides, aiiairs of the last importance upon

the anvil, to impeach Miltiades after a great naval

victory, for not pursuing the Persian fleet ; to im-

peach Aristides, the person most versed among them

in the knowledge and practice of their laws, for a

blind suspicion of his acting in an arbitrary way, that

is, as they expound it, not in concert with the peo-

ple ; to impeach Pericles, after all his services, for

a few inconsiderable accounts ; or to impeach Pho-

cion, who had been guilty of no other crime but

negotiating a treaty for the peace and security of his

country : what could the continuance of such pro-

ceedings end in, but the utter discouragement of all

virtuous actions and persons, and consequently in

the ruin of a state ? therefore the historians of those

ages seldom fail to set this matter in all its lights,

leaving us in the highest and most honourable ideas

of those persons, who suflfered by the persecution of

the people, together with the fatal consequences they

had, and how the persecutors seldom failed to re-

pent, when it was too late.

These impeachments perpetually falling upon many

of the best men both in Greece and Rome, are a

cloud of witnesses, and examples enough to discou-

rage men of virtue and abilities from engaging in

the service of the publick ; and help on the other

side to introduce the ambitious, the covetous, the

superficial, and the ill-designing-, who are as apt to

be bold, and forward, and meddling, as the for-

5 ,
nier
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mer are to be cautious, and modest, and reserved.

This was so well known in Greece, that an eager-

ness after employments in the state, was looked upon

by wise men, as the worst title a man could set

up : and made Plato say, That if all men were as

good as they ought to be, the quarrel in a common-
wealth would be, not as it is now, who should be

ministers of state, but who should not be so. And
Socrates is introduced by Xenophon * severely-

chiding a friend of his for not entering into the pub-

lick service, when he was everyway qualified for it:

such a backwardness there was at that time amono-

good men to engage with a usurping people, and

a set of pragmatical ambitious orators. And Di-

odorus tells us-}-, that when the petalism was erected

at Syracuse, in imitation of the ostracism ^ at

Athens, it was so notoriously levelled against all who
had either birth or merit to recommend them, that

whoever possessed either, withdrew for fear, and

would have no concern in publick aflairs. So that

the people themselves were forced to abrogate it, for

fear of bringing all things into confusion.

There is one thing more to be observ^ed, wherein

all the popular impeachments in Greece and Rome

* Lib. Memorab. f Lib. 11.

X Ostracism was a kind of popular sentence to banishment

passed against men whose personal influence, from whatever

cause, was thought to render them dangerous to the state : the

votes were given by writing tlie name of the person on a shell,

by the Greeks, called orp^no-j, and casting the shell into an urn.

Petalism was a sentence nearly of the same kind ; and as os-

tracism was denominated jfrom the shell, on which the name of

the suspected party was written, petalism took its name from

Wxa-oy, a leaf, which the Syracusians used for the same

purpose.

seem
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seem to have agreed ; and that was, a notion they

had of being concerned in point of honour to con-

demn whatever person they impeached, however fri-

volous the articles were, upon which they began,

or however weak tlie surmises, whereon they were

to proceed In their proofs. For, to conceive that

the body of the people could be mistaken, was an

indignity not to be imagined, till the consequences

had convinced them, when it was past remedy. And
I look upon this as a fate, to which all popular ac-

cusations are subject ; though I should think that

the saying. Vox populi vox Dei, ought to be under-

stood of the universal bent and current of a people,

not of the bare majority of a few representatives,

which is often procured by little arts, and great in-

dustry and application ; wherein those, who engage

in the pursuits of malice and revenge, are much
more sedulous than such as would prevent them.

From what has been deduced of the dissensions

in Rom.e between the two bodies of patricians and

plebeians, several reflections may be made.

First, That when the balance of power Is duly

fixed in a state, nothins; is more danoerous or iin-

wise, than to give way to the first steps of popular

encroachments; which is usually done either In

hopes of procuring ease and quiet from somq vexa-

tious clamour, or else made merchandize, and

merely bought and sold. This is breaking into

a constitution to serve a present expedient, or sup-

ply a present exigency : the remedy of an empi-

rick, to stifle the present pain, but with certain

prospect of sudden and terrible returns. When a

child grows easy and content by being humoured ;

and when a lover becomes satisfied by small com-

pliances^
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pllances, without farther pursuits ; then expect to

find popular assemblies content with small conces-

sions. If there could one single example be brought

from the whole compass of history, of any one po-

pular assembly, who, after beginning to contend

for power, ever sat down quietly with a certain

share ; or if one instance could be produced of a po-

pular assembly, that ever knew, or proposed, or de-

clared what share of power was their due ; then

might there be some hopes, that it were a matter

to be adjusted by reasonings, by conferences, or de-

bates : but since all that is manifestly otherwise, I

see no other course to be taken in a settled state, than

a steady constant resolution in those, to whom the

rest of the balance is entrusted, never to give way

so far to popular clamours, as to make the least

breach in the constitution, through which a million

of abuses and encroachm.ents will certainly in time

force their way.

Again, from this deduction it will not be diffi-

cult to gather and assign certain marks of popular

encroachments; by observing which, those wdio

hold the balance in a state may judge of the degrees,

and, by early remedies and application, put a stop

to the fatal consequences that would otherwise en-

sue. What those marks are, has been at large de-

duced, and need not be here repeated.

Another consequence is this . that (with all respect

for popular assemblies be it spoken) it is hard to

recollect one folly, infirmity, or vice, to which

a single man is subjected, and from which a body

of commons, either collective or represented, can

be wholly exempt. For, beside that they are
*" composed
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composed of men with all their infirmities about

them, they have also the ill fortune to be ge-

nerally led and influenced by the very worst among

themselves, I mean, popular orators, tribunes, or,

as they are now styled, great speakers, leading

men, and the like. Whence it comes to pass,

that in their results we have sometimes found the

same spirit of cruelty and revenge, of malice and

pride, the same blindness and obstinacy and un-

steadiness, the same ungovernable rage and anger,

the same injustice, sophistry, and fraud, that ever

lodged In the breast of any individual.

Again, in all free states the evil to be avoided is-

tyranny, that is to say, the swnma imperii or un-

limited power solely in the hands of the one, the

few, or the many. Now, we have shown, that

although most revolutions of government in Greece

and Rome began with the tyranny of the people,

yet they generally concluded in that of a single per-

son ; so that a usurping populace is its own dupe ; a

mere underworker, and a purchaser in trust for some

single tyrant, whose state and power they advance

to their own ruin, with as blind an instinct, as

those worms that die with weaving magnificent

habits for beings of a superlour nature to their

own*

CHAP.
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CHAP. V.

oOME reflections upon the late publlck proceed-

ings among us, and that variety of factions into

which we are still so intricately engaged, gave oc-

casion to this discourse. I arn not conscious, that I

have forced one example, or put It into any other

light than it appeared to me long before I had

thought of producing it.

I cannot conclude without adding some particular

remarks upon the present posture of affairs and dis-

positions in this kingdom.

The fate of empire is grown a commonplace

:

that all forms of government having been insti-

ti|:ed by men, must be mortal like their authors,

ar^i have their periods of duration limited as well as

those of private persons. This is a truth of vulgar

knowledge and observation : but there are few, who
turn their thoughts to examine, how those diseases

in a state are bred, that hasten its end ; which

would however be a very useful inquiry. For,

though we cannot prolong the period of a com-
monwealth beyond the decree of Heaven, or the

date of its nature, any more than human life beyond

the strength of the seminal virtue
;

yet we may ma-
nage a sickly constitution, and preserve a strong

one; we may watch and prevent accidents; wc
may turn off a great blow from without, and purge

away an ill humour that is lurking within : and by
these, and other such methods, render a state long-

lived, though not immortal. Yet some physicians

have
\
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have thought, that if it were practicable to keep

the several humours of the body in an exact equal

balance of each with its opposite, it might be im-

mortal, and so perhaps would a political body, if

the balance of power could be always held exactly

even. But, I doubt, this is as impossible in practice

as the other.

It lias an appearance of fatality, and that the

period of a state approaches, when a concurrence

of many circumstances, both v/ithin and without,

unite toward its ruin ; v/hile the whole body of the

people are either stupidly negligent, or else giving in

with all their might to those very practices, that are

working their destruction. To see w^hole bodies of

men breaking a constitution by the very same errours,

that so many have been broke before ; to observe op-

posite parties, w4io can agree in nothing else, yet

firmly united in such measures, as must certainly

ruin their coiuitry ; in short, to be encompassed

with the greatest dangers from without, to be torn by

many virulent factions within; then to be secure

and senseless under all this, and to make it the very

least of our concern ; these, and some others that

might be named, appear to me to be the most likely

symptoms in a state of a sickness unto death.

^od procul a nobis fleetatfortuna gubernans :

Et ratio potius, qua?ii res persuadeat ipsa.

LUCRET.

There are some conjunctures, wherein the death

or dissolution of government is more lamentable in

its consequences, than it would be in others. And,

I think, a state can never arrive to. its period in a

more deplorable crisis, than at a time when some

prince
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prince In the neighbourhood, of vast power and

ambition, lies hovering like a vulture to devour, or,

at least, dismember its dying carcase; by which

means it becomes only a province or acquisition

to some mighty monarchy, without hopes of a re-

surrection.

I know very well, there is a set of sanguine tem-

pers, who deride and ridicule, in the number of fop-

peries, all such apprehensions as these. They have it

ready in their mouths, that the people of England are

of a genius and temper never to admit slavery

among them ; and they are furnished with a great

many commonplaces upon that subject. But it

seems to me, that such discoursers do reason upon

sliort views, and a very moderate compass ofthought.

For, I think it a great errour to count upon the ge-

nius of a nation as a standing argument in all ages,

since there is hardly a spot of gi'ound in Europe,

where the inhabitants have not frequently and en-

tirely changed their temper and genius. Neither

can I see any reason, why the genius of a nation

should be more fixed in the point of government,

than in their morals, their learning, their religion,

their common humour and conversation, their diet

and their complexion ; which do all notoriously vary

almost in every age, and may every one of them

have great effects upon men's notions of govern-

ment.

Since the Norman conquest the balance of power

in England has often varied, and sometimes been

wholly overturned ; the part which the commons

had in it, (that most disputed point) in its original

progress, and extent, was, by tlieir own confessions,

but a very inconsiderable share. Generally speaking^

Vol. II. % they
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they have been gaining ever since, though with fre-

quent, .interruptions .and slow progress. The abo-

lishi^ig of viUanage, together with the custom intro-

^ut-ed (or permitted) among the nobles of selling

their: lands in the reign of Henry the Seventh, was

a migJity addition to the power of the commons :

yet<J think a much greater happened in the time of

b^i^,"successor, at the: dissolution -of thq abbeys ; for

this .turned the clergy wholly out of the scale^ who

had;so long filled it; and placed the commons in

their stead ; who in a few years became possessed of

vast quantities of those.and other lands, by grant or

purchase. About the middle of queen Elizabeth's

reign, I take the power between the nobles and the

c(^mmons to have been in more equal balance, than

it was ever before or since. But then,
,
or soon after,

arose a faction in England, which under the name

of puritan began to grow popular by moulding up

their new schemes of religion widi republican prin-

ciples in government ; and gaining upon the prero-

gative as well as the nobles, under several denomi-

nations, for the space of about sixty years, did, at

last overthrow the constitution, and, according to

the; usual course of such, revolutions, did introduce

^ tyranny, lirst of the pepple, and then of a single

person.

In a short time after, the old government was

revived. But the progress of affairs for almost

thirty years, under the reigns of two w^eak princes*,

is a subject of a different nature : when the balance

was in clanger to be overturned by the hands that

held it, which was at last very seasonably prevented

'• * Chailcs II, and James II.

i^ by
\
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by tKe late revolution. However, as it is the taleht

of human nature to run from one extreme to dno*<

ther, so in a very few years we have made nlightyf

leaps from prerogative heights into the ,. depth , of

.

popularity, and I doubt, to the very last degree that

our constitution will bear* It were to be wished>'

that the most august assembly of the eommons-

would please to form a pandect of their owjfi power

and privileges, to be confirmed by the entire legiS-.

lative authority, and that in as solemn a mariner (if

they please) as the magna charta. But to: fix one"

foot of their compass wherever they think fit, .and

extend the other to such terrible lengths, without

describing any circumference at all, is to leave us

and themselves in a very uncertain state, apd in: a

sort of rotation, that the author of the Oceana'^,

never dreamed on. I believe the m.ost hardy trii"

bune will not venture to affirm at present, that -ari'y

j<ust fears of encroachment are given us from the

regal power, or the few : and is it then impossible

to err on the other side ? Hov/ far must we proceed,'

or where shall we stop ? The raging of the sea, and

the madness of the people, are 'put together in holy

writ ; and it is God alone who can say to either,^

Hitherto shalt thou pass, and no farther.

* Mr. James Harrington, sometime in the service of king*

Charies I, after wliose death he drew up and printed a form of

popular government, entitled. The Commonwealth of Oceana :

he endeavoured likewise to promote this scheme by publick.

discourses at a nightly meeting of several curious gentlemen in

Nevv' Palace Yard, Westminster, This club was called the

Rota ; and Mr. Henry Nevil, one of its itiembers, proposed to

the then house of commons, that a third part of the senate should

rote out by ballot every year, and be incapable of being elected

again for thre?. ^ears to come.

^2!>lidI^o^ z a The
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The balance of power in a limited state, is of such

absolute necessity, that Cromwell himself, before

he had perfectly confirmed his tyranny, having some

occasions for the appearance of a parliament, was

forced to create and erect an entire new house of

lords (such as it was) for a counterpoise to the com-

mons. And indeed, considering the vileness of the

clay, I have sometimes wondered, that no tribune

of that age durst ever venture to ask the potter.

What dost thou make ? But it was then about the

last act of a popular usurpation ; and fate, or Crom-

well, had already prepared them for that of a single

person.

I have been often amazed at the rude, passionate,

and mistaken results, which have at certain times

fallen from great assemblies, both ancient and mo-

dern^ and of other countries as well as our own.

This gave me the opinion, I mentioned a while

ago ; that publick conventions are liable to all

the infirmities, follies, and vices of private men.

To which, if there be any exception, it must be

of such assemblies, who act by universal concert,

upon publick principles, and for publick ends

;

such as proceed upon debates without unbecoming

warmths, or influence from particular leaders and

inflamers ; such, whose members, instead of can-

vassing to procure majorities for their private opi-

nions, are ready to comply with gen^^al sober results,

though contrary to their own sentiments. What-
ever assemblies act by these, and other methods of

the like nature, must be allowed to be exempt from

several imperfections, to which particular men are

subjected. But I think the source of most mistakes

and miscarriages in matters debated by publick as-

semblies.
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semblies, arises from the influence of private per-

sons upon great numbers, styled in common phrase,

leading men and parties. And therefore, when we
sometimes meet a few words put together, which is

called the vote or resolution of an assembly, and

which we cannot possibly reconcile to prudence, or

publick good, it is most charitable to conjecture,

that such a vote has been conceived^ and born, and

bred in a private brain ; afterward raised and sup-

ported by an obsequious party ; and then with usual

methods confirmed by an artificial majority. For,

let us suppose five hundred men, mixed in point of

sense and honesty, as usually assemblies are ; and

let us suppose these men proposing, debating, re*

solving, voting, according to the mere natural mo*
tions of their own little or much reason and under-

standing ; I do allow, that abundance of indigested

and abortive, many pernicious and foolish overtures

would arise, and float a few minutes ; but then they

would die and disappear. Because, this must be

said in behalf of humankind, that common sense

and plain reason, while men are disengaged from

acquired opinions, will ever have some general in-

fluence upon their minds ; whereas the species of

folly and vice are infinite, and so different in every

individual, that they could never procure a majority,

if other corruptions did not enter to pervert men*3

understandings, and misguide their wills.

To describe how parties are bjed in an assembly

^

would be a work too difficult at present, and per-

haps not altogether safe, Fericuhsa pjenum opm
alea. Whether those, who are leaders, usually ar-

rive at that station more by a sort of instinct or se-

cret composition of their nature^ or influence of the

z 3 \ $tarsj|
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stars/ than by the possession of any great abilities,

maybea point of much dispute; but wh^h jthe^.

federi^s' once fixed, there will never faffr-t^o be fol^

lowersV^ And man is so apt to imitate, so'^much of

the nature of sheep, (mitatores, servum peeus) that

'IvhoeveT'ts' so bold to give the first great leap over

the heads of those about him, though he be the

worst of the flock, shall be quickly followed bythe

rtst. Besides, when parties are once formed, the

"sfegglers look so ridiculous, and become so insig-

rfHicant that they • have no other way, but to run

irtto the herd, which at least will hide and protect

them- ; and where to be much considered, requires

only-- ti?'Bt^Teryrviolent. ru vr-

Bdf'^^h'^fe is one circumstance with relation to

'partieS;,'-'Vvhich'I take to be, of all others, most per-

nicious in a state ; and I would ^ be glad any par-

n2;an wo'uld help me to a tolerable reason, that be-

ciuse' Clodtiis and Curio happen to agree with me in

*a feW singular notions,' I must therefore blindly fol-

Ibiv them in all ; or, to state it at best, that because

'Bibulus' the party-man is persuaded, that Clodius

^lid'Cuno do really propose the good of their coun-

try' as their chief end; therefore Bibulus^ shall be

wholly guided and governed by them In the means

and measures toward it. Is It enough for Bibulus,

an(J the rest of the herd, to say without farther ex-

amining, I am of the side with Clodius, or I vote

with Curio ? are these proper methods to form and

jnake up what they think fit to call the united wis-

dom of the nation ? Is it not possible, that upon

-i^ An-l I ' would' be glad any partizan * Mould' help mc,

^c, , The first, ' would/ here pught to be changed to ' should,'

' 1 should be glad any partizaq would help me/ Sec.

some



some occasion Clodius tnay be' b6ldl aod-InSol^'M;

born away by his passion, malkioius,. iand rev,engdJ

ful ? That Curio- may be corruptj^'and: expose ta

sale his tongue or his pen ? I conceive it far below

the dignity both of human nature, fmnd human rea-

son, to be engaged in any party, .the most |)lkusib1d

soever, upon such servile conditions. ;
::v7 io-7w.[

This influence of one upon many, which" -Seefti^s^

to be as great in (alpeople'irepresented, a:s:it'.Wa3^

of old in the commons collective, toget-ber xvith

the consequences it has. had up6n, the legislaturey

has given me frequent occasion to reflect Upan"t;vhat

Diodorus tells us :of one Charondas^ a^ lawgiver to^

the Sybarites, an ancient people of Italy,- who t\'tifif

so averse from all iunovation, especially -w^hfen - ?l^

was to proceed from pardcular persons, • (and I sup-j

pose, that he might put it out ofthe power of tmsni

fond of their own notions to distupfct the. coastitaifibiy

at their pleasures,- by advancingvfpri vate; scbemes).*

that he provided a statute, that whoever, proposed!

-any alteration .j:o fee n?)adc, al^ould' step- out atid: do;

ij: with.a rope ibout his nect,^ ifiithe ; matter pm^v

posed were genersfly approved^- then it should passt

into a law ; 'if\it went into the negative, the pro*-

poser to .be immediately hanged, r Great ministers

may talk of what projects tliey.please';' but I am de-

ceived, if a more effectual.!Gne;C(Duldever be foutid

for taking off (as > the present phrase -is)- those feat;i

unquiet spirits, who disturb assemblies, and obstrucr

pubiick affairs, by gratifying their ^ pride, .'their

malice, their ambition*;! 'Of their avarice, ."'.'i^ja ai'H V.i.

Those, 'who' in a late leign begtirK the distincticii-

between, the personal and politick capacity, seem to

have had reason, if they judged' of' princes by them-

z 4 selves

:

I \.
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selves : for, I think, there is hardly to be found

through all nature a greater difference between two

things, than there is between a representing com-

moner in the function, of his publick caHing, and

the same person when he acts in the common of-

fices of life. Here he allows himself to be upon a

level with the rest of mortals ; here he follows his

own reason, and his own way ; and rather affects a

singularity in his actions and thoughts, than ser-

vilely to copy either from the wisest of his neigh-

bours. In short, here his folly and his wisdom, his

reason and his passions, are all of his own growth,

not the echo or infusion of other men. But whea

he is got near the walls of his assembly, he assumes

and affects an entire set of very different airs ; he

conceives himself a being of a superiour nature to

those without, and acting in a sphere, where the

vulgar methods for the conduct of human life can

be of no use. He is listed in a party, where he

neither knows the temper, nor designs, nor perhaps

the person of his leader ; but whose opinions he fol-

lows and maintains wqth a zeal and faith as violent,

as a young scholar does those of a philosopher, whose

sect he is taught to profess. He has neither opi-

nions, nor thoughts, nor actions, nor talk, that he

can call his own, but all conveyed to him by his

leader, as wind is through an organ. The nourish-

ment he receives, has been not only chewed, but

digested, before it comes into his mouth. Thus in-

structed, he follows the party right or wrong through

all his sentiments, and acquires a courage and stiff-

ness of opinion not at all congenial with him.

This encourages me to hope, that during the

present lucid interval, the members retired to their

homes
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liomes may suspend a while their acquired com-

plexions, and taught by the calmness of the scene

and the season, reassume the native sedateness of

their temper. If this should be so, it would be

wise in them, as individual and private mortals, to

look back a little upon the storms they have raised,

as well as those they have escaped. To reflect, that

they have been authors of a new and wonderful

thing in England, which is, for a house of com-

mons to lose the universal favour of the numbers

they represent : to observe, how those, whom they

thought fit to persecute for righteousness sake, have

been openly caressed by the people ; and to remem^

ber how themselves sate in fear of their persons from

popular rage. Now, if they would know the se-

cret of all this unprecedented proceeding in their

masters, they must not impute it to their freedom

in debate, or declaring their opinions, but to that

unparliamentary abuse of setting individuals upon

their shoulders, who were hated by God and man.

For, it seems the mass of the people, in such con-

junctures as this, have opened their eyes, and will

not endure to be governed by Clodius and Curio, at

the head of their Myrmidons, though these be ever

so numerous, and composed of their own represen-

tatives.

This aversion of the people against the late pro-

ceedings of the commons, is an accident, that if it

last a while, might be improved to good uses for

setting the balance of power a little more upon an

equality, than their late measures seem to promise or

admit. This accident may he imputed to two

causes : the first is, a universal fear and apprehension

cf the greatness and power of France, whereof the

people
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people in general seenit to-be very much '^iid justly

possessed, and therefore cannot but resent to see ity,

in so critical a juncture, wholly laid aside by their

ministers, the commonSv The other-'caUse is, a

great love and sense of gratitude in' the people to-

ward their present king, grounded upon a long

opinion and experience of 'his merit, as well as con-

cessions to all their reasonable desires ; so that it iff

for some time- they hiav^ begun to i'sasyl, and to fetch

instances, where lie has in many things been hardly

used. How long these humours may last, (for pas-

sions are momentary, arid' especially those of a mul-

titude) or what consequences they may produce, a

little time will discover.- But whenei'^er it comes

to pass, that a popular ass€ri:ibly', free from such ob-

structions, and ahead y'possessed of more power, than^

an equal balance will allow, shall continue to think

they have not enough, but by cramping the hand

that holds the balance, ahd by impeachments ox

dissensions with the nobles, endeavour still for more;'

I cannot possibly see, in the common course of things,

how the same causes can produce difierient effects

and consequences among us, from what 'they did in

Greece and Rome.

THE
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THE S E N T I iVI E N T^S

OF A
•J" iiO \i:'il ^iiiK, ji...

CHURCH OF fil^GLAND MAN
WITH RESPECT TO

jRELIGION AND GOVERNMENT.

Written In the Year 1708.

Whoever has examined the conduct and
proceedings of both parties, for some years past,

whether in or out of power, cannot well conceive

it possible to go far toward the extremes of eitlier,

without offering some violence to his integrity, or

understanding. A wise and a good man may In-

deed be sometimes Induced to comply with a num-
ber, whose opinion he generally approves, tliough It

be perhaps against his own. But this liberty should

be made use of upon very few occasions, and those

of small importance, and then only with a view of

bringing over his own side, another time, to some-

thing of greater and more publick moment. But to

sacrliice the innocency of a friend, the good of our

country, or our own conscience, to the humour, or

passion, or interest of a party, plainly shows, that

either gui^heads or our hearts are not as they should
-'^^-''--

be:
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be : yet this very practice is the fundamental law of

each faction among us, as may be obvious to any.

who will impartially, and without engagement, be

at the pains to examine their actions, which however

is not so easy a task : for it seems a principle in

human ^naturc, to incline one way more than ano-

ther, even m matters where we are wholly uncon-

cerned. And it is a common observation^ that in

reading a history of facts done a thousand years ago,

or standing by at play among those, who are perfect

strangers to us, we are apt to find our hopes and

vwishes engaged on a sudden in favour of one side

more than another. No wonder then that we are

all so ready to interest ourselves in the course of

publick afiairs, where the most inconsiderable have

some real share, and by the wonderful importance

which every man is of to himself, a very great ima-

ginary one.

i\nd indeed, when the two parties, that divide

the whole commonwealth, come once to a rupture,

witliout any hopes left of forming a third/ with

better principles, to balance the others, it seems

every man's duty to choose one of the two sides,

though he cannot entirely approve of either ; and

all pretences to neutrality, are justly exploded by

both, being too stale and obvious, only intending

the safet}' and ease of a few individuals, while the

publick is embroiled. This was the opinion and

practice of the latter Cato, whom I esteem to have

been the wisest and best of all the Romans. But

before things proceed to open violence, the truest

service a private man may hope to do, his country,

is, by unbiassing his mind as much as possible,

and then endeavouring to moderate between the

rival
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rival powers ; which must needs be owned a fair pro-

ceeding with the world, because it is, of all others,

the least consistent with the common design of

making a fortune, by the merit of an opinion,

I have gone as far as I am able in qualifying my-
self to be such a moderator : I believe I am no bigot

in religion, and I am sure I am none in govern-'

ment. I converse in full freedom with many con-

siderable men of both parties ; and if not in equal

number, it is purely accidental and personal, as

happening to be near the court, and to have

made acquaintance there, more under one ministry

than another. Then, I am not under the ne-

cessity of declaring myself by the prospect of an

employment. And lastly, if all this be not suffi-

cient, I industriously conceal my name, which

wholly exempts me from any hopes and fears in de-

livering my opinion.

In consequence of this free use of mv reason, I

cannot possibly think so well or so ill of either party,

as they would endeavour to persuade the world of

each other, and of themselves. For instance ; I do
not charge it upon the body of the whigs or the

tories, that their several principles lead them to in-

troduce presbytery, and the religion of the church

of Rome ; or a commonwealth, and arbitrary power.

For why should any party be accused of a principle,

which they solemnly disown and protest against ?

But, to this they have a mutual answer ready : they

both assure us, that their adversaries are not to be

believed ; that they disown their principles out of

fear, which are manifest enough, when we examine

their practices. To prove this, they will produce

on one side, either of avowed presbyte-

rians,
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rians, or persons of libertine and atheistical tenets i

and on the other, of professed papists, or such as

are openly in the interest of the abdicated family-

Now, it is very natural for all subordinate sects and

denominations in a state, to side with some general

party, and to choose that, which they find to agree

with themselves in some general principle. Thus,

at the restoration, the presbyterians, anabaptists, in-

dependents, and other.sects, did all, with very good

reason, unite and solder up their several schemes, to

join against the church ; who, without regard to

their distinctions, treated them all as equal adversa-

ries. Thus, our present dissenters do very naturally

close in with the whigs, who profess moderation,

declare they abhor all thoughts of persecution, and

think it hard that those, who differ only in a few

ceremonies and speculations, should be denied the

privilege and profit of serving their country, in the

highest em.ployments of state. Thus, the atheist,

libertines, despisers of religion and revelation in ge-

neral, that is to say, all those who usually pass un-

der the name of freethinkers, do properly join with

the same body; because they likewise preach up

moderation, and are not so overnice to distinguish

between an unlimited liberty of conscience, and an

unlimited freedom of opinion. Then,, on the other-

side, the professed firmness of the tories for episco-

pacy, as an apostolical institution ; their aversion to

those sects, who lie under the reproach of having

once destroyed their constitution, and vs'ho, they^

imagine, by too indiscreet a zeal for reformation,

have defaced the primitive model of the church;

next, their veneration for monarchical govern-

ment in the common course of succession, and their

hatred
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hatred to republican schemes: these, I say, are

principles which not only the nonjuring zealots pro-

fess, but even papists themselves fall readily in with.

And every extreme here mentioned, flings a ge-

neral scandal upon the ; :whole body it pretends to

adhere to.

But surely no man whatsoever, ought,- in justice

or good manners,, to be' charged with principles he

actually disowns, . unless his practices do openly,

and without the least room for doubt, contradict

his profession ; not upon small surmises, or because

he has the misfortune to. have ill ,men sometimes

agree with him in a few general sentiments. How-
ever, though the extremes of whig and tory seem,

with little justice, to have drawn religion into their

controversies, wherein they have small concern, yet

they both have borrowed one leading principle from
the abuse of it ; which is, to have built their several

systems of pohtical faith, not upon inquiries after

truth, but upon opposition to each other, upon
injurious appellations, charging their adversaries with

horrid opinions, and then reproaching them for the

want of charity ; et neuterfalso.
In order to remove these prejudices, I have

thought nothing could be more effectual, than to

describe the sentiments of a church of England man,
with respect to religion and government. This I

shall endeavour to do in such a manner, as may
not be liable to the least objection from either party,

and which I am confident would be assented to by
great numbers in both, if they were not misled to

those mutual misrepresentations, by such motives,

as they would be ashamed to own.

I shall
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I shall begin with religion.

And here, though it makes an odd sound, yet it

is necessary to say, that whoever professes himself a

member of the church of England, ought to be-

lieve a God, and his providence, together with re-

vealed religion, and the divinity of Christ. For

beside those many thousands, who (to speak in tlie

phrase of divines) do practically deny all this by

the immorality of their lives, there is no small num-

ber, who in their conversation and writings, directly,

or by consequence, endeavour to overthrow it; yet

all these place themselves in the list of the national

church, though at the same time (as it is highly

reasonable) they are great sticklers for liberty of

conscience.

To enter upon particulars : a church of England

man has a true veneration for the scheme established

among us of ecclesiastick government; and though

he will not determine whether episcopacy be of

divine right, he is sure it is most agreeable to pri-

mitive institution, fittest of all others for preserving

order and purity, and under its present regulations

best calculated for our civil state: he should there-

fore think the abolishment of that order among us,

would prove a mighty scandal and- corruption to our

faith, and manifestly dangerous to our monarchy;

nay, he would defend it by arms against all the

powers on earth, except our own legislature ; in

which case, he would submit, as to a general cala-

mity, a dearth, or a pestilence.

As to rites and ceremonies, and forms of prayer

;

he allows there might be some useful alterations, and

more, which in the prospect of uniting christians

might
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might be very supportable, as things declared in

their own nature indifferent; to^- which he therefore

would readily comply, if the cle4:gy, or (though this
\

be not so fair a method) if the legislature should

direct : yet, at the same time, he cannot altogether
|

blame the former, for their unwillingness to consent

to any alteration ; which,, beside the trouble, and

perhaps disgrace, would certainly never produce the

good effects intended by it. The only condition,

that could make it prudent and just for the clergy to

comply in altering the ceremonial, or any other in-

different part, would be a firm resolution in the le-

gislature to interpose, by some strict and effectual

laws, to prevent the rising and spreading of new

sects, how plausible soever, for the future ; *else

there must never be an end : and it would be to act

like a man, who should pull down and change the

ornaments of his house, in compliance to every one,

who was disposed to find fault as he passed by ;

which, beside the perpetual trouble and expense,

would very much damage, and perhaps in time de-

stroy the building. Sects in a state, seem only tole-

rated with any reason, because they are already

spread ; and because it would not be agreeable

with'|- so mild a government, or so pure a religion as

ours, to use violent methods against great numbers

of mistaken people, while they do not manifestly

endanger the constitution of either. But the greatest

advocates for general liberty of conscience will al-

low, that they ought to be checked in their begin-

* To coiTiply ''
to;' is not English 3 it should be to comp!/

' with.'

f, It should be agreeable * to,' not agreeable ' with^' though

we say, agree with.

Vol. II. A A ping?>
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nings, if tliey will allow them to be an evil at all;

or, which is the same thing, if they will only grant,

it were better for the peace of the state, that there

should be none. Bat while the clergy consider the

natural temper of mankind in general, or of our own

country in particular, what assurances can they have,

that any compliances they shall make, will remove

the evil of dissension, while the liberty 'ill conti-

nues of professing whatever new opinion we please ?

Or how can it be imagined, that the body of dis-

senting teachers, who must be all undone by such a

revolution, will not cast about for some new ob-

jections to wirhfiold their flocks, and draw in fresh

proselytes, by some farther innovations or refine-

ments.

Upon these reasons, he is for tolerating such

different forms in religious worship as are already

admitted, but by no means for leaving it in the

power of those, who are tolerated, to advance their

own models, upon the rum of what is already esta-

blished : which it is natural for all sects to desire,

and which they cannot be justified by any consistent

principles if they do not endeavour ; and yet, which

they cannot succeed in, without the utmost danger

to the pubiick peace.

To prevent these^ inconveniences, he thinks it

highly just, that all rewards of trust, profit, or dig-

nity, which the state leaves in the disposal of the ad-

ministration, should be given only to those, whose

principles direct them to preserve the constitution

in all its parts. In the late affair of occasional con-

formity, the general argument of those who w^ere

against it, was, not to deny it an evil in itself, but

that the remedy proposed was violent, untimely, and

improper ;
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improper ; which is the bishop of Salisbury's opinion

in 'the speech he made and published against the

bill: but however just their fears or complaints

might have been upon that score, he thinks it a

little too gross and precipitate to employ their wri-

ters already in arguments for repealing the sacra-

mental test, upon no wiser maxim, than that no

man should, on the account of conscience, be de-

prived the liberty of serving his country ; a topick

which may be equally appUcd to admit papists,

atheists, mahometans, heathens, and jews. If

the church wants members of its own to employ

in the service of the publick, or be so unhappily

contrived, as to exclude from its communion such

persons, who are likeliest to have great abilities, it

is time it should be altered, and reduced into some

more perfect, or at least more popular form: but

in the mean while, it is not altogether improbable,

that when those, vA\o dislike the constitution, are

so very zealous in their offers for the service of their

country, they are not wholly unmindful of their

party, or of themselves.

The Dutch, whose practice is so often quoted to

prove and celebrate the great advantages of a gene-

ral liberty of conscience, have yet a national reli-

gion professed by all who bear office among them

:

but why should they be a precedent for us either in

religion or government? our country differs from

theirs, as well in situation, soil, and productions of

nature, as in the genius and com.plexion of inhabi-

tants. They are a commonwealth founded on a

sudden, by a desperate attempt in a desperate con-

dition, not formed or digested into a regular system

by mature thought and reason, but huddled up un-

A A 2 der
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der the pressure of sudden exigencies ; calculated for

no long duration, and hitherto subsisting by acci-

dent, in the midst of contending powers, who can-

not yet agree about sharing it among them. These

difficulties do indeed preserve them from any great

corruptions, which their crazy constitution would

extremely subject them to in a long peace. That

confluence of people, in a persecuting age, to a place

of refuge nearest at hand, put them upon the ne-

cessity of trade, to which they wisely gave all ease

and encouragement : and if we could think fit to

imitate them in this last particular, there would

need no more to invite foreigners amono; us; who

seem to think no farther than how to secure their

property and conscience, without projecting any shafe

in that government w^hich gives them protection, or

calHng it persecution, if it be denied them. But, I

speak it for tlie honour of our administration,

alrhoue:h our sects are not so numerous as those in

Holland, which I presume is not our fault, and I

hope is not our misfortune, we much excel them,

and all Christendom besides, in our indulgence to

tender consciences ^\ One single compliance with

the national form of receiving the sacrament, is all

we require to qualify any sectary among us for the

greatest employments in the state, after which he is

at liberty to rejoin his own assemblies for the rest

of his life. Besides, I will suppose any of the nu-

merous sects in Holland to have so far prevailed, as

to have raised a civil war, destroyed their govern-

ment and religion, and put their administrators to

death; after which, I will suppose the people to

* When this was wntteii, there ^^•a.s no law against occasional

conformity.

have
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havej-ecovered ?.ll again, and to have settled on their

old'.fbimdatior}^' Then I would put a query, whe-

dier that secj^'^ which was the unhappy instru-

ment of all thisyconfusionjT; could reasonably expect

to be intrusted forThe future with the greatest em-
ployments, or indeed to be hardly tolerated among
them ?

To go on with the sentiments of a church of

England man : he <loes not see how that mighty

passion for the church, which some men pretend,,

can well consist v;ith those indignities, and that con-

tempt, they bestow on the persons of the clergy. It

is a strange mark whereby to distinguish high church

men, that thgy are such, who imagine the clergy

can never be too low. He thinks the maxim
these gentlemen are so fond of, that they are for an

humble. clergy, is a very good. oa^,! and so is he,

and for an humble laity too, since humility is a

virtue, that perhaps equally befits, and adorns,

every station of life.

But then, if the scribblers on the other side freely

speak the sentiments of their party, adiyme-Qf the

church of England cannot look for much better

quarter thence. You shall observe nothing more

frequent in their weekly papers, than a way of af-

fecting to confound the terms of clergy and high

church, of applying both indiifcrently, and then

loading the latter, with all the calumny they can

invent. They will tell you, they honour a cleigyr,

man ; but talk at the same time, as if there were

not three in the kingdorh, v^^ho could fall in with

their definition. After the like manner they insult

the universities, as poisoned fountains, and corrupters

of youth.

A A 3 Now
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Now it seems clear to me, that the whigs might

easily have procured, and maintained a majority

among the clergy, and perhaps in the universities,

if they had not too much encouraged, or connived

at, this intemperance of speech and virulence of

pen, in the worst and most prostitute of their party ;

among whom there has been, for some years past,

such a perpetual clamour against the ambition, the

implacable temper, and the covetousness of the

priesthood ; such a cant^of high church, and per-

secution, and being priestridden, so many reproaches

about narrow^ principles, or terms of comcnunion y

then such scandalous reflections on the universities,

for infecting the youth of the nation with arbitrary

and Jacobite principles, that it was natural for those,

who had the care of religion and education, to ap-

prehend some general design of altering the con-

stitution of both. And all this was the more extra-

ordinary, because it could not easily be forgot, that

whatever opposition was made to the usurpations of

king James, proceeded altogether from the church

of England, and chiefly from tlie clergy, and one

of the universities. For, if it were of any use to

recall matters of fact, what is more notorious, than

that prince's applying himself first to the church of

England ? and upon their refusal to fall in with his

measures, making the like advances to the dissenters

of all kinds, who readily and almost universally

complied with him, affecting, in their numerous

addresses and pamphlets, the style of our brethren

the Roman catholicks ; whose interests they put on

the same foot with their own : and some of Crom-

well's officers, took posts in the army raised against

the prince of Orange. These proceedings of theirs

they
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tiicy can only extenuate, by urging tlie provocations

they had met from the church in king Charles's

reign ; which, though perhaps excusable upon the

score of human infirmity, are not, by any means,

a plea of merit, equal to the constancy and sufferings

of the bishops and clergy, or of the head and fellows

of Magdalen college, that furnished the prince of

Orange's declaration witli such powerful arguments,

to justify and promote the revolution.

Therefore, a church of England man, abhors the

humour of the age, in delighting to fling scandals

upon the clergy in general ; which, beside the dis-

grace to the reformation, and to religion itself, cast

an ignominy upon the kingdom, 'that it does not

deserve. We have no better materials to compound

the priesthood of, thantlaeiiji^ssof mankind, which

cpri:uptfc.d, as it is_, those y<fWo receive"'or(JersV must

have some .^icesto^ leave behind them when they

enter into the church ; and if a few do still adhere,

it is no wonder, but rather a great one, that they

are no worse. Therefore he cannot think ^mbiuonJi

oTio3£e^ of power/rnore justly laid to their charge,

than to other nienV; because that would be to make

religion itself, or at least the best constitution of

church-government, answerable for the errours and

^^S£j^i£^:5£J^^^"^^^ nature-

Within these last tvvoliundred years, all sorts of

temporalipowermave been wrested frojm the clergy^,

and much of tJieir ecclesiastick, the reason or justice

of which proceeding I shall not examine ; but that

the remedies were a little too violent, with respect

to their possessions, "-he legislature has lately con-

fessed by tliej^;;Qi^ion ^f theij;^ firstJfruit|. Neither

do the common libellers deny this, who, in their

A A 4 invectives^
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invectives, only tax the church with an insatiable

desire of power and wealth, (equally common to

all bodies of men,\ as well as individuals) bi^t thank

God, that the laws have deprived them q£ -both.

However, it is worth observin[^ tjje justice of par-

ties ; the sects among us are apt to compkun, and

think it hard usagfe to be reproached now after fifty

years, for overturning the state, for the murder of a

king, and the indignity of a usurpa-ion ; yet these

very men, and their partisans, arc continually re-

proaching the cleJrgy, and laying to their charge,

thcpitidc^ tlie aya^rice, the luxury, the ignorance,

and superstition of popish tim.es, for a thousand

years past.

"' He thinks it a scandal to government, that such

; an unlimited liberty should be allowed, of pub-

1 lishing books against those doctrines in religion,

wdicrein all christians have agreed ; much more, to

connive at such tracts as reject all re^-elation, and,

by their consequences, often deny the very being

of a God. Surely it is not a sufficient atonement for

the writers, that tliey profess much loyalty to the

present government, and sprinkle up and down some

arguinent.s in favour of the dissenters; that they

dispute, as strenuously as they can, for liberty of

conscience, and inveigh largely against all ecclesi-

asticks under the name of high church ; and, in

short, under the shelter of some popular principles in

politicks and religion, undermine the foundations of

all piety and virtue.

As he does not reckon every schism, of that

dam.nable nature wdiich son^^ would represent, so

he is very far from closing with the new opinion of

those, who would make it no crime at all ; and

argue
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(^argue j^a. wild rate, that God Almighty is delighted
/ |

with the variety of faith and worship, as he ..ia with^^4r'<

the varieties of nature. To such (alTsurditji^iil'^e

men carried by the afrectation of freethijiking, and

removing the prejudices of education ; under which

head, they have for some time begun to list mora-

lity and religion. It is certain that before the re-

bellion in 1642, though the number of puritans (as f

they were then called) were as great as it is with

us, and though they affected to follow pastors of

that denomination, yet those pastors had episcopal

ordination, possessed preferments in the church, and

were sometimes promoted to bishopricks themselves.

But a breach in the general form of worship was,

in those dayS; reckoned so dangerous and sinful in

itself, and so offensive to Roman catholicks at home
and abroad, that it was too unpopular to be at-

tempted ; neither, I believe, was the expedient then

found out, of maintaining separate pastors out of

private purses.

When a schism is once spread in a nation, there

^^_grows at length a dispute, which are the',s€liisma^]

'^ ticks.? Without entering on the argum.ents used by

both sides among us, to fix the guilt on each other,

it is certain, that in the sense of the law, the schism

,
hes on that side, which opposes itself to the^^religion

'

I of.the state.! I leave it among; the divines to di^

late upon the danger of schism, as a spiritual evil;

but I would consider it only as a temporal one.

And I think it clear, that any great separation from

the established worship, though to a new one that

is more pure and perfect, may be ail occasion of

endangering the publick peace ; because it will com-
pose a body always in reserve, prepared to follow

any
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any discontented heads, upon the plausible pretexts

of advancing true religion, and opposing errour, su-

perstition, or idolatry. For this reason Plato lays it

down as a maxim, tliat men ought to worsh.ip the

gods according to the laws of the country j and

he introduces Socrates, in his last discourse, utterly

disowning the crime laid to his charge, of teaching

new divinities or methods of worship. Thus, the

poor Hugonots of France, were engaged in a ci-^l

war, by the specious pretences of some, who, under

the ouise of religion, sacrificed so many thousand

lives to their own ambition and revenge. Thus,

was the wdiole body of puritans in England, drawn

to be instruments, or abettors of all manner of

villany, by the artifices of a few men, wliose de-

signs from the first, were levelled to destroy the

constitution both of religion and government. And

thvis, even in Holland itself, where it is pretended

that the variety of sects live so amicably togetlier,

and in sucli perfect obedience to the magistrate, it

is notorious how a turbulent party, joining with the

arminians, did, in the memory of our fathers, at-

tempt to destroy the liberty of that republick. So

that upon the whole, wherejec;ti*'ire tolerated in a

state, it is fit they should enjoy a full liberty of

conscience, and every other privilege of freeborn

subjects; to which no power is annexed. 7\nd to

preserve their obedience upon all emergencies, a go-

vernment cannot give them too much ease, nor trust

them with too litde power.

The clergy are usually charged with a persecuting

spirit, whicli they are said to discover by an impla-

cable hatred to all dissenters : and this appears to be

more unreasonable, because they suffer less in their

interests
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interests by a toleration, than any of the conforming

laity : for while the church remains in its present

form, no dissenter can possibly have any share in its

dignities, revenues, or power ; whereas, by once

receiving the sacrament, he is rendered capable of

the highest employments in the state. And it is

very possible, that a narrow education, together with

a mixture of human infirmity, may help to beget

among some of the clergy in possession, such an

aversion and contempt tor all innovators, as physi-

cians are apt to have for empiricks, or lawyers for

pettifoggers, or m.erchants for pedlars ; but since

the number of sectaries does not concern the clergy,

either in point of interest or conscience, (it being

an evil not in their power to remedy) it is more

fair and reasonable to suppose, their dislike proceeds

from the dangers they apprehend to the peace of the

commonwealth, in the ruin whereof, they must

expect to be the first and greatest safierexs.

To conclude this section, it must be observed, that

there is a very good word, which has of late suf-

fered much by both parties, I mean moderation;

which, the one side, very justly disowns, and the

other, as unjustly pretends to. Beside what passes

every day in conversation, any man who reads the

papers published by Mr. Lesley, and others of his

stamp, must needs conclude, that if this author |
could make the nation see his adversaries, under the%,

colours he paints them in, we have nothing else"',

to do, but rise as one man, and destroy such <
wretches from the face of the earth. On the other

side, how shall we excuse the advocates for modera- y
tion ? among whom, I could appeal to a hundred

papers of universal approbation by the cause they

were
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v/ere writ for, which lay such principles to the whole

body of the torics, as, if they were true, and be-

lieved, our next business should in prudence be, to

erect gibbets in every parish, and hang them out of

the way. But I suppose it is presumed, the com-

mon people understand railler}^^ prat least rhetorick,

and will not take hyperboles in too literal a sense

;

which however, in some junctures, might prove a

desperate experiment. And this is moderation in

•the modern sense of the word, to which, speaking

impartially, the bigots of both parties are equally

entitled.

SECTION II.

THE SENTIMENTS OF A CHURCH OF ENG.LAND MAN,
WITH RESPECT TO GOVERNMENT.

We look upon it as a very just reproach, though

we cannot agree where to fix it, that there should

be so much violence and hatred in religious matters,

among men who agree in all fundamentals, and

only differ in some ceremonies, or, at most, mere

speculative p^jints. Yet, is not this frequently the

case between contending parties in a state ? for

instance ; do not the generality of whigs and tories

among us, profess to agree in the same fundamentals,

their loyalty to the queen, their abjuration of the

pretender, the settlement of the crown in the pro

testant line, and a revolution principle ? their af-

fection to the church established, with toleration of

dissenters ?
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dissenters? na}^, somelimes they go farther, and pass

over into each other's principles ; the whigs become

great assertors of the prerogative, and the tories of

the people's liberty ; these, crying down almost the

whole set of bishops, and those, defending them;

so that the differences fairly stated, would be mucii

of a sort with those in religion among us, and,

amount to little more than, who should take place,

or go in and out first, or kiss the queen's hand ; and

what are these but a few court ceremonies ? or who

should be in the ministry ? and what is that to the

body of the nation, but a mere speculative point ?

yet I think it must be allowed, that no reiigious>

sects ever carried their mutual aversions to greater

heights, than our itate-parties have done;/ who,

the more to inflame their passions, have mjxedreli-

giouj_.andxi--vil animosities together ; borrowing one

of their appella-tions from the church, with the ad-

dition of high and low, hov/ little soever their dis-

putes relate to the term, as it is generally under-

stood.

•vl. now proceed to deliver the sentimiCnts of a

church of England man, with respect to govern-

ment.

He does not think the church of England so nar-

rowly calculated, that it cannot fall in with any

regular species of government; nor does he think

any one regular species of government, more ac-

ceptable to God, tiian another. The three gene-

rally received in ihe schools, have all of them their

several perfections, and are subject to their several

depravations. However, few states arejiiined by;,,

anydeiectiu Jiheir institution^^ biU generally by^tliej

:9^^1:HiiiSil*2iliJI%Sii^'"^-^ against v;hich, the best in-

stitution
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stitution is no longer a security ; and with which,

a very ill one may subsist and flourish ; whereof

there are two pregnant instances now in Europe.

The first is, the aristocracy of Venice, which, founded

upon the wisest maxims, and digested by a great

length of time, has, in our age, admitted so many

abuses through the degeneracy of the nobles, that

the period of its duration seems to approach. The

other is, the united republicks of the states-general,

where a vein of temperance, industry, parsimony,

and a publick spirit, running through the whole

body of the people, has preserved an infant com-

monwealth, of an untimely birth and sickly consti-

tution, for above a hundred years, through so many

dangers and difficulties, as a much more healthy

one could never have struggled against, without

those advantages.

Where security of person and property are pre-

served bv laws, which none but the whole can re-

peal, there the great ends of government are pro-

vided for, wdiether the admin istration ,be in the

hands of one, or of many. Where any one person,

or body of men, who do not represent the whole,

seize into their hands the power in the last resort,

there is properly no longer a government, but what

Aristotle and his Followers call the abuse and corrup-

tion of one. This distinction excludes arbitrary

power, in whatever numbers ; which, notwith-

standing all that Hobbes, Filmer, and others have

said to its advantage, Tlook upon as a greater evil

than anarchy itself, as much as a savage is in a hap-

pier state of life, than a slave at the oar.

It is reckoned ill-manners, as well as unreasonable

for men to qtJaffel.-iipon difference in opinion ; be-

cause
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cause that is usually supposed to be a thing, which
no man can help in himself; but this I do not con-

ceive to be a universal infallible maxim, except in

those cases, where the question is pretty equally

disputed among the learned and the wise : where it

is otherwise, a man of tolerable reason, som.e ex-

perience, and willing to-be instructed, may appre-

hend he is got into a wrong opinion, though the

whole course of his mind and inclination would

persuade him to believe it true ; he may be con-

vinced that he is in an errour, though he does not

see where it lies, by the bad effects of it in the com-
mon conduct of his life, and- by observing those

persons, for whose wisdom and goodness he has the

greatest deference, to be of a contrary sentiment.

According to Hgbbes's comparison of reasoning

with casting up accounts, whoever finds a mistake

in the sum total, must allow himself out, though,

after repeated trials, he may not see in wluch article

he has misreckoned. I will instance in one opinion,

which I look upon every man obliged in conscience

to quit, or in prudence to conceal; I mean, that

•whoever argues in defence of ^^bsolute power in a

single person, though he offers the old plausible

plea, that it is his opinion, which he cannot help,

unless he be convinced, ought, in all free states to be

'treated as the commoa en^niyi^jof m.ankiiid. Yet

this is laid as a heavy charge upon the. clergy of the

two reigns before the revolution, who, imder the

terms of passive obedience and nonresistance, are

said to have preached up the unlimited power of the

prince, because they found it a doctrine that pleased

the court, and made v;ay for their prei'erniient. And
I. believe there may be truth enough in this accusa-

tion.
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tion, to convince us, tliat human frailty will toa

often interpose itself, among persons of the holiest

'function. However, it may be offered in excuse for

the clergy, that in the best societies there are some

ill members, which a corrupted court and ministry

w^ill industriously iind out, and introduce. Besides,

it is manifest, that the greater number of those, who

held and preached this doctrine, were misguided by

equivocal terms, and by perfect ignorance in the prin-

ciples of government, which they had not made

any part of their study. The question originally

put, and, as I remember to have heard it disputed in

publick schools, was this, Whether under any pre-

tence whatsoever it may be lawful to resist the su-

preme magistrate ? which was held in the negative

;

and this is certainly the right opinion. But many

of the clergy, and other learned men, deceived by

dubious expression, mistook the object to which

passive obedience was due. By the supreme ma-

gistrate, is properly understood the legislative power,

which in all governments must be absolute and un-

limited. But the word magistrate, seeming to de-

note a single person, and to express the executive

power, it came to pass, that the oJbedience due to

the legislature, was, for want of knowing or "con-

sidering this easy distinction, misapplied to the ad-

ministration. Neither is it any wonder, that the

clergy, or otlier wellmeaning people, should fall into

this errour, wdiich deceived Hobbes himself so far,

as to be the foundation of all the political m.istakes in

his books ; where he perpetually coi:ifounds the exe-

cutive v/iththe legislative power, though all well-in-

stituted states have ever placed them in different

hands, as may be obvious to those, who know any

thing
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thing of Athens, Sparta, Thebes, and other re-

publicks of Greece, as well as the greater ones of

Carthage and Rome.

Besides, it is to be considered, that when these

doctrines began to be preached among us, the king-

dom had not quite worn out the memory of that

horrid rebellion, under the consequences of which

it had groaned almost twenty years. And a weak

prince, in conjunction with a succession of most

prostitute ministers, began again to dispose the peo-

ple to new attempts, which it was, no doubt, the

.clfixgy.^jiuty, to endeavour to prevent ; though some

of them, forj want of knowledge in temporal affairs,

and others, '^perliaps from a worse principle, pro-

ceeded upon a topick, that, strictly followed, would

enslave all mankind.

Among other theological arguments made use of

in those times in pi3.Lse-^. of -monarchy, and justifica-

tion of absolute obedience to a prince, there seemed

to be one of a singular nature : it was urged, that

Heaven was governed by a monarch, who had none

to control his power, but was absolutely obeyed :

then it followed, that earthly governments w^ere

the more perfect, the nearer they imitated the go-^

vernment in Heaven. All which I look upon as.

the strongest argument against despotick power, that

ever was offered ; since no reason can possibly be

assigned, why it is best for the ^woxld^ that God
Almigkty: liasjuch a power, which does not directly

prove, that no mortal man should ever have the

like.

But though a church of England man thinks every

species of government equally lawful, he does not

think them equally expedient; or for every country

Vol. II. B B indifferently*
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indlfTercntly. There may be something in the cli-

mate, naturally disposing men toward one sort of

pbgdiencje^. as it is manifest all over Asia, where we

never read of any commonwealth, except some small

ones on the western coasts, established by the Greeks.

There may be a great deal in the situation of a coun-

try, and in the present genius of the people. It has

been observed, that the temperate climates usually

run into moderate governments, and the extremes,

into despotick power. It is a remark of Hobbes,

that the youth of England are corrupted in their

principles of government, by reading the authors of

Greece and Rome, who writ under commonwealths.

But it might have been more fairly offered for the

honour of liberty, that while the rest of the known

world was overrun with the arbitrary governmentt

of single persons, arts and sciences took their rise,

and flourished, only in those few small territories,

where the people were free. And though learning

may continue after liberty is lost, as it did in Rome
for a while, upon the foundations laid under the

commonwealth, and the particular patronage of some

emperors, yet it hardly ever began under a tyranny

in any nation : because slavery is of all things the

greatest clog and obstacle to speculation. And in-

deed, arbitrary^^wer is but the iirst natural step,

'ftom anarchy or the savage life ; the adjusting of

pQia^gr^aridire.edpm being an effect and consequence

of maturer thinking : and this is no where so duly

regulated, as in a liniitedjn^narchy : because I be-

lieve it may pass for a maxim in state, that the ad-

ministration cannot be placed in too few hands, nor

the legislature in too many. Now, in this material

point, the constitution of the English government,

^
'

far
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far exceeds all others at this time on the earth; to

which the present estabUshment of the church does

so happily agree, that I think, whoever is an enemy

to either, must of necessity be so to bodi.

He thinks as our monarchy is constituted, an

hereditary right, is much to be preferred before

election. Because the government here, especially

by some late amendments, is so regularly disposed

in all its parts, that it almost executes itself. And
therefore, upon the death of a prince among us,

the administration goes on without any rub or in-

terruption. For the same reasons, we have less to

apprehend from the weakness or fury of our mo-
narchs, who have such wise councils to guide the

first, and laws to restrain the otlier. And therefore

this hereditary right should be kept so sacred, as

never to break the succession, unless where the pre-

serving of it may endanger the constitution ; which

is not from any intrinsick merit, or unalienable right

in a particular family, but to avoid the consequences

that usually attend the ambition of competitors, to

which elective kingdoms are exposed; and which

is the only obstacle, to hinder them from arriving

at the greatest perfection, that government can pos-

sibly reach. Hence appears the absurdity of that

distinction, between a king defocto, and one dejure,

with respect to us. For every limited monarch is a

king dejure, because he governs by the consent of

the whole, which is authority sufficient to aboUsh

all precedent right. If a king come in by conquest,

he is no longer a limited monarch ; if he afterw^ard

consent to limitations, he becomes immediately

king de jurSy for the same reason.

B B 2 The
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The great adv^ocates for succession, who affirm it

ought not to be violated upon any regard or consi-

deration whatsoever, do insist much upon one argu-

ment, tliat seems to carry little weight. They

would have it, that a crown is a prince's birthright,

and ought at least to be as well secured to him and

his posterity, as the inheritance of any private man;

in short, that he has the same title to his kingdom,

wJiich every individual has to his property : now

the consequence of this doctrine must be, that as a

man may find several ways to waste, mispend, or

abuse his patrimony, without being answerable to

the laws ; so a king may in like manner do what

he will with his own ; that is, he may squander and

misapply his revenues, and even alienate the crown,

without being called to an account by his subjects.

They allow such a princ^^^to be guilty indeed of

mucli folly andjvickedness, but for these he isjfl^

swerableJ^ajGiid^ as every private man must be, that

is guilty of mismanagement in his own concerns.

Now, the folly of this reasoning will best appear,

by applying it in a parallel case : should any man

argue, that a pliysician is supposed to understand his

own art best ; that the law protects and encourages

his profession ; and therefore, although he should

manifesdy prescribe poison to all his patients, where-

of they should immediately die, he cannot be jusdy

punished, but is answerable only to God : or should

the same be offered in behalf of a divine, wdio would

preach against religion and moral duties; in either

of these two cases, every body would find out the

sophistry-, and presently answer, that although com-

mon men are not exactly sltilled in the composition

or
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or application of medicines, or in prescribing the

limits of duty ; yet the difference between poisons

and remedies, is easily known by their effects ; and

common reason soon distinguishes between virtue

and vice : and it must be necessary to forbid both

these the farther practice of their professions, because

their crimes are not purely personal to the physician

or the divine, but_destructive to the publick. All

which is infinitely strongerin respect to a prince, in

whose good or ill conduct, the happiness or misery,

of a whole nation is included : whereas it is of small

consequence to the publick, farther than example,

how any private person manages his property.

But granting that the right of a lineal successor to

a crown, were upon the same foot with the property

of a subject ; still it may at any time be transferred

by the legislative power, as other properties fre-

quently are. The supreme pov^^er in a state can do

no wrong, because whatever that does, is the action

of all : and when the lawyers apply this maxim to

the king, they must understand it only in that sense,

as he is administrator af„tlie„.5,upre,ni£.-pawer ; other-

wise it is not universally true, but miay be' controlled

in several instances easy to produce '^.

And these are the topicks we must proceed upon,

to justify our exclusion of the young pretender in

France ; that of his suspected birth being merely

popular, and therefore not made use of, as I re-

member, since the revolution, in any speech, vote,

or proclamation, wdiere there was an occasion to

mention him.

* * Easy to produce'—This is ungramraatical -, it should bc^

* easily to be produced :' or^ ' which it is easy to produce.'

J3 B 3 As
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As to the abdication of king James, which the

advocates on that side look upon to have been for-

cible and unjust^, and consequently voiiin itself, I

think a man may observe ey^ry:,,aiJ:icle^ofjthe_.Eng-

lish church, without being in much pain- abouUf.'^

It is not unlikely that all doorvvvere laid open for his

departure, and perhaps not without the privity of

the prince of Orange, as reasonably concluding, that

the kingdom might be better settled in his absence :

but to affirm he had any cause to apprehend the

same treatment with his father, is an improbable

scandal flung upon the nation, by a few bigotted

French, scribblers, or the invidious assertron of a

ruined party at home, in the bitteraess of their souls

;

not one material circumstance agreeing with those in

1648; and the greatest part of the nation having

preserved the utmost horrour for that ignomi-

nious murder : but whether his removal were

caused by his own fears, or other men's artifices,

it is manifest to me, that supposing the throne

to be vacant, which was the foot the nation went

upon, the body of the people was thereupon left

at liberty to choose what form of government

they pleased, by themselves, or their represent

taiives.

The only difficulty of any weight against the pro-

ceedings at the revolution, is an obvious objection,

to which the writers upon that subject have not yet

given a direct or sufficient answer, as if they were in

pain at some consequences, which they apprehend

those of the contrary opinion might draw from it.

I will repeat this objection, as it was offered me

bome time ago, with all its advantages, by a very

pious.
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pious, learned, and worthy gentleman of the non-

juring party ^.

Tlie force of his argument turned upon this ; that

the laws made by the supreme power, cannot other-

wise tTian by the supreme power be annulled : that

this consisting in England of a king,_Lai::dSj„jaiid

xommon^, whereof each have a negative voice, no
two of tlicm, can repeal or enact a law, without

consent ofjih^jJiioi ; much less may any one of them 1

be entirely excluded from its part of the legislature,
;

by a vote of the other two. That all these maxims
,

were openly violated at the revolutionj where an '

assembly of the nobles and people, not summoned

by the king's writ, (which was an essential part of '

the constitution) and consequendy no lawful meet-

ing, did merely upon their own authority, declare

the king to have abdicated, the throne vacant, and

gave the crown by a vote to a nephew, when there •

were three children to inherit ; though by the fun-

damental laws of the realm, the next heir is imme-

diately to succeed* Neither does it appear, how a

prince's abdicatioit can make any other sort of vacancy

in the throne, thdn would be caused by his death

;

since he cannot abjdicate for his children, (who claim

their right of sucdessipn by act of parliament) other-

wise than by his own consent iii form to a bill from

the two houses.

And this is the difficulty, that seems chiefly to

stick with the most reasonable of those, who, from

a rner,£L^cruple- of conscience, refuse to join with us

upon the revolution principle ; but for the rest, are,

^ Mr. Nelson^ author of the Feasts and Fasts of the Church

of England.

B B 4 I be-
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I believe, as far from loving arbitrary government,

as any others can be, who are born under a free

constitution, and are allowed to have the least share

of common good sense.

In this objection there are two questions included

:

first, whether upon the foot of our constitution, as

it stood in the reign of the late king James, a king

of England may be deposed ? The second, is, whe-

ther the people of England, convened by their own

authority, after the king had withdrawn himself

in the manner he did^ had power to alter the suc-

cession.

As for the first, it is a point I shall not presume

to determine ; and shall therefore only say, that to

any man who holds the negative, I would demand

the liberty of putting the case as strongly as I please,

I will suppose a prince limited by laws like ours,

yet ruiuiing into a thousand caprices of cruelty like

Nero.or Caligula; I will suppose him to murder

his mother and his wife ; to commit incest, to ra-

vish matrons, to blow up the senate, and burn his

metropolis ; openly to renounce God and Christ,

and worship the devil : these and the like exorbi-

tances, are in the power of a single person to com^

mit, without the advice of a ministry, or assistance

of an army. And if such a king, as I have de-

scribed, cannot be deposed but by his own consent

in parliament, I do not well see how he can be re-

sisted, or what can be meant by a limitedjionarchy;

or what signifies the peo2le!s.--x.0ilsendUili^maliix^

and repealing laws, if the person who administers,

has no tie but conscience, and is answerable to none

but God. I desire no stronger proof that an opiniori

must be false, than to iind very great absurdities

annexed
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annexed to it ; and there cannot be greater than in '*S l^^

the present case ; for it is not a bare speculation that

kings may run into such enormities as are above-

mentioned ; the practice may be proved by ex-

amples, not only drawn from the first Caesars,

or later emperors, but many modern princes of

Europe; such as Peter the cruel, Philip the se-

cond of Spain, John Basilovits of Muscovy, and in

our own nation, king John, Richard the third, and

Henry the eighth. But there cannot be equal ab-

surdities supposed in maintaining the contrary opi-

nion ; because it is certain, that princes have it in

their power to keep a majority on their side, by

any tolerable administration, till provoked by con-

tinual oppressions ; no man indeed can then answer,

where the madness of the people will stop.

As to the second part of the objection.; whether

the people of England convened by their own au-

thority, upon king James's precipitate departure,

had power to alter the succession ?

In answer to this, I think it is manifest from the

practice of the wisest nations, and who seem to

have had the truest notions of freedom, that when
a prince was laid aside for maleadministration, the

nobles and people, if they thought it necessary for

the publickj\Tal,_did resume the administration of I

the supreme power, (the^powfir itself having been-

d^ays in -tfeai)_and did not only alter the succes-/

sion, but often the very form of government too;

because they believed there was no natural right in

one man to govern another, but that all was by in-

stitution, force, or consent. Thus, the cities of

Greece, when they drove out their tyrannical kings,

either chose others from a new family, or abolished

the
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the kingly government, and became ix£e__state%

Thus the Romans, upon the expulsion of Tarquin,

found it inconvenient for them to be subject any

longer to the pride, the lust, the cruelty and arbi-

trary will of single persons, and therefore by gene-

ral consent, entirely alterecl the whole frame oLtlieir

gojernpcnt. Nor do I find the proceedings of

either, in this point, to have been condemned by

any historian of the succeeding ages.

But a great deal has been already said by other

writers upon this invidious and beaten subject; there-

fore I shall let it fall; though the point is com-

monly mistaken, especially by the lawyers ; who,

of all others, seem least to understand the nature of

government in general; like underworkmen, who
are expert enough at making a single wheel in a

clock, but are utterly ignorant how to adjust the

several parts, or regulate the movements.

To return therefore from this ^^igressign : it is a

church of England man's opinion, that the freedom

of a nation consists in an absolute unlimited^legi^

|ative power, Vvdierein tEe whole body of the people

4re fairly- represented"; and in an executh;^ejdulx^^i^

iiriitei; because on this side likewise, there may be

(daRgcrous degrees, and a very ill extreme. For,

when two parties in a state are pretty equal in power,

pretensions, merit, and virtue, (for these two last are,

with relation to parties and a court, quite difierent

things) it has been the opinion of the best writers

upon government, that a prince ought not in any

sort to be under the guidance or influence of either;

because he declines by this means from his office of

presiding over the whole, to be the head of a party ;

which, beside the indignity, renders him answer-

able
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able for all publick mismanagements, and the con-^

sequences of them; and in whatever state this hap-

pens, there must either be a weakness in the prince

or ministry; or else the former is too much restrained

by the nobles, or those who represent the people.

To conclude: a church of England man may,

with prudence and a good conscience, approve the

professed principles of one party more than the other,

according as he thinks they best promote the good

of church and state; but he will never be swayed by
passion or interest, to advance an opinion, merely

because it is that of the party he most approves ;

which one single principle, he looks upon as the

root of all our civil animosities. To enter into a

party, as into an order of friars, with so resigned an.

obedience to superiours, is very unsuitable both with*

the civil and religious liberties, we so zealously assert.

Thus the understandings of a whole senate are often

enslaved, by three or four leaders on each side, who,

instead of intending the publick weal, have their

hearts wholly set upon ways and means, how to get

or to keep employments. But to speak more at

large, Ij how has this spirit of faction mingled itself

with the mass of the people, changed their nature

and manners, and the very genius of the nation!

broke all the laws of charity, neighbourhood, al-

liance, and hospitality; destroyed all ties of friend-

ship, and divided families against tJiemselves ! and

no wonder it should be so,|lwhen in order to find

out the character of a person, instead of inquiring

whether he be a man of virtue, honour, piety, wit,

good sense, or learning ; the modern question is

* It should be unsuitable ' to/ not unsuitable ' with.'

only.
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only, whether he be a whig or a tory ; under which

terms, all good, and ill qualities are included.

Now, because it is a point of difficulty to choose

an exact middle between two ill extremes, it may

be worth inquiring in the present case, which of

these a wise and good man would rather seem to

avoid : taking therefore their own good and ill cha-

racters, with due abatements and allowances for par-

tiality and passion, I should think, that in order to

preserve the constitution entire in church and state,

whoever has a true value for both, would be sure

to avoid the extremes of whig, for the sake of the

former ; and the extremes of tory, on account of

the latter.

I have now said all that I could think convenient,

upon so nice a subject, and find I have the ambition

common with other reasoners, to wish at least that

both parties may think me in the right; which

would be of some use to those who have any virtue

left, but are blindly drawn into the extravagancies

of either, upon false representations, to serve the

ambition or malice of designing men, without any

prospect of their own. But if that is not to be

hoped for, my next wish should be, that both might

think me in the wrong : which I would understand

as an ample justification of myself, and a sure ground

to believe, that I have proceeded at least with im-

partiality, and perhaps with jruth.
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AN ARGUMENT

TO PROVE THAT THE ABOLISHING OF

CHRISTIANITY IN ENGLAND

MAY, AS THINGS NOW STAND,

be" ATTENDED WITH SOME INCONVENIENCIES,

AND PERHAPS NOT PRODUCE THOSE MANY
GOOD EFFECTS PROPOSED THEREBY.

Written in the Year 1708.

1 AM very sensible, what a weakness and pre-

sumption it is, to reason against the general humour
and disposition of the world. I remember it was,

with great justice, and due regard to the freedom

both of the publick and the press, forbidden, upon
several penalties, to write, or discourse, or lay wa-
gers against the union, even before it was confirmed

by parliament ; because that was looked upon as a

design to oppose the current of the people, which,

beside the folly of it, is a manifest breach of the

fundamental law, that makes this majority of opi-

nion the voice of .God. In like manner, and for

the very same reasons, it may perhaps be neither

safe nor prudent, to argue against the abolishing of

Christianity,
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Christianity, at a juncture, when all parties appear

so unanimously determined upon' the point, as we

cannot but allow from their actions, their discourses

and their writings. However, I know not how,

whether from the affectation of singularity, or the

perverseness of human nature, but so it unhappily

falls out, that I cannot be entirely of this opinion.

Kay, though I were sure an order were issued for

my immediate prosecution by the attorney-general,

I should still confess, that in the present posture of

our affairs, at home or abroad, I do not yet see the

absolute necessity of extirpating the christian religion

from among us.

This perhaps may appear too great a paradox,

even for our wise and paradoxical age to endure;

therefore I shall handle it with all tenderness, and

with the utmost deference to that great and profound

majority, which is of another sentiment.

And yet the curious may please to observe, how

much the genius of a nation is liable to alter in half

an age: -f*have heard it affirmed for certain, by some

very old people, that the contrary opinion was, even

in their memories, as much in vogue, as the other

is now; and that a project for the abolishing of

Christianity, would then have appeared as singular,

and been thought as absurd, as it would be, at this

time, to write or discourse in its defence.

Therefore I freely own, that all appearances are

against me. The system of the Gospel, after the

fate of other systems, is generally antiquated and

exploded ; and the mass or body of the common

people, among whom it seems to have had its latest

credit, are now grown as much asliamed of it as

their betters ; opinions, like fashions, always de-

scending
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scendlng from those of quality to the middle sort,

and thence to the vulgar, where at length they are

dropped and vanish.

But here I would not be mistaken, and must

therefore be so bold as to borrow a distinction from

the writers on the other side, when they make a

difference between nominal, and real Trinitarians.

I hope no reader imagines me so weak to stand up
in the defence of real Christianity, such as used, ia

primitive times, (if we may believe the authors of

those ages) to have an influence upon men's belief

and actions : to offer at the restoring of that, would

indeed be a wild project ; it would be to dig up
foundations ; to destroy at one blow all the wit, and

half the learning of the kingdom : to break the entire

frame and constitution of things ; to ruin trade, ex-

tinguisli arts and sciences, with tliQ professors of

them ; in short, to turn our courts, exchanges, and

shops, into deserts ; and would be full as absurd as

the proposal of Horace, where he advises the Ro-
mans, all in a body, to leave their city, and seek a

new seat in some remote part of the w^orld, by way
of cure for the corruption of their manners.

Therefore I think this caution was in itself alto-

gether unnecessary, (which I have inserted only to

prevent all possibility of cavilling) since every candid

reader will easily understand my discourse to be in-

tended only in defence of nominal Christianity ; the

other, having been for some time wholly laid aside

by general consent, as utterly inconsistent with

our present schemes ofwealth and power.

Bat why w^e should therefore cast off the name
and tide of christians, although the general opinion

and resolution be so violent for it, I confess I cannot

(with
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(with submission) apprehend, nor is the consequence

necessary. However, since tlie undertakers propose

such wonderful advantages to the nation by this

project, and advance luany plausible objections

against the system of Christianity, I shall briefly

consider the strength of both, fairly allow them

their greatest weight, and offer such answers as I

think most reasonable. After which I will beg leave

to show, what inconveniencies may possibly happen

by such an innovation, in the present posture of our

affairs.

First, one great advantage proposed by the alx)-

lishing of Christianity, is, that it would very much
enlarge and establish liberty of conscience, that great

bulwark of our nation, and of the protestant reli-

gion ; which is still too much limited by priestcraft,

notwithstanding all the good intentions of the le-

gislature, as we have lately found by a severe instance.

Por it is confidently reported, that two young gentle-

men of real hopes, bright wit, and profound judg-

ment, who, upon a thorough examination of causes

and effects, and by the mere force of natural abilities^

without the least tincture of learning, having made

a discovery, that there was no God, and generously

communicating their thoughts for the good of the

publick, were some time ago, by an unparallelled

severity, and upon I know not what obsolete law,

broke for blasphemy. And as it has been wisely

observed^, if persecution once begins, no man alive

knows how far it may reach, or where it will end.

In answer to all which, with deference to wiser

judgments, I think this rather shows the necessity

of a nominal religion among us. Great wits love

to be free with the highest objects; and if they

4 cannot
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cannot be allowed a God tp revile or renounce, they

will speak evil of dignities, abuse the government,

and reflect upon the ministry ; which 1 am sure

few will deny to be of much more pernicious con-

sequence, according to the saying of Tiberius, deorum

offensa diis cura. As to the particular fact related,

I think it is not fair to argue from one instance,

perhaps another cannot be produced : yet (to the

comfort of all those who may be apprehensive of

persecution) blasphemy, we know, is freely spoken

a million of times in every coffeehouse and tavern, or

wherev^er else good company meet. It must be

allowed indeed, that to break an English freeborn-

officer only for blasphemy, was, to speak the gentlest

of such an action, a very high strain of absolute power.

Little can be said in excuse for the general
; perhaps

he was afraid it might give offence to the allies,

among whom, for aught we know, it may be the

custom of the country to believe a God. But if he

argued, as some have done, upon a mistaken prin-

ciple, that an officer who is guilty of speaking blas-

phemy, may some time or other proceed so far as to

raise a mutiny, the consequence is by no means to

be admitted ; for surely the commander of an

Eriglish army is likely to be but ill obeyed, whose

soldiers fear and reverence him, as little as they do

a Deity.

It is farther objected against the gospel system,

that it obliges men to the belief of things too difficult

for freethinkers, and such who have shaken off the

prejudices that usually cling to a confined education.

To which I answer, that men should be cautious

how they raise objections, which reflect upon the

wisdom of the. nation. Is not every body freely

Vol. 11. Cc aliowed
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allowed to believe whatever he pleases, and to pub-

lish his belief to the world whenever he thinks fit,

especially if it serves to strengthen the party, which

is in the right ? Would any indifferent foreigner,

who should read the trumpery lately written by

Asgil, Tindal, Toland, Coward, and forty more,

imagine the Gqspel to be our rule of faith, and con-

firmed by parliaments ? Does any man either be.-

Jieve, or say he believes, or desire to have it thought

that he says he believes, one syllable of the matter ?

And is any man worse received upon that score, or

does he find his want of nominal faith a disadvantage

to him, in the pursuit of any civil or military em-

ployment ? What if there be an old dormant statute

or two against him, are they not now obsolete to a

degree, that Empson and Dudley themselves, if

they were now alive, would find it impossible to

put them in execution.

It is likewise urged, that there are, by computa-

tion, in this kingdom above ten thousand parsons,

whose revenues, added to tiiose of my lords the

bishops, would suffice to maintain at least two

hundred young gentlemen of wdt and pleasure, and

freethinking, enemies to priestcraft, narrow prin-

ciples, pedantry, and prejudices ; who might be an

ornament to the court and town : and then again,

^sQ^great a number of able [b.od.ied]_divines, might

be a recruit to our fleet and armies. This indeed

appears to be a consideration of some weight : but

then, on the other side, several things deserve to be

considered likewise : as first, whether it may not be

thought necessary, that in certain tracts of country,

like what we call parishes, there shall be onj^man

^t least of abilities to read and^write. Then it seems

^ a wrong
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a wrong computation, that the revenues of the

church throughout this island, would be large enough

to maintain two hundred young gentlemen, or even

half that number, after the present refined way of

living ; that is, to allow each of them such a rent,

as, in the modern form of speech, would make them

easy. But still there is in this project a greater mis-

chief behind; and we ought to beware of the wo-

man s folly, who killed the hen, that every morning

laid her a golden egg. For, pray what would be-

come of the race of men in the next age, if we had

nothing to trust to beside the scrofulous consumptive

productions, furnished by our men of wit and plea-

sure, when, having squandered away their vigour,

health, and estates, they are forced, by some dis-

agreeable marriage, to piece up their broken for-

tunes, and entail rottenness and politeness on their

posterity ? Now, here are ten thousand persons re^

duced, by the wise regulations of Henry the eighth^

to the necessity of a low diet, and moderate eK-»

ercise, who are the only great restorers of our breed,

without which the nation would, in an age or two,

become one great hospital.

Another advantage proposed by the abolishing of

Christianity, is, the clear gain of one day in seven,

which is now entirely lost, and consequently the

kingdom one seventh less considerable in trade,

business, and pleasure; beside the loss to the pub-

lick of so many stately structures, now in the hands

of the clergy, which might be converted into play-

houses, market-houses, exchanges, common dor-

mitories, and other publick edifices.

I hope I shall be forgiven a hard word, if I call

this a perfect cavil. I readily own there has been

c c a an
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*
' an old custom, tliiie out of mind, for people to

assemble in the churches every Sunday, and that

shops are still frequently shut, in order, as it is

concei\^ed, to preseryx the memory of that ancient

practice ; but how this can prove a hindrance to

business or pleasure, is hard to imagine. What if

the men of pleasure are forced, one day in the week,

to game at liome instead of the chocolate-houses ?

are not the taverns and coffeehouses open? can there

be a more convenient season for taking a dose of

physick ? are fewer claps got upon Sundays, than

other days ? is not that the chief day for traders to

sum up the accounts of the week, and for lawyers

to prepare their.bi"iefs ? But I would fain know, how

it can be pretended, that the churches are misap-

plied ? where are more appointments and ren-

dezvouses of gallantry ? where more care to ap-

pear in the foremost box, with greater advantage

of dress? where more meetings for business? where

more bargains driven of all sorts ? and w^here so

many conveniencies or incitements to sleep ?

There is one advantage, greater than any of the

foregoing, proposed by the abolishing of Christi-

anity ; that it will utterly extinguish parties among

us, by removing those factious distinctions of high

and low church, of whig and tory, presbyterian and

church of England, which are now so many grievous

. .clogs upon pubhck proceedings, and are apt to dis-

pose men to prefer the gratifying of themselves, or

depressing of their adversaries, before the most im-

portant interest of the state.

I confess, if it were certain, that so great an ad-

vantage would redound to the nation by this ex-v

pedient, I would submit, and be silent ; but will

' any
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any man say, that if the words whoring, drinking,

cheating, lying, stealing, were, by act of parliament,

ejected out of the English tongue and dictionaries,

we should all awake next morning chaste and

temperate, honest and just, and lovers of truth ? Is

this a fair consequence ? or if the physicians would

forbid us to pronounce the word pox, gout, rheu-

matism, and stone, would that expedient serve, like

so many talismans, to destroy the diseases them-

selves ? are-party and faction rooted in men's hearts

no deeper than phrases borrowed from religion, or

founded upon no firmer principles ? and is our

language so poor, that we cannot find other terms

to express them ? are envy, pride, avarice, and am-

bition such ill nomenclators, that they cannot fur-

nish appellations for tlieir owners ? will not hey-

dukes and mamalukes, mandarins, and patshaws,

or any other words formed at pleasure, serve to \

distinguish those who are in the ministry, from

others, who would be in it if they could ? what,

for instance, is easier than to vary the form of speech,

and i_nsjjead of the word church, mak!e it a question

in politicks, whether the monument be in danger ?

because religion, was nearest at hand to furnish a few

convenient phrases, is our invention so barren, we

can find no other ? suppose, for argument sake, that

the tories favoured Margarita*, the whigs Mrs.

Tofts, and the trimmers Valentin
i ; would not

Margaritians, Toftians, and Valentinians be very tole-

rable marks of distinction ? the prasini and veniti,

two most virulent factions in Italy, began (if I

remember right) by a distinction of colours in ri-

* Italian lingers then in vogue*

c c 3 bands

;
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bands; and we might contend with as good a grace

about the dignity of the blue and the green, which

would serve as properly to divide the court, the

parliament, and the kingdom, between them, as

any terms of art whatsoever borrowed from religion.

And therefore I think there is little force in this

objection against Christianity, or prospect of so great

an advantage, as is proposed in the abolishing

of it.

It is again objected, as a very absurd ridiculous

custom, that a set of m.en should be suffered, much
less employed and hired, to bawl one day in seven

against the lawfulness of those rnethods most in use,

toward the pursuit of greatness, jiches, and pleasure,

which are the constant practice of all men alive on

the other six. But this objection is, I think, a

little unworthy of so refined an age as ours. Let

us argue this matter calmly : I appeal to the breast

of any polite freethinker, whether, in the pursuit

of gratifying a predominant passjon, he has not

always felt a wonderful incitement, by reflecting it

was a thing forbidden : and therefore we see, in

order to cultivate this taste, the wisdom of the nation

has taken special care, that the ladies should be

furnished with prohibited silks, and the men, with

prohibited wine. And indeed it were to be wished,

that some other proiiibitions were promoted, in order

to improve the pleasures of the town ; which, for

want of such expedients, begin already, as I am told,

to flag and grow languid, giving way daily to cruel

inroads from the spleen.

It is likewise proposed as a great advantage to the

publick, that if we once discard the system of the

Gospel, all religion will of course be banished for

ever:
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ever; and consequently, along with it, those grievous

prejudices of education, which, under the names of

virtue, conscience, honour, justice, and the like,

are so apt to disturb the peace of human minds, and

the notions whereof are so hard to be eradicated, by

right reason, or freethinking, sometimes during the

whole course of our lives.

Here first I observe, . how difficult it is to get rid

of a phrase, which the world is once grown fond of,

though the occasion that first produced it, be entirely

taken away. For several years past, if a man had

but an ill-favoured nose, the deep thinkers of the

age w^ould, some way Or other, contrive to impute

the 'cause to the prejudice of his education. From
this fountain are said to be derived all our foolish

notions of justice, piety, love of our country ; all

out opinions of God, or a future state,. Heaven,

Hell, and the like : and there might formerly per-

haps have been some pretence for this charge. But

so effectual care has been since taken to remove

thosfLpxejudices-r by an entire change in the metEods

of education, that (with honour I mention it to our

polite innovators) the young gentlemen, who are

now on the scene, seem to have not the least tinc-

ture of those infusions, or string of those weeds

;

and, by consequence, the reason for abolishing

nominal Christianity upon that pretext, is wholly

ceased.

For the rest, it may perhaps admit a controver^,

w^hether the banishing of all notions of religion

whatsoever, would be convenient for the vulo-ar.

Not that I am in the least of opinion with those,

who hold religion to have been the invention of po-

liticians, to keep thejbwer part of the^oxld in

c c 4 a^- c,
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awe, by the fear of invisible powers ; unless man-
kind were then very different to what it is now

:

for I look upon the mass or body of our people here

in England, to be as freethinkers, that is to say,

as staunch unbelievers, as any of the highest rank.

But I conceive some scattered notions about a supe-

riour power, to be of singular use for the common
people, as furnishing excellent materials to keep

children quiet when they grow peevish, and' pro-

viding topicks of amusement, in a tedious winter-

night.-

Lasdy, it is proposed, as a singular advantage,

that the abolishrnrg of-t.4iTisdanity will very much
contnbijte^othe uniting of protestants, by enlarging

the terms of communion, so as to take in all sorts

of dissenters, who are now shut out of the pale,

upon account of a few ceremonies, which all sid^s

confess to be things indifferent.: that this alone

will effectually answer the great ends of a scheme

for comprehension, by opening a large noble gate,

at which all bodies may enter; whereas the chaffer-

ing with dissenters, and dodging about this or the

others ceremony, is but like opening a few wickets,

and leaving them at jar, by which no more than

one can get .in at a time, and that, not without

stooping, and sideling, and squeezing his body.

To all this I answer, that there is one darling in-

clination of mankind, which usually affects to be a

retainer to religion, though she be neither its pa-

rent, its godmother, or its friend ; I mean the spi-

rit of opposition, thaflived long before Christianity,

and can easily subsist without it. Let us, for in-

stance, examine wherein the opposition of sectaries

among us consists ; we shall find Christianity to have

no
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no share in it at all. Does the Gospel any where

prescribe a starched squeezed countenance, a still

formal gait, a singularity of manners and habit, or

any affected modes of speech, different from the

reasonable part of mankind ? Yet, if Christianity

did not lend its name to stand in the gap, and to

employ or divert these humours, they must of ne-

cessity be spent in contraventions to the laws of the

land, and disturbance of the publick peace. There

is a portion of enthusiasm assigned to every nation,

which, if it has~not proper objects to work on,

will burst out, and set all in a flame. If the quiet

of a state can be bought, by only flinging men a

few ceremonies to devour, it is a purchase no wise

man would refuse. Let the mastiffs amuse them-

selves about a sheep's skin stuffed with hay, pro-

vided it will keep them from worrying the flock.

The institution of convents abroad, seems, in one

point, a strain of great wisdom; there being few

irregularities in human passions, that may not have

recourse to vent themselves in some of those orders,

which are so many retreats for the speculative, the

melancholy, the proud, the silent, the politick, and

the morose, to spend themselves, and evaporate the

noxious particles ; for each of whom, we in this

island, are forced to provide a several sect of religion,

to keep them quiet ; and whenever Christianity shall

be abolished, the legislature must^find.. some other

expedient to employ and entertain them. For what
imports it how large a gate you open, if there will

be always left a number, who place a pride and a

merit in refusing to enter ?

Having thus considered the most important ob-

jections against Christianity, and the chief advantages

proposed
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proposed by the abolishing thereof; I shall now

with equal deference and submission to wiser judg-

ments, as before, proceed to mention a few incon-

veniencies that may happen, if the Gospel should be

repealed, which perhaps the projectors may not

have sufficiendy considered.

And first, I am very sensible how much the gen-

tlemen of wit and pleasure are apt to murmur, and

be choked at the sight of so many daggled-tail par-

sons, who happen to fall in their way, and offend

their eyes ; but at the same time, these wise re-

formers do not consider, what an advantage and fe-

licity it is, for great wits to be always provided widi

objects of scorn and contempt, in order to exercise

and improve their talents, and divert their spleen

from falling on each other, or on themselves ; espe-

cially when all this may be done, without the least

imaginable danger to their persons.

And to urge another argument of ' a parallel na-

ture : if Christianity were once abolished, how could

the freethinkers, the strong reasoners, and the men

of profound learning, be able to find another sub-

ject, so calculated in all points, whereon to display

their abilities ? what wonderful producdons of wit

should we be^depriyed of, from those, whose genius,

by continual practice, has been wholly turned upon

^raillery and invectives against religion, and would

therefore never be able to shine or distinguish them-

selves, upon any other subject ! we are daily com-

plaining of the great decline of ^\vit among us, and

would we take away the greatest, perhaps the only

f
topick we have left ? who would ever have suspected

1
Asgil for a wit, or Toland for a philosopher, if the

inexHaustible stock of Christianity had not been at

hand.
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hand, to provide them withjnaterials ? what other

subject through all art or nature, could have pro-

duced Tindal for a profound author, or furnished

him with readers ? it is the wise choice of the subject,

that alone adorns and distinguishes the writer. For,

had a hundred such-pens as these been employed on
the side of religion, they would have immediately-

sunk into silence and oblivion.

Nor do I think it wholly groundless, or my fears

altogether imaginary, that thejiboHslii rig, Christianity

may perhaps bring the church into danger, or at

least put the senate to the trouble of another secu-

ring vote. I desire I may not be mistaken ; 1 am
far from presuming to affirm, or think, that the

church is in danger at present, or as things now
stand ; but we know not how soon it may be so,

when the christian religion is repealed. As plausible

as this project seems, there may be a dangerous de-

sign lurking under it. Nothing can be more noto-i

rious, than that the atheists, deists, socinians, anti-l

trinitarians, and other subdivisions of freethinkers,

are persons of little zeal for the present ecclesiastical

establishment : their declared opinion is for repeaU\

ing the sacramental test ; they are very indifferent
|

with regard tofreremonies ; nor do they hold the Jus ^

diviniim q{ episcopacy!" therefore this may be in-

tended as one politick step toward altering the C01I7

stitution of the church established, and setting up

presbytery in the stead, which I leave to be farther

considered by those at the helm.

In the last place,.! think nothing can be more

plain, than that by this expedient, we shall run into

the evil we chiefly pretend to avoid : and that the

abolishment of the christian religion, will be the

readiest
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readiest course we can take to introduce popery. And
I am the more inclined to this opinion, because we
know it has been the constant practice of the Jesuits,

tD send over emissaries, with instructions to per-

sonate themselves members of the several prevailing

sects among us. So it is recorded, that they have at

sundry times appeared in the disguise of presbyte-

rians, anabaptists, independents, and quakers, ac-

cording as any of these were most in credit; so, since

the fashion has been taken up of exploding religion,

the popish missionaries have not been wanting to

mix with the freethinkers ; among whom Toland,

the great oracle of the antichristians, is an Irish

priest, the son of an Irish priest ; and the most

karned and ingenious author of a book, called the

Rights of the Christian Church, was in a proper

juncture reconciled to the Romish faith, whose true

son, as appears by a hundred passages in his treatise,

he still continues. Perhaps I could add some others

to the number ; but the fact is beyond dispute, and
~ the reasoning they proceed by is right : for, sup-

;

posing Christianity to be extinguished, the people will

i never.,be at ease till they find out some other me-

thod of worship ; which will as infallibly produce

superstition, as superstition will end in popery.

And therefore, if notwithstanding all I have said,

it still be thought necessary tQ..hayeja..,bill broughtin

ioy repealing chri-stianity, I would liurobly^offer an

amenchfieiTt, that instead^pf^ the word christianiry,

niay be put religion in general ; which, I conceive,

will much better answer all the good ^nds pro-

posed by the projectors of it. Fox., as long as we

leave in being a 13o3^nd his providence, with all

the necessary consequences, which cuiiousj^djn-
^

quisitive
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quisitive men will be apt to draw from such pre-

mises, we do not strike at the root of the evil, thoucrh

we should ever so efFectually_annihilate the present

scheme of the Gospel : for, of what use is freedoni

ofjjioughi^J£ it will not produce freedom of action >-

which is the sole end, how remote soever in ap-

pearance, of all objections against Christianity; and

therefore, the freethinkers.consider it as a sort of

edifice, wherein all the parts have such a mutual

dependance on each other, that if you happen to

pull put on£jingle nail, the whole fabrick must fall

to the ground. This was happily expressed by hjm,

who had heard of a<ext brought for proof of the

trinity, which in an ancient,JBanuscript was dif-

ferently read ; he thereupon immediately took the

hint, and by a sudden deduction of a long sorites,

most logically concluded ; why, if it be as you sav,

r may safely whore and drink on, and defy the

parson. From which, and many the ^like instances

easy to be produced, I think nothing can be more
manifest, than that the quarrel is not against an}' par-

ticular points of hard digestion in the christian sys-

tem, but against religion in general ; which, by lay-

ing restraints on human nature, is supposed the great

enemy to the freedom of thought and action.

Upon the whole, if it shall still be thought for

the benefit of church and state, that Christianity be

abolished, I conceive however, it may be more con-

venient to defei'. the execution to a time of peace;

and not venture, in this coniuncture, to disobhoe

our allies, who, as it falls out, are all christians,

and many of them, by the prejudices of their eclu-

cation, so bjgotted, as to ptace"^ sort of pride in the

appeUatipJi. If upon being rejected by them, we

are
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are to trust to an alliance with the Turk, we

shall find ourselves much deceived : for, as he is

too remote, and generally engaged in war with the

Persian emperor, so his people would be more scan-

dalized at our infidelity, than our christian neigh-

bours. For the Turks are not only strict observers

of religious worship, but, what is worse, believe a

God ; which is more than is required of us, even

while we preserve the name of christians.

To conclude : whatever some may think of the

great advantages to trade by this favourite scheme, I

do very much apprehend, that in six months time

after the act is passed for the extirpation of the Gospel,

the Bank and East-India stock may faU at least, one

per cent. And since that is fifty times more, than

ever the wisdom of our age thought fit to venture,

for the preservation of Christianity, there is no rea-

son wc should be at so great a loss, merely for the

sake of destroying it.

A PRO.
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A PROJECT
FOR THE

ADVANCEMENT OF RELIGION

AND THE

REFORMATION OF MANNERS*.

quisquis volet impias

CtBcles, aut raliem tollere ciulcam :

Si quceret pater urlium

Suhscrihi statuis, indomitavi audeat

RefrcBnare Ucentiam. Hor. Lib. III. Od. 24,

BY A PERSON OF QUALITY.

TO TH^ COUNTESS OF BERKELEY,

MADAM, .

JVIY intention of prefixing your ladyship's name,

is not, after the common form, to desire your

protection of the following papers ; which I take

* Mr. Steele, in the Tatler, N" 5, speaking of this project,

lays, " It is written with the spirit of one who has seen the
** world enough to undervahie it with good -breeding. The au-

" thor must certainly be a man of wisdom as well as piety, and
" have spent much time in the exercise of both. The real causes
** of the decay of the interest of religion are set forth in a clear

'* and lively manner, without unseasonable passions j and the

*' whole air of the book, as to the language, the sentiments, and
*' the reasonings, shows it was written by one whose virtue sits

*' easy about him, and to whom yice-is thoroughly contemptible.

*' It was said by one in company, alluding to that knowledge of
*' the world-this author seems to have. The man writes much like

" a Gentlemanj^ and goes to Heaven with a very good mien,"

2 to
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to be a very unreasonable request ; since by being

inscribed to your ladyship, though without your

knowledge, and from a concealed hand, you can-

not recommend them without some suspicion of

partiality. My real design is, I confess, the very

same I have often detested in most dedications ; that

of publishing your praises to the world ; not upon

the subject of your noble birth, for I know others

as noble ; or of the greatness of your fortune, for I

know others far greater ; or of that beautiful race

(the images of their parents) which call you mother;

for even this may perhaps have been equalled in

some other age or country. Besides, none of these

advantages do derive any accomplishments to the

owners, but serve at best only to adorn what they

really possess. What I intend is, your piety, truth,

good sense, and good nature, affability, and charity;

wherein I wish your ladyship had many equals, or

any superiours; and I wish I could say, 1 knew them

too, for then your ladyship might have had a chance

to escape this address. In the mean time, I think

it highly necessary, for tlie interest of virtue and re-

ligion, that the whole kingdom should be informed

in some parts of your character : for instance, that

the easiest and politest conversation, joined with the

truest piety, may be observed in your ladyship, in as

great perfection, as they were ever seen apart, in

any other persons. That by your prudence and ma-

nagement under several disadvantages, you have pre-

served the lustre of that most noble family, into

which you are grafted, and which the unmeasurable

profusion of ancestors, for many generations, had

too much eclipsed. Then, how happily you per-

form every office of life, to which Providence has

' ~ '^jcalled
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Called you : in the education of those two incom-

parable daughters, whose conduct is so universally

admired ; in every duty of a prudent, cortipjying,

affectionate \vilg ; in that care which descends to the

meanest of your domesticks \ and lastly, in that end-

less bounty to the poor, and discretion where to dis-

tribute it. I insist on my opinion, that it is of

importance for the publick to know this and a great

deal more of your ladyship ; yet whoever goes about

to inform them shall, instead of finding credit, per-

haps be censured for a flatterer. To avoid so usual

a reproach, I declare this to be no dedication, but

merely an introduction to a proposal for the ad-

vancement of religion and morals, by tracing, how-

ever imperfectly, some few lineaments in the cha-

racter of a lady, who has spent all her life in the

practice and promotion of both.

Among all the schemes offered to the piih-

lick in this projecting age, I have observed, with

some displeasure, that there have never been any

for the improvement of religion and morals ; which,

beside the piety of the design, from the consequence

of such a reformation in a future life, would be the

best natural means for advancing the publick felicity

of the state, as well as the present happiness of every

individual. For, as much as faith and morality

are declined among us, I am altogether confident,

they might in a short time, and with no very great

trouble, be raised to as high a perfection as num-

bers are capable of receiving. Indeed, the m.ethod

Vol. II. D d is
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v-^J^is so easy and obvious, and some present oppor*

tunitles so good, that, in order to have this project

reduced to practice, there seems to want ^ nothing

more than to put those in mind, who by their ho-

nour, duty, and interest, are chiefly concerned.

But becaiise it is idle to propose remedies, before

we are assured of the disease, or to be in fear, till

we are convinced of the danger ; I shall first show in

general, that the nation is extremely cormpted in

religion and morals; and then I will offer a short

scheme for the reformation of both.

As to the first, I know it is reckoned but a forjn

of speech, when divines complain of the wickedness

of the age : however, I believ^e upon a fair compa-

rison with other times and countries, it w^ould be

found an undoubted truth.

• I For first, to deliver nothing but plain matter of

' \ fact without exaggeration or satire, I suppose it will

be granted, tliat hardly on^ jn a hundred among our

people of quality or gentry, appears to act by any

principle of religion ; that great numbers of them do

entirely discard it, and are ready to own their dis-

belief of all revelation in ordinary discourse. Nor
is the case much better among the vulgar, espe-

cially in great towns, where the profaneness and ig-

norance of handicraftsmen, small traders, servants^

and the like, are to a degree very hard to be ima-

gined greater -j-. Then, it is observed abroad, that

no race of mortals have so little sense of religion, as

the English soldiers ; to confirm which, I have been

* There seems ' to want nothing more,' is a bad expression^

tetter thus—' nothing more seems wanting than to/ tffc,

f This is a bad arrangement 3 better thus— ' ai*e to a degrc«

* greater than can easily be imagined,'

often
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often told by great officers of the army, that in the

whole compass of their acquaintance, they could

not recollect three of their profession, who seemed

to regard, or believe, one syllable of the Gospel:
.

and the same at least maybe affirmed of the fleet. The

consequences of all which upon the actions of men
are equally manifest. They never go about, as in

former times, to hide or palliate their vices, but

expose them freely to view, like any other common
occurrences of life, without the least reproach from

the world, or themselves. For instance, any maa

will tell you he intends to be drunk this evening,

or was so last night, with as little ceremony or

scrupile, as he would tell you the time of the day.

He will let you know he is going to a wench, or that

he has got the venereal disease, with as much indif-

ferency, as he would a piece of publick news. He
will swear, curse, or blaspheme, without the least

passion or provocation. And though all regard for

reputation is not quite laid aside in the other sex, it

is however at so low an ebb, that very few among

them seem to think virtU£_andxjQ|idiict of absolute

necessity for preserving it. If this be not so, how

comes it to pass, that VN^omen of tainted reputations,

find the same countenance and reception in all pub-

lick places, with those of the nicest virtue, who pay

and receive visits from them, without any manner

of scruple ? which proceeding, as it is not very old

among us, so I take it to be of most pernicious con-

sequence : it looks like a sort of compounding be-

tween virtue and vice, as if a wonian were allowed

to be vicious, provided she be not a profligate ; as

if there were a certain point, where gallantry ends,

B D 2 and
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and infamy begins; or that a hundred criminat

amours, were not as pardonable as half a score.

Beside those corruptions already mentioned, it

would be endless to enumerate such as arise from

the excess of play or gaming : the cheats, the quar-

rels, the oaths, and blasphemies, among the men ;

among the women, the neglect of houshold affairs,

the unlimited freedoms, the undecent passion, and

lastly, the known inlet to all lewdness, when after

an ill run, the person must answer the defects of the

purse, the rule on such occasions holding true in

play, as it does in law ; quod non hahet in crumena,

luat in corpore.

But all these are trifles in comparison, If wc
step into other scenes, and consider the fraud and

cozenage of trading men and shopkeepers ; that

insatiable gulf of injustice and oppression, the law;

the open trafhck for all civil and military employ-

ments, (I wish it rested there) without the least re-

gard to merit or qualifications ; the corrupt ma-

nagement of men in office ; the many detestable

abuses in choosing those, who represent the people ;

with the management of interest and factions among

the representatives : to which I must be bold to add,

the ignorance of some of the lower ^lergy ; the mean

servile temper of others ; the pert pragmatical de-

meanour of several young stagers in divinity, upon

their first producing themselves into the world;

with many other circumstances, needless, or ra-

ther invidious to mention ; which falling in with

the corruptions already related, have, however

tinjustly, almost rendered the whole order con-

temptible.

Thrs
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This is a short view of the general depravities

among us, without entering into particulars, which

would be an endless labour. Now, as universal and

deep-rooted as these appear to be, I am utterly de-

ceived, if an effectual remedy might not be applied

to most of them ; neither am I at present upon a

wild speculative project, but such a one as may be

easily put in execution.

For, while the prerogative of giving all employ-

ments continues in the crown, either immediately,

or by subordination, it is in the power of the prince

to make piety and virtue become the fashion of the

age, if, at the same time, he would make them ne-

cessary qualifications for favour and preferment.

It is clear from present experience, that the bare

example of the best prince will not have any mighty

influence, where the age is very corrupt. For,

when was there ever a better prince on the throne,

than the present queen ? I do not talk of her talent

for government, her love of the people, or any

other qualities that are purely regal ; but her piety,

charity, temperance, corijugal love, and whatever

other virtues do best adorn a private life ; w^herein,

without question or flattery, she has no superioux t

yet, neither will it be satire or peevish invective to

affirm, that infidelity and vice are not much dimi-

nished since her coming to the crown, nor will,

in all probability, till more effectual remedies be

provided.

Thus human nature seems to he under the disad-

vantage, that the example alone of a vicious prince,

will in time corrupt an age ; but the example of a

good one, will not be sufficient to reform it without

farther endeavours. JPrinces must therefore siipply

D D 3 this
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this defect by a vigorous exercise of that authority,

which the law has left them ; by making it every

man's interest and honour, to cultivate religion and

virtue ; by rendering vice a disgrace, and the certain

ruin to preferment or pretensions : all which they

should first attempt in their own courts and families.

For instance, might not the queen's domesticks of

the middle and lower sort, be obliged,, upon penalty

of suspension or loss of their employments, to a con-

stant weekly attendance at least on the service of the

church ; to a decent behaviour in it ; to receive the

sacrament four times in the year; to avoid swearing

and irreligious prophane discourses ; and to the ap-

pearance at least, of temperance and chastity ?

inight not the c^re of all this be committed to the

strict inspection of proper officers ? ni^ht riot those

of higher rank, and nearer access to her majesty's

person, receive her own commands to the same pur-

pose, and be countenanced, or disfavoured, accord-

ing as they obey ? might not the queen lay her in-

junctions on the bishops, and other great men ofun-

doubted piety, to make diligent inquiry, and give

her notice, if any person about her should happen to.

be of libertine principles or morals ? might not all

those, who enter upon any cftice in her majesty's

family, be obliged to take an oath parallel with that

against simony, which is administered to the clergy?

jt is not to be doubted, but that if these, or the like

proceedings, were duly observed, morality and reli-

pion would soon become fashionable court virtues,
- . - -

and be taken Up as the only methods to get or keefx

employments there ; which alone would have mighty

mfluence upon many of the nobility and principal

gentry.

But^
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But, if the like methods were pursued as far as

possible, with regard to those, who are in the great

employments of state, it is hard to conceive how
general a reib_rma_tion they might in time produce

among us. For, if piety and virtue were once

reckoned qualifications necessary to preferment, every

man thus endowed, when put into great stations,

would readily imitate the queen s example, in the

distribution of all offices in his disposal ; especially

if any apparent transgression, through favour or par-

tiality, would be imputed to him for a misde-

meanour, by which he must certainly forfeit his fa-

vour and station : and there being such great numbers

in employment, scattered through every town and

county in this kingdom, if all these were exemplary

in the conduct of their lives, things would soon take

a new^ face, and religion receive a mighty encourage-

ment : nor would the publick weal be less ad-

vanced ; since of nine offices in ten that are ill ex-

ecuted, the defect is not in capacity or understand-

ing, but in common honesty. I know no employ-

ment, for which piely disqualifies any man ; and if

it did, I doubt the objection would not be very sea-

sonably ofTercd at present : because, it is perhaps too

just a reflection, that in the disposal of places, tlig

question \Yhether a person be fit for what he is re-

commended to, is generally the last that is thought

on or regarded.

I have often imagined, that something parallel to

the office of censors anciently in Rome, would be

of mighty use among us, an3couHl5e~5^siIy limited

from running into any exorbitances. The Romans,

understood liberty at least as well as we, w-ere as

jealous of it, and upon every occasion as bold as-

D D 4 scrtors.
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$ertors. Yet I do not remember to have read any

great complaint of the abuses in that office among

them; but many admirable effects of^it are left

upon record. There are several
( pernjcii^us vicesi

frequent and notorious among us, that escape or

elude the punishment of any law we have yet in-

vented, or have had no law^at all against them;

such as atheism,, drunkenness, fraud, avTOCe, and

several others"; which, by this institution, wisely

regulated, might be much reformed. Suppose, for

instance, that itinerary commissioners were appointed

to inspect every where throughout the kingdom,

into the conduct, at least of m(?n in office, with

respect to their poraTs¥nTf?ngionj as well as their

abilities; to receive the complaints and informations,

that should be offered against them, and make their

report here upon oath to the court or the ministry,

who should reward or punish accordingly. I avoid

entering into the particulars of this, or any other

schem.e, which coming from a private hand, might

be liable to many defects, but would soon be digested

by the wisdom of the nation : and surely, six thoor

sand pounds a year would not be ill laid out, among

as many commissioners duly qualified, who in three

divisions should be personally obliged to take their

yearly circuits for that purpose.

But this is beside my present design, which was^only

to show what degree of reformation is in the power
}

of the queen, without rthe interposition of the legisla-

ture ; and which her rnajcsty-is, without question^

obliged in conscience to endeavour by her authority,

as much as she does by her practice.

It will be easily granted, that the example of thls_

great town has a mighty influence over the wliofe

kingdom 3
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kingdom ; and it is as manifest, that the town is

equally influenced by the court, and the ministry,

and those who by their employments, or their hopes,

depend upon them. Now, if under so excellent a

princess, as the present queen, we would suppose a

family strictly regulated, as I have above proposed

;

a ministry, where every single person was of dis-

tinguished piety ; if we should suppose all great

offices of state and law filled after the same manner,

and with such as were equally diligent in choosing

persons, who, in their several subordinations, would

be obliged to follow the examples of their superiours,

ynder the penalty of loss of favour and place ; will

not every body grant, that the empire of vice and

irreligion would be soon destroyed in this great

metropolis, and receive a terrible blow through the

whole island, which has so great an intercourse with

it, and so much affects to follov/ its fashions ?

For, if religion were once understood to be the

necessary step to favour and preferment, can it be

imagined that any man would openly offend against

it, who had the least regard for his reputation or

his fortune ? there is no quality so contrary to any
nature, which men cannot affect, and put on uponi

occasion in order to serve an interest, or gratify al

prevailing passion. The proudest man will personate '

humility, the morosest learn to flatter, the laziest

will be sedulous and active, where he is in pursuit

of what he has much at heart : how ready there-

fore would most men be to step into the paths of
virtue and piety, if they infallibly led to favour and
fortune !

If swearing and profaneness, scandalous and
j^vowed lewdness, excessive gaming and intempe-
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ranee, were a little discountenanced in thc-army, I

cannot readily see what ill consequences could be

apprehended. If genrlemen of that profession, were

at least obliged to some external decoruni in their

conduct, or even if a profligate life and character,

were not a me.ifjs of advancement, and the appear-

ance of piety a most infallible hindrance, it is im-

pressible the corruptions there should be so universal

and exorbitant. I have been assured by several great

•facers, that no troops abroad are so ill disciplined as

_i:he English ; which cannot well be otherwise, while

the common soldiers, have perpetually before their

eyes, the vicious example of their leaders ; and it is

hardly possible for those to commit any crime,

whereof these are not infinitely more guilty, and

with less temptation.

It is commonly charged upon the gentlemen of

the army^- that the beastly vice of drinking to ex-

cess, nas been lately, from their example, restored

' a'mohg us ; which for some years before was almost

dropped in England. But, whoever the introducers

were, they have succeeded to a miracle ; m.any of

the young nobility and gentry are already become

great proficients, and are under no manner of con-

cern to hide their talent, but are got beyond all

sense of shame, or fear of reproach.

Thrs~might soon be remedied, if the queen would

think fit to declare, that no joung person of qua-

lity whatsoever, who was notoriously addicted to

that, or any other vice, should be capable of her

favour, or even admitted into her presence; with

positive -command to her ministers, and others in

great office, to treat them in the sam^e manner; after

which, all men, who had any regard for their re-

putation.
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putation, or any prospect of preferment, would avoid

their commerce. This would quickly make that

vice so scandalous, that those who could not subdue,

would at least endeavour to disguise it.

^ By the like methods, a stop might be put to that

ruinous practice of deep gaming ; and the reason

why it prevails so much, is, because a treatment,

directly opposite in every point, is made use of to

promote it : by which means, the laws enacted

against this abuse are wholly eluded.

It cannot be denied, that the want of strict dis-

cipline in the universities, has been of pernicious

consequence to the youth of this nation, who arc

there almost left entirely to their ovv^n management,

especially those among them of better quality and

fortune ; who, because they are not under a neces-

sity of making learning their maintenance, are easily

allov/ed to pass their time, and take their degrees,

with little or no improvement; than which there

cannot well be a greater absurdity. For, if no ad-

vancement of knowledge can be had from those

places, the time there spent is at best utterly lost,_

because every ornamental part of education, is

better taught elsewhere : and, as for keeping youths

out of harm's way, I doubt, where so many of them

are got together, at full liberty of doing what they

please, it will not answer the end. But, whatever

abuses, corruptions, or deviations from statutes,

have crept into the universities through neglect, or

length of time, they might in a great degree be re-

formed, by strict injunctions from court (upon each

particular) to the visitors and heads of houses ; be-

side the peculiar authority the queen may have in

several colleges, whereof her predecessors were the-,

founders. ^
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founders. 7\nd among other regulations, It would

be very convenient to prevent the excess of drink-

ing ; with that scurvy custom among the lads,

and parent of the former, vice, the taking of to-

bacco, where it is not absolutely necessary in point

of health.

From the universities, the young nobility, and

others of great fortunes, are sent for early up to

towuj for fear of contracting any airs of pedantry,

by a college education. Many of the younger

gentry retire to thejnns of coiut, where they are

wholly left to their own discretion. And the con-

sequence of this remissness In education appears, by

observing that nine in ten of those, who rise in the

church or the court, the law, or the army, are

ycungcr brothers, or new men, whose narrow for-

tunes have forced them upon industry and appli-

cation.

As for the inns of court, unless we suppose them

to be much degenerated, they must needs be the

\ wofs^-instltuted seminaries in any christian country ;

^but whether they may be corrected without inter-

posltk^n of the legislature, I have not skill enough

to determine. However, it is certain, that all wise

nations have agreed in the necessity of a strict edu-^

cation, which consisted, among other things, in

the observance of moral duties, especially justice,

temperance, and chastity, as well as the knowledge .^

of arts, and bodily exercises: but all these among

us are laughed out of doors.

Without the least intention to offend the clergy,

I cannot but think, that through a mistaken notion

and practice, they prevent themselves from doing

much service, which otherwise might lie in their

power.
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power, to religion and virtue : I mean, by affecting

so much to converse vith each other, and caring so

little to mingle with the laity. They have their

particular clubs, and particular coffeehouses, where

they generally appear in clusters : a single divine

dares hardly show his person among numbers of

fine gentlemen ; or if he happens to fall into such

company, he is silent and suspicious, in continual

apprehension that some pert man of pleasure should

break an unmannerly jest, and render him ridiculous.

Now I take this behaviour of the clergy to be just

as reasonable, as if the physicians should agree to

spend their time in visiting one another, or their se-

veral apothecaries, and leave their patients to shift

for themselves. In my humble opinion, the clergy's

business lies entirely among the laity ; neither is

there, perhaps, a more effectual way to forward the

salvation of men's souls, than for spiritual persons to

make themselves as agreeable as they can, in the

conversations of the world ; for which a learned edu-

cation gives them great advantage, if they would

please to improve and apply it. It so happens, that

the men of pleasure, who never go to church, nor

use themselves to read books of devotion, form

their ideas of the clergy from a few poor strollers

they often observe in the streets, or sneaking out of

some person of quality's house, where they are hired

by the lady at ten shillings a month : while those

of better figure and parts, do seldom appear to cor-

rect these notions. And let some reasoners think

what they please, it is certain that men must be

brought to esteem and love the clergy, before they

can be persuaded to be in love with religion. No
man values the best medicine, if administered by a

physician.
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physician, whose person he hates or despises. If

tlie clergy were as forward to appear in all compa-

nies, as other gentlemen, and would a httle study

the arts of conversation to make themselves agree-

able, they might be welcome at every party where

there was the least regard for politeness or good

sense ; and consequently prevent a thousand vicious

or profane discourses, as well as actions ; neither

would men of understanding complain, that a cler-

gyman was a constraint upon the company, because

they could not speak blasphemy, or obscene jests be-

fore him. While the people are so jealous of the

clergy's ambition, as to abhor all thoughts of the

return of ecclesiastick discipline amongthem, I do not

see any other method left for men of that function to

'; take, in order to reform the world, than by using all

honest arts to make themselves acceptable to the

laity. This, no doubt, is part of that wisdom of the

serpent, which the aulhor of Christianity" directs, and

is the "T^ry method used by~-St. Paul, who became

all things to all men, to the Jews a Jew, and a Greek

to the- Greeks.

tfow to remedy these inconveniences, may be a

matter of some difficulty ; since the clergy seem to

be of an opinson, that this humour of sequestering

themselves is a part of their duty ; nay, as I remem-

> ber, they have been told so by some of their bishops

in their pastoral letters, particularly by one^ among

them of great merit and distinction, who yet, in

tis own practice, has all his lifetime taken a course^

\ direcdy contrary. But I am deceived, if an awk-

'^.ward shame, and fear of ill usage from the laity,

* Suppoied to be Dr. Burnet, bishop of Salisbury.

have
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Iiave not a greater share in this mistaken conduct, ^^
than their own inclinations : however, if the out- > ^'

ward profession of religion and virtue, were once in '* ^^

practice and countenance at court, as well as among

all men in office, or wdio have any hopes or depen-

dance for preferment, a good treatment of the

clergy would be the necessary consequence of such

a reformation ; and they would soon be wise enough

to see their own duty and interest in qualifying

themselves for lay^^cpnversation, when once they

were out of fear of being choked by ribaldry or

profaneness.

There is one farther circumstance upon this occa*

sion, which I know not whether it will be very or-

thodox to mention : the clergy are the only set of

men among us, who constantly wear a distinct ha-

bit from others : the consequence of which (not in

reason but in fact) is this, that as long as any scan-

dalous persons appear in that dress, it will continue in

some degree a general mark of contempt. Whoever
happens to see a scoundrel in a gown, reeling home
at midnight, (a sight neither frequent nor miracu-

lous) is apt to entertain an ill idea of the whole or-

der, and at the same time to be extremely comforted

in his own vices. Some remedy migTTt be put to

fills, if^HTose straggling gentlemen, who come up
to town to seek their fortunes, were fairly dismissed

to the West Indies, where there is work enough, and

where some better provision should be made for

them, than I doubt there is at present. Or, what

if no person were allowed to wear the habit, who
had not some preferment in the church, or at least

some temporal fortune, sufficient to keep him out

of contempt ? though, in my opinion, it were in-

finitely
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finitely better, if all the clergy (except the bisliops)

were permitted to appear like other men of the graver*

sort, unless at those seasons when they are doing thd

business of their function.

There is one abuse in this town, which \<^onder-

fully contributes to the promotion of vice ; that

such men are often put into the commission of the

peace, whose interest it is, that virtue should be

utterly banished from among us ; who maintain, of

at least enrich themselves, by encouraging the grossest

immoralities ; to whom all the bawds of the ward

pay contribution, for shelter and protection from

the laws. Thus these worthy, m^gistrjles, instead

of lessening enormities, are the occasion of just

twice as much del>auchery. as there would be without

them. For those infamous women are forced upon

doubling their work and industry, to answer double

charges, of paying the justice, and supporting them-

selves. Like thieves who escape the gallows, and

are let out to steal, in order to discharge the gaoler's

fees.

It is not to be questioned, but the queen and mi-

nistry might easily redress this abominable grievance,

by enlarging the number of justices of the peace ;

by endeavouring to choose men of virtuous prin-

ciples ; by admitting none who have not considerable

fortunes ; perhaps, by receiving into the number

some of the most eminent clergy: then, by forcing

all of them, upon severe penalties, to act when

there is occasion, and not permitting any who are

offered, to refuse the commission ; but in these two

last cases, which are very material, I doubt there

will be need of the legislature.

The
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The ireformatlon of the stage is entirely In the

power of the queen ; and in the consequences it has

upon the minds of the younger people, does very

well deserve the strictest care. Beside the undecent

and prophane passages; beside the perpetual turning

into ridicule the very function of the priesthood,

with other irregularities, in most modern comedies,

which have been often objected to them ; it is

worth observing * the distributive justice of the au-

thors, which Is constantly applied to the punish-

ment of virtue, and the reward of vice ; direcrly

opposite to the rules of their best criticks, as well

as to the practice of dramatick poets, in all other

ages and countries. For example, a country squire>\

who is represented with no other vice but that of\

being a clown, and having the provincial accent
j

upon his tongue, which is neither a fault, nor in(

his power to remedy, must be condemned to marry^

a cast wench or a cracked chambermaid. On the

other side, a rakehell of the town, whose character

is set off with no other accomplishment, but exces- \

sive prodigality, profaneness, intemperance, ^n^ \

lust, is rewarded with a lady of great fort^une to /

repair his own, which hjs vices had alm^'t ruined.

And as in a tragedy, the hero is represented to have

obtained many victories in order to raise his cha-

racter in the minds of the spectators ; so the hero

of a comedy is represented to have been victorious

in all his intrigues for the same reason. I do not

remember, that our English poets ever suffered .a

* '^ It is worth observing,' Sec.—This arrangement perplexes the

sense, and is ungramniatical ; it is easily amended thus— * the

distributive justice of the authors is worth observing, which is

constantly,' &c.

Vol. II. E e criminal

w^
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criminal amour to succeed upon the stage, till the

reign of king Charles the second. Ever since that

time, the alderman is made a cuckold, the deluded

virgin is debauched, and adultery and fornication

are supposed to be committed behind the scenes, as

part of the action. These and many more corrup-

tions of the theatre, peculiar to our age and nation,

need continue no longer, than while the court is

content to connive at or neglect them. Surely a

pension would not be ill employed on some men

of wit, learning, and virtue, who might have power

to strike out every offensive or unbecoming passage,

from plays already written, as well as those that

may be offered to the stage for the future. By
which, and other wise regulations, the theatre might

become a very innocent and useful diversion, in-

stead of being a scandal and reproach to our religion

and country.

\ The proposals I have hitherto made for the ad-

'vancement of religion and morality, are such as

come within reach of the administration ; such as a

pious active prince, with a steady resolution, might

soon bring to effect. Neither am I aware of any

objections to be raised against what I have advanced;

unless it should be thought, that making religion a

\H necessary step to interest and favour might increase

hypocrisy among us : and I readily believe it would.

But if one in twenty should be brought over to true

piety by this, or the like methods, and the other

nineteen be only hypocrites, the advantage would

still be great. Besides, hypocrisy is much more

eligible than open infidelity and vice ; it wears the

livery of^religiaiL; it acknowledges her authority,

and is cautious of giving scandal. Nay, a long con-

tinued
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tinued disguise is too great a constraint upon human
nature, especially an English disposition : men
would leave off their vices out of mere weariness,

rather than undergo the toil and hazard, and per-

haps the expense, of practising them perpetually in

private. And I believe it is often with religion, as

it is with love ; which, by much dissembling, at

last grows real.

All other projects to this great end have proved

hitherto ineffectual. Laws^gajji^JjiT^^ have

not been executed, and pxacLa^iations occasionally

issued out Xo_enfbrce_theni are wholly unregarded,

as things of form. Religious societies, though be-

gun with excellent intention, and by persons of

true piety, are said, I know not whether truly or

not, to have dwindled into factious clubs, and

grown a trade to enrich little knavish informers of

the meanest rank, such as common constables, and

broken shopkeepers.

And that some effectual attempt should be made
toward such a reformation^ is perhaps more neces-

sary than people commonly apprehend ; because the

-ruiiX_of3__state_is generally preceded by a universal

^degeaonae^Lofljnanners, atidjcontem£t of^ religion

;

which is entirely our case at present.

Diis te minoremf quod gen's, imperas, Hor.

Neither is this a matter to be deferred till a more

convenient time of peace and Leisure ; because a re-

"^^-fbrrtiation , in men's faith and morals, is the best

naturaT,~as well as religious means, to bring the war

to a good conclusion. For, if men in trust per-

formed their duty for conscience sake, affairs would

not suffer through fraud, falshood, and neglect, as

E E 2 they
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they now perpetually do. And if they believed a

God, and his providence, and acted accordingly,

thev might reasonal)iy hope for his divine assistance,

in so just a cause as ours.

Nor could the majesty of the English crown ap-

pear, upon any occasion, in a greater lustre either

to foreigners or subjects, than by an administration,

which producing such great effects would discover

so much power. And power being the natural ap-

petite of princes, a limited monarch cannot so well

gratify it in any thing, as a strict execution of the

laws.

Besides, all parties would be obliged to close with

so good a work as this, for their own reputation

:

neither is any expedient more likely to unite them.

For the most violent party men, I have ever ob-

served, are such, as in the conduct of their lives

have discovered least sense of religion or morality

;

and when all such are laid aside, at least those among

them * as shall be found incorrigible, it will be a

matter perhaps of no great difficulty to reconcile

the rest.

The many corruptions at present in every branch

of business are "almost inconceivable. I have heard

it computed by skilful persons, that o£..six.xriiIJiQns

raised every year for the service of the publick, one

tliird, at least, is sunk and intercepted through the

several classes and subordinations of artful men in

office, before tlie remainder is applied to the proper

uses. This is an accidental ill effect of our freedom.

* It should be at least * those* among them * who' shall be

found incorrigible ; or, ' such' among them * as' shall be found,

&c. *" who/ being the proper relative to ' those,' and * as,' to

' such.'

And
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And while such men are in trust, who have no check
from within, nor any views but toward their in-

terest, there is no other fence against them, but the

certainty of being hanged upon the iirst discovery,

by tlie arbitrary will of an unlimited monarch, or

his vizier. Among us, the only danger to be ap-

prehended is, the loss of an employment; and that

danger is to be eluded a thousand ways. Besides,

When fraud is great, it furnishes weapons to defend

itself: and at worst, if the crimes be so flagrant,

that a man is laid aside out of perfect shame, (which

rarely happens) he retires loaded with the spoils of

the nation ; et frultur Mis iratis. I could name a

commission, where several persons, out of a salary

of five hundred pounds, without other visible reve-

nues, have always lived at the rate of two thousand,

and laid out forty or fifty thousand upon purchases

of land or annuities. A hundred other instances of

the same kind might easily be produced. What re-

medy therefore can be found against such grievances,

in a constitution like ours, but to bring religion

into countenance, and encourage those, who from

the hope of future reward, and oread of future

punishment, will be moved to act with justice and

integrity ?

This is not to be accomplished any other way,

than by introducing religion, as much as possible,

to be the turn and fashion of the age ; which only

lies in the power of the administration ; the prince

with utmost strictness regulating the court, the

ministry, and other persons in great employm.ent;

and these, by their example and authority^ reform-

ing all who have dependance on them.

E E 3 It
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It is certain, that a reformation successfully car-

ried on in this great town, would in time spread

itself over the whole kingdom; since most of the

considerable 5^outh pass here that season of their

lives, wherein tlie strongest impressions are made, in

order to improve their education, or advance their

fortune ; and those among them, who return into

their several counties, are sure to be followed and

imitated, as the greatest patterns of wit and good

breeding.

And if things were once in this train, that is,

if virtue and religion were established as the neces-

sary titles to reputation and preferm.ent ; and if vice

and infidelity were not only loat'en with infamy, but

made the infallible ruin of all men's pretensions;

our duty, by becoming our interest, would take

root in our natures, and mix with the very genius

of our people ; so that it would not be easy for the

exam.ple of one wicked prince, to bring us back to

our former corruptions.

I have confined myself (as it is before observed)

to those methods for the advancement of piety,

which are in the power of a prince, limited like

ours, by a strict execution of the laws ahxady in

force. And this is enough for a project, that comes

without any name or reccmm.endation ; I doubt, a

great deal more; than wrll suddenly be reduced into

practice. Though if any disposition should appear

toward so good a work, it is certain, that the assis-

tance of the legislative power would be necessary

to make it more complete. I will instance only a

few particulars.

In order to reform the vices of this town which,

as we have said, has so mighty an influence on the

whole
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whole kingdom, it would be very instrumental to

have a lav/ made, that all taverns and alehouses

should he obliged to dismiss their company at twelve

at night, and shut up their doors •, and tliat no

woman should be sutfered to enter any tavern or

alehouse, upon any pretence whatsoever. It is

easy to conceive, what a number of ill conse-

quences such a law would prevent ; the mischiefs

of quarrels, and lewdness, and thefts, and mid-

night brawls, the diseases of intemperance and

venery, and a thousand other evils needless to

mention. Nor would it be amiss, if the masters

of those publick houses were obliged, upon the

severest penalties, to give only a proportioned

quantity of drink to every company; and when,

he found his guests disordered with excess, to re-

fuse them any more.

I believe there is hardly a nation in Christendom,

where all kind of fraud is practised in so unmeasur-

able a degree as with us. The. lawyer, the trades-

man, the mechanick, have found so many arts to

deceive in their several callings, that they far out-

grow the common prudence of mankind, which is

in no sort able to fence against the>:i. Neither

could the legislature in any thing more consult the

publick good, than by providing some effectual

remedy against this evil, which, in several cases,

deserves greater punishment, than many crimes that.

are capital among us. The vintner, who by mix-

ing poison with his wines, destroys more lives

than any one disease in the bill of mortality; the

lawyer, who persuades you to a purchase, wfiich he

knows is mortgaged for more than the worth, to tlie

i;uin of ycu and your family ; the goldsmith or scri-

vener
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vener, who takes all your fortune to dispose of,

when he has beforehand resolved to break the fol-

lowing day, do surely deserve the gallows, much
better than the wretch, who is carried thither for

stealing a horse.

It cannot easily be answered to God or man,

why a law is not made for limiting the press . at

least so far as to prevent the publishing of such

pernicious books, as under pretence of freethink-

ing endeavour to overthrow those tenets in re-

lit^ion, which have been held inviolable, almost

in all ages, by every sect that pretend to be

christian ; and cannot therefore, with any colour

of reason, be called points in controversy,, or mat-

\,, \ ters of speculation, as some would pretend. 1 he

^ doctrine of the trinity, the divinity of Christ,

the immortality of the soul, and even the truth

of all revelation, are daily exploded and denied in

books openly printed ; though it is to be supposed,

neither party will avow such principles, or own

the supporting of them to be any way necessary to

their service.

It would be endless to set down every corruption

or defect, which requires a remedy from the le-

' gislative power. ' Senates are likely to have little

regard for any proposals, that come from with-

out doors ; though, under a due sense of my
own inabilities, I am fully convinced that the

unbiassed thoughts of an honest and wise man,

employed on the good of his country, may be

better digested, than the results of a multitude,

where faction and interest too often prevail ; as a

single guide may direct the way better than five

hundred^
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hundred, who have contrary views, or look asquint,

or shut their eyes.

I shall therefore mention but one more parti-

cular, which I think the parliament ought to take ,

under consideration ; whether it be not a shame to

our country, and a scandal to Christianity, that in

many towns, where there is a prodigious increase in

the number of houses and inhabitants, so little care

should be taken for the building of churches, that

hve parts in six of the people are absolutely hindered

from hearing divine service ? particularly here in

London '^, where a single minister, with one or two

sorry curates, has the care sometimes of above

twenty thousand souls incumbent on him ; a neg-

lect of religion so ignominious, in my opinion,

that it can hardly be equalled in any civilized age

or country.

But, to leave these airy imaginations of intro- ^

ducing new laws for the amendment of mankind; *

what I principally insist on, is a due execution of

the old, which lies wholly in the crown, and in

the authority thence derived : I return therefore to

my former assertion, that if stations of power, trust,

profit, and honour, were constantly made the re-

wards of virtue and piety, such an administration •

must needs have a mighty influence on the faith and
morals of the whole kingdom : and men of g7ea~t abi*

lities would then endeavour to excel in the duties of

a religious life, in order to qualify themselves for

* This paragraph is known to have given the first hint to cer-

tain bishops, particularly to bishop Atterbiiry, in the earl of
Oxford's ministry, to procure a fund for building fifty new
churches in London.

publick
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publick service. I may possibly be wrong in some of

the means I prescni)e toward this end ; but that is no

material objection against the design itself. Let

those who are at the helm contrive it better, which

perhaps they mav easily do. Every body will agree,

that the disease is manifest, as well as dangerous;

that some remedy is necessary, and that none yet

applied has been effectual ; which is a sufficient ex-

cuse for any man, who wishes well to his coun-

try, to offer his thoughts, when he can have no

other end in view but the publick good. The

present queen is a princess of as many and great vir-

tues as ever filled a throne : how would it brighten

her character to the present and after ages, if she

would exert her utmost authority, to instil some

share of those virtues into her people, which they are

too degenerate to learn only from her example! and.

be it spoke with all the veneration possible for so

excellent a sovereign, her best endeavours in this

weighty affair are a most important part of her duty,

as well as of her interest, and her honour.

But it must be confessed, that as things are nov/,

every man thinks he has laid in a sufficient stock of

merit, and may pretend to any employment, pro-

vided he has been loud and frequent in declaring

himself hearty for the government. It is true, he

is a man of pleasure, and a freethinker; that is, in

other words, he is profligate in his morals, and a

despiser of religion j but in point of party, he is

one to be confided in; he is an assertorof liberty and

property ; he rattles it out against popery and arbi-

trary power, and priestcraft and high church. It is

enough : he is a person fully qualified for any em-

a ployment.
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ployment, in the court or the navy, the law or the

revenue ; where he will be sure to leave no arts un-

tried, of bribery, fraud, injustice, oppression, thqt

he can practise with any hope of impunity; N6
wonder such men are true to a government, whe^re

liberty runs high, where property, however attained,

is so well secured, and where the administration

is at least so gentle : it is impossible they could

choose any other constitution, without changing to

their loss.

Fidelity to a present establishment is indeed the

principal means to defend it from a foreign enemy,

but without other qualifications will not prevent

corruptions from within ; and states are more often

ruined by these, than the other.

To conclude : whether the proposals I have offered

toward a reformation be such as are most prudent

and convenient, may probably be a question ; but

it is none at all, whether some reformation be abso-

lutely necessary ; because the nature of things is such,

that if abuses be not remedied, they will certainly

increase, nor ever stop, till they end in the subversion

of a commonwealth.
.
As there must always of ne-

cessity be some corruptions, so, in a well instituted

state, the executive power will be always contending

against them by reducing things (as Machiavel speaks)

to their first principles ; never letting abuses grow
inveterate, or multiply so far, that it will be hard to

find remedies, and perhaps impossible to apply them.

As he, that would keep his house in repair, must at-

tend every little breach or flaw, and supply it imme-
diately, else time alone will bring all to ruin ; how
much more the common accidents of storms and rain?

he
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he must live in perpetual danger of his house falling

about his ears ; and will find it cheaper to throw it

quite down, and build it again from the ground,

perhaps upon a new foundation, or at least in anew
form which may neither be so safe, nor so convenient

as the old.

END OF THE SECOND VOLUME.
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